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1.1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.1. MESSAGE TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS
Dear Shareholders,

the downturn in consumption and the increase of
the VAT rate to 13% at the start of 2012. Even so,

At the end of another year of activity, regarding

our market share increased slightly, as some of our

which we draw up a very positive balance of our

competitors saw their business come under even

work and results, we are pleased to share with you

greater pressure. In the Audiovisuals business, the

the Annual Report and Accounts for 2012.

sale of movie rights and other contents suffered
greater impact (-15%).

The year under review saw many challenges
both for ZON and for the majority of Portuguese

In the Contents segment, the premium component

companies – we were operating in a difficult

continued to be most affected by the reductions

economic environment, characterized by high

in consumption, and revenue from these channels

unemployment, a decline in private consumption

declined by 13.4% during 2012.

and extremely limited business investment. This
was not a surprise, yet it confirmed the fears that

However, despite the particular macroeconomic

constituted the basis of the plan for the year now

framework underpinning the year, ZON overall

ended.

showed very considerable resilience in terms of its
products and services, positively reflected, as we

Our turnover (National and International) grew from

have seen, in its operating and financial results.

854.8 million euros in 2011 to 858.6 million euros
in 2012, with EBITDA* increasing from 311.2 million

Our strategy is based on simple principles and

euros to 312.9 million euros. The FCF** more than

the approach to these adverse market conditions

doubled from 51.5 million euros in 2011 to 106.5

was undertaken pragmatically. We know we have

million euros.

to achieve gains in efficiency in operational areas
without compromising our image, our business

The

telecommunications

market

in

Portugal

results and the commitment of our teams.

suffered a decrease of approximately 5% and
ZON was not immune to this, with revenues in the

Our plans reflect the following strategic principles:

domestic market falling by 2.3%. However, with the
inclusion of proportional revenues from ZAP, there
was an aggregate growth of 1.8%.

• Discipline in the fulfillment and control of
annual business plans;

Not all areas showed the same positive evolution.

• Permanent focus on innovation as a way

Cinema business decreased by about 11%, due to

to be more appreciated by Customers
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and respected by competitors and by our
industry;

• The launch last summer of Timewarp, a
feature that enables customers to watch the
past 7 days of dozens of television channel

• Ongoing search for gains in efficiency across

programs

simply

and

effectively. This

the board – improvement of processes,

feature, which is based on new technologies

simplification

and server concepts, was launched as

of

systems,

purchasing,

establishment of partnerships;

a world premiere by ZON and has led to
great recognition by our Industry and our

• Ongoing search and focus on alternatives

Customers;

for growth;
• The strengthening of our service portfolio
• Social responsibility;

for

businesses.

We

reorganized

our

teams and increased our technical and
• Development
environment

of
-

a

positive

open

in-house

commercial staff, reinforcing our focus that

communication,

is succeeding in increasingly making us an

professional development, internal mobility,
working

conditions,

alternative to the traditional providers;

objective-based

remuneration and profit sharing;

• The enrichment of our applications portfolio,
such as ZON@FON, which is the leading Wi Fi

• Transparency of management actions in the

network platform in Portugal, with more than

light of Employees, the Board of Directors

500,000 hotspots throughout the country,

and the Capital Market.

or the ZON Phone, an app that enables
our customers to use a mobile phone to

Without wishing to be exhaustive, we would

make calls where ZON landline charges

merely like to draw your attention to some of our

are applied. We continue to increase the

key milestones in 2012, which resulted from the

number of interactive applications on our

implementation of our strategy.

IRIS platform;

After a cycle (2008-2011) of major extraordinary

• The ongoing commitment to ZAP has led

investments in the strengthening of our residential

to extremely important steps being taken

and

network,

as part of its unquestionable success. Our

during the year now ended ZON impacted the

commitment in this joint venture remains a

market with:

priority, although the company is completely

corporate

telecommunications

independent of and separate from ZON.
We are continuing to develop our support
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and the search for synergies in all areas of

The merits and goals of this merger have been

the company. ZAP is a fundamental part of

widely reported and are detailed in the Merger

our growth strategy and its future potential

Project drawn up jointly by executives of both

is very interesting;

companies.

• Improving our service to our Customers

Without wishing to anticipate and minimize the

in keeping with what we have been doing.

risks that can arise in projects of this type, it is our

We continue to see significant progress.

firm belief that this merger will be very positive in

The number of customer contacts dropped

terms of generating value.

around 8% in the past year, while the
number of services sold rose by 4.6%. The

This

enthusiasm of our internal and external

whose business is significantly complementary,

teams, as well as improvements we have

providing them with the opportunity to become a

made to our IT systems and network

telecommunications operator of greater dimension

infrastructure, have had a positive impact

and increased technical and financial capacity.

operation

will

merge

two

companies

on our profitability and image for our
residential and business customers;

The

quality

and

capacity

of

the

technical

infrastructure that will be brought together, the
• The fourth quarter of 2012 saw the

diversity of the markets covered, the competence

conclusion of a very important project.

and diversity of the existing human capital,

We moved to a new centrally, located

the long-term commitment of many of our

headquarters in Lisbon, bringing together

shareholders together provide an extraordinarily

almost all our employees within a single,

interesting formula and opportunity for the new

more

company to grasp.

economical,

modern,

functional

and eco-friendly location. In addition to a
saving of about 15% in the overall cost of

The telecommunications sector is very interesting.

buildings, it is also an important driver of

It is one of the most important sectors for the

satisfaction, motivation and productivity for

development of any society. Tomorrow, as today,

our employees.

we shall need high-performance communication
networks, vast geographical coverage, technology

Lastly, and as is publicly known, our Board of
Directors

and

Shareholders

considered

and technical resources.

and

approved the proposed merger of ZON with

Our company consists of hundreds of employees

Optimus.

and is supported by an extensive partner network.
Our success is due to the collaboration of all, to
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their ability to innovate and to the Energy and
Commitment with which we work together on a
daily basis. We are grateful to all.

We would also like to express our thanks to our
Shareholders and Customers for their support and
preference.

Rodrigo Costa
CEO, ZON Multimédia

Daniel Proença de Carvalho
Chairman, ZON Multimédia

*EBITDA
Earnings Before Interest Tax Depreciation Amortization
(operating profit or earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization)
**FCF
Free cash flow (net income + amortizations - (CAPEX) Changes in Working Capital)
Working Capital (Stocks + customers - suppliers)
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1.1.2. ABOUT ZON
Nowadays ZON has a substantial impact on the

of integrated entertainment and communications

Portuguese economy. It occupies a central place in

services.

the lives of millions of Portuguese individuals. The
economic, social and cultural impacts of its activity

With ZON, consumers can find the soundness

can be felt in all sectors. ZON’s activity extends to

of an established operator, the convenience of a

the creation of jobs and the economy in general,

single provider, a guarantee of quality throughout

particularly in services, but also in manufacturing

the service chain and proven ability to innovate.

and exports. ZON is a generator and facilitator of

The major beneficiaries of this powerful force have

economic activity in various sectors, contributing

been its Portuguese clients, who now obtain much

significantly to GDP.

more for much less.

The efforts of the past four years have transformed

ZON has implanted a new competitive dynamic

ZON Multimedia from primarily a distributor

in the telecommunications market. In a context

of television to one of the leading suppliers of

of intense competition, ZON’s reinvestment policy

telecommunications and have laid the groundwork

has enabled the on-going improvement of the

for the establishment of a highly competitive

services offered to its customer base. The rapid

telecommunications market.

launch of new and innovative services to consumers
has contributed to endowing the country with

ZON has presented itself as a complete operator,

a telecommunications infrastructure with the

offering

advanced

capacity to respond to the elevated demands of

entertainment and telecommunications products

the future. ZON’s activity places it at the forefront

and services for various markets - from the home

of social, demographic and cultural mega trends

to the office – and internationally expanded its

that are shaping the global economy.

a

competitive

range

of

activities in 2010.
ZON is today a benchmark PSI-20 company, the
The value chain of ZON products and services has

market leader for Pay TV in Portugal. It is also the

widened and now lies in the integrated provision

leading provider of next generation broadband

of audio-visual and telecommunications content

services (ZON Fibra) and the distribution and

- audio-visual entertainment, fixed and mobile

exhibition of films and it is also the only fixed voice

broadband networks and services, fixed voice and

operator experiencing growth.

mobile voice, cinema distribution and exhibition. In
this process, audio-visual content is central. It is
the element that binds and supports the provision

MANAGEMENT REPORT / INTRODUCTION / ABOUT ZON
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1.1.3. ORGANOGRAM

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(84%)

(78%)

(50%)
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1.1.4. KEY EVENTS IN 2012
January

June

ZON wins the Global Business Excellence Award

ZON launches its Support service for customers
with special hearing needs

Vodafone and ZON Lusomundo launch the
m.Ticket cinema service
ZON launches two new HD channels, reinforcing
its leadership in High Definition: NBA TV HD and
Fuel TV HD

ZON leads the National Customer Satisfaction
Index

July

February

ZON receives an award at the 2012 EMEA Contact
Centre World Awards

ZON announces the launch of the ZON Phone
App for Android

ZON Conteúdos invests in digitalisation and
enables savings for advertisers

The ZON Sagres Virtual League obtains 1st place
in the Top Internet Leagues

March
ZON launches its new website www.zon.pt

April

August
ZON and TVI sign a partnership to launch an
exclusive channel
ZON/Nintendo Partnership: ZON@Fon Network
connects 3DS and 3DS XL Consoles to the internet
Timewarp: ZON launches a worldwide revolutionary
feature

ZON NORTH CANYON SHOW 2011 - Garrett
McNamara nominated for the “Big Wave Oscars”
ZON launches the Toros TV channel
ZON launches SYFY HD
ZON is the first national carrier to introduce free
Restart TV feature in more than 50 TV channels.

September
ZON Empresas offers new features in ZON Office
and launches new packages for micro companies
ZON@FON surpasses 7 million Hotspots
ZON awarded at the CapAwards

May
ZON NORTH CANYON SHOW - Garrett McNamara
wins the Billabong XXL Awards
ZON launches a games channel and promotes the
Play ZON championship
ZON and Central de Cervejas link up during
Heart Month to form the initiative “Goal for the
Heart” and donate 2,500 Euros to the Portuguese
Cardiology Foundation
ZON Customer Care distinguished in the European
Business Awards

MANAGEMENT REPORT / INTRODUCTION / THE ZON NETWORK - KEY FACTS
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first time

October
ZON starts move to new headquarters
ZON and Disney launch Disney Movies On Demand
ZON’s new headquarters receives SIL Real Estate
Award
ZON Empresas supports New Businesses
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November
ZON launches Disney Junior channel
The Localvisão TV channel makes its ZON début
ZON launches the new Globo channel, a ZON
exclusive
IRIS wins GOLD in the Efficiency in Communications
Awards
ZON Call Center given an award by IFE (International
Faculty for Executives)
ZON Customer Support awarded by Contact
Center World in the USA
ZON Cinemas Exclusive Application: ZON provides
innovation in purchasing cinema tickets through
the TV

December
ZON Lusomundo presents the national début of its
new way of watching films, 48 frames per second
ZON Empresas establishes a partnership with the
SMB programme
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1.1.5. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Operationals (Thousands)
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Operationals (Thousands)
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Financials (Millions of Euros)
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1.1.6. THE ZON TEAM
RODRIGO COSTA

JOSÉ PEDRO PEREIRA DA COSTA

Since September 2007 Rodrigo Costa is the CEO

José Pedro Pereira da Costa is, since September

of ZON Multimédia, SGPS and also Chairman of

2007, Executive Director – CFO of ZON Multimédia,

the Board of Directors of several companies within

SGPS and also Chairman of the Board of Directors

the ZON Multimédia Group.

of several companies within the ZON Multimédia
Group. Apart from his financial role, at the holding

In 1979, Rodrigo Costa began his career as an IT

level, José Pedro is responsible for the Business

Systems Analyst. In 1990, Rodrigo accepted an

Development Unit and also ZON’s representative

invitation to launch Microsoft in Portugal. After 11

at the Board of Directors of Sport TV and ZAP.

years as General Manager, in August 2001, Rodrigo
became the head of Microsoft Brazil. In 2002

His first professional experience was in 1990, as an

moved to Seattle, EUA, where he was promoted

Engagement Manager at McKinsey & Company,

to Corporate Vice-President of Microsoft’s OEM

leading a number of strategic consulting projects

Division (Original Equipment Manufacturer) at the

for companies in Portugal and Spain, in the

company’s headquarters.

banking and telecoms sectors.

After 15 years with Microsoft, at the end of 2005,

Between 1997 and 2000 José Pedro was part

Rodrigo returned to Portugal to become a Board

of the Executive Committee of Banco Santander

Member of Portugal Telecom. As an Executive

de Negócios Portugal, being responsible for the

Board Member his main responsibilities were:

Corporate Finance area.

Executive Vice-President of the PT Group and CEO
of the wire line business. At the holding level he

In the year 2000, José Pedro Pereira da Costa

was also head of Corporate HR, IT and Innovation.

becomes a Member of the Board of Directors of
Portugal Telecom, where he took up the role of

In the past, Rodrigo has collaborated with several

CFO of the fixed and mobile voice units in Portugal

organizations where he held a number of different

and in Brazil.

positions:
Commerce,

Portuguese-American
Portuguese

Software

Chamber

of

Association,

José Pedro has a degree in Business Management

Advisory Board for the Portuguese Government

and Administration by the Portuguese Catholic

Technological Plan, General Counsel of Coimbra

University. In 1992 he takes an MBA at INSEAD.

University. In 2006, he was commended by His
Excellency the President of the Portuguese Republic
as a Grand Officer of the Order of Infante D. Henrique.
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LUÍS LOPES

Luís Lopes has a degree in Technological Physics
Engineering by the Superior Technical Institute of

Luís Lopes is, since September 2007, Executive

Lisbon (IST).

Director of ZON Multimédia, SGPS and also
Member of the Board of Directors of several

DUARTE CALHEIROS

companies within the ZON Multimédia Group.
Duarte Calheiros is, since 2003, a Member of the
Executive

Executive Committee of ZON Multimédia, SGPS

Director of PT Comunicações, a role which he

and also Member of the Board of Directors of

accumulated with the one at PT.COM, where he

several companies within the ZON Multimédia

was responsible for the Residential Business as

Group.

Previously,

Luís

Lopes

was

the

well as for the launch of the Television Project.
He was also Non-Executive Director at Páginas

Between 2003 and 2006, Duarte Calheiros was

Amarelas.

the Chairman of the Executive Committee of
Lusomundo Audiovisuais, S.A. and Lusomundo

From 1998 to 2004 Luís Lopes was the Associate
Principal

at

McKinsey

&

Company

Cinemas, S.A.

(Lisbon

and Warsaw), participating in several projects

During 2005 and 2006 Duarte Calheiros was a

throughout Europe related with Retail Banking,

Member of the Board of Directors of PT Compras,

Energy, Pulp and Paper Industry and Consumer

a company within the Portugal Telecom Group,

Goods sectors. He was also the Co-leader of Retail
Banking in Europe.

Previously, between 1989 and 1998 he was a
Member of the Board of Directors of SEAT –

Luís Lopes worked at Procter & Gamble (Lisbon

Sociedade Hispânica de Automóveis, S.A. importer

and London), between 1995 and 1998, as the

of SEAT to Portugal and since 1998 until 2003,

Senior Analyst in charge of Haircare sector in

Director of HERTZ HR Aluguer de Automóveis, S.A.

Europe and Product Supply Finance of Haircare
sector worldwide.

Between 1976 and 1989 he was the Head/Director
in charge of the financial area of the Indústria de

Luís Lopes was a researcher at INETI (National

Fundição de Aços Especiais in Rio de Janeiro –

Institute of Engineering, Technology and Innovation)

Brazil.

between 1994 and 1995 and teaching assistant of
the Physics Department of the Superior Technical

Duarte Calheiros has a degree in Business,

Institute of Lisbon (IST).

Management and Administration by the Pontifical
University of Rio de Janeiro, with equivalence by
the Lisbon Catholic University.
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1.2. A YEAR MARKED BY INNOVATION
1.2.1. RESIDENTIAL SEGMENT
1.2.1.1. IRIS

The benefit for the user has been so evident that
the service has been used by over 90% of IRIS

2012 was a year of consolidation of IRIS, the next

customers, with more than 70% using it daily and,

generation multiplatform TV service from ZON.

on average, two times per day. A satisfaction index

This service, positioned as the premium triple play

of 9.1 out of 10 is the highest ever awarded to a

service from ZON, leveraged the pace of its growth

service launched by ZON.

with the addition of 130 thousand customers in
2012, to reach 235,000 customers, representing

The launch of Timewarp was a world first and has

an annual growth of 130%.

consolidated ZON’s status as a world leader in
innovation in Pay TV services.

In early 2013, IRIS was once again recognised by
the market with the “Product of the Year” award in

ZON was only able to offer such an advanced

Portugal. This service had previously been awarded

demanding service as Timewarp thanks to its

the Janus Design Award by the Institut Français du

on-going investment in 3 different technological

Design and also the “Most Innovative TV Interface”

platforms:

by the TV of Tomorrow Show in San Francisco.
• The IRIS platform, developed by ZON,
the

which uses the cloud to control all the

Portuguese Pay TV market, such as its user interface

services provided for all platforms, from the

and features such as Advanced Recording, Smart

Set-Top-Boxes to iPads.

After

introducing

major

innovations

in

Search and Restart TV, in 2012 IRIS introduced the
greatest innovation to date: Timewarp, a feature that

• The IRIS Set-Top-Box, designed by ZON

automatically records seven days of programming

and conceived of by leading vendors in Set-

from 80 channels in the cloud.

Top-Boxes and Middleware Technology.

This functionality is fully integrated into the

• The Advanced Recording Platform in the

user interface, which was adapted to enable the

Cloud, leveraging ZON’s investment in a

user to easily navigate through this huge supply

high-end quality fibre optic network, data

of content. The goal was that the client could

centres and HD content.

effectively “time travel” using features such as the
availability of the TV Listings Guide for the previous

IRIS has continued to improve the TV experience,

7 days, Smart Search of content already broadcast,

enhancing the provision of the best Internet

Recommendations and Related Content.

services, fully adapted to their specific use for

MANAGEMENT REPORT / A YEAR MARKED BY INNOVATION / RESIDENTIAL SEGMENT
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TV. The highlight in 2012 was the launch of web-

1.2.1.2. LEADER IN BROADBAND AND

video applications such as Vimeo, TED, ING and

FIXED VOICE INNOVATION

Reuters. 2012 was also the year in which the first
T-commerce applications were launched, such as

100 MBPS FOR ALL

ZON Cinemas, where users can search for films
or cinemas, see film trailers, and then buy their

In 2009, ZON was one of the first operators

tickets, all from their TV screen. In early 2013 apps

worldwide to move to DOCSIS 3.0 technology, with

for Telepizza deliveries, discounts on Odisseias and

coverage extended to virtually the entire network in

delivery of food to the home with No Menu were

less than a year.

added to this successful platform.
Delivering the best internet service to its customers
ZON currently offers 30 different apps on its IRIS

is one of the fundamental pillars of ZON’s product

platform.

strategy.

IRIS is the backbone of the services ZON offers

In Portugal ZON has historically led in offering

in this regard, materializing our vision of a Pay

broadband at cutting edge speeds: 30 Mbps in

TV operator as the primary means through which

2008, 1 Gbps in 2009. However, it was in 2009

the user accesses content, regardless of network,

with the launch of ZON Fibra products that it

device or even the source of the content.

began a process of massification of broadband at
speeds above 30 Mbps in the Portuguese market.

IRIS has also shown itself to be the basis for the
future of ZON. Much of the design of IRIS, platforms

In March 2012, ZON once again strengthened its

and associated technology stem from ZON’s R&D

commitment to high speed by offering all of its

and software development work, creating assets

ZON Fibra IRIS packages at 100 Mbps. Around

and intellectual property that ZON continues to

30% of ZON customers have access to speeds

leverage in its on-going product innovation, thus

above 100 Mbps, and over 90% above 12 Mbps.

enabling it to assume a prominent role in shaping

With the new additions, over 40% have speeds

the future of the television experience.

equal to or greater than 100 Mbps.

ZON continues to develop IRIS on a daily basis,

The use of the internet has changed radically in the

seeking to ensure the proper positioning of the

last 5 years: from web browsing to video streaming,

company to meet the challenges and opportunities

from a single to multiple devices, with the strong

that will certainly arise in a market as global and

growth of smart phones and tablets - and ZON

rapidly changing as that of Pay TV.

foresaw and met these needs with the positioning
of its internet service.
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A key part of the internet service performance

The success of the ZON fixed voice service

is the ZON Hub internet, the wireless router

was primarily built on the simplicity of the value

that is the equipment used by the customer to

proposition: unlimited calls. In a market almost

access the service. The solution chosen by ZON

completely dominated by a single player, with a

ensures considerable flexibility in developing new

monthly subscription and call charges based on

applications/solutions.

use, the appearance of a service with a powerful
concept underpinning it, both from the point of

Two good examples are the use of the same CPE

view of freedom of use and the security of cost

for the SOHO/SMBs with software tailored to the

control, changed the rules of the game and forced

needs of the segment - such as IP PBX - and

the market to adjust to this new reality.

ZON@FON.
This service was expanded in 2009 when ZON
ZON@FON, a partnership between ZON and FON

increased its value proposition with the introduction

which started in 2008, now has more than 500

of unlimited calls to 20 destinations during the

thousand Wi Fi hotspots in Portugal for free use by

evening period. It also at the same time introduced

ZON customers and FON partners, and access to

a set of features into the service, which addressed

more than 7 million hotspots worldwide.

the needs of always being reachable (voice mail
within email, call forward, follow me), privacy

About 25% of ZON customers regularly use the

(rejecting anonymous numbers and unwanted

ZON@FON service, and traffic tripled in 2012.

numbers) and controlling costs (selective barring
of destinations). This set of features was mostly

The ZON@FON network forms one aspect of the

completely innovative (e.g. rejecting unwanted

ZON OTT strategy, supporting access to online

numbers and voice mail within email) and was a

television services - ZON Online - and fixed voice

benchmark at the global level.

phone - ZON Phone app.
The ZON fixed voice service currently provides

ZON PHONE - THE REINVENTION

unlimited calls to Portuguese landline networks

OF THE LANDLINE

and 50 international destinations during the
evening on weekdays and 24 hours at weekends.

The launch of the fixed voice service in 2007 was a
milestone of great significance for the evolution of

The 2012 results show the acceptance of the

ZON’s business. For the first time, an operator with

service. In addition to growth of the base, there was

a strong presence in the market launched a true

an increase both in the number of regular users

triple play integrated package onto the market. The

and the average consumption levels per customer

competition followed suit.

(MoU). In 2012, about 90% of customers were
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regular users of the service and residential MoU

As regards linear content, ZON strengthened its

grew by 6% compared to 2011.

leadership in terms of high-definition content with
the launch of new channels (SyFy HD, E! HD, TVC

In late 2011, ZON introduced another new ZON

3 HD, TVC 4 HD, etc.) establishing its difference in

Phone service, which was the ZON Phone app

terms of the television experience provided to its

for the Apple iOS. In February 2012, the Android

subscribers.

version was launched. ZON was the first operator
worldwide to offer a service of this nature, which

The continued commitment to children’s thematic

has since been copied by several cable operators

content resulted in the launch of Disney Channel

in Europe. The concept is simple and powerful:

Junior and strengthening the exclusive content

having one’s home phone on one’s smart phone

of the on-demand service ZON Kids. Also in the

or tablet, with the same charges (unlimited calls)

sports area the launch of new channels (NBA HD,

and the same advanced features. To use this all

Fuel HD, etc.) enabled ZON to offer the widest

that is needed is a Wi-Fi data connection. This is a

range of content in the market.

true reinvention of the landline, meeting customer
needs and the market trend towards the use of

Innovation in content and available on-demand

smart devices.

services enabled this to continue to be a
cornerstone of ZON’s strategy, one example being

The ZON Phone app has been downloaded over

the launch of Disney Movies on Demand, the first

100 thousand times in the AppStore and Google

Disney branded subscription service in Europe.

Play. The service penetration at the end of the first
year was about 16%, well above initial expectations.

2012 was also marked by enlarging the range
of exclusive content based on partnerships with

With this launch and the OTT service, ZON is

some of the major Portuguese language content

effectively providing all its services outside the

providers, such as the Globo channel and the

home, with a broad OTT offer.

recently announced +TVI channel.

1.2.1.3. MORE HD

1.2.1.4. OFFERS FOR ALL SEGMENTS

The availability of better content for its subscribers

In order to broaden the addressable customer

continues to be a major focus of attention for ZON

base in Portugal, ZON’s commercial offering has

TV Cabo. During 2012 linear and on-demand

evolved to reach segments where, in the past, there

content continued to be improved and expanded

was no chance of penetrating. At the same time,

in order to maintain and increase its competitive

two top of the range services were developed to

advantage.

enable it to achieve a growing customer base,
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without harming the Average Revenue Per User

Fi, ZON@FON, ZON Online and the ZON Phone

(ARPU).

App for €52.99/month.

Generally speaking, the services are segmented

In mid-January 2013, ZON extended its ZON Fibra

into four areas ranging from the lowest segment to

IRIS service to the below €50 segment with the

the top of the line.

introduction of a Triple Play package for €44.99/
month with a speed of 30 Mbps and 114 TV

The services offered in the lower segments (where

channels. The success of IRIS packages and the

traditionally pay TV could not penetrate but where

customer appetite for the product has created the

a landline and/or basic Internet provision was

conditions to extend this service to this segment.

needed) provides 4 FTA channels, a fixed voice
service, internet or fixed voice and internet for

This release removes one more barrier to customer

€25.99/month.

base growth in the mid/high market segments.

The service offered for limited budget segments
(wishing to have TV content but with restrictions on
the amount to be spent on entertainment) offers
35 analogue channels plus fixed voice and/or
internet with a speed of 6 Mbps without Wi Fi. The
3P package costs €35.99/month.

As regards the segment which gives equal value to
the product features, with Triple Play prices below
€50, this consists of packages with 115 to 147
digital channels plus fixed voice and/or Internet
from 12 to 24 Mbps, with Wi Fi, and extra features
such as TV Guide, VoD and content recording, for
a total cost of €45.49/month.

The high-end offer, IRIS by ZON Fibra, is the best
Triple Play experience in the market and provides
more than 147 channels, the IRIS user interface,
numerous additional features such as Restart,
Timewarp, Advanced Recording Management, as
well as fixed voice and 100 Mbps internet with Wi
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1.2.2. CORPORATE SEGMENT
The year 2012 has been characterized by the

In the SMB segment, and in addition to the reduced

consolidation of the business segment operation.

sales team directly managed by ZON, the first
steps have been taken in developing an indirect

ZON implemented a number of initiatives enabling

sales channel, especially through partners focused

the SOHO (Small Office Home Office), SMB

on the marketing of services with greater added

(Small and Medium Businesses) and Corporate

value. The models for the marketing, operational

Segments to be seamlessly integrated.

structure and remuneration have been defined, as
well as all the support materials and tools for this

In the Corporate segment the sales and pre-sales

channel, and in 2013 it will be consolidated.

teams were reinforced, as well as the support teams,
in order to maintain the fast and flexible response

The SOHO segment, which ZON has been

levels characteristic of ZON. In this segment, ZON

operating in for longer, also registered a growth

recorded significant growth in its turnover, having
achieved its first major service contracts with a
number of reference entities at the national level.

in sales volume, particularly in the services
specifically designed for this market. In the case
of professional products as a whole, there was an
increase of 16%, while ZON Office, in particular,

The main differentiating factors in this segment

registered an increase in turnover of about 100%.

have been the availability of having one’s own high
capillarity network, which is mainly fibre and based
on technology specifically geared to the demands
of the enterprise segment, the strategic partnership
relations with some of the major technological
players in this sector and an exclusive service team
dedicated to Corporate customers.

The exceptional performance achieved in the
Hotel segment should also be noted where, given
the very significant presence in the four and five
star groups, the implemented loyalty programmes
achieved a success rate of 100%. Furthermore,
ZON achieved a market share of over 65% of new
business openings in 2012.

In an economic environment in which the goal is
always to do more with less, the main commitment
of ZON has been to guarantee its customers access
to integrated telecommunications services of a
high technical quality with significant operational
savings.

Regarding the supply side, 2012 was marked
by the consolidation and evolution of services
available for both the SOHO market and the more
sophisticated business market. For this particular
market ZON focused on developing basic services
that, together, were able to meet virtually all the
telecommunications needs of companies, be they
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medium or large ones. Partnerships were also

• Launch of the Voice Connect (SIP Trunk)

developed to enable ZON to compete and satisfy

service over HFC;

any need in the IT business market. The following
were some of the highlights:

• Release of the Managed Voice service that
offers all the features of a PBX without

• Integration within the “Business Services

the need for investment in the IP PBX

over DOCSIS” technology service portfolio,

infrastructure (physically at the customer’s

enabling the provision of VPN (Virtual

premises);

Private Networks) services through the
existing cable network. It should be noted

• Release of the Data Centre Portfolio making

that ZON was the first global operator to

IT infrastructure available in a protected

implement this type of solution;

environment, known as Colocation. Service
supplemented with

• Integration

within

existing

data

and

voice services over ADSL and 3G access

remotely

managed

services and integrated into the national
data and voice network;

technology;
• Provision for the SMBs data access and
• Integration of the MEF and MPLS networks,

voice services, including NET Connect

enabling the provision of an Ethernet or

(Internet access), Voice Connect (voice

Virtual Private Network service agnostic to

access over SIP technology), In Connect

the type of access;

(service for 800, 808 and 707 numbers),
VPN Connect (VPN service) and Managed

• Focus on mobility in the data segment

Voice (remote voice service);

by launching VPN access features and
remote integration with the VPN Remote
service;

• Launch of Version 3 of ZON Office for the
SOHO market, with the new features IVR,
Music on Hold, Call park and mobility (ZON

• Consolidation of data service with SIBS

Phone App) with new levels of included

(financial and non-financial) access and

minutes for mobile and international networks;

integration in the VPN Connect service;
• New entry packets for small businesses
• Launch of the Voice Connect (SIP Trunk)
service integrated into VPN networks;

such as STARTUP and the introduction of
a modular logic in the service enabling a
better match up with customer needs.
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Also in terms of the operational structure,

enabling its customers to enjoy the best services,

significant changes were carried out in order

with the best quality and at truly competitive prices.

to provide ZON with a high response capacity
without compromising the quality of service that
is intended to be the main differentiating factor in
the business market. These changes were aimed
at creating the necessary conditions for increased
demand that will necessarily be caused by focusing
on the growth of the commercial structure.

The

development

of

information

systems,

governance models and dedicated and integrated
processes specifically targeted at the business
market should be underlined, which will enable
operational, activation and support services in
a fast and flexible manner as a fundamental
differentiating factor for success in this sector.

As regards the after-sales structure, of note is the:

• Improvement in the delivery capacity of the
project design and implementation team;

• Enlargement of the integrated support
model for the Hotel and SMBs segments
with the consolidation of their respective
operational processes;

In short, ZON has nowadays taken its place as
one of the leading telecommunications operators
working in the business market with services,
flexible processes and systems which have
specifically been designed to operate in various
segments of this market. The goal was to provide
ZON with tools and a specifically corporate culture,
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1.2.3. DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY
The distribution channels - Door-to-Door Sales,

channels: branded stores, the agent network and

Distribution Network, Telemarketing and the Web -

central management stores.

have as their mission increasing the ZON customer
base, and thus enabling sales growth.

Improving ZON’s Flagship Stores base was carried
out, to specify new locations and focusing more

The major goals in 2012 have resulted in ensuring

on the innovative image that characterizes and

that the sales channels increased their effectiveness

defines ZON. The new flagship store which opened

and efficiency, ensuring quality of sales, and to do

in October in the new headquarters has new

this, several projects and activities were developed,

features when compared with the others, including

with an emphasis on their focus in attracting new

the Corporate and ZON Kids Areas.

customers and higher value IRIS services.
Commission models were negotiated for the
In 2012 a new WEB approach was developed

various channels and other activities to reduce

with the design of the new ZON website, which

costs, enabling more to be done for the same

conveyed a more modern, innovative image

outlay.

with more intuitive access to information. The
launch of the new electronic store and a strategy

To ensure Quality of Sales, the focus once more

of obtaining more effective sales opportunities

was on staff training and audits in order to combat

enabled it to double the percentage of sales

cancellations and to reduce charge-back, while

obtained from the Web channel, which now

also fostering access to electronic invoicing and

represents around 10% of sales, thus fostering

direct debit.

greater financial efficiencies, given the fact that
it’s a lower cost sales channel.

Also of note was the development of new support
and communication tools with the Sales Force, with

This year ZON continued its focus on the training

particular emphasis on the Commercial Portal.

of the entire sales force through new activities
to develop skills, including the Certification for

The year 2012 was mostly a year of team

Telephone

project

specialisation and the implementation of new

“Raise your Sales Efficiently”, which developed

models of commercial activity, enhancing sales

management skills for the teams that coordinate

opportunities and customer loyalty.

Channel

Supervisors;

the

and oversee more than 800 door-to-door sales
staff; and, for the Distribution Network, specific
activities were created for each of the retail
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1.2.4. COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
In 2012 ZON kept its position as the most attractive

IRIS by ZON Fibra continued to be the focus of

brand in the Pay TV and Triple Play (3P) market,

ZON’s attempt to satisfy customers with more

reinforcing its leadership as a telecommunications

demanding 3P telecommunications needs. In

operator. At the same time, brand awareness

2012, communication reflected this new stage

reached the highest levels ever, with values above

in the life cycle of the IRIS product, basing

88%. The launch of new features also enabled

themselves on new guidelines: 1) integrate IRIS

an increase in the values given for Innovation,

into the consumer’s day-to-day life, showing the

Youth and Modernity, together with consolidating

benefits of the exclusive free service features; 2)

quality to provide increasingly innovative services

bring to life an award-winning product through

that exceeded the expectations of its customers.

its intuitive navigation; 3) develop a new line in

In general advertising, ZON achieved an increase

communication maximising advertising recall

of 8 percentage points (pp) in spontaneous recall

which can reach a wider audience; 4) keep the

and 4pp in branding compared to 2011, reaching

multi-coloured IRIS line, as well as making the

values above 80% in both metrics.

phrase “There’s a line which separates” widely
disseminated and rooted in Portuguese society;

Communication started the year focusing on the

5) continue to communicate its differentiating

promotion of a basic product range for a segment

innovations to reinforce ZON’s technological

affected by the end of analogue broadcasting,

leadership.

which represented a historic challenge to the
market, given that for 17 years this segment had

In August 2012, ZON once again asserted

not been susceptible to the appeal of Pay TV. The

itself as a leader in technological innovation,

campaign reached total recall levels 8.5pp above

with the launch of an unprecedented uniquely

the average of the other IRIS campaigns carried

differentiating functionality — Timewarp, a feature

out until that time.

that would promise to change forever the way
people interact with television. The campaign was

Alongside this release, the focus remained on

inspired by one of the most famous cinema sagas

communicating the IRIS Product, now with the

of all time – the Back to the Future trilogy. The

aim of extending its positioning to a broader

campaign obtained total recall levels 8.5pp above

segment of Pay TV. Two mass activities were

the average for the remaining IRIS campaigns

maintained - Football and the myZONcard - and

during the year.

segmented communication for the targeted
children sub-sector.

In total, 5 million people came into contact with
the campaign. The ever-increasing levels of
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service use and satisfaction of ZON customers

on the launch of the Timewarp feature, which

prove that IRIS has fulfilled what it promised: it

impacted on over 220,000 users. According

has changed the way of watching television.

to the study “Leading Brands on Facebook” by
eLife, ZON even appeared in the Top 2 brands

As an official sponsor of the ZON Sagres

in October with more Facebook involvement in

Portuguese Football League, ZON had to be part

Portugal, thanks to the launch of that feature and

of the football event of the year, which was Euro

references to the ZON Sagres Football League.

2012. It was important that the creative concept
of the campaign 1) would make it possible to show

At the end of the year, the communication “IRIS

the association with football in this competition,

by ZON Fibra” was awarded the Gold Award in the

while respecting legal restrictions; 2) would

“Telecommunications and Media” category of the

capture the attention of consumers at a time

APAN/Consultancy Group Effectiveness Awards,

involving considerable investment in advertising,

a distinction rewarding creativity and innovation in

3) communicate the ZON Online product clearly

the communication area launched in 2011, as well

(a service that would enable you to watch the

as the business and brand results achieved.

games on any platform from any location). The
Euro 2012 campaign witnessed understandable
usage peaks for the ZON Online platform during
the live transmission of Portugal’s games and
showed increases of 32% in visits to zonline.pt
and 17% in accessing the iPad and iPhone
applications.

It should also be noted that 2012 was also the year
in which the brand targeted a segment considered
preferential: Kids. The ZON Kids League, the
official football tournament for children aged 5 to
12 years, involved a total of 12,530 participants. In
addition, the brand once again sponsored major
events for children in Portugal (the Panda Festival
and Musical, involving 90,000 people).

In 2012 ZON continued to be one of the most
talked about brands on social networks and the
blogosphere. Hundreds of posts were made
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1.3. THE MOST SOPHISTICATED NEXT
GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

The ZON transport network currently consists

of services tailored to the needs required by the

of a fibre-optic network made up of three main

residential and business markets.

rings (which is part of a network that serves
metropolitan Lisbon and surrounding areas) that

It currently extends to over forty points of presence

interconnect the various data centres and sites

covering all the district capitals of the country. The

where the platforms and equipment are installed

geographic granularity is further extended to all the

that support the multitude of services that make

points of the DWDM/MEF transmission network

up the services provided by ZON. In network access

which act as traffic collectors.

terms, this consists of a fibre and coaxial network
with a large capillarity and fibre optic capacity to

The

which both residential and business customers can

switching infrastructure consists of two distinct

be connected.

levels in order to ensure the required flexibility for

architecture

adopted

for

the

IP/MPLS

processes reinforcing capacity as well as the high

TRANSMISSION NETWORK

levels of security and redundancy required of an
infrastructure that ensures the transportation of

The fibre optic rings that support the transport

all the data, voice and video services. The first

network are lit using Dense Wavelength Division

level, implemented in a distributed fashion, is

Multiplexing

responsible for

(DWDM)

technology

using

10G

terminating

customer

access

and 100G interfaces, which enable an aggregate

through the interconnecting of the four ZON

capacity of 2.4 Tbit/s which, as a result of upgrades

data centres and also ensuring interconnection

planned for the year 2013, may reach up to 12Tbit/s.

with national and international operators and IP

Each ZON site is served by redundant circuitry with

traffic. The second level, designated as the core,

a minimum capacity of 2x10 Gbit/s and 2x20

ensures interconnection, in a redundant manner,

Gbit/s, though a number of sites in 2013 will reach

between different points of presence through high

2x30 Gbit/s.

output circuits and has a topology identical to that
of a cube. Each of the eight vertices consists of

IP/MPLS NETWORK

switching equipment with technical features at the
limit permitted by current existing technology.

The IP backbone implemented by ZON is
supported by a large capacity, technically advanced

The aggregate value of the circuits that support

own network infrastructure which provides national

the ZON transmission network and IP switching, at

coverage, having been designed in accordance

the end of 2012, was approximately 1.5 Tbit/s and

with best practices in order to provide a portfolio

the interconnection capacity with other operators,
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both national and international, exchange IP traffic,

ACCESS NETWORK

totalled 300 Gbit/s resulting in an increase of
approximately 40% compared to 2011. Each point

Its access network enables ZON to provide a varied

of presence currently has a minimum redundant

range of services to the residential, business and

connection capacity to the core network of 10 Gbit/s.

wholesale market using three different types of
architecture:

In terms of its interconnection with international IP
traffic providers (Internet) the network is structured

• HFC - A Network covering more than

in such a manner as to deliver traffic in two locations

3.2 million homes passed enabling the

with redundant infrastructure, one in Lisbon and

provision of high-speed Internet (through

the other in Oporto. This allows the balancing of

EuroDOCSIS 3.0), fixed voice (using voice

traffic and the high availability of service, because

over IP), TV (analogue and digital) and on-

these two points ensure service redundancy in case

demand video services. At the same time

of failure of one of them.

it enables the supply of data services to
the corporate market through Business

There are also CDNs (Content Delivery Networks)

Services over DOCSIS (BSoD) technology.

from several content suppliers/aggregators so
that ZON customers have fast efficient access to

• FTTH - Access network to expand coverage

the most popular content. The year 2012 was also

using GPON technology, the installed

characterized by a significant increase in the total

capacity of which is 2.5 Gbps per port

capacity of the distribution platforms for streaming

and 1.25 Gbps for a network split of 1:32

video content over the Internet located at ZON,

providing the same services as the HFC

particularly those of Google and Akamai. Following

network.

this enhancement it has become possible to
concurrently provide up to 120 Gbit/s of installed

• Point-to-point - Metro Ethernet access

traffic in a local manner, from the ZON network,

network used to provide voice and data

with significant impact in the quality of service felt

services to the corporate market with

by the end customer.

symmetrical outputs of/up to 10 Gbit/s.
Through this architecture it is possible to

The ZON network is already prepared to support

transmit Ethernet services over DWDM

the IPv6 protocol, and all of these interconnections

which can offer level 2 network services

can already support IPv6 traffic.

as defined by the Metro Ethernet Forum
(MEF). One example is the provision of
circuits for mobile backhauling. These
services are carried in the DWDM core
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with the full expansion potential that this

• Over one thousand hard drives in operation

network provides. In ZON’s data centres

24 hours a day, 7 days a week in a state-of-

these services are connected to the IP/

the-art cloud architecture;

MPLS network and both networks can take
advantage of one or another in terms of
traffic distribution, coverage and services.

• Resilience: each client application for
streaming is responded to by at least six
different servers;

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
• More than half a million daily requests for
ZON has an advanced multiplatform and multi-

playout reached during Christmas 2012.

device video distribution network able to support
a growing number of channels and innovative

In 2013, with the planned launch of user recording

services. In 2012, the digital linear cable TV

cloud services, there will be a mass migration to a

service already occupied 20 Transport Streams

new infrastructure with native multi-device support,

corresponding to more than 800 Mbit/s of SD, HD

promoting greater service integration and lower

channels and digital services. In the Satellite area,

networking and storage costs thanks to a more

the migration of the entire user base to the new

distributed CDN configured architecture.

Hispasat 1E Satellite began, anticipating the more
favourable conditions at the end of the life of the

QUALITY OF SERVICE

previous Hispasat 1C.
The three architectures largely share the same fibre
In parallel, there was a growth in the volume of traffic

optic infrastructure installed nationwide from 2009

generated by on-demand and time-shift services,

to 2012 (ZON IN project). There are about 2,000

especially after the launch of the innovative Restart

fibre optic nodes, from which network solutions

TV and Timewarp features. Some numbers can

can be constructed using any of the previously

illustrate the success of these features:

mentioned architectures.

• More than seven thousand unique carriers
for on-demand services;

Both the core network and the access network is
concerned with providing customers with a quality
service, both in terms of transmission and in terms

• A tenfold capacity increase in video

of network availability. As such, Quality of Service

streaming at the central site during 2012;

devices are deployed in the network that focus
mainly on the following factors:
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• Loss – Percentage of lost packets between
a point of origin and a destination;

In order to ensure the highest levels of efficacy
and reliability ZON launched the Next Generation
Data Centre project in 2010 where, based on best

• Delay – Time it takes a packet to reach its

practices and the latest technology, it has been

destination, since it is transmitted from the

consolidating and optimizing the various support

source;

systems for its services in a Data Centre of around
600 m2 created from scratch.

• Jitter – Difference between the delays of
The

several packets;

reliability

corresponding

to

its

service

requirement presents additional challenges in
• Throughput – Bandwidth available to the

terms of business continuity, which led to the
launch of a second phase in the Next Generation

user, between two points;

Data Centre initiative, with 2012 seeing the start of
In this way, as the behaviour and performance of

the process of identifying a new space in the north

the network is predictable, it is possible to offer

of the country that would ensure the geographical

aggressive Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

security requirements inherent to ZON’s activity,

guaranteeing

which will enter service during 2013.

corporate

customers

services

dictated by performance and resilience.
Another major challenge, currently located at
With regard to the data services for the corporate

the technological level, is the flexibility and real

market, the HFC access network uses BSoD

time response to business requirements. In this

(Business Services Over Docsis) technology, which

respect, initiatives are planned for 2013 in order

enables the use of L2VPN, L3VPN or Internet

to implement solutions that would allow greater

symmetrical services, with guaranteed quality of

flexibility of provision and/or dynamic allocation

service based on dedicated circuits (even in the

of capacity, whether in computational or storage

case of a shared access medium).

terms, taking advantage of the most innovative
technologies the market has to offer.

NEXT GENERATION DATA CENTRE
TRAFFIC/DATA NETWORK
The services that ZON provides its Customers
are increasingly dependent on the infrastructure

The HFC access network uses radio frequency

housed in the Data Centre and in the technologically

channels (carriers) enabling it to isolate multiple

demanding and competitive market in which ZON

services. ZON currently uses a frequency spectrum

operates, it is essential to ensure a high level of

ranging from 5 MHz to 65 MHz (with carriers of 3.2

efficacy and reliability in the media support services.

and 6.4 MHz) for upstream and 110 MHz to 750
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MHz for downstream (with carriers of 7 and 8 MHz).

The capacity management is carried out on the

Each carrier can be configured for a specific service

basis of actual use. As the HFC network is also a

(Internet, analogue or digital television, video on-

shared infrastructure, greater use in some parts

demand, etc.) enabling it to sustainably maintain

of the network is statistically offset by others,

the capacity needed at each moment at each point

optimizing the investment needed to ensure an

of the network.

excellent service.

At the end of 2012 a total of more than 12 thousand

In terms of the future, ZON is participating

downstream carriers and more than 10 thousand

alongside Cable Europe Labs in developing the next

upstream carriers for Internet services (DOCSIS)

generation of data services over HFC called DOCSIS

were in use. The occupancy rate at the time of the

3.1. This new protocol brings a set of technical

greatest traffic is on average approximately 35% of

improvements such as the introduction of OFDM

available capacity.

(Orthogonal

Frequency

Division

Multiplexing),

changes in FEC error correction (forward error

TECHNOLOGICAL OPTIONS

correction) to LDPC (low density parity check),
support for more aggressive modulations such

The challenge of any access network nowadays

as QAM1024 and QAM4096 and allows different

is to be able to have available capacity where it is

organization in the spectrum in terms of upstream

needed, following suitable investment. The HFC

and downstream frequencies – even allowing this to

network is unique in providing this capability with

go beyond 1GHz.

the following advantages:
Through some changes in the network, but
• The linear television and “on-demand” do

maintaining its physical structure, in 3 to 5

not compete for the same bandwidth - they

years’ time it will be viable for ZON to be able to

use different carriers

provide capacities of up to 10 Gbit/s downstream
and about 2Gbit/s upstream in the HFC access

• The quality of the Internet service is

network. This performance will be possible without

achieved independently of television use

a massive investment in the access network, since
the evolution will be mostly incremental and only

• There are no compromises made with lower

as required.

capacity services (e.g. ADSL). An HD TV
channel will always have the capacity required
available (for example, during a football
match this can reach a peak of 12 Mbit/s intolerable in most legacy access networks).
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1.4. THE MOST SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

MAJOR PROJECTS

optimization of existing business processes is
aimed at facilitating greater customer servicing,

ZON went ahead with the on-going Strategic

with effective implementation of Business Process

Improvement Programme for Customer Service

Management Governance.

which aimed at reducing costs and providing a
higher quality of life for its customers. In 2012 this

ZON has sought to maintain its strong focus on

included numerous projects and initiatives, including

first call problem solving, reducing and controlling

the development of human resources with new

Customer waiting times.

training programmes and emphasis on individual
daily coaching and transversal management of the

ZON Customer Care has continued to invest in

Customer Service Level Agreement between the

greater autonomy for call centre operators and the

Customer, Business and Technical areas.

on-going training of staff working with ZON, with
particular emphasis on behavioural and technical

ZON implemented new schemes for measuring

training. The reinforcement of initial training for the

and evaluating performance designed specifically

store has focused on aspects dedicated exclusively

to provide this service to the customer and

to Customer Support in various areas, such as

focusing on each individual and refined its plans for

equipment,

the systematic recognition of best performances,

payments, etc.

changes

of

addresses,

services,

as well as plans for retaining talent.
Incentives are totally based on meritocracy –
Improving IVR (Interactive Voice Response), by

competence, friendliness and punctuality.

incorporating customer feedback, and reinforcing
self-care has made it possible for the customer to

Seeking to gauge the quality and efficiency of

be able to manage his/her account at the myzon.pt

customer service, ZON has used the Mystery Client

private portal as well as directly through the TV, with

procedure in its ZON Stores (its own stores and

many simple and intuitive widgets which provide

exclusive agents) and kept the focus on audits of

access to relevant information and make the

systems that support all of the activities carried

required changes in a quick and easy way.

out in flagship stores, with systematic evaluation
of

Nonconformities

detected,

for

subsequent

The investment in automating the 16990 customer

correction, to minimize the impact on customers.

care line has enabled ZON to proactively warn the

The use of the queue management system has been

client about various aspects, such as breakdowns,

an essential element in the effective management of

invoices owed and scheduled interventions. The

the high volume of traffic in the Stores.
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The development and implementation of a control

terminal equipment used for microcomputer

model in all of ZON’s sales channels has enabled

support and the management of the actual

the quality of the sale to be monitored – correct

technical support, the number of contacts

application of campaigns and promotions - for

per thousand services has decreased since

each part of our Commercial area.

2008: five times for fixed voice, to half for
broadband and it has stabilised for pay

RESULTS AND KEY INDICATORS

TV, given that more services have been
provided in this area, such as boxes with

The Strategic Programme for Improving Customer

more features, VoD, Restart, Timewarp, self-

Service has resulted in a significant improvement

care account management, ZON Online

in employee and customer satisfaction. The main

and the iPad app;

results have been:
• Accessibility. All call centre lines answered
• Improvement of relevant indicators for

customer calls in more than 80% of

customers. Customers value the quick

cases in less than 30 seconds, in line with

effective resolution of their problems as an

international best sector practices. The

enjoyable experience, that is, made with the

stores have reduced the average waiting

least possible effort overall, and in the ideal

time to just over 4 minutes. In over 99%

situation they should not experience any

of cases during 2012 field technicians

problems;

appeared at the time arranged with the
client, and carried out the task in, at most,

• Customer service excellence in the Stores.
The

implementation

of

projects

90 minutes. In about 80% of the cases,

and

ZON technicians were in the customer’s

initiatives to monitor in-store activities has

home within the first 30 minutes of the set

allowed customer satisfaction in this contact

time;

point to have continually grown and to have
reached a new high of 8.95/10 in 2012.

• Efficacy. In all internal indicators the

Customer surveys evaluate efficiency and

resolution

resolution of situations presented, clarity of

carried out more effectively, i.e. with greater

response, friendliness and attention from

resolution of the problem during initial

the store employee, average waiting time

contact and reduction of repeated contacts,

and service in the shop;

whether in stores, call centres, or on the

of

customer

requests

was

ground. All customer service operators are
• Decreased number of contacts. Due to

audited, evaluated and have an incentive

investments in the network, with leading edge

scheme linked to certain variables, including
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the level of recidivism of clients they have
served;

• Satisfaction with in store service: ZON
improved from 5.6 in 2007 to 7.26 (out of
a total of 10);

• Greater level of efficiency. This has arisen
from investments in customer support
infrastructure

such

as

the

100%

IP

• Customer loyalty: ZON improved from 6.02
in 2007 to 7.13 (out of a total of 10).

telephone solution, installations, reduced
contacts due to improvements in network

Already in 2013, the preliminary ECSI 2012 results

quality, increased level of self-care and an

revealed ZON stood out as the leader in customer

even greater level of operational control,

satisfaction in the Pay TV, Broadband and Fixed

which have made it possible to significantly

Voice services. These results are the outcome of

reduce overall Customer Care costs.

the continued effort ZON has been undertaking in
this area over the last years.

AWARDS AND QUALITY STUDIES
· Pay TV Service: ZON rose from 7.37 in 2011
Customer recognition. Regular studies carried out

to 7.78 in 2012;

internally by ZON point to significant and sustained

· Fixed Broadband: ZON’s level in 2012 was

improvements experienced by customers. As

7.43, which compares with 7.28 in 2011;

an independent study, of note is the market

· Fixed Voice: ZON’s performance stood at

satisfaction study, the

Portuguese National

Customer Satisfaction Index (ECSI), prepared by

7.61, placing ZON in the leadership of this
sector.

Universidade Nova of Lisbon and the Portuguese
Institute for Quality, where, in the pay TV sector,

Recognition from the regulator. ANACOM annually

ZON reinforced its first place through its notable

publishes a report on the complaints it receives

evolution. The 2011 ECSI results showed:

standardised per thousand services. For pay TV
and broadband, ZON showed a better performance

• Brand Satisfaction: ZON rose from 6.12 in

than its main competitor.

2007 (the worst performance in the sector)
to 7.37 (out of a total of 10), to solidify the

Recognition of consumer organizations. DECO (The

best performance in the sector;

Portuguese consumer organisation) recognizes
that ZON has made an on-going effort to satisfy

• Satisfaction in terms of dealing with

the issues raised by its customers, which has meant

complaints: ZON’s level was 7.52 (out of a

fewer situations related to ZON, despite the fact that

total of 10);

the number of active services invoiced by ZON has
increased. ZON continues to work with consumer
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support entities, such as DECO, to improve their
processes and reduce conflict situations.

Recognition
external

from

entities

national
concerning

and

international

ZON

Customer

Care practices. The transformation of ZON into a
customer-focused organization has been noted and
awarded both continuously and consistently over
recent years with several national and international
awards, including:

• Best Contact Centre Design - EMEA - London;
• 2nd Best Contact Centre Design - WORLD - Las Vegas;
• Best Community Spirit - EMEA - London;
Given by the Contact
Center World Awards

• 2nd Best Community Spirit - WORLD - Las Vegas;
• Best Tech Innovation Internal - EMEA - London;
• Best Tech Innovation Internal - WORLD - Las Vegas;
• Best Remote Agent Program - EMEA - London;
• Best Remote Agent Program - WORLD - Las Vegas.

Given by the IFE (International Faculty for
Executives) in partnership with Call Center
Magazine

Best Contact Centre Space in Portugal in 2012 (and 2011)

Given by the APCC (Portuguese Association
of Contact Centres)

Seal of Quality
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1.5. OTHER BUSINESSES
1.5.1. PORTUGAL
1.5.1.1. CINEMAS

Lusomundo rooms are equipped with 3D REAL D
digital projection. All cinema theatre equipments,

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas is the market leader

as well as the multiplex complex in general, have a

in Portugal for film exhibition and is 100% owned

preventive maintenance system which is intended

by ZON Multimedia, the leading Portuguese Triple

to provide the best safety, comfort and quality

Play operator (pay TV, broadband and voice).

conditions.

Internationally, ZON Lusomundo Cinemas operates
in Mozambique through the company Lusomundo

At the same time ZON Lusomundo Cinemas

Mozambique, a local company (100% owned

complements its service by selling popcorn, drinks,

by the ZON Group) which has been operating in

ice cream, coffee, chocolates, and merchandising,

this market for a number of years, and currently

it is also responsible for the sale of advertising

redesigning, updating technology and expanding

exhibited at cinema screens and room rental for

its activity, having in 2012 closed its former rooms

corporate events.

and opened new rooms in the Maputo Shopping
Centre (in June 2012), which have performed really

The company is the only exhibition company

well and exceeded expectations.

in Portugal to be ISO 22.000:2005 (Quality
Management System and Food Safety) certified.

The “core” business of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas
is film exhibition, having been one of the first

In its more than 60 years of existence, the company

operators in the world to install digital projection in

has adapted and innovated its entire business

all its theatres in accordance with the DCI (Digital

process and model, with the introduction of digital

Cinema Initiatives) specifications with 2k resolution

projection and information technologies, changing

(2048 x 1080p). In addition to the commercial

the paradigm of the initial concept, with the cinema

film exhibition, it also shows alternative sports

increasingly becoming a broader entertainment

content, live or recorded music and dance in 2D

platform, offering multiple content and experiences,

or 3D. The sound system used in cinema theatres

which has enabled it to establish critical success

is the latest generation (Dolby Digital 7.1). The

factors and lead Portugal in the film market, with a

introduction of HFR technology (High Frame Rate)

market share in 2012 (without opening new cinema

in December 2012 has enabled images to be more

complexes) of over 56% in terms of the number of

immersive, clearer and more realistic by increasing

tickets sold and Box Office revenue.

the number of frames per second (from 24 to 48),
thus ensuring an exceptional cinema experience

With 29 “multiplex” complexes and 210 cinema

and full customer satisfaction. About 40% of ZON

theatres
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country, its current business model is based
on the integration of the supply mix within the

iii) Call

Centre

providing

information

to

customers and allowing ticket reservations;

shopping centre, as it is one of the anchor tenants
of shopping centres, with an extremely strong
external and internal image.

iv) MTicketing/bCode (apps for mobile devices
that enable the purchase of tickets, crossreferencing of sales and promotions with

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas invests heavily in the

the respective cinema terminals);

Quality of its products and services and the ongoing technological updating of its business,

v) ZON Cinemas (box office on the IRIS

always providing a great cinema experience for its

platform, a worldwide innovation, which

customers. Its business policy provides solutions

makes it possible to buy tickets, as well as

that can optimize the cost of the film experience

see the list of films currently on exhibition,

(reduced

business

their respective trailers, browse cinema

partnerships that can also create increased traffic

schedules and number of places in each

in shopping centres.

cinema);

for

the

client)

through

The size of each cinema results from market

vi) Corporate website with online box office and

research carried out taking into consideration the

use of social networking, among others.

surrounding market and the available area in the
ZON Lusomundo Cinemas has a well-defined

shopping centre.

human resources policy, in terms of recruitment
In technological terms ZON Lusomundo Cinemas

and selection, career planning, incentives, working

has developed numerous platforms that have

conditions and performance evaluation, seeking

enabled the provision of a better service and

to employ competent workers who identify

customer service quality:

themselves with the organization and who are
generally more motivated and productive. Workers

i) At the point of sale, box office/bar, EPOS
(Electronic

Point

of

Sale)

with

APTs

(Automatic Payment Terminals/ATMs);

receive on-going training at the operational level,
in terms of customer service, fire safety and
hygiene and food safety.

ii) Kiosks that allow collection, reservations and

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas operates its cinemas

purchases of tickets and products from the

based on structured standards and its operations

bar through credit or debit payment, doing

manual, thus ensuring an identical customer

away with the bottlenecks of traditional

experience at all of its sites.

queues for tickets;
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ZON Lusomundo’s concern in making its services

2012 INDICATORS:

tangible is evident from the outset in the design
and construction of its complexes, employing

• 29 Multiplex Complexes

extremely professional architecture and furniture,

• 210 Cinemas (100% Digitalized)

according to high standards of design, and colour

• 83 cinemas in 3D

and style consistency.

• About 40,000 Seats
• 5 cinemas with HFR (High Frame Rate), the
latest evolution in display technology
• 55 Sales Kiosks
• Approximately 8,000,000 Tickets Sold /
Year
• Around 300 exhibited Films / Year
• About 345,000 Film Sessions / Year
• About 470 Employees
• Company

with

ISO

22.000:2005

Certification

Source: ICA (Cinema and Audio-visual Institute)
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ZON Lusomundo Cinemas has technologically

Tunes, and also focused on major releases like

been consistently innovative, always following

Madagascar 3, Breaking Dawn - Part 1 and Puss

the latest trends and technical developments

in Boots, etc. In April 2012 ZON Lusomundo

and is considered one of the most cutting-edge

Audiovisuais started distributing the home video

companies worldwide in terms of technology.

catalogue of Universal Pictures in Portugal.

1.5.1.2. AUDIOVISUALS

In its Rights Management activity, ZON continued
its efforts to diversify revenue beyond the

The year 2012 was marked by a decrease in the

Portuguese FTA channels, extending the range of

film distribution market in Portugal. Gross revenue

pay TV customers and starting to sell Pay per View

from ticket sales was 73.9 million Euros, 7.6%

content in Angola and Mozambique.

less than in 2011. Nevertheless, ZON Lusomundo
Audiovisuais was able to strengthen its leadership,

In its television business activity, and despite a

registering a market share of 61.7% in terms of

context of economic adversity, ZON Lusomundo

audiences and 61.8% in terms of revenue. In the

TV strengthened its service with two new HD

film distribution business the company exhibited

channels, TV Cine 3 HD and TV Cine 4 HD. Also as

8 of the Top 10 grossing films in 150 premiers in

part of its television business activity, in May 2012

2012 (vs. 124 in 2011). In 2012 ZON Lusomundo

ZON Lusomundo TV launched the new website

Audiovisuais began exhibiting MGM’s catalogue

for its TV Cine & Series channels, providing online

which included films such as 007 - Skyfall and The

trailers and the TV schedule for the five channel

Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey. Also of note was

package. In June 2012 the TV Cine & Series App

the focus on Portuguese films, notably Aristides de

was launched and it was one of the Top 3 national

Sousa Mendes – O Cônsul de Bordéus, Morangos

mobile downloads that month.

com Açucar – O Filme and Balas & Bolinhos –
O Capítulo Final, which were the top 3 grossing

With regard to the DREAMIA channels, of note

national films in 2012.

was the Hollywood channel being the leading
cable channel in October and November, with a

In the Home Video distribution business, ZON

3.3% maximum share in November. The Panda

Lusomundo

to

Biggs children’s channel started being distributed

provide innovative business models, and in the

by all national market operators as of 29 June

previous year developed a set of activities such as

2012. The 4 Dreamia channels together led the

launching films in the press, namely the collections

cable audience in 2012, reaching a total average

Madagascar, Batman and Oscar® winners, and for

monthly rating of 70.0 and 6.0% of the audience

the first time television series, including Downton

share.

Audiovisuais

has

continued

Abbey, The Pillars of the Earth and Looney
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1.5.2. INTERNATIONAL
ZAP has been operating in the Angola and

In terms of products, ZAP currently offers its

Mozambique markets since 2010, and is a joint

customers three channel bundles in these

venture 30% owned by ZON Multimedia and

markets: ZAP Mini with about 50 channels, ZAP

70% by SOCIP - Sociedade de Investimentos e

Max, with about 100 channels, and ZAP Premium,

Participações, S.A., an Angolan company. ZAP

with over 130 channels (of which 14 in HD) with

operates in the pay TV markets in Angola and

prices of around 15 USD, 30 USD and 60 USD

Mozambique through the Eutelsat W7 satellite

per month, respectively.

providing DTH technology.
ZAP has continually sought to strengthen its
In 2012, and similar to what has been observed in

channel offer and in 2012 launched a bundle with

recent years, the Angola and Mozambique markets

around 10 French language channels as an add

showed strong economic growth. According

on to the basic bundles which includes the Tiji,

to the latest IMF estimates (October 2012), in

France 2, France 3, France 5 and LCI channels,

2012 the real GDP of Angola and Mozambique

among others. In addition, some significant

is considered to have grown 6.8% and 7.5%,

internationally recognised channels have been

respectively, compared to 3.9% and 7.3% in 2011.

included in the existing bundles such as FOX

This strong growth has been reflected in the

HD, FOX Life HD, Discovery Science, 24 Kitchen,

development of an increasingly numerous middle

TLC, Disney Channel and Disney Junior, with the

class, with the purchasing power and appetite for

further enhancement of Portuguese channels

the consumption of pay TV services.

with the introduction of ZAP Viva, Porto Channel,
Afromusic Concerts and Sport TV Africa 2. This

The pay TV market has naturally accompanied

increase reflects the differentiation strategy in

the growth of the economies of these countries,

the channel supply through the predominance

with ZAP being one of the most active agents,

of

thanks to a range of innovative products specially

exclusive provision of key content, as exemplified

designed for different segments of these markets,

by the Portuguese Football League (through the

with communication targeted to local realities and

Sport TV Africa channel) and the ZAP Novelas

a business strategy focused on operational growth

(soap operas) and ZAP Viva channels (produced

objectives, aspects strongly grounded on local

specifically for these markets by ZAP).

Portuguese

language

channels

and

the

resources and synergies with ZON’s operation in
Portugal.

In September 2012, ZAP launched the ZAP
Cinemas Pay-Per-View service through which
its customers have access to the best and
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most recent films, a few months after they have
premièred in cinemas. Customers have a selection
of four movies permanently available, one of which
in HD, which they can subscribe for up to 24 hours.

A strong focus on communication through
advertising campaigns on TV, radio and in the
press has enabled ZAP to continue to be one
of the brands with the highest market recall and
contributed to a greater understanding of the
market with regard to the benefits of a pay TV
service and specifically the benefits of the ZAP
product.

Finally, the continuous increase in the coverage
of its commercial network was also one of ZAP’s
priorities during 2012. In Angola there were
13 flagship stores, 700 authorized agents and
about 200 door-to-door salespeople within the
ZAP distribution network at the end of 2012.
In Mozambique, ZAP had 5 own stores and
approximately 120 authorized agents at the end
of 2012.

In late 2012, the ZAP team had a total of
about 360 employees located in Angola and
Mozambique, and this has been one of the main
pillars for the successful growth of the operation.
In addition to the direct jobs, ZAP has contributed
to the development of local economies through
the creation of more than 1,300 indirect jobs (call
centre, door-to-door salespeople, etc.).
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1.6. 2012 RESULTS - ACTIVITY REPORT
1.6.1. MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
The year 2012 was marked by the continuation of a

investment). These measures are aimed at reducing

difficult and uncertain macroeconomic environment,

the existing macroeconomic imbalances, so that

following the impact of the international financial

conditions are created for future economic growth,

crisis that erupted in 2007, and the sovereign debt

particularly in reducing the need for external

crisis in the Eurozone.

financing of the economy. However, in the short
term, they have been causing recessionary effects,

Following the further implementation of the

implying a significant reduction in household

Economic and Financial Assistance Programme,

disposable income and, along with increasingly

austerity measures continued to be applied, which

restrictive conditions for accessing credit, private

impacted both in terms of revenue (increased

consumption.

tax burden) and expense (reduction of public
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In 2012, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contracted

The austerity measures in force, associated

3.2%, according to data published by the National

with a high rate of unemployment (16.9% in

Statistics Institute (INE), mainly due to the effect

4Q12 according to the INE), which is projected

of a sharp decline in domestic demand, which

to continue increasing during 2013, as well as

contrasted with the growth of exports throughout

the increasingly restrictive conditions regarding

the year.

access to credit, have contributed to a strong 3.6%
decrease in private consumption estimated for

For the year 2013, the Bank of Portugal, in its Winter

2013, with particular focus on the consumption

Bulletin, estimates a GDP contraction of 1.9%, with

of durable goods. On the other hand, the rate

a return to growth of 1.3% for 2014. The GDP

of household savings has registered an increase,

contraction in 2013 is primarily associated with the

which is remarkable in such an uncertain context,

fall in domestic demand, both private (related to the

with increased restrictions on access to credit, the

decline in investment and household disposable

tax burden and, therefore, disposable income.

income) and public. However, the second half of
the year should be more positive in this aspect

According to data from the INE, in 2012 inflation

than the first.

stood at 2.8%, primarily due to the impact of
the implementation of budgetary consolidation

The estimate from the Bank of Portugal for 2014

measures, including changes in indirect taxation

assumes the absence of additional austerity

and administrative constraints on prices. However,

measures in addition to those within the 2013

at the end of 2012, there were some signs of the

State Budget, as well as a slight recovery in

dissipation of these effects. Given this, in 2013

private consumption, which entails a considerable

the level of production costs should remain stable

degree of uncertainty. For 2014 an acceleration

due to the recessionary economic environment,

in the pace of export growth is estimated due

including

to the recovery of economic activity in the major

moderation. Given the low expected evolution of

destination markets for Portuguese exports, after a

global economic activity and the moderate growth

slowdown in 2013, which relates to the slowdown in

in import prices, the external pressures on price

economic activity in the Eurozone economies. The

levels should also remain low. As such, the Bank

recovery of exports in 2014 is also linked to the

of Portugal’s expectation regarding inflation rate is

change that is now being seen in the composition

0.9% in 2013 and 1% in 2014.

maintaining

the

level

of

wage

of the destination markets for national exports,
with economies outside the Eurozone acquiring a
growing predominance.
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Throughout

2012,

the

unemployment

CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL REPORT 2012

rate

continued to increase and stood at 16.9% at
the end of 4Q12. As previously mentioned, this
increase in the unemployment rate continued to
pressurise private consumption in 2012, and it is
expected that this effect will continue to be seen
in 2013.

In short, this macroeconomic environment remains
challenging and is marked by uncertainty. There are
considerable constraints on credit for companies
and individuals in force, growth in unemployment,
as well as forecasts of a 1.9% economic recession
for 2013, followed by a rebound of 1.3% in 2014.

However, ZON has so far shown a strong resilient
capacity that stems from the type of services it
provides to its customers – relatively inexpensive
forms of entertainment; and communication
services and access to information, which is
increasingly relevant professionally, educationally
and in terms of entertainment; and which therefore
forms an increasingly high priority in the household
budget of Portuguese families.
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1.6.2. SECTOR AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The electronic communications sector is framed,

It is expected that the regulator will present its

at the European level, by directives 2009/140/EC

proposed decision in early 2013.

(“Better Regulation” Directive) and 2009/136/EC
(“Citizen’s Rights” Directive), which are aimed at

UNIVERSAL SERVICE

ensuring a single developed market for electronic
communications, with effective competition and

In May 2012, following a decision by the

better and more diversified services for citizens.

Government,

the

“Compensation

Fund”

for

Universal Service (US) was set up. This fund will
and

be used to cover the extra costs arising from the

republished by Law No. 51/2011, transposes

provision of the US by the incumbent and future

the European directives into national law, and

costs, following the award of the service delivery

establishes ICP-ANACOM for ex-ante regulation in

through an invitation to tender.

Nationally,

Law

No.

5/2004,

revised

the area of electronic communications. Of note is
the taking of office of the new board of directors

In October, the Government launched the tenders

of this regulatory body in May this year, chaired by

to select one or more firms which the Portuguese

Maria de Fátima Barros.

State shall contract for: Tender 1 - Provision of the
connection of a public communications network

In the area of content, the Regulatory Authority

at a fixed location and the provision of telephone

for the Media (Entidade Reguladora para a

services accessible to the public through this

Comunicação Social - ERC) regulates the sector.

connection; Tender 2 - Provision of public pay
telephones; Tender 3 - Providing a comprehensive

From the ex-post standpoint, the Competition

telephone directory and a full directory enquiry

Authority (Autoridade da Concorrência - AdC)

service.

monitors and acts on the market horizontally,
intervening ex-ante only in merger cases.

The criteria for awarding the tender will be the
lowest price for Tenders 1 and 2 and the highest

REVIEW OF MARKETS
Following

the

European

bid for Tender 3.

calendar,

the

ICP-

After the first phase of the tender, which ended

ANACOM regulator began the review process for

on 21 November and which was intended for

markets 4 and 5 on 9 February 2012, with the

the submission of applications, the following

launch of a public consultation on the broadband

companies were admitted: Tenders 1 and 2 -

market in Portugal.

ZON, Optimus, Vodafone and PT Comunicações;
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Tender 3 - Plurimarketing, PT Comunicações and

It should be noted that ZON TV Cabo has been

Vodafone.

subject to various fiscalisation actions, carried out
by the sectorial regulator, which, while not having

This is to be followed by a stage where proposals

identified any relevant issues, have proven positive

will be submitted and it is expected that the final

with regard to improving internal procedures within

adjudication will be made before the Summer of

the Company.

2013.

INTERCONNECTION PRICES
LEASED LINES MARKET
Following the work done in 2011 and after
After a decision from ICP-ANACOM, the incumbent

submission to the European Commission’s draft

operator revised its ORCA service - Leased Lines

decision on charges for voice call termination on

Reference Service and its ORCE service - Ethernet

mobile networks, ICP-ANACOM took the decision

Lines Reference Service, noteworthy in which is

to change those charges.

the maximum reduction of up to 15% in prices for
CAM lines (Continent-the Azores-Madeira).

Following the glide-path model, the charge for call
termination on mobile networks will be 1.27 Euro

PORTABILITY
Following

the

Commission,

cents from 31 December 2012.

decision

of

ICP-ANACOM

the

European

promoted

REGULATORY FEES

an

alteration in the Portability Regulation, to ensure

On 19 November ICP-ANACOM published the

that the transference of a number normally takes

value of 0.5538% for the 2012 percentage

place within one single working day. A set of

contribution, to apply to electronic communications

exceptions to this rule was laid down, where the

network and service providers.

maximum period rises to a maximum of three
working days.

Based on this figure, it also approved the
settlement values of the annual rate for exercising

However a number of provisions in this regulation

the activity of providing electronic communications

that impede greater mobility in this portability

networks and services, payable by each vendor in

process remain unaltered. It should be noted that

the national market. It should be noted that this

these provisions only apply to transfers with the

figure represents a reduction of about 2% over the

incumbent operator, since among other operators

rates paid in 2011.

there has been a protocol to simplify portability in
place since early 2011.
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SERVICE QUALITY AND COMPLAINTS

EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Various legislative and regulatory initiatives were

At the European level, of note is the focus of

taken by the Government, the Parliament and

Commissioner Neelie Kroes on creating conditions

the Regulator to improve the service to the end

for effectively achieving a single European market,

customer.

with the wide availability of networks and next
generation services.

They particularly highlighted the Essential Public
Services Act, as well as a set of ANACOM

In this sense, the European Commission (EC)

regulations aimed at better informing consumers

on 19 December 2012 adopted the new general

and facilitating the processes to start and terminate

provisions for the awarding of state aid for the

contracts.

broadband sector, which will enable Member States
to achieve the goals set by the Digital Agenda

On 18 September ICP-ANACOM published its

Initiative for Europe.

report on complaints in the sector. ZON, among the
operators with a greater presence in the market, is

Also noteworthy is the growing concern of the

the operator that shows the best results in terms of

European institutions with regard to network

customer complaints, which demonstrates that the

security and information security. Several tests

major commitment and investment the company

were carried out, involving most of the operators

has carried out regarding the service and quality

and stakeholders, which will enhance safety levels,

provided to its customers has produced results.

which are already very high.

DTT

CINEMA LEGISLATION

The migration to digital terrestrial television (DTT)

On 6 September Law No. 55/2012 was approved,

and the subsequent shut-down of analogue

which establishes the state principles of action in

broadcasting was completed in late April which

the development and protection of cinema and

allowed the four free national channels to continue

cinema exhibition and audiovisual activities.

to be shown throughout national territory by
resorting to the DTH solution (Satellite) in the “grey

In January 2013 the Decree-Law regulating

areas” of DTT.

the payment and collection of the charge was
published, scheduling payment to July 2013.

In late 2012 it was decided to add the parliament
channel (AR) to the free DTT broadcasts, and thus
increase to 5 the number of free channels on DTT.
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1.6.3. OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL RESULTS
OPERATING REVIEW

BUSINESS INDICATORS ('000)
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE
HOMES PASSED

2011

2012

(2)

RGUs (3)

3,152.6

3,243.2

2.9%

3,315.1

3,467.0

4.6%

2.36

2.45

3.7%

1,567.1

1,570.1

0.2%

1,178.4

1,209.6

2.7%

97.0

234.8

142.0%

8.2%

19.4%

11.2pp

708.7

772.6

9.0%

CABLE RGUs PER SUBSCRIBER (UNITS) (4)
BASIC SUBSCRIBERS

2012 / 2011

(1)

(5)

O.W. CABLE SUBSCRIBERS
IRIS SUBSCRIBERS
% IRIS CABLE SUBSCRIBERS
TRIPLE PLAY CUSTOMERS

60.1%

63.9%

3.7pp

O.W. DTH SUBSCRIBERS

% TRIPLE PLAY CABLE CUSTOMERS

388.7

360.5

(7.3%)

BROADBAND SUBSCRIBERS

739.2

790.0

6.9%

FIXED VOICE SUBSCRIBERS

883.9

976.4

10.5%

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS

125.0

130.5

4.4%

35.7

34.5

(3.5%)

4.9

4.8

(1.0%)

8,742.2

7,814.6

(10.6%)

217

210

(3.2%)

BLENDED ARPU ( EUROS )
CINEMA (1)
REVENUE PER TICKET (EUROS)
TICKETS SOLD
SCREENS (UNITS)

(1) Portuguese Operations
(2) The number of homes passed was corrected in 3Q11, consisting of a database cleanup of around 86.5 thousand homes. Data for the
previous quarters was not restated.
(3) Total RGUs reported reflect the sum of Pay TV, Fixed Broadband, Fixed Voice and Mobile subscribers.
(4) Cable RGUs per Subscriber correspond to the sum of Cable Pay TV, Broadband and Voice Subscribers, divided by the number of Cable
Pay TV Customers.
(5) These figures are related to the total number of Pay TV basic customers, including the cable and satellite platforms. ZON Multimedia offers
several basic services, based on different technologies, directed to different market segments (residential, real estate and corporate), with a
distinct geographical scope (mainland Portugal and the Azores and Madeira islands) and with a variable number of channels.
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IRIS is today the flagship offer in the ZON Triple

More and more households are taking their Pay

Play value proposition and the launch of Timewarp

TV and communications services in bundled

in September 2012 catapulted ZON to the forefront

packages from the same operator, using the

of innovation with a unique and ground-breaking

same technological platform. At ZON, the level of

service both to the Portuguese and international

Triple Play bundle penetration amongst the cable

Pay TV world.

subscriber base was already at 63.9% by the end
of 4Q12, one of the highest of its international peer

IRIS is the best Triple Play value proposition in

group. Bolt-on premium channel subscriptions

the market, with its innovative, unique features

are still an area of pressure given their more

and design and leading broadband speeds for

discretionary nature.

the entire cable base. Customer feedback has
been overwhelmingly positive and this enthusiasm

TIMEWARP – ELECTED BY

is evident in the very positive growth in IRIS

CONSUMERS AS THE MOST

subscribers to 235 thousand customers by the

INNOVATIVE TRIPLE PLAY PRODUCT

end of 2012.

OF THE YEAR

ZON’s core Pay TV, Broadband and Voice business

When ZON launched the Timewarp functionality in

is holding-up well despite the difficult economic

September 2012, it was the first operator worldwide

climate. Home entertainment and communications

to offer anything of its kind, an advanced personal

are a top priority on domestic budgets and ZON’s

cloud recording service that enables customers

flat-rate product offers cover all main segments

to browse and view the content of the last 7 days,

of the market, from higher-end IRIS to lower-

which, based on user selection, has been recorded

end basic TV and voice services, thereby helping

in a central data server. Customers are able to watch

families and companies to better manage their

their favourite programs from last week, using IRIS’

monthly bill whilst maintaining an excellent level of

award winning design and easy to navigate TV

service.

interface. It is greatly enhancing the way customers
watch TV with a huge choice of entertainment that

In addition, the analogue switch-off in Portugal in

can be filtered according to preferences such

4Q11 and over the first months of 2012 provided

as genre, programme name, actor, day of the

an opportunity to increase the penetration of

week, and channel, amongst others. Importantly,

our services, with a significant number of homes

customers can navigate through Timewarp without

choosing to take entry level Dual Play bundles of

needing to exit the programme that is showing live,

basic TV and Fixed Voice, and in some cases Triple

thus providing a seamless browsing experience.

Play solutions, instead of migrating to DTT.

The continued consumer enthusiasm with our
IRIS service is related to both the very appealing
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combination of a superior user experience and

7.5 euros over a standard Triple Play product due

design of the IRIS TV platform, a minimum of

to the more sophisticated and higher end services

100 Mbps Broadband speeds and unlimited Fixed

provided in these higher end offers.

Voice calls and to the continuous innovation of the
features offered.

+151.9 THOUSAND RGU NET
ADDS IN 2012

The IRIS user interface continues to be expanded
and fine-tuned based on user feedback. In

ZON recorded another good year in terms of RGU

November, ZON launched another innovative and

growth with 151.9 thousand net adds, reaching a

useful feature over its IRIS platform which enables

total of 3,467 thousand services and representing

customers to browse films on exhibition at the

2.45 services per cable customer.

ZON cinema network (over 200 screens) and to
purchase tickets through the TV interface, choose

The Pay TV cable customer base grew by 2.7%

which film to see, at which theatre and which place

yoy to 1,209.6 thousand customers, with Net

to sit in. Other features also launched over the past

adds in 2012 of 31.3 thousand customers. Total

months include full integration of Facebook with

Pay TV customers reached 1,570.1 thousand at

the user interface enabling customers to share

the end of 2012, a marginal increase yoy led by

likes, recommendations, view opinions, and make

the combination of growth of 2.7% in the multiple

status posts, amongst others, all within the IRIS

play cable customer base with ZON continuing to

interface, without accessing an external app. The

boast a strong market share in regions where it has

ZON Online platform, which replicates the IRIS

a network footprint, and weaker DTH subscriber

interface over laptops and tablets, was extended

numbers where ZON only provides single play TV

to smartphones, with the launch of its iPhone app

services over satellite.

in May. It has also become a major incentive for
customers to upgrade to the IRIS bundle.

STRONG BROADBAND
235 THOUSAND IRIS CUSTOMERS

PERFORMANCE IN 2012 WITH +50.8
THOUSAND NET ADDS

By the end of 2012, IRIS subscribers had already
reached 234.8 thousand, representing 30.4%

The Broadband subscriber base grew by 6.9%

of the total Triple Play Customer base and an

yoy to 790 thousand representing penetration of

increase of 41.8 thousand in 4Q12. Importantly,

65.3% of the cable base. In 2012, ZON recorded

IRIS customers take Triple Play bundles with 100

strong broadband net adds of 50.8 thousand

Mbps Broadband speeds with prices starting at

subscribers.

52.99 euros, representing a premium of at least

customers now subscribing to speeds of 30 Mbps

The
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or more continued to increase to 40% at the

Taking

end of 2012, compared with 29% at the end of

unlimited Fixed Voice calls to Portugal and

2011. ZON has a clear network and technological

to 50 destinations worldwide, is a particularly

advantage on this front given that it is able to

efficient choice for customers trying to better

provide speeds of up to 360 Mbps to all of the 3.2

manage their telecom spend. Equally, the ZON

million homes passed by its HFC footprint, by far

Phone application is another excellent value

the largest Next Generation Network coverage in

proposition that enables customers to use their

Portugal. Broadband usage has increased by 38%

smartphones to make calls with their home

in the past year and still the network is at less than

phone number and tariffs, wherever they are, as

35% capacity usage at peak hours.

long as they have access to a Wi Fi connection

flat

fee

bundles

which

include

– another important advantage of having free
Free access to the largest Wi Fi network in Portugal

access to the ZON@FON network as explained

with over 500 thousand hotspots, ZON@FON, in

above.

addition to 7 million hotspots worldwide through
the

partnerships

between

FON

and

other

international operators, provides an additional

RESILIENCE OF BASIC TRIPLE PLAY
ARPU

and very compelling argument to be a ZON
broadband customer. The network has very high

Adjusting for the effect of lower discretionary

coverage density in the main urban centres,

premium channel revenues, basic flat fee ARPU

providing almost seamless online connectivity

decreased by 1.3% in 2012, a combination of the

whilst on the go. Usage of this service has

stability of Triple Play services and growth in RGUs,

increased dramatically over the past year, with

the increase in high-end IRIS bundles and dilution

minutes of use growing yoy by 6.0x to 4,400

from entry level bundles. Excluding the impact of

million minutes in 2012.

these lower-end offers, basic ARPU would have
increased marginally by 0.5%.

GROWTH IN FIXED VOICE SERVICES
YOY OF 10.5% TO 976.4 THOUSAND

Blended ARPU continued to be affected by
pressure on bolt-on premium channel revenues,

Fixed Voice services grew an additional 92.5

and also by the dilution effect of entry level bundles,

thousand in 2012 to 976.4 thousand subscribers,

posting a decline of 3.5% yoy to 34.5 euros.

representing a yoy increase of 10.5%. Of the cable
customer base, 79% now subscribe to Fixed Voice

CINEMAS AND AUDIOVISUALS

services, an increase of 5.7 percentage points
compared with 2011.

In 2012, ZON’s Portuguese Cinema ticket sales
fell by 10.6% to close to 7.8 million tickets, with
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the average revenue per ticket sold decreasing

Breaking Dawn – Part 2”, “Ice Age: Continental

marginally by 1% from 4.9 to 4.8 euros. Total

Drift”, “Skyfall” and “Brave”.

Cinema revenues declined by 10.8% yoy in
2012. In addition to the difficult macroeconomic

As mentioned previously, it was during 4Q12

environment,

were

that ZON released an innovative application for

negatively impacted by the increase in VAT on

its award-winning Pay TV interface IRIS, “ZON

Cinema ticket sales from 6% to 13%, which came

Cinemas”, which enables customers to buy their

into effect as from the beginning of 2012.

ZON Lusomundo cinema tickets from home,

cinema

box-office

sales

through the TV interface, choose which film to
Revenues were also affected by comparatively

see, at which theatre and which place to sit in. It is

lower 3D movie ticket sales. Revenues from the

possible for customers to benefit from the discounts

sale of 3D movie tickets represented close to

afforded by their loyalty card, myZONcard, and

22% of total box-office sales in 2012, whereas

also to share on Facebook their favourite trailers

they had represented around 33% in 2011, which

or movies. This innovative application represents a

shows customers are choosing the lower-cost 2D

new, comfortable, fast and easy way for customers

alternatives more than in the past.

to purchase their cinema tickets from home, along
with the existing ZON Lusomundo website and the

In 2012, ZON once again outperformed the

“m.ticket” service for mobile phones.

remainder of the market. As previously mentioned,
the number of tickets sold by ZON during 2012

In 2012, revenues in the Audiovisuals division

declined by 10.6%. As a whole, the market

declined yoy by 3.3% from 72.4 million euros to

experienced a drop in tickets sold of 12.3% in 2012,

70 million euros. ZON Audiovisuais maintained its

according to recently published data from the

leading position in the distribution of movies for

Portuguese Institute for Cinema and Audiovisuals,

cinema exhibition, content and VoD distribution

ICA. ZON’s share of tickets sold therefore increased

and sale of homevideo content in Portugal. Despite

yoy to 56.7% in 2012.

the improvement in its share of cinema revenues
in the market, revenues from the Audiovisuals

As regards Cinema gross revenues performance,

division continued to be affected by the decline

ZON’s relative performance was also stronger in

in revenues from the sale of homevideo content,

comparison with the rest of the market, posting

as well as from the sale of content rights to FTA

a 5.7% decrease in 2012 whilst the total market’s

channels that, due to the significantly lower level

gross revenues decreased by 7.5%. The most

of advertising activity, continue to cut back on the

successful films shown in 2012 were “Madagascar

number of films exhibited in their programming

3: Europe’s Most Wanted”, “The Twilight Saga:

grid.
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As regards movie distribution in 2012, from the

aimed at its mid to high-end subscribers,

top 10 movies, ZON Lusomundo distributed 7,

which will bring them the best entertainment

“Madagascar 3: Europe’s Most Wanted”, “The

content. Moreover, ZAP has also launched

Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2”, “Skyfall”,

additional channels including new music

“Brave”, “Ted”, “American Reunion” and “The Hobbit:

channels, new children’s channels and a

An Unexpected Journey”. According to data from

new package of channels called ZAP Plus;

ICA, ZON’s gross revenues in terms of Cinema
Distribution increased by 10% in 2012, while the

• A constant drive for launching innovative

market as a whole experienced a decrease of 7.6%.

products and services – ZAP launched the
ZAP Cinema service that allows subscribers

INTERNATIONAL GROWTH - AFRICA

to watch at home the best and most recent
blockbuster releases in the market;

ZAP continues to exceed all expectations in terms
of operational growth, with total Revenues of 105.4

• A strong local presence in the market and

million euros and EBITDA of 14.2 million euros,

in the economy – ZAP currently has more

representing a 13.5% EBITDA margin in its second

than 300 local direct employees and many

full year of operations.

more jobs are created indirectly in activities
related to ZAP.

Quarterly subscriber pace of growth remains very
strong and ZAP has already conquered a very
relevant position in the market. The success of the

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

operation continues to be explained by:
As from 1Q12, ZON’s 30% stake in its Angolan
• High brand recognition – ZAP continues to

Pay TV

joint-venture

is

being

consolidated

be one of the most recognized brands in

proportionately. Previously the operation was

Angola and Mozambique;

being consolidated through the equity method in
financial results.

• A very strong distribution network that is
growing every quarter;

• A continuously improving offer of channels
– following the clear success of its first
own Pay TV channel “ZAP Novelas”, ZAP
launched in December 2012 a new general
entertainment channel called “ZAP Viva”
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT (MILLIONS OF EUROS)
OPERATING REVENUES

2011

2012

2012 / 2011

854.8

858.6

0.4%

772.4

755.0

(2.3%)

AUDIOVISUALS

72.4

70.0

(3.3%)

CINEMA

59.2

52.8

(10.8%)

0.0

31.6

n.a.

PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE

INTERNATIONAL
OTHERS AND ELIMINATIONS
OPERATING COSTS EXCLUDING D&A
W&S
DIRECT COSTS
COMMERCIAL COSTS

(50.8)

3.4%

(545.7)

0.4%

(59.3)

(59.8)

0.8%

(243.9)

(243.4)

(0.2%)

(62.1)

(66.0)

6.3%

(178.3)

(176.5)

(1.0%)

311.2

312.9

0.5%

36.4%

36.4%

0.0pp

287.8

292.8

1.7%

37.3%

38.8%

1.5pp

23.4

15.9

(32.1%)

17.7%

12.9%

(4.8)pp

n.a.

4.3

n.a.

n.a.

13.5%

n.a.

(217.6)

(214.6)

(1.4%)

93.6

98.3

5.0%

(1.0)

(1.0)

4.8%

92.7

97.3

5.0%

(43.0)

(42.4)

(1.4%)

(1)

OTHER OPERATING COSTS
EBITDA

(49.2)
(543.6)

(2)

EBITDA MARGIN
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE
EBITDA MARGIN
AUDIOVISUALS AND CINEMA EXHIBITION
EBITDA MARGIN
INTERNATIONAL
EBITDA MARGIN
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS

(3)

(OTHER EXPENSES) / INCOME
OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)

(4)

(FINANCIAL EXPENSES) / INCOME
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES
INCOME TAXES

49.6

54.9

10.5%

(14.8)

(18.0)

21.6%

34.8

36.9

5.9%

(0.6)

(0.9)

33.7%

34.2

36.0

5.3%

INCOME FROM CONTINUED OPERATIONS
O.W. ATTRIBUTABLE TO NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
NET INCOME

(1) Commercial costs include commissions, marketing and publicity expenses and costs of equipment sold.
(2) EBITDA = Income From Operations + Depreciation and Amortization.
(3) Income From Operations = Income Before Financials and Income Taxes + work force reduction programme costs + impairment of goodwill
+ Losses/Gains on disposal of fixed assets + Other costs/income.
(4) EBIT = Income Before Financials and Income Taxes.
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OPERATING REVENUES

revenues, down by 13.4% yoy in 2012. These are
viewed as a discretionary source of spending and

Consolidated Operating Revenues in FY12 posted

more budget constrained customers have tended

growth of 0.4% to 858.6 million euros.

to reduce this additional spend whilst maintaining
the value and service offer of their main services.

Core Pay TV, Broadband and Voice Revenues
performed well in terms of flat-fee revenues

Excluding the effect of premium ARPU revenues,

however pressure during the year came from

Core Pay TV, Broadband and Voice Revenues were

negative yoy growth in bolt-on premium channel

flat in comparison with 2011.

In FY12, ARPU revenues from cable subscribers,

In terms of Non-ARPU revenues, market-wide

adjusted for premium channel revenues, increased

lower levels of premium channel subscriptions had

yoy by 1.3% reflecting the more stable customer

an impact on the contribution of ZON’s 50% stake

base and higher value proposition of multiple

in Sport TV.

service bundles. DTH revenues equally adjusted
for premium services fell by 8% yoy, reflecting the

Revenues from the Audiovisuals business fell by

clearly more challenging market environment in

3.3% yoy to 70 million euros in 2012, mainly due to

which the main competitive differentiator is price.

the decline in revenues from the sale of homevideo
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content and of content rights to FTA channels that,

extremely well, with continued strong expansion of

due to the significantly lower level of advertising

the subscriber base every month whilst maintaining

activity, continue to cut back on the costs of their

a healthy level of ARPU.

programming grid.

Cinema Exhibition revenues declined by 10.8%

EBITDA

yoy in 2012 to 52.8 million euros. The number
of tickets sold in 2012 in the market as a whole

Consolidated EBITDA in FY12 increased by 0.5%

fell by 12.3%, with the tickets sold by ZON having

to 312.9 million euros, generating an EBITDA

decreased by 10.6%.

margin of 36.4%.

ZON’s 30% stake in its international Pay TV

Core Pay TV, Broadband and Voice EBITDA in FY12

operation in Angola and Mozambique rendered

grew by 1.7% to 292.8 million euros, representing

revenues of 31.6 million euros in FY12. Revenues

an increase in EBITDA margin as a percentage of

for 100% of ZAP in FY12 amounted to 105.4

revenues of 1.5 percentage points to 38.8%.

million euros. The business continues to develop

The African JV – “ZAP” (30%) posted EBITDA in

The Audiovisuals and Cinema business generated

FY12 of 4.3 million euros representing an EBITDA

a lower EBITDA in FY12, declining by 32.1% to 15.9

margin of 13.5%, in its second full year of operation,

million euros, generating an EBITDA margin of

a remarkable achievement by any standard.

12.9%.
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CONSOLIDATED OPERATING COSTS

they are in Portugal) and therefore are expensed in
the period they are sold.

Consolidated Operating Costs posted a marginal
increase of 0.4% to 545.7 million euros in FY12,

Other Operating Costs reduced by 1% in FY12.

however these figures are not comparable due to

Excluding

the proportionate consolidation of the African JV,

consolidation of ZAP, Other Operating Costs

ZAP, as from 1Q12. Excluding the impact of the

would have decreased by 3.4% in FY12. Some

consolidation of ZAP, operational costs declined

relevant savings were achieved in core areas of

yoy by 3.8% in FY12.

the domestic business such as support services,

the

impact

of

the

proportionate

as a result of the implementation of a number of
Wages and Salaries amounted to 59.8 million euros

efficiency improvement measures at the contact

in FY12. Excluding the effect of the consolidation

center level, maintenance and repairs and other

of ZAP, W&S like for like declined by 3.5%. This

SGA. Also, the impact of the savings from the

decrease is explained mainly by a reduction in

change in the corporate headquarters, which took

the average number of employees of 3.9% which

place during 4Q12, is beginning to be felt.

occurred mainly in the cinema operation due to
the more challenging operating environment and

NET INCOME

due to an ongoing optimization process of the
number of employees per multiplex.

Net Income was 36 million euros in FY12, 5.3%
higher than in FY11.

Direct Costs were flat for FY12. Excluding the
impact of the consolidation of ZAP, Direct Costs

Depreciation and Amortization posted a year on

declined by 1.8% in FY12. Throughout the year,

year decline of 1.4% to 214.6 million euros although

important savings have been achieved in some

this item still remains relatively high in comparison

programming costs, and also as a result of

with the annual level of baseline CAPEX due to

ongoing efforts to optimize the use of telecom

the accumulated backlog of accelerated CAPEX

infrastructure.

recorded between 2008-2010.

Commercial Costs excluding the impact of ZAP

Net Financial Expenses were 1.4% lower in FY12 at

declined by 13.2% in FY12, as a result of a decrease

42.4 million euros however this figure is no longer

in the level of commissions and marketing costs.

comparable due to the proportionate consolidation

Total commercial costs increased by 6.3% in FY12

of the African JV as from 1Q12. In 2011, ZON had

primarily with an increase in COGS (Cost of Goods

a negative contribution from the consolidation of

Sold) explained by the fact that set top boxes at

the African operation of 10.2 million euros which

ZAP are sold to customers (rather than rented as

no longer appears in this line of the P&L. For
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comparative purposes the equivalent impact for
FY12 was a negative contribution at the EBT level
of 1.3 million euros. ZAP broke even at the EBT
level in 3Q12.

Income Taxes in FY12 amounted to 18 million euros,
an increase of 21.6% in comparison with FY11 and
representing an effective P&L tax rate of 32.8%.
This is slightly above the statutory corporate tax
rate of 29.5% due to a few one-off effects in FY12.

CAPEX AND CASH FLOW
CAPEX

CAPEX (MILLIONS OF EUROS)

2011

2012

2012 / 2011

PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE INFRASTRUCTURE

81.8

78.4

(4.2%)

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

50.6

33.2

(34.5%)

8.1

11.6

42.3%

140.5

123.1

(12.4%)

9.3

0.0

(100.0%)

149.9

123.1

(17.9%)

OTHER
"BASELINE" CAPEX
NON-RECURRENT CAPEX
TOTAL CAPEX

CAPEX
As anticipated, CAPEX has reduced significantly

Total CAPEX represented 16.3% of Pay TV,

from previous years. In FY12, CAPEX amounted to

Broadband and Voice revenues in FY12, similar

123.1 million euros, down 17.9% from FY11. Terminal

to the run-rate investment level of the sector,

equipment represented 27% of total CAPEX in

reflecting necessary maintenance investments and

FY12, 33.2 million euros, much lower than levels

still some growth related investment.

recorded in previous years. The decline is due to a
combination of lower commercial activity and the
subsequent need for customer CAPEX and to the
success of the equipment refurbishment process.
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SIGNIFICANT CASH SAVINGS FROM

a significant reduction in yearly cash payments as

RENEGOTIATION OF TRANSPONDER

from 2014. In 2013, the annual cash outflow will

CONTRACT

remain the same and some customer premise
DTH set-top boxes will need to be replaced in

In order to provide Pay TV services to customers

order to be compatible with MPEG 4 compression

outside its HFC footprint, ZON leases satellite

standards.

capacity from Hispasat. At the end of 2012, ZON
renegotiated the terms of this lease contract,

The

balance

sheet

accounting

impact

that

translating into significant long term cash savings.

results from the combination of a longer contract
period (extension from 2016 to 2025) and lower

Under the previous terms, ending 2016, ZON

yearly cost for the transponders is an increase in

was leasing 8 transponders. The new terms now

intangible assets and in long-term lease contracts

agreed, extend the contract until 2025 and ZON

of 29 million euros.

will only be leasing 5 transponders translating into

CASH FLOW
CASH FLOW (MILLIONS OF EUROS)

2011

2012

2012 / 2011

EBITDA

311.2

312.9

0.5%

CAPEX

(149.9)

(123.1)

(17.9%)

(140.5)

(123.1)

(12.4%)

(9.3)

0.0

(100.0%)

BASELINE CAPEX
NON-RECURRENT CAPEX
EBITDA - CAPEX

161.4

189.8

17.6%

NON-CASH ITEMS INCLUDED IN EBITDA-CAPEX(1) AND
CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL

(11.5)

(1.1)

(90.7%)

OPERATING CASH FLOW AFTER INVESTMENT

149.9

188.7

25.9%

(65.3)

(30.8)

(52.8%)

NET INTEREST PAID AND OTHER FINANCIAL CHARGES

(21.3)

(35.8)

67.8%

INCOME TAXES PAID

(16.5)

(17.0)

2.9%

6.7

0.8

(88.0%)

OTHER CASH MOVEMENTS

(1.9)

0.5

(124.1%)

FREE CASH-FLOW

51.5

106.5

106.6%

LONG TERM CONTRACTS

DISPOSALS

(1) This caption includes non-cash provisions included in EBITDA and non-cash CAPEX related to the upfront capitalization of long term contracts.
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OPERATING CASH FLOW

in 2011 to 188.7 million euros in 2012. In 4Q12, as
anticipated, Net Working Capital investment and

EBITDA-CAPEX increased by 17.6% in 2012 to

other EBITDA non-cash adjustments amounted to

189.8 million euros primarily as a result of a 17.9%

32.3 million euros, therefore positively impacting

reduction in CAPEX in comparison with 2011 and

performance at the Operating Cash Flow level.

to the slight yoy EBITDA growth.

Overall, during 2012, net working capital variation
remained relatively flat, with 4Q12 compensating

Operating Cash Flow after Investment recorded

for the negative 3Q12.

an increase of 25.9% yoy from 149.9 million euros

FREE CASH FLOW
Total FCF in FY12 represented 106.5 million

performance, cost discipline, the decline in CAPEX

euros, ahead of original expectations of close

to more normalized levels and finally a reduction

to 100 million euros and more than double the

in cash outflows related with long term contract

amount generated in FY11 of 51.5 million euros.

payments.

This increase is a result of the solid operational
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
BALANCE SHEET (MILLIONS OF EUROS)
CURRENT ASSETS

2011

2012

708.9

542.3

CASH AND EQUIVALENTS

407.4

308.3

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, NET

237.8

172.4

46.7

44.3

5.1

4.7

11.9

12.6

1,076.7

1,068.7

INVENTORIES, NET
TAXES RECEIVABLE
PREPAID EXPENSES AND OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
INVESTMENTS IN GROUP COMPANIES

0.5

0.2

INTANGIBLE ASSETS, NET

314.7

319.2

FIXED ASSETS, NET

647.1

632.0

DEFERRED TAXES

49.9

48.1

OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS

64.5

69.1

1,785.6

1,611.0

CURRENT LIABILITIES

789.1

651.8

SHORT TERM DEBT

TOTAL ASSETS

500.0

363.3

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

207.1

214.1

ACCRUED EXPENSES

56.5

51.6

DEFERRED INCOME

3.8

9.5

TAXES PAYABLE

17.2

12.8

CURRENT PROVISIONS AND OTHER LIABILITIES

4.6

0.5

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
MEDIUM AND LONG TERM DEBT
NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS AND OTHER LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
EQUITY BEFORE NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
SHARE CAPITAL
OWN SHARES
RESERVES, RETAINED EARNINGS AND OTHER
NET INCOME
NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
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761.5

739.9

729.4

721.2

32.1

18.7

1,550.6

1,391.7

225.0

209.8

3.1

3.1

(0.6)

(0.9)

188.3

171.6

34.2

36.0

10.0

9.4

235.0

219.2

1,785.6

1,611.0
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE

fixed rate of 6.85% - the proportion of ZON’s Net
Financial Debt that is protected against variations

At the end of 2012, Net Financial Debt stood at

in interest rates is 76%.

605 million euros, a decrease of 32.6 million euros
Total financial debt at the end of 2012 amounted to

compared with 2011.

958 million euros, which was offset with a cash and
ZON Multimedia is fully financed until the end of

short-term investments position on the balance

2014 and the average maturity of Net Financial

sheet of 353 million euros. The all-in average cost

Debt is now 1.98 years.

of ZON’s Net Financial Debt was 4.96% for 2012.

The total interest rate hedging operations in place

Net Financial Gearing decreased to 73.4% at the

at the end of 2012 amounted to 257.5 million

end of 2012 compared with 73.1% at the end of

euros. Taking into account the bonds issued in

2011, and Net Financial Debt / EBITDA (last 4

June - 200 million euros bearing interest at a

quarters) stands at 1.9x.

NET FINANCIAL DEBT
2011
SHORT TERM
BANK AND OTHER LOANS
FINANCIAL LEASES
MEDIUM AND LONG TERM
BANK LOANS
FINANCIAL LEASES

2012

2012 / 2011

467.4

342.2

(26.8%)

462.4

334.8

(27.6%)

5.0

7.3

47.1%

640.4

615.8

(3.8%)

628.6

607.5

(3.4%)

11.7

8.3

(29.2%)

TOTAL DEBT

1,107.8

958.0

(13.5%)

CASH, SHORT TERM INVESTMENTS AND
INTERCOMPANY LOANS

470.3

353.0

(24.9%)

NET FINANCIAL DEBT

637.5

605.0

(5.1%)

73.1%

73.4%

0.3pp

2.0x

1.9x

n.a.

NET FINANCIAL GEARING

(1)

NET FINANCIAL DEBT / EBITDA

(1) Net Financial Gearing = Net Financial Debt / (Net Financial Debt + Total Shareholders’ Equity).
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SHAREHOLDER REMUNERATION

project and proposed that it be submitted for
shareholder approval at an EGM and subject to

The Board of ZON has approved the proposal

non-opposition by the Portuguese Competition

of a 12 euro cent ordinary dividend per share,

Authority (ADC) and validation by the Portuguese

representing close to 100% payout ratio. This

Securities Commission (CMVM). The EGM took

proposal is subject to final approval of the General

place in 7 March 2013 and the merger project and

Shareholders’ Meeting.

its annexes were approved by the Shareholders.

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENTS

The full details of the aforementioned deliberations
and the respective merger proposal may be found

PROPOSAL TO MERGE ZON

in the announcements also made on 21 January

MULTIMÉDIA AND OPTIMUS SGPS

and 7 March, which are available on the ZON
institutional website on www.zon.pt/ir.

On 14 December, ZON was notified that its
reference shareholders, Kento Holding Limited
and Unitel International Holdings (previously

SPORT TV – CONSOLIDATION OF

named Jadeium) had reached an agreement with

INTERESTS IN TV AND MULTIMEDIA

Sonaecom, SGPS,S.A. to request to the Board of

SPORTS RIGHTS INTO A SINGLE

Directors of ZON Multimédia and Optimus SGPS

ENTITY

the analysis of a merger proposal between the two
companies (announcement 14 December 2012).

On 20 December 2012 ZON announced that
an agreement had been reached to consolidate

On 19 December, ZON announced that its

the shareholdings in Sport TV Portugal S.A.,

Board of Directors had decided to initiate formal

(“Sport TV”), Sportinveste Multimedia, SGPS S.A.

negotiations with a view to approving a merger

(“Sportinveste”), and PPTV Publicidade de Portugal

project and subsequently delegated in the Executive

e Televisão S.A. (“PPTV”), and their respective

Committee, the management and orientation of

operations, into a single entity that will manage

the negotiation process with the Board of Directors

TV and Multimedia (internet and mobile) sports

of Optimus. An Ad-hoc Committee was nominated

rights, for the Portuguese market (announcement

to oversee the negotiations, consisting of Non-

available on ZON’s institutional website at www.zon.

Executive Members of the Board of Directors

pt/ir). As a result of the transactions necessary to

(announcement 19 December 2012).

consolidate these operations, ZON will reduce its
shareholding to 25% in Sport TV, receiving a cash

Subsequently, on 21 January, 2013, the Board of

inflow of around 46 million euros. Formalization

Directors of ZON met and approved the merger

of this new entity is conditional upon receiving
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approval

from

the

Portuguese
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Competition

Authority and the compliance of some contractual
conditions by the parties involved, namely Sport TV
securing autonomous funding.

The agreement announced will translate into
efficiency gains in the management of the rights
and will help to promote the development of
both traditional TV and new online and mobile
distribution platforms for sports related content to
all operators, against a backdrop of increasing fixed
and mobile convergence and will also increase the
international reach of Portuguese Sports content.
This agreement does not prevent ZON and PT
from carrying other sports related channels on
their networks.

SPORT TV – RENEGOTIATION OF
PORTUGUESE FOOTBALL LEAGUE
CONTRACT
On 20 December 2012, ZON also announced that
Sport TV had signed an agreement with PPTV –
Publicidade de Portugal e Televisão, S.A., to renew
the contract for the TV broadcasting of football
matches in the Portuguese Leagues for a further
3 years, until the end of the 2015/2016 football
season with the remuneration model for these
broadcasting rights bearing a greater connection
to the level of revenues generated by Sport TV.
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1.7. SUSTAINABILITY
1.7.1. CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
ZON acknowledges that Corporate Sustainability
is a responsible, balanced business approach
that invests in consumer confidence, putting
digital technology at the service of communities
and society at large, respects nature and the
environment and creates long-term shareholder
value by embracing opportunities and managing
risks deriving from economic, environmental and
social developments.

During 2012, the Group continued or enlarged a
major set of activities in the field of Sustainability
and Corporate Responsibility that have long guided
its business.

ZON recognises that a corporate sustainability
strategy contributes to the financial indicators, by
placing emphasis on more efficient processes
and on cost reduction, and also to the company’s
reputation among investors and consumers.

The aim of this report is to provide a balanced
and reasonable picture of ZON’s performance by
revealing it to its stakeholders, both internal and
external, with respect to the goal of sustainable
development in various areas of Sustainability and
Corporate Responsibility. An internal assessment
not independently audited has been undertaken
keeping with the reporting rules and guidelines of
various institutes and applying the fundamental
principle of sustainability reporting: transparency.
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1.7.2. OUR CONDUCT: CORPORATE
AND INDIVIDUAL ETHICS
ZON’s Code of Ethics incorporates the principles

must be governed by fair, transparent, clear,

of Corporate Sustainability.

objective and professional practices, fostering
and sedimenting the organisation’s credibility and

Point 15 of the Code is specifically dedicated
to

Social

Responsibility

and

confidence.

Sustainable

Development. ZON wants its business policy to

In 2012, the Code of Ethics came to incorporate

make a contribution to improving the welfare of

principles regarding the conduct of its employees

the community in general and to sustainable

on the social networks. Action via these channels

economic and social development. Thus, it

must ensure the protection of the ZON brand.

supports and promotes technological research,
development and innovation within the scope of its
products and services, recognising their relevance
to the provision of a better service to consumers as
a whole and to sustained economic growth.

ZON is also aware of its role and its function in
the information society, and therefore encourages
and supports initiatives of a social, cultural and
educational nature whose purpose is to improve
the living standards of citizens.

Not forgetting the positive environmental impact
that may arise from the development and
improvement of its technology and products, ZON
endorses the adoption of in-house measures that
will safeguard environmental protection and create
employee awareness regarding the adoption of an
environmentally appropriate conduct.

The

Code

establishes

transparency

as

a

fundamental principle that, through rules and
procedures, disciplines the company’s relations
with its stakeholders. Relations with customers
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1.7.3. OUR CUSTOMERS:
FROM SATISFACTION TO CONFIDENCE
ZON’s products and services seek to contribute

by telephone by an external consultant. Besides

to

and

this general study, surveys are held periodically of

to foster entrepreneurship and

customer satisfaction relating to specific items of

business development. ZON’s business is focused

ZON’s offer, such as ZON Online, the ZON website,

on customer satisfaction and on developing a

ZON@FON, recording habits, satisfaction with IRIS,

relationship of trust based on the high quality and

the stores, the call centre, etc.

the

quality

communities,

of

life

of

households

constant innovation of its products, services and
functions. (See Management Report).

Usability studies are also undertaken using eyetracking methodology, for example. On the other

In this process, the protection of the privacy of

hand, the Target Tracking study conducted by a

ZON’s customers is the ultimate goal. ZON TV Cabo

market research company on a weekly basis aims

Portugal, SA, is the entity responsible for processing

to monitor the evolution of ZON’s brand, as well as

the personal data of its customers, and keeps the

the impact and evaluation of advertising campaigns

National Commission for Data Protection (NCDP)

and brand awareness. Ad-hoc qualitative studies

notified of its billing and customer management

are also performed through focus groups or

databases in accordance with the law. As regards

directed interviews.

personal-data protection, ZON fully respects the
provisions of the law regarding the protection and

ZON’s

processing of personal data and the protection of

consumers through marketing and advertising

privacy in the telecommunications sector.

complies with high standards of taste and the

communicational

relationship

with

utmost respect for ethics, codes and other
All ZON’s set-top boxes include parental control

legislation relevant to advertising. ZON’s advertising

via PIN for blocking both VoD content and also

is not sensationalist but truthful, informative and

television channels. ZON also provides F-Secure

straightforward. ZON’s advertisements are not

software for the Internet that includes anti-virus

misleading or offensive and respect the principles

software and also the possibility of blocking access

of fair competition. The differentiating attributes

via password.

of the brand have been enhanced: credibility
of the institutional image and perception of an

COMMUNICATION OF BRAND,

operator that provides a quality service. According

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

to the Target Tracking report (GfK), these are the
attributes that customers most acknowledge and

The ZON Customer Satisfaction Barometer is the

value when analysing the attractiveness of the ZON

main satisfaction poll of ZON customers conducted

brand.
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During 2012, ZON informed consumers about

was often referred to by American surfer Garrett

the new features of the service that promote

McNamara, who embodies the campaign. The

customer quality of life, simplifying their day-to-

sponsorship had a remarkable communicational

day communications and access to more and

impact nationally and internationally, for example,

better entertainment. ZON launched a number

on CNN and CBS.

of

campaigns

directed

at

children,

always

demonstrating extreme care when communicating

CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY

with this age group. These marketing actions were

IN ACTION

always socially and ethically responsible, adapting
language and products to suit younger viewers.

The strategy implemented since 2007, aiming
to achieve a substantial improvement of ZON’s

The claims made by ZON’s advertising concerning

relationship with consumers, and most particularly

the origin, nature, composition, properties and

with its customers, was successful and is constantly

conditions for the acquisition of the advertised

being improved.

goods or services are accurate and proof of
conformity can be provided at all times.

As part of the ongoing improvement of business
processes, the installation of the Business Process

New forms of communication were developed to

Manager (BPM) was concluded. It is a process

help customers use the ZON services. The launch

design and monitoring tool, allowing the creation of

of Timewarp was communicated with advertising

a single repository of business processes and rules,

that fulfils the promise of the tagline “IRIS by ZON

transforming and simplifying business processes

Fibra. It’s not television. It’s your vision”.

and support tools, leading to a 74% reduction of
the procedural complexity with the customer.

In 2012 ZON did not launch explicit advertising to
raise consumer awareness about environmental

Conclusion of the installation of the Unified

issues, so it is not yet possible to state that ZON

Customer Portal (UFE - Unified Front End, SMSVPP

can present itself as a sustainable brand, a brand

- Mobile Sales Portal, UDP - Unified Diagnostics

associated with the idea of sustainability.

Portal) allowed the main processes to be targeted
by phased transformation and implementation on

However, the sponsorship of the ZON North Canyon

the ground, in all channels of interaction along the

Show project in partnership with the Nazaré City

customer journey.

Hall, which is part of the strategy of associating
ZON’s image with sport, carries an environmental

The ultimate goal of ensuring simple processes

subtext related with the sustainability of the sea, one

that can be replicated through self-care by the

of Portugal’s strategic priorities. This connection

customer is being finalised with the inclusion of
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tools for self-subscription by the customer through

The monthly (January-December 2012) results

the self-care channels (online store, myZON and

of the IVR customer-satisfaction poll of ZON

TV).

customers after a technical (or maintenance)
service assistance show that 99% of the work

The year under review ended with 50 ZON

is carried out within the time frame agreed with

branded stores, almost all conveniently located in

the customer (90-minute slots), that the interval

large shopping malls to ensure closer relationship

between request for intervention and actual

with consumers. They are a most valuable point of

performance was considered adequate by 86% of

contact with the customers. It is a channel designed

the customers, while 93% reported full satisfaction

to resolve any customer situation combining

with work quality.

commercial and customer-care functions.
Regular studies show significant and sustained
The stores changed their IT systems to the

improvements experienced by the customers.

Unified Front End (UFE) application, which allows

The European Customer Satisfaction Index (ECSI)

greater ease in the management of customers’

stands out for its independence with a study that in

accounts and increases the speed and efficiency

Portugal is undertaken by the Universidade Nova

of the service. Currently over 90% of customer

de Lisboa and the Portuguese Quality Institute. In

interactions are already done via UFE.

the Pay TV sector, ZON again ranked first, showing
a remarkable evolution. The ECSI 2011 results

Service quality is subject to ongoing control and

showed:

monitoring. The satisfaction polls of users of the
ZON stores revealed a new high of 8.95/10. The

• Brand satisfaction: ZON rose from 6.12 in

results show that sales were of very high quality, both

2007 (the worst performance of the sector)

as regards the explanation of the advantages of the

to 7.37 (of a total of 10), the industry’s best

service, as well as the entire sales procedures that

performance;

encompass all the customer needs to know to avoid
surprises later, especially during installation and, at
the moment of truth when the first bill is received.

• Complaint-handling

satisfaction:

ZON

improved from 4.5 in 2007 to 7.26 (of a
total of 10);

During 2012 there were fewer calls via all residentialcustomer support lines. Operator training focuses

• Customer

service

satisfaction:

ZON

on minimizing the effort made by the customer

improved from 5.9 in 2007 to 7.5 (of a total

when contacting ZON and the importance of the

of 10).

right behaviour to win trust and to establish a
lasting relationship.
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Following the disclosure of the results of the

• Pay TV Service: ZON rose from 7.37 in 2011

ECSI Portugal 2011 study - National Customer

to 7.78 in 2012;

Satisfaction Index, confirming ZON as the best
Pay TV operator in the country, the company

• Fixed Broadband: ZON’s level in 2012 was

implemented a number of actions to share with

7.43, which compares with 7.28 in 2011;

and thank customers for the success achieved.
With the claim “Your smile is our best prize”,

• Fixed Voice: ZON’s performance stood at

the campaign was promoted at ZON stores, on

7.61, placing ZON in the leadership of this

television and over the Internet.

sector.

Already in 2013, the preliminary ECSI 2012 results
revealed ZON stood out as the leader in customer
satisfaction in the Pay TV, Broadband and Fixed
Voice services. These results are the outcome of
the continued effort ZON has been undertaking in
this area over the last years.
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1.7.4. OUR PEOPLE:
DEVELOPING THE BEST ASSET
Working

at

committed

ZON
to

means

the

being

customer

and

completely
to

At all levels of operation, the focus of attention

have

is always on customers, their needs, satisfaction

irreproachable behaviour. ZON is an organisation in

and confidence. Several of these activities involve

which training plays a key role in the development

the use of leading-edge technologies undergoing

of skills and knowledge. The human-resources

constant innovation, and requiring ever-more-

policy focuses on active management of talent.

demanding continuous training.

AVERAGE # OF EMPLOYEES 2012

ZON TVCABO (1)

873

ZON AUDIOVISUAIS AND ZON CONTEÚDOS
ZON LUSOMUNDO CINEMAS
SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

98
472

(2)

179

(3)

ZON MULTIMEDIA GROUP

1,622

(1) Includes ZON Multimédia, SGPS, ZON TVCabo, ZON Madeira and ZON Açores
(2) Includes Lusomundo Moçambique
(3) Includes Dreamia (50%), Sport TV (50%), Upstar (30%), Finstar (30%) and Mstar (30%)

AVERAGE AGE AND SENIORITY
YEARS
AVERAGE AGE

37.6

AVERAGE SENIORITY

8.8

EDUCATION

BASIC / SECUNDARY

39%

HIGHER

61%
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GENDER

MALE

56%

FEMALE

44%

Note: The training, gender, average age and average seniority indicators do not include the ZON Lusomundo Cinemas operational area and
subsidiaries

ZON

and

Mozambique

its

subsidiaries
have

1,622

in

Portugal

direct

and

employees,

factors naturally rest on existing talent within the
organisation.

including the cinemas operation. Of every one
hundred employees, 56 are men, one per cent

Adequate training is an important means of

more than in 2011, but in some group companies,

personal and professional enhancement, as well

women are predominant. Almost two-thirds of the

as a critical factor for the sustainable development

employees – whose average age is 37.6, slightly

of ZON’s business and competitiveness, involving

higher than a year ago – have higher education, up

transverse projects and actions within a framework

from just over half in 2010. On average, employees

of a learning-organisation methodology.

have been with the group for 8.8 years, also slightly
higher than in 2011. There is absolute professional

The

equality between men and women.

methodologies, such as e-learning, b-learning and

increasing

adoption

of

new

training

transfer of training, particularly technical training
In addition, ZON contributes indirectly to the

for specific clusters, has given rise over time to

employment of about six thousand people through

a solid culture of knowledge- and information-

outsourcing contracts in sales and customer-

sharing. It also allowed for the exploitation of

service

metrics to meet the goals identified in training as

operations

(door-to-door,

installation

engineering, call centres, technical assistance).

eligible for the purpose and fostered greater cost
optimisation.

Generating and developing talent has been a
priority and a basic challenge at ZON. Employee

ZON has drawn up an annual sequence of ongoing

development is strategic, and is designed to

integrated training plans, covering all personnel,

offer the necessary support to maximise skills of

segmented into three major groups: Management,

the various employee segments. The ambition

Senior Staff and Administrative. The segmentation

to continuously create greater value requires an

of the target population of ZON’s training courses

organisation of excellence, a focus on sustained

has evolved in a way that is not “watertight”, but

growth and leadership at different levels. All these

is intended only to simplify and optimise the
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structuring and allocation of the various training

• Innovation - Associated with strategic

courses:

changes and changes of paradigms, such
as the incorporation of new technologies

• Management - Levels of responsibility

and new processes. It aims to develop

associated with top management and those

skills that contribute to the personal and

reporting directly to management. Duties

professional enhancement of employees,

which, for their impact on the organisation,

taking into account market trends in global

are above certain levels;

terms;

• Senior Staff - Specialist Staff, Strategic

• Other Specific Training - Aims to add

Staff, Co-ordination Duties; Development

or consolidate skills associated with the

Duties;.

specificity of each business within the
Group companies.

• Administrative - Duties in support of the
regular activity of the company, duties

In terms of basic concept, ZON’s training falls within

of organising information processes for

a “Corporate University” environment, playing a

decision by the hierarchy, duties that

key role in the establishment, development and

involve processes and techniques of a

communication of organisational culture. Rather

more administrative and communicational

than adopting a traditional training centre model,

nature.

this model adopts a virtual concept based on
real development activities and partnerships with

To lend better support to the growing and more

national and international institutions of repute,

diverse business challenges, the development

supported by physical-, remote- and mixed-

model of ZON employees, segmented into the

attendance methodologies.

three groups described above, is based primarily
on the following major components, as to its

ZON has provided its employees with a range of

nature:

overall development programmes in management
and

• Strategic

-

Associated

in

partnership

with

leading

change

universities, both national and international, as

and adoption of new corporate policies

well as a sustained policy of encouragement of

and strategies, new technologies and

and support for attendance of Masters, PhD and

new

executive training courses at outstanding business

processes,

with

with

leadership

development

in

management and leadership, and with

schools, national and international.

encouragement of attendance of academic
programmes;
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Communication with employees is constant. The

to motivate and inform employees, and to develop

Intranet changed in 2012. It now has a renewed

team spirit.

image involving new areas, contents and features,
allied to a more intuitive navigation. An “Employee”

The Group’s new head office is an affirmation of the

microsite includes videos with international lectures

company’s sustainability and embodies a number

on management, leadership and technological

of contributions to sustainable development, first

topics, as well as additional internal and external

and foremost better working conditions.

training materials given at seminars, workshops,
etc.

ZON brought together, under one roof, all of the
1,400 employees that were previously scattered

Training is of a practical nature, involving in

across 31 floors and five different buildings.

particular the establishment of the Operational

With 14 thousand square metres, and eight

Quality Index (OQI) that aggregates all operational

floors, the new head office is expected to bring

indices

It

about efficiency gains and improvements to

is a qualitative assessment of the provision of

the functionality of workspaces, besides annual

service, involving the entire organisation. The ZON

savings of between 15 and 20% (about one

Conventions Manual was published, systematising

million euros per year) in rent and other premise

the organisation’s business processes. It was also

related costs.

affecting

customer-service

quality.

adapted as an online general training programme:
“Quality is Us” .

One of the main concerns posed by the move
to new premises was the impact it would have

Regular internal polls are performed. The poll

on the day-to-day routine of many employees.

on Sustainability showed that, of all the aspects

About 80% of employees use public transport

analysed, environmental protection is the one

when travelling between their homes and the

that employees are most concerned about

company’s headquarters. The new building is

and that is most associated with the topic of

located right at a major public transportation

sustainability. Over 73% of employees believe

hub.

climate change is a serious issue that needs to
be considered.

The new head office is provided with infrastructure
that the company did not previously have, such as

The Group holds two Employee Meetings each year

a canteen for employees, rooms for internal and

with average attendance in 2012 reaching 800

external training and an auditorium.

participants. The main objective is to take stock of
the year and to launch challenges and goals for the

Workspace ergonomics is an area undergoing

year (or months) to come. Additionally, the aim is

development at ZON, and the move to the
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new headquarters called for a new approach.
A structured plan is in place for reducing risks
associated with the ergonomics of the workplace.
The Asset Management and Human Resources
divisions are assessing these risks and how to
mitigate them (in so far as hygiene and safety are
concerned).
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1.7.5. OUR SHAREHOLDERS:
COMPLYING WITH BEST PRACTICES
ZON

follows

international

best

practices

in

ZON is one of the companies that best meets

corporate governance. The company is in constant

the recommendations on corporate governance

dialogue with its shareholders through road shows,

according to a study by Universidade Católica

conference calls, participation in international

Portuguesa, in collaboration with AEM - Association

conferences, regular meetings, press releases,

of

general meetings, literature and the institutional

Companies regarding the degree of compliance

site.

with the recommendations relating to corporate

Stock-Market

Listed

Securities

Issuer

governance of listed companies.
ZON

has

an

unwavering

commitment

to

sustainably create value for its shareholders and
to be a reference in governance and disclosure of
corporate information to stakeholders, all the while
remaining active in the ongoing improvement of
its practices.

The 2011 ZON Governance Report, available on
the corporate website, fulfils the requirement
of disclosure of a detailed annual report on the
structure and practices of corporate governance,
pursuant to Article 245-A of the Portuguese
Securities Code (“CVM”), applicable to issuers of
shares admitted to trading on a regulated market
located or operating in Portugal.

Additionally, the Report aims to disclose compliance
with the Securities Market Commission (CMVM)
Recommendations on Corporate Governance, as
published in January 2010, as well as to comply
with international best corporate governance
practices, having been drawn up in accordance
with the provisions of Article 7. of the CVM and
Article 2.1 of CMVM Regulation 1/2010.
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1.7.6. OUR SUPPLIERS:
PARTNERSHIPS FOR INNOVATION
ZON’s suppliers are a key element of the

In the event that a person allocated to the provision

relationship between ZON and its customers. They

of services is a foreigner, the supplier undertakes

are often those that are closest to the consumer and

to comply with all applicable laws and regulations.

subscriber. Reputation and customer satisfaction
are closely linked to the proper performance of the

With regard to suppliers located in other legal

duties entrusted to them.

jurisdictions, ZON has not yet adopted a set of
standard principles whose compliance is to be

ZON seeks to ensure perfect alignment of suppliers

requested to the supplier, particularly with regard

with the company’s values in accordance with

to freedom of employment and association, labour

their contractual commitments through constant

relations, negotiation and working hours, non-

monitoring of their performance and to ensure that

discrimination and respect in the relationship with

suppliers instil among their employees working for

employees, denial of child labour and application

ZON the same set of values and corporate conduct

of health and safety measures at work.

that ZON applies internally.
Management of external human resources, in
ZON has implemented contractual provisions that

particular those allocated to door-to-door sales

oblige suppliers to comply with the regulations and

and follow-up, required a strengthening of the

instructions regarding systems certification and

monitoring, implementation, reward or penalty

environmental, health and safety norms related

mechanisms, all embodied in Service Level

to the supply of products and/or provision of

Agreements (SLA) that unite the suppliers with

services, and to comply with legislation concerning

ZON.

environmental issues.
ZON’s telework (telecommuting) area has been
Furthermore, suppliers must ensure compliance

distinguished internationally. The telework system

by themselves and by all their employees,

used by the customer-care area makes use

collaborators or subcontractors with all laws and

of exactly the same IT environment as that at

regulations applicable in tax, social security and

ZON’s premises, providing the same computer-

labour matters, as well as with the rules and good

work experience. Telework in the customer back

practices on the safety of premises and persons

office involves assignment of a ZON laptop and

within the scope of hygiene, health and safety

communication

practices.

assessment methods are identical to those for

technologies.

Performance-

other employees.
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ZON teleworkers tend to be more focused on
work and have a greater sense of responsibility.
They value the considerable independence that
stems from managing their own time, are more
motivated by higher salaries as a result of savings
in transportation and meal costs, and because
they work in the comfort of their own personal
environment. Teleworker productivity is 12% greater
than that of the other operators and satisfaction
of clients served by teleworkers is five per cent
greater than that achieved by in-house operators.
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1.7.7. ENVIRONMENT: RESPECT FOR
AND PROTECTION OF NATURE
ZON takes into account the positive environmental

governance process that includes defining metrics

impact that may stem from the development and

and goals.

improvement of its performance as a supplier
of technologies, products and services. ZON’s

ZON has been adopting specific, measurable

environmental

from

actions in order to preserve natural resources,

consumption of electricity, fuel and water, solid

reduce waste, reduce its carbon footprint, make

waste production, use of paper and cardboard,

its supply chain more environmentally responsible

and use of electrical equipment, accumulators and

and helping to ensure a safer and healthier work

batteries.

environment.

This is the second report presenting an estimate

ZON now has a formalised environmental policy.

of greenhouse-gas emissions (GHG) resulting

ZON pursues environmental objectives in the

from ZON’s business. Some of these factors, in

following areas: Carbon footprint, Use of natural

particular electricity production that weighs heavily

resources,

on ZON’s business, lie outside its direct control, but

Environmentally-friendly supplier chain, regulatory

the organisation must act to encourage suppliers

compliance, ongoing improvement, stakeholder

and customers to adopt responsible behaviour,

contributions, employee participation.

footprint

results

mainly

Electronic-waste

management,

besides being bound at all times to improving its
own direct environmental performance.

Until recently, the supply chain area within
companies

was

responsible

for

ensuring

For the purposes of accounting for the carbon

competitiveness through operational efficiency,

intensity caused by GHGs, the emission factor

striking a balance between service levels and costs.

established by law associated with electricity

This balance, however, changed significantly for

consumption was used. The assessment includes

many companies when they were obliged by the

emissions originating at the Dreamia subsidiary

actions of society and governments to manage a

but not at ZON Azores, ZON Madeira, SportTV,

third key variable throughout the supply chain: the

other subsidiaries or the international business.

social and environmental impact of the operation.
The introduction of the corporate-sustainability

In 2011, ZON laid the foundations of a greenhouse-

concept gave rise to the Green Supply Chain.

gas emission inventory. Later, to help ensure that
ZON is implementing its environmental policy

Despite the complexity of managing this new

effectively and is complying with its commitments,

variable,

ZON set up the Sustainability Committee and a

sustainable, prevent breaches of environmental

the

company
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laws and attract many benefits relating to its

Television Arts (BAFTA) to use specialised software

profitability:

in estimating CO2 emissions in the production of
films and television programmes.

• Cost reduction: by cutting waste, reducing
the figures for the management and

REDUCING OPERATIONAL

processing of this excess (opportunity cost

CONSUMPTIONS

of stocks, space, handling, tracking, etc.);
ZON uses mainly two types of energy involving
by

GHGs: diesel and electricity. There is also some

monitoring the product throughout its life

consumption of gas, thermal energy and water at

cycle and supply-chain linkages, working

the cinemas. Some types of consumption were not

effectively on points of improvement and

accounted for, such as generator diesel. All figures

reducing operating costs;

presented are estimates and were obtained by in-

• Improvement

of

Product

Quality:

house consultation.
• Better reputation: by revealing environmental
results to a society that begins to require

Overall, ZON’s total estimated environmental

of companies an increasingly sustainable

footprint resulting from CO2 emissions was almost

mode of action.

unchanged: 59,190 tCO2 in 2011 and 59,140 tCO2
in 2012. Some activities saw a significant reduction,

Sustainable operational efficiency is the starting

in particular cinemas and car fleets, but office

point for the Green Supply Chain, creating shared

buildings also showed a downward trend. Activities

goals for the entire chain. The benefits obtained

showing the biggest increase of emissions are

with the Green Supply Chain may be more than

those related to the growing number of line

sufficient to cover possible investments and

amplifiers and customer equipment. For the first

improvements, minimising the impact on the

time emissions related to air travel and transport

company’s budget.

by truck were accounted for.

ZON’s cost structure has a highly intangible

Correlating with the evolution of the market , there

characteristic

telecommunications

was a 2.9% increase of homes passed, 4.6% of

etc.), rendering evaluation of the respective

basic RGUs and 34.4% of Internet traffic, while

environmental impacts more complex. A first

amplifier emissions increased by 31% and those

step for estimating such impacts was taken with

of the primary technical sites were up by just 6%.

(contents,

the process of quantification of the environmental
footprint in respect of the supply of contents. ZON

Fuel direct CO2 emissions were the result of

has partnered with the British Academy of Film and

consumption of diesel by the company’s car fleet,
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falling from 1,731 tCO2 in 2011 to 1,366 tCO2 in 2012.

amounted to 16,164 tCO2 in 2012 compared with

Indirect emissions stem from the consumption of

13,469 tCO2 in 2011.

diesel by the fleets of the providers of installation
and maintenance services of the primary and

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas, which is also a major

secondary networks and customers’ premises,

consumer of electricity, recorded a slight decrease

which decreased from 8,777 tCO2 in 2011 to 5,505

in GHGs during 2012 (7,111 tCO2 compared to

tCO2 in 2012.

8,039 tCO2 in 2011; these figures include emissions
for thermal-energy production).

Diesel consumption by suppliers fell as a result
of fewer vehicles in service and greater control by

At the ZON branded stores a series of measures

ZON of the vehicles assigned to the business. Total

and rules were also implemented aimed at the

emissions caused by the suppliers’ consumption

reduction of energy consumption, in particular,

of diesel and petrol stood at 5,505 tCO2, a

lighting of the stores now uses low-consumption

substantial reduction compared to the 2011 figure

light bulbs; the Panaflex lightboxes use low-

(8,777 tCO2). (Note: the figures previously reported

consumption light bulbs, the more recent television

for 2011 have been restated as a result of the

sets use low-consumption LEDs and, outside store

application of a new metric).

opening hours, all equipment is switched off,
except for emergency lighting and shop windows.

The fleet’s goal for 2013 includes the introduction
of four 100% electric vehicles. Also recorded were

At the head office building the lighting system is

the emissions caused by air travel which accounted

fitted with motion-controlled switches, while the

for about 187 tCO2 and by truck deliveries, 821

logo installed on the façade uses LED bulbs.

tCO2.
Almost all electricity consumed is of indirect origin,
that is, it is acquired from third parties. A very small
part comes from the company’s own generators.
This consumption occurs at ZON premises or
of third parties. The main consumptions are in
office buildings for lighting, telecommunications
and computers, cinemas, technical buildings, and
the television and Internet distribution network
totalling 27,691 tCO2. Of these, the CO2 emissions
by the central technical buildings, by the primary
and secondary sites, and by amplifier network
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tCO2 EMISSIONS IN 2011 AND 2012 (ESTIMATE)
2011

2012

DIRECT (SCOPE 1)
DIESEL AND PETROL

1,731

1,366

26,052

27,691

22,466

23,406

8,941

6,677

59,190

59,140

INDIRECT (SCOPE 2)
GRID ELECTRICITY
INDIRECT (SCOPE 3)
CUSTOMER EQUIPMENT
DIESEL AND PETROL
TOTAL

tCO2 IN 2012

47%

3%

11%
39%

Direta Diesel
Gasóleo
e gasolina
Direct
and
Petrol

Indireta
da rede
Indirect Electricidade
Electricity

Indireta Diesel
Gasóleo
e gasolina
Indirect
and
Petrol

Indireta
de Cliente
Indirect Equipamento
Customer Equipment
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ACCESS NETWORK

process that provides many benefits in terms

(TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

of costs. Additionally, ZON is now better able to

AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS)

address the environmental impact of the active
network.

In 2009, ZON launched ZON IN, a process
for the total autonomization of access and

ZON is currently evaluating new solutions in

transmission networks. This programme involves

the industry, which includes denser equipment

conversion to all IP distribution of television

with lower operational and environmental power

and telecommunications which consumes less

consumption (lower calorific emissions). The new

electricity. The new network architecture included

technical rooms already incorporate a warm and

hundreds of new locations, peering points, primary

cold air corridor architecture to reduce cooling. The

and secondary technical and street cabinets and

measure that caused the greatest environmental

a finer planning of the cells. The entire network

impact was the migration from conventional video

has been resized: receivers, optical transmitters

distribution in MPEG to IP distribution (all IP).

and multiplexing to make the most out of fibre
optics. The Internet and phone network was also

As such, the first steps are being taken to install

redesigned: cable routers, CMTS (Cable Modem

technology that brings together data and video

Termination System), IP network, core routers.

distribution which was previously done separately.
The new equipment has three times more capacity

ZON bases the distribution of its services on a

than the technology it replaces, providing a saving

hybrid fibre-coaxial (HFC) network with DOCSIS

of space in the order of 50%, and a similar reduction

3.0 technology. The fibre network has a length of

of operational and cooling power consumption.

about 164,000 kilometres and the coaxial network
a length of nearly two million kilometres. While from

During this period, the migration to a new ZON

a technological point of view the provision of the

Data Centre was also undertaken. The entire

HFC network is equivalent to fibre-only networks

infrastructure of the application systems that

(Fibre to the Home, FTTH) offering speeds of over

support ZON’s internal and external operation

1GB, the optical network is more efficient from the

was shifted from Oeiras to Lisbon to specialised

point of view of energy consumption.

facilities offering the best operating conditions and
economies of scale, enabling the consolidation of

To significantly reduce the power consumption

environments scattered across various facilities.

of its active network ZON depends on qualitative

The Data Centre management has set a goal for

gains from its technology providers, in particular

2013 of 10% reduction in the aggregate energy

with regard to the consumption of the amplifiers.

consumed in the various Data Centre facilities in

However, the HFC network is a technological

operation.
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ECOZON

business in keeping with Decree Law 178/2006
(Article 48).

ZON’s first line of action on environmental
protection lies in the adoption of environmental

In 2012, the company recycled 225% more

behaviour by its employees and suppliers. The

IT material than in 2011 (44 and 13.5 tonnes

EcoZON programme has consistently brought

respectively) and 750% more electrical and

environmental issues to the attention of all

electronic

employees.

scanners, power-boxes, routers and cable modems,

equipment

waste,

including

PCs,

among others (177 and 20 tonnes respectively).
EcoZON established guiding principles, but did not

Around 10 tonnes of paper were also recycled,

set goals regarding climate change, energy, water

leading to a reduction of 145 trees felled.

and wastewater and waste. However, the practice
resulting from the application of those principles

In the context of recycling and waste disposal,

tends to contribute to a systematic search for

reintroduction of equipment and accessories into

environmentally-friendly

Numerous

the market through a reverse logistics operation

recommendations of the EcoZON programme

increased significantly. The equipment, recovered

have been adopted that impact on the day-to-day

from end customers and from the distribution

life of the company.

network is tested, repaired and reconditioned,

solutions.

extending its life cycle and thus substantially
Examples of ZON’s contribution to reducing
emissions

include

obtaining

the

reducing inherent waste.

100r

Certification, to perform waste separation and

ZON-branded stores are included in the EcoZON

the introduction of Green Boxes. ZON was

programme through weekly or fortnightly collection

the first company in Portugal to receive this

of DocBoxes (EAD) for recycling. This includes:

certification. In fact, the group has taken great
steps in becoming an example in the field of
environmental sustainability.

• 38 DocBoxes at stores, 23 stores with
weekly, 12 with fortnightly and 3 with
monthly collection;

To comply with environmental legislation, ZON
declares annually to Sociedade Ponto Verde

• Each DocBox has a 60-litre capacity,

the amount of non-urban packaging waste in

giving rise, on average, to collection of

accordance with Decree-Law 162/2000, of July

approximately 40 kg of paper;

27, and also the amount of waste sent for recycling.
To SIRAPA ZON informs the amount of urban and
non-urban waste generated by the company’s

• Collection of 61,769 kg of paper per year
from the ZON stores;
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• Waste is also separated at shopping malls
that have waste separation facilities.

first quarter of 2012 all the ZON equipment and
controls kits were produced in the new ecological
format.

Existing printers have been programmed to print
on both sides (recycled paper) and for automatic

In addition to the business advantages, the

withholding of the printing order which can only

introduction of these boxes translates into numerous

be activated at the printer itself by whoever gave

advantages

the order to print, thus eliminating a lot of waste as

standardising the size of the equipment packaging

a result of print-outs forgotten in the printer. This

has brought about large-scale production savings

measure represents a saving of 12.9% in paper

(minimisation of GHGs associated with production

consumption. Another example is the replacement

processes),

of plastic cups by recyclable paper cups in the

efficiency (more items carried on each journey,

water dispensers.

minimising exhaust emissions associated with

for

the

environment

equipment

insofar

as

distribution-process

transportation) and economic and environmental
Job Order (OT) notices for the installation and

savings in materials (the kits include solely material

maintenance teams became paperless in February

essential to installation and the customer manual).

2013 with a more streamlined OT model (–6,03 fl/

A reduction of about 60 tCO2-eq is estimated in

OT). For the same workload, a 69% reduction of

the production of these boxes as compared with

consumption is expected, that is, 23.6 fewer tonnes

production using non-recycled materials.

of A4 paper, in addition to the economic benefits.
Call centres are already paperless environments.

Green Packaging and the rationalisation of the kits
resulted, in 2011, in a reduction in truck usage in

Another initiative resulting from EcoZON, much

deliveries of 145 from 420 to 275, and in 2012, a

appreciated by consumers, was the introduction

reduction of 143 trucks from 394 to 251.

of the Green Box. ZON overhauled the packaging
of more than three thousand items of TV, net and

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas maintains the goal

voice equipment delivered to customer homes

of reducing the environmental impact of food

every day, by using ecological and easily recyclable

& beverage, in particular soft-drink cups and

cardboard. The new consumer product boxes

popcorn containers, recycling of paper waste

are now made of recycled cardboard printed with

associated with DVDs, recycling of the left overs of

recyclable water-based inks.

marketing materials (flyers, posters) and reduction
of water consumption. ZON Lusomundo Cinemas

This project also involves a content rationalisation

is certified to standard ISO 22.000/2005 for the

process, directed at reducing both kitting time and

food & beverage quality-management system

the amount of materials used. At the end of the

(beverages and popcorn), so that all packages
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meet all food safety requirements. This measure
has a positive impact on consumer health. The
disposal of solid waste originating in cinemas is
done by the owners of the shopping malls where
the cinemas are located under the leases and
provision of services agreements.

However, the popcorn packages used at the
cinemas are not of recycled origin nor are they
recyclable because the respective oil contaminates
and undermines the recycling process. Also the
soft-drink cups are not of recycled origin nor
are they recyclable as a result of the process
of manufacture which includes water-proofing

• Recycling Scope
• The filing boxes of the old building that
were to be trashed were donated to
Entreajuda, a non-profit organization
• Some equipment that was to be trashed
was sold to other markets where all or
some of the components can be reused
• Insistence that all suppliers send kits in
Green Boxes (wholly or partially recycled)
• With the shift from non-green to green
boxes in 2012, reduction in use of the
equivalent of 143 trucks in deliveries
• Reducing emission of ~60 tonnes of CO2eq in 2012 through production of Green
Boxes
• Sociedade Ponto Verde and Sociedade
Ponto Verde - 100R certifications were
renewed

paraffin. These negative impacts were not resolved
in 2012 through the introduction of packaging

DIGITISATION TO REDUCE IMPACTS

specifically developed and applied by the ZON
suppliers in other markets for the consumption of

Another emission reduction is the result of

food and beverages in cinemas. The posters used

progressively

to market the films are in the process of conversion

activity, now almost complete. During 2012,

to electronic-poster technology.

ZON Lusomundo Cinemas used 4,079 copies

digitising

the

film-exhibition

of films on digital support (3,641 in 2011).

ECOZON FACTS

The copies would be the equivalent to about
12,600 metres of 35mm celluloid film (PET)

• Recycling

with an estimated weight of about 49 tonnes,

• Glass - 0.5 tonne

corresponding to around 290 tonnes of CO2.

• Paper - 9.69 tonnes
(145 fewer trees felled; 1 tonne = 15 trees)

At the end of the exhibition cycle these copies

• Metal - 68.96 tonnes

would be eliminated. With digitisation the GHGs
are no longer released.

• Plastic - 89.7 tonnes
• Equipment. IT - 43.8 tonnes
• Cable - 16.62 tonnes

During 2012, the digitisation of point-of-sales
materials took place at ZON-branded stores. The
action was directed at reducting the amount of
paper associated with point-of-sale materials and
at a more effective communication with customers.
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The new store in the ZON building in Lisbon is fully

ZON

digital in terms of visual communication.

environmental impact of consumer devices. IRIS

has

worked

towards

reducing

the

(ZON BOX 2.0 HD+DVR) complies with European
ZON Conteúdos, leader in the sale of advertising

Directive 2009/125/EC. This device has an extra

via pay TV and cinema channels in Portugal,

mode (Stand-by) that uses much less power than

started accepting content in digital format. Digital

those traditionally used in Active Stand-by mode,

advertising is ecological and economical. The

reducing both CO2 emissions and euros on the

process of sending and receiving advertising spots

electricity bills. No impacts were estimated for the

has been simplified, putting an end to the Betacam

life cycle of cell phones.

analogue format and replacing it by transferring
files via an FTP server created for the purpose.

However, although the total number of customer
devices (all models of set-top boxes for cable and

This innovation provides advertisers with major

satellite, Internet and Wi Fi), has suffered a slight

savings in production and copying, in addition

decline, and despite the marketing of the eco-

to the advantages in logistics and time. It is a

friendly IRIS set-top-boxes, energy consumption,

simple, fast and 100% secure digital-transfer

and consequently CO2 emissions increased slightly

process available to all customers and agencies.

as a result of the greater number of ZON HUB

The environmental issue has greatly contributed

devices installed in 2012 whose consumption is

to the development of this project, in particular as

higher.

regards energy saving and reduction of waste of
materials. During 2011 ZON Conteúdos marketed
about seven thousand advertising campaigns.

REDUCTION OF CUSTOMERS’
CONSUMPTIONS
Digital equipment in the homes of ZON subscribers
is basically of three types: cable set-top-box, DTH
set-top-box and Internet router/hub. These devices
contribute 23,406 tCO2, equivalent to about 41%
of ZON’s total environmental footprint known and
estimated at this time. The devices are ZON assets
and the accounting of greenhouse gas emissions
includes the estimate of emissions caused by their
use.
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COMPARISON OF CONSUMPTIONS AND CO2 EMISSIONS
OF THE IRIS WITH OTHER ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

CLIMATE-CHANGE RISKS
ZON updated risk # 2.8. (Risk of natural disasters)

winds, rain, snow, hail and extreme cold that

within the scope of the evaluation performed in

could affect the performance and/or operation of

2011. After the risk was voted, in November, the

electronic equipment, resulting in interruptions of

inherent risk (the Organisation’s perception of the

the television and Internet service provided via the

risk) is 15.1 (out of a maximum of 100), a figure

underground or aerial coaxial network.”

lower than the level of acceptance of risk defined
for ZON (25). The adopted text was included in
ZON’s Risk Dictionary as follows:

“Risk that the company will be unable to maintain
operations, provide essential products and services
or recover operating costs as a result of a major
catastrophe/natural disaster.
Also considered is the risk of occurrence of climate
changes resulting in extreme heat waves, floods,
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1.7.8. CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY:
CONTRIBUTING TO COMMUNITIES
ZON
three

carries

out

numerous actions in the

dimensions

of

Sustainability

and

activities should include a Social Responsibility
component.

Corporate Responsibility: social, economic and
environmental. ZON’s products and services seek

THE BICESSE SOS

to contribute to the quality of life of households

CHILDREN’S VILLAGE

and communities, providing the tools of the
digital economy to enterprises and access by

The first initiative of this project took place at the

society at large to culture from around the world,

SOS Children’s Village at Bicesse, in Cascais. With

maintaining the highest standards of governance

the help of 50 employees from Lisbon, Porto and

and accountability towards stakeholders.

Coimbra, the area surrounding the swimming pool
was made over. There are now 500 SOS Children’s

In this process, ZON seeks to reduce the

Villages around the world, offering home to 60

environmental impacts of its business and strives

thousand children.

to provide tools for the safe use of its products
and services. ZON’s good deeds contribute to the

TERCENA TEMPORARY

communities that interact with it and to its direct

ACCOMMODATION CENTRE

and indirect employees through activities that
encourage voluntary work, education and culture,

During two days, 60 employees were at the Tercena

while also making donations to cultural and social

Temporary Accommodation Centre, a centennial

solidarity institutions.

building. This centre takes in 48 children and
youths at risk, and acts as their home when, for

EXTERNAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

various reasons, they are removed from the care
of their biological families. The employees painted

VOLUNTEER WORK AND

and decorated the cafeteria area where children

TEAM-BUILDING WITH SOCIAL

take their meals daily and also helped reconstruct

RESPONSIBILITY

the ceiling.

This area of Social Responsibility relies exclusively

GALIZA ATL (SPARE-TIME-ACTIVITIES)

on help from employees. The main objective is to
raise support of a social nature for associations,

Make-over and painting of two classrooms at the

institutions and parishes. These volunteer initiatives

Galiza ATL, in Estoril, by eight employees involved

also aim to develop group skills and foster team

in a training programme for recent graduates.

cohesion and whenever possible team-building
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RODA VIVA EDUCATIONAL

North beach at Nazaré as part of the ZON North

AND COMMUNITY CENTRE

Canyon Show project, in which American surfer
Garrett McNamara also took part.

20 employees were mobilised to provide
support to the SUBUD - Roda Viva Educational

PORTUGUESE BLOOD INSTITUTE –

and Community Centre Solidarity Association,

– COLLECTION OF BLOOD AT ZON

in Oeiras, which receives about one hundred
children and youngsters every day. The aim was to

65 employees took part in this initiative in

paint the interior and exterior walls and to repaint

partnership with the Portuguese Blood Institute.

the pergolas and the garden bench.

FOOD BANK AGAINST HUNGER
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAMME
(JAP)

Every year this institution organises two foodcollection programmes nationwide, the food later

ZON teamed up once again with the Junior

being sent to the Food Bank warehouses where

Achievement

all

it is sorted and packaged to be delivered later to

employees to take part during the school year.

social solidarity institutions. ZON volunteers were

The volunteers establish the bridge between

involved in these activities at the warehouses in

the theory learned at school and practice,

Lisbon and Porto.

Programme,

calling

for

and act as role models for the children and
youngsters, encouraging them to be successful

“CHRISTMAS IS YOUR FACE. PUT YOUR

by sharing their own experiences in different

WHISKERS ON!”

fields:

economics,

personal

finance

and

career-planning. They offer students new life

Collection of food and other necessities from

perspectives by implementing the programmes

ZON employees to help institutions that support

in the classrooms with the support of the

needy children and families: Parish of Campo

teacher in charge. Volunteers can enrol in eight

Grande Social Centre (Lisbon), Casa Acreditar

programmes.

(Coimbra), the Galiza ATL (Estoril), and Casa
Caminha (Porto).

CLEANING THE NAZARÉ BEACHES
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE ZON

“SOLIDARITY PRESENTS”

NORTH CANYON SHOW
Allocation of the proceeds of the in-house sale of
Close to a hundred people, including several

Christmas presents received by ZON employees

ZON employees, took part in the clean-up of the

(solidarity presents) to three institutions: Casa
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Grande da Galiza (Estoril), Parish of Campo Grande

DONATIONS

Day Centre (Lisbon) and Deaf and Dumb Institute
of the Immaculate Conception (Lisbon).

Donations were granted in various areas - health
and health care, support for the aged, arts

OTHER

and research, equal opportunities - through
various non-profit institutions such as Novo

In 2012 ZON won the award for Best Social

Futuro Association, the Acreditar Association

Responsibility Initiative at Contact Centres, based

in

on two key initiatives:

Foundation, the Portuguese Rotary Association,

Coimbra,

the

Portuguese

Cardiology

the Friends of the Arts Education Co-ordinator

SPONTANEOUS MOVEMENT

Office Association - ZON Madeira, the Salvador
Association,

Employees

choose,

propose

and

streamline

social responsibility programmes, taking the lead

Caritas,

the

Commission

for

Citizenship and Gender Equality, the Portuguese
League Against Cancer.

of the project with the non-monetary support of
ZON. Examples of successful campaigns include

The

collecting clothes and food and collection of blood

Development Support Centre) in Cascais, is

for bone marrow donors, all of which were chosen

especially relevant in that it is an initiative related

by the Call Centre Operators and Supervisors.

to ZON’s business. This project addresses the

support

provided

to

CADIn

(Infant

use of the Internet, with particular focus on social

INCENTIVE SYSTEM

networks, and the dynamics and intensity of

AND SOCIAL EXCHANGE

their positive and negative influence on children
and youngsters, whatever their use (education,

Each month the operators with the highest number

information, communication, entertainment or

of satisfied customers (indexed to their satisfaction

relationship).

polls) are rewarded and are given a Social Exchange
Cheque and the operator’s team gets to choose

Studies suggest that addiction and cyberbullying

the institution to which they wish to donate the

via the Internet or other means of communication,

money. ZON was thus able to maintain the focus

such as SMS, is growing. The consequences of

on customer excellence, strengthen ZON’s role in

these phenomena find no specific responses in

fostering social profit and give freedom of choice

our country, either preventive or interventive. As

to the customer-service team, fostering pride,

part of their social responsibilities, ZON and other

motivation and group spirit.

companies decided to support and join up with the
CADIn project in the search for answers that will
scientifically form the framework for diagnosis and
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intervention, or for training purposes, in situations

by visits to external places of educational and/or

arising from the new pathologies associated with

entertainment interest.

Internet addiction and cyberbullying.

INTERNAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
(“IN-HOUSE”)
SCHOLARSHIP AND STUDY GRANTS
FOR EMPLOYEES
Annual

scholarships

and

study

grants

for

employees and their children. The criteria governing
the scholarships and grants are, respectively, the
income and the merit achieved by the employees
and their children during the previous academic
year.

EXTRAORDINARY EDUCATION
GRANTS
Education scholarships for school-age children of
employees, the amount of which involves a part
of the funds that had been allocated to the ZON
Christmas dinner.

Spare-time

Occupation

Computing

during

the Easter holidays: Activities for children of
employees at Rumos lasting a week. Practical and
entertaining training in matters such as Digital
Cinema and 3D Animation. Summer Camps:
Lasting a week with outdoor activities for children
of lower-income employees or children having
achieved educational merit. Activities undertaken
by the Human Resources Division within the ZON
buildings in Lisbon and Porto, complemented
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1.7.9. REGULATORS AND MEDIA:
TRANSPARENCY AND OPENNESS
ZON is subject to regulatory obligations of a

by the European Digital Agenda. Only with a

general nature, such as competition and consumer

regulatory framework allowing the development

protection laws, among others. ZON maintains a

of ZON’s business in equivalent and proportional

transparent, open and honest relationship with the

terms will it be possible to bring about more

media. ZON seeks to respond quickly, consistently

solutions of value to more consumers. It is ZON’s

and correctly to requests for information. The

intention to also be the leader of competitive

nature of the information requests determines the

pressure, responding to the objectives proposed

in-house interlocutor authorised to reply.

by the European Commission.

REGULATION

MEDIA

The Electronic Communications Sector is going

ZON maintains regular contact with the media

through one of the most innovative periods ever.

to disseminate products, services and other

With the widespread appearance of triple-play

information relevant to the Group’s business

offerings, fully-integrated and convergent solutions

through a specialised, duly accredited department.

are becoming the trend, resulting in many

This activity also includes contact with the markets

challenges for the operators, in both strategic and

via the CMVM (the stock exchange regulator).

operational terms.
The ZON Group acknowledges the importance of
The advanced services offered by ZON and their

Social Networks and therefore wants the actions

ease of use are advantages that are clearly valued by

of its employees via these channels to be geared

consumers and specialists. However, this innovation

towards protecting the brand of the Group

requires rigorous and detailed compliance with all

companies. Accordingly, a code of conduct in

regulatory compliance requirements. Indeed, ZON

the social networks has been incorporated into

is subject to a substantial amount of regulatory

the Code of Ethics and the redes.sociais@zon.pt

obligations, both those specific to the electronic-

mail address has been created. The Principles of

communications and the audio-visual sector and

Conduct on Social Networks Guide has also been

those relating to competition-regulation, data-

adopted, determining in particular that only ZON

protection and privacy legislation, among others.

Group spokespersons, duly authorised, may take
part in the social networks.

ZON is a company that assumes its responsibility
in innovation and industry leadership, and is

According to Point 16, added to the Code of

considerably ahead of the objectives established

Ethics, ZON Group employees must use these
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networks in a responsible, transparent, clear and
credible manner, in keeping with the ethical values
and principles of identity and corporate culture of
the Group. ZON is present on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, LinkedIn and Foursquare.

The goals are to improve the visibility of the Group’s
involvement in the social networks of the Group
companies, to co-ordinate synergies between
the various companies, to identify the presence
of ZON’s official partners, to ensure a common,
uniform language and to create participation rules
for spokespersons and for all employees with
regard to the company’s brand.
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1.7.10. OUR PRIZES, AWARDS,
CERTIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS
PRIZES IN 2012

GLOBAL BUSINESS EXCELLENCE
AWARDS

AWARDED BY CONTACT CENTRE
WORLD AWARDS
• Best Contact Centre Design – EMEA –

• Outstanding Customer Service Initiative

EUROPEAN BUSINESS AWARDS

London
• 2nd Best Contact Centre Design – WORLD –

• Finalist in the Customer Focus category

Las Vegas
• Best Community Spirit – EMEA – London

CAP AWARDS 2012

• 2nd Best Community Spirit – WORLD – Las
Vegas

• New Brand Launches & Rebrands Category

• Best Tech Innovation Internal – EMEA –
London

• Silver: ZON Online

• Best Tech Innovation Internal – WORLD – Las
Vegas

• Repositionings & Relaunches Category

• Best Remote Agent Program – EMEA –
London

• Silver: ZON Phone App

• Best Remote Agent Program – WORLD – Las
Vegas

IFE (INTERNATIONAL FACULTY FOR

• Innovative Use of Media Category

• Bronze: ZON Music Unlimited

EXECUTIVES) IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
CALL CENTRE MAGAZINE
• Best Space Contact Centre of Portugal in

TV GUIA MAGAZINE READERS
• Best ISP Prize

2012

EFFECTIVENESS PRIZES
PORTUGUESE CONTACT CENTRES
ASSOCIATION (APCC)

• Gold Medal for the ZON Fibre campaign

• Seal of Quality
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PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 2013

CERTIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

TRIPLE PLAY SERVICE CATEGORY:
MARKETING AND INNOVATION

ISO

GRAND PRIX
Cinemas
• ZON IRIS Timewarp

ISO22.000:2005 Hygiene and Food
Safety

OTHER DISTINGUISHED
PERFORMANCES

Cable TV
ISO27001 Information Security for three

EUROPEAN CUSTOMER

activities: sales, installation and collection

SATISFACTION INDEX (ECSI)

ISO9001 All ZON Service Providers must
have this certification

• First place in the Pay TV sector, Brand
satisfaction: ZON rose from 6.12 in 2007 (the

OTHER STANDARDS

worst performance of the sector) to 7.37 (out of
10) in 2011, the best performance of the sector.

•

Complaint-handling

satisfaction:

ZON

• Customer service

2011

APROCS

improved from 4.5 in 2007 to 7.26 (of a total

Customer-Service

of 10) in 2011.

Association

of

the

Portuguese
Professionals

2010 Quality Seal of the Portuguese
• Customer service satisfaction: ZON improved

Contact Centres Association

from 5.9 in 2007 to 7.5 (of a total of 10) in 2011

Company Training Certification
Contact-Centre Professionals Certificate

RANKING OF THE VIRTUAL LEAGUES

Campanhã:

IN PORTUGAL

Infrastructure

• ZON Sagres Virtual League: First place with

Best

Contact-Centre

• Environmental Responsibility

about 59,000 teams set up in just five months
Sociedade Ponto Verde: First company
in

Portugal

to

receive

the

100R

environmental certificate with the EcoZON
initiative
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
2.1.1. INTRODUCTION
ZON Multimédia is firmly committed to creating
sustainable value for its shareholders.

In this vein, seeing corporate governance as a tool
for competitiveness and the creation of wealth and
as it is aware of the growing importance of this
topic for the day-to-day life of the company and
society in general, ZON Multimédia intends to be
a national and international benchmark in terms of
governance and how it informs stakeholders about
the company, actively improving this practice.

The ZON Multimédia governance practice, since
they are a company-wide commitment, are
based on the following principles: i) commitment
towards the shareholders; ii) transparency; iii)
independence; iv) oversight: v) risk management.

ZON Multimédia uses these principles throughout
its organisation to foster a culture of governance
to optimise the alignment between management
and shareholders.
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2.1.2. DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
This report complies with the obligation to publish

that limited voting rights by not counting the

a detailed annual report into the structure and

votes issued by a shareholder of ordinary shares

practice of corporate governance pursuant to

personally of through a representative in their own

article 245-A of the Securities Code (SC) that

name or representing another shareholder that

applies to companies that issued shares that are

exceeded 10% of all he votes corresponding to the

traded on the regulated market that are located or

share capital, and consequently ZON Multimédia

working in Portugal.

adopted recommendation I.6.1.

The report also gives the structure and workings

Likewise and for the same reason, ZON Multimédia

of the corporate governance adopted by the

now considers that having removed the statutory

company in compliance with the Portuguese

precept referred to above, it can consider adopting

Stock Exchange Commission (CMVM) into the

recommendation 1.3.3., regardless of the fact

governance of quoted companies as published

that the ZON Multimédia articles of association

in January 2010 along with best international

do not establish the principle that each share

practice in corporate governance and has been

corresponds to one vote, this does not stop that

drawn up in accordance with the provisions

recommendation from being adopted inasmuch

contained in article 7 of the SC and article 2 point

as:

1 of CMVM regulation 1/2010.
(i) that principle is merely preferential so not
These texts are available from www.cmvm.pt.

following it does not necessarily mean not
complying with the recommendation;

The

company

has

adopted

the

CMVM

recommendations on the governance of quoted

(ii) the fact that the Articles of association

companies, published in January 2010.

attribute one vote to every 400 shares does
not breach the proportionality between

Note that like in the previous governance report, ZON

the number of shares held and the voting

Multimédia now complies with recommendation

rights.

I.6.1 since on 23 December 2011 the shareholders
requested a general meeting, which was held on

The following table shows: i) a summary of CMVM

30 January 2012, where they decided to “eliminate

recommendations into the governance of quoted

article 12 points 6, 7 and 8 of the company articles

companies, according to the version published in

of association and renumber points 9 to 14 in

January 2010; ii) respective level of compliance by

that article.” This decision eliminated the precept

ZON Multimédia as at 31 December 2012; and iii)
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the chapters in this Company Governance Report
where the measures taken by the company to
comply with these CMVM recommendations are
described.

DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE

CMVM RECOMMENDATION

COMPLIANCE

REPORT

1.1. THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE PRESIDING BOARD OF THE
GENERAL MEETING HAS THE PROPER HUMAN AND LOGISTIC
RESOURCES AS REQUIRED.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 1

1.2. THE REMUNERATION OF THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE
PRESIDING BOARD OF THE GENERAL MEETING MUST BE
PUBLISHED IN THE ANNUAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
REPORT.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 1

2.1. THE NOTICE IMPOSED FOR THE PRESIDING BOARD TO
RECEIVE DECLARATIONS OF DEPOSIT OR BLOCKAGE OF THE
SHARES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GENERAL MEETING MUST NOT
BE LONGER THAN FIVE WORKING DAYS.

NOT
APPLICABLE

CHAPTER 1
POINT 2

2.2. IF THE GENERAL MEETING IS SUSPENDED, THE COMPANY
SHALL NOT HAVE TO BE BLOCKED DURING THE PERIOD OF
TIME UNTIL THE SESSION IS RESUMED, JUST THE ADVANCE
NOTICE REQUIRED FOR THE FIRST SESSION.

NOT
APPLICABLE

CHAPTER 1
POINT 2

3.1. COMPANIES SHOULD NOT FORESEE ANY STATUTORY
RESTRICTIONS TO VOTING BY MAIL OR WHEN ADOPTED AND
ADMISSIBLE, VOTING BY EMAIL.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 2

3.2. THE STATUTORY TIME LIMIT FOR RECEIVING VOTING
DECLARATIONS BY MAIL MUST NOT BE MORE THAN THREE
WORKING DAYS BEFORE THE GENERAL MEETING.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 2

I – GENERAL MEETING:
I.1 PRESIDING BOARD OF THE GENERAL MEETING

I.2 PARTICIPATION IN THE GENERAL MEETING

I.3 VOTING AND EXERCISING VOTING RIGHTS
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3.3. COMPANIES MUST ENSURE PROPORTIONALITY BETWEEN
VOTING RIGHTS AND SHAREHOLDINGS, PREFERABLY THROUGH
A STATUTORY PROVISION WHERE ONE VOTE IS ATTRIBUTED
TO EACH SHARE. COMPANIES DO NOT COMPLY WITH THIS
PROPORTIONALITY IN CASES WHERE: I) THERE ARE SHARES
WITHOUT VOTING RIGHTS; II) THEY DECIDE THAT VOTING
RIGHTS ARE NOT COUNTED ABOVE A CERTAIN NUMBER, WHEN
ISSUED BY A SINGLE SHAREHOLDER OR SHAREHOLDERS
RELATED TO THEM.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 2

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 3

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 4

6.1. ANY MEASURES ADOPTED TO HINDER THE SUCCESS OF
TAKEOVER BIDS MUST COMPLY WITH THE INTERESTS OF THE
COMPANY AND ITS SHAREHOLDERS. A COMPANY’S ARTICLES
OF ASSOCIATION THAT FORESEE A LIMIT ON THE NUMBER
OF VOTES THAT CAN BE HELD OR EXERCISED BY A SINGLE
SHAREHOLDER INDIVIDUALLY OR TOGETHER WITH OTHER
SHAREHOLDERS MUST ALSO FORESEE THAT AT LEAST ONCE
EVERY FIVE YEARS THE GENERAL MEETING MUST DECIDE
WHETHER TO MAINTAIN THIS PROVISION - WITHOUT QUORUM
REQUIREMENTS THAT ARE MORE DEMANDING THAN THOSE
LEGALLY REQUIRED - AND THIS DECISION WILL BE TAKEN BY
ALL THE VOTES ISSUED WITHOUT THAT LIMITATION BEING
USED.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 7

6.2. NO DEFENSIVE MEASURES SHALL BE ADOPTED THAT
WOULD AUTOMATICALLY DEGRADE THE COMPANY’S ASSETS
IN THE CASE OF A CHANGE OF CONTROL OR MEMBERSHIP
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WHICH WOULD HINDER THE
FREE TRANSMISSION OF SHARES AND FREE ASSESSMENT OF
BOARD MEMBER PERFORMANCE BY THE SHAREHOLDERS.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 6

I.4 QUORUM AND DECISIONS
4.1. COMPANIES MUST NOT SET A QUORUM TO TAKE
DECISIONS THAT IS HIGHER THAN FORESEEN BY LAW.
I.5 MINUTES AND INFORMATION ON THE DECISIONS TAKEN
5.1. SUMMARIES OF THE MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETINGS
OR EQUIVALENT DOCUMENTS MUST BE MADE AVAILABLE TO
SHAREHOLDERS ON THE COMPANY’S INTERNET SITE WITHIN
FIVE DAYS OF THE GENERAL MEETING, THOUGH IT DOES NOT
HAVE TO GIVE PRIVILEGED INFORMATION. THE INFORMATION
MUST INCLUDE THE DECISIONS THAT WERE TAKEN, THE
CAPITAL REPRESENTED AND THE RESULTS OF THE VOTES. THIS
INFORMATION MUST REMAIN ON THE INTERNET SITE FOR AT
LEAST THREE YEARS.
I.6 MEASURES REGARDING COMPANY CONTROL
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II – BOARD AND SUPERVISORY BODIES:
II.1. GENERAL TOPICS
II.1.1. STRUCTURE AND LIABILITY
1.1.1. THE MANAGEMENT BODY MUST ASSESS THE ANNUAL
REPORT ON THE MODEL OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
THAT WAS ADOPTED, IDENTIFYING ANY CONSTRAINTS IN THE
WORKINGS AND PROPOSING WAYS TO OVERCOME THEM.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 1

1.1.2. COMPANIES MUST ESTABLISH INTERNAL CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TO SAFEGUARD THEIR VALUE
AND IMPROVE THE TRANSPARENCY OF THEIR CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE THAT LET THEM IDENTIFY AND MANAGE RISK.
THESE SYSTEMS MUST CONTAIN, AT LEAST THE FOLLOWING
COMPONENTS: I) THE STRATEGIC AIMS OF THE COMPANY
REGARDING ACCEPTING RISKS; II)IDENTIFICATION OF THE
MAIN RISKS CONNECTED WITH THE SPECIFIC ACTIVITY THEY
CONDUCT AND EVENTS THAT COULD CAUSE RISKS; III)
ASSESSMENT AND MEASUREMENT OF THE PROBABILITY
OF EACH OF THE POTENTIAL RISKS OCCURRING; IV)RISK
MANAGEMENT TO ALIGN THE RISKS ACTUALLY INCURRED
WITH THE STRATEGIC OPTION OF THE COMPANY REGARDING
THE ASSUMPTION OF RISKS; V)CONTROL MECHANISMS TO
FOLLOW THE RISK MANAGEMENT MEASURES THAT WERE
ADOPTED AND HOW EFFECTIVE THEY ARE; VI)ADOPTION OF
INTERNAL INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION MECHANISMS
REGARDING THE VARIOUS SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND RISK
ALERTS; VII) PERIODICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE SYSTEM AND
ADOPTION OF MODIFICATIONS THAT APPEAR NECESSARY.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 10

1.1.3. THE MANAGEMENT BODY MUST ENSURE THE INTERNAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS AND RISK MANAGEMENT ARE SET UP
AND WORK PROPERLY, WHILE THE SUPERVISORY BODY
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSESSING THESE SYSTEMS AND
PROPOSING ANY ADJUSTMENTS THAT WOULD BENEFIT THE
COMPANY.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 5 E 10

1.1.4. IN THEIR ANNUAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORTS,
COMPANIES SHALL: I) IDENTIFY THE MAIN ECONOMIC,
FINANCIAL AND LEGAL RISKS THE COMPANY IS EXPOSED TO IN
ITS ACTIVITY; II) DESCRIBE THE WORKINGS AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 10

1.1.5. THE MANAGEMENT BODY AND SUPERVISORY BODY MUST
HAVE REGULATIONS AND THESE MUST BE PUBLISHED ON THE
COMPANY’S INTERNET SITE.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 1 E 5

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

II.1.2. INCOMPATIBILITIES AND INDEPENDENCE
1.2.1. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MUST INCLUDE A NUMBER OF
NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBERS TO ENSURE PROPER SUPERVISION
AND ASSESSMENT OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE EXECUTIVE
MEMBERS.
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1.2.2. AMONG THE NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS, THERE MUST
BE AN ADEQUATE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
BEARING IN MIND THE SIZE OF THE COMPANY AND ITS
SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE, BUT WHICH UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES MUST BE LESS THAN A QUARTER OF ALL
THE DIRECTORS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

1.2.3. THE MANAGEMENT BODY’S ASSESSMENT OF THE
INDEPENDENCE OF ITS NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBERS MUST TAKE
INTO ACCOUNT THE LEGAL RULES AND REGULATIONS IN
FORCE REGARDING THE REQUIREMENTS OF INDEPENDENCE
AND INCOMPATIBILITIES SYSTEM THAT APPLY TO THE
MEMBERS OF THE OTHER COMPANY COMMITTEES ENSURING
THAT THE INDEPENDENCE CRITERIA ARE APPLIED
SYSTEMATICALLY AND AT THE SAME TIME THROUGHOUT THE
ENTIRE COMPANY. A DIRECTOR WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED TO
BE INDEPENDENT WHO, IN ANOTHER COMPANY COMMITTEE, IS
NOT CONSIDERED AS SUCH DUE TO APPLICABLE STANDARDS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

1.3.1 DEPENDING ON WHICH MODEL IS APPLIED, THE
CHAIRPERSON OF THE AUDIT COMMISSION OR FINANCIAL
MATTERS COMMISSION MUST BE INDEPENDENT AND BE
PROPERLY QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3 E 5

1.3.2 THE PROCESS TO SELECT NON-ADMINISTRATIVE
DIRECTORS MUST BE DESIGNED TO AVOID INTERFERENCE BY
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

1.4.1 THE COMPANY MUST ADOPT A POLICY TO COMMUNICATE
ANY IRREGULARITIES THAT ARE ALLEGEDLY COMMITTED WITH
THE FOLLOWING DETAILS: I) THE WAYS IRREGULAR PRACTICE
CAN BE COMMUNICATED INTERNALLY AND THE PEOPLE WHO
CAN RECEIVE THE COMMUNICATIONS; II) WHAT IS TO BE DONE
WITH THE COMMUNICATIONS, INCLUDING CONFIDENTIAL
HANDLING IF THE INFORMANT SO WISHES.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 11

1.4.2 THE OUTLINES OF THIS POLICY MUST BE PUBLISHED IN
THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 11

II.1.3. ELIGIBILITY AND APPOINTMENT

II.1.4. IRREGULARITY COMMUNICATION POLICY
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II. 1.5. REMUNERATION
1.5.1 THE REMUNERATION OF THE MANAGEMENT BODY
MEMBERS MUST BE STRUCTURED SO THEIR INTERESTS ARE
ALIGNED WITH THE LONG-TERM INTERESTS OF THE COMPANY,
BASED ON PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND DISCOURAGING
EXCESSIVE RISK-TAKING. THE REMUNERATIONS MUST,
THEREFORE, BE STRUCTURED AS FOLLOWS:
(I) THE REMUNERATION OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS MUST
INCLUDE A VARIABLE COMPONENT THAT WILL DEPEND
ON A PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT, CONDUCTED BY THE
PROPER COMPANY BODIES ACCORDING TO MEASURABLE,
PREDETERMINED CRITERIA THAT CONSIDER THE REAL
GROWTH OF THE COMPANY AND WEALTH EFFECTIVELY
CREATED FOR THE SHAREHOLDERS, ITS LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABILITY AND THE RISKS THAT WERE TAKEN AS
WELL AS COMPLIANCE WITH THE RULES THAT APPLY TO THE
COMPANY’S ACTIVITY.
(II) THE VARIABLE COMPONENT OF THE REMUNERATION
MUST BE REASONABLE IN COMPARISON WITH THE FIXED
COMPONENT AND UPPER LIMITS MUST BE SET FOR ALL THE
COMPONENTS.
(III) A SIGNIFICANT PART OF THE VARIABLE COMPONENT MUST
BE DEFERRED FOR AT LEAST THREE YEARS AND ITS PAYMENT
DEPEND ON THE CONTINUING POSITIVE PERFORMANCE OF
THE COMPANY OVER THAT PERIOD.
(IV) MANAGEMENT BODY MEMBERS MUST NOT SIGN
CONTRACTS EITHER WITH THE COMPANY OR THIRD
PARTIES THAT WOULD MITIGATE THE INHERENT RISK IN THE
VARIABILITY OF THE REMUNERATION SET BY THE COMPANY.
(V) UNTIL THE END OF THEIR TERM OF OFFICE, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS MUST KEEP COMPANY SHARES THEY HAVE
RECEIVED THROUGH VARIABLE REMUNERATION SCHEMES,
UP TO TWICE THE AMOUNT OF THE TOTAL ANNUAL
REMUNERATION, EXCEPT FOR THOSE SHARES THEY NEED TO
SELL TO PAY TAXES ARISING FROM THE BENEFIT OF THESE
SHARES.
(VI) WHEN THE VARIABLE REMUNERATION INCLUDES OPTIONS,
THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD OF EXERCISE THE OPTION
MUST BE DEFERRED FOR AT LEAST THREE YEARS.
(VII) PROPER LEGAL INSTRUMENTS MUST BE DRAWN UP SO
THAT THE COMPENSATION TO A DIRECTOR FOR ANY KIND
OF DISMISSAL WITHOUT FAIR CAUSE IS NOT PAID IS THE
DISMISSAL OR MUTUAL AGREEMENT FOR TERMINATION IS DUE
TO POOR PERFORMANCE BY THE DIRECTOR.
(VIII) MANAGEMENT BODY NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBER
REMUNERATION MUST NOT HAVE ANY COMPONENT THAT
DEPENDS ON THE PERFORMANCE OR VALUE OF THE COMPANY.
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1.5.2 THE DECLARATION ON THE REMUNERATION POLICY OF
MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BODIES, REFERRED TO
IN ARTICLE 2 OF LAW 28/2009 OF 19 JUNE MUST, APART
FROM WHAT IS CONTAINED THEREIN, CONTAIN SUFFICIENT
INFORMATION ON: I) WHICH COMPANY GROUPS WERE USED
AS A BENCHMARK TO SET THE REMUNERATION; II) PAYMENTS
RELATED WITH DISMISSAL OR MUTUAL AGREEMENT TO
TERMINATE THE APPOINTMENT BY DIRECTORS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 8

1.5.3 THE DECLARATION ABOUT THE REMUNERATION POLICY
REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 2 OF LAW 28/2009 MUST ALSO
COVER DIRECTOR’S PAY AS COVERED BY ARTICLE 248-B POINT
3 OF THE SECURITIES CODE WHERE THE REMUNERATION HAS
A SIGNIFICANT VARIABLE COMPONENT. THE DECLARATION
NOT APPLICABLE
MUST BE DETAILED AND THE POLICY THAT IS PRESENTED
MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
OF THE COMPANY, COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS THAT
APPLY TO THE COMPANY ACTIVITY AND CONTAINMENT OF
RISKS.

CHAPTER 2
POINT 8

1.5.4 A PROPOSAL TO APPROVE SHARE DISTRIBUTION PLANS
AND/OR SHARE OPTIONS OR THOSE BASED ON SHARE PRICE
VARIATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT OR SUPERVISION BODY
MEMBERS OR OTHER MANAGERS COVERED BY ARTICLE 248B POINT 3 OF THE SECURITIES CODE, MUST BE SUBMITTED
TO THE GENERAL MEETING. THE PROPOSAL MUST CONTAIN
ALL THE DETAILS NEEDED FOR A PROPER ASSESSMENT
OF THE PLAN. THE PROPOSAL MUST HAVE ATTACHED THE
REGULATIONS FOR THE PLAN OR, IF THEY HAVE NOT YET
BEEN DRAWN UP, THE GENERAL CONDITIONS THEY HAVE TO
FOLLOW. THE GENERAL MEETING MUST ALSO APPROVE THE
MAIN GUIDELINES OF THE RETIREMENT BENEFIT SYSTEM FOR
MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION BODIES
OR OTHER MANAGERS COVERED BY ARTICLE 248-B POINT 3
OF THE SECURITIES CODE.

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 5

1.5.6 AT LEAST ONE MEMBER OF THE REMUNERATION
COMMISSION MUST BE PRESENT AT THE GENERAL MEETING
OF SHAREHOLDERS.

YES

CHAPTER 1
POINT 5

1.5.7 THE ANNUAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT MUST
INCLUDE THE OVERALL AND INDIVIDUAL AMOUNTS RECEIVED
FROM OTHER GROUP COMPANIES AND THE PENSION RIGHTS
ACQUIRED IN THE YEAR IN QUESTION.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 9
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
II.2. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2.1. WITHIN THE LIMITS ESTABLISHED BY LAW FOR EACH
MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION BODY, AND UNLESS
IMPRACTICAL DUE TO THE SMALL SIZE OF THE COMPANY,
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS SHOULD DELEGATE THE DAYTO-DAY RUNNING OF THE COMPANY AND THE DELEGATED
POWERS SHOULD BE PUBLISHED IN THE ANNUAL CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE REPORT.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

2.2. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MUST ENSURE THE COMPANY
ACTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS OBJECTIVES, AND MUST NOT
DELEGATE ITS DUTIES WITH REGARDS TO: I) DEFINING THE
COMPANY’S GENERAL STRATEGY AND POLICY; II) DEFINING
THE BUSINESS STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP; III) DECISIONS
THAT CAN BE CONSIDERED TO BE STRATEGIC DUE TO THEIR
AMOUNT, RISK OR SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

2.3. IF THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXERCISES EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MUST FIND EFFECTIVE MECHANISMS TO COORDINATE THE
NOT APPLICABLE
WORK OF NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBERS ENSURING THEY TAKE
INDEPENDENT, INFORMED DECISIONS AND THESE MECHANISMS
MUST BE EXPLAINED PROPERLY TO THE SHAREHOLDERS IN
THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT.

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

2.4. THE ANNUAL MANAGEMENT REPORT MUST INCLUDE A
DESCRIPTION OF THE NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ ACTIVITY
WITH REFERENCE TO ANY CONSTRAINTS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 1

2.5. THE COMPANY MUST EXPLAIN ITS POLICY ON ROTATING
OFFICERS IN THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, PARTICULARLY THE
FINANCIAL OFFICER AND INCLUDE INFORMATION ON THIS IN
THE ANNUAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE REPORT.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

3.1. WHEN SO REQUESTED BY OTHER COMPANY COMMITTEE
MEMBERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS MUST SUPPLY THE
REQUESTED INFORMATION IN A TIMELY MANNER.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

3.2. THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MUST
SEND THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AND IF APPLICABLE, THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE AUDIT
COMMISSION NOTICE OF THE MEETINGS AND COPIES OF THE
MINUTES.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 3

3.3. THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MUST SEND THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE GENERAL BOARD
AND SUPERVISORY BOARD AND THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE
FINANCIAL MATTERS COMMISSION NOTICE OF THE MEETINGS
AND COPIES OF THE MINUTES.

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT
APPLICABLE

II.3. CEO, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND EXECUTIVE BOARD
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
II.4. GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, FINANCIAL
MATTERS COMMISSION AND AUDIT COMMISSION AND
COMMISSION
4.1. THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, APART FROM
PERFORMING THE SUPERVISORY TASKS THEY ARE LIABLE FOR,
MUST PLAY AN ADVISORY ROLE, FOLLOWING THE CONTINUAL
ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPANY’S MANAGEMENT BY THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY
NOT
NOT APPLICABLE
COUNCIL MUST GIVE THEIR OPINION ON MATTERS SUCH AS: I)
APPLICABLE
DEFINING THE COMPANY’S GENERAL POLICY AND STRATEGY; II)
THE BUSINESS STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP; AND III) DECISIONS
THAT ARE CONSIDERED STRATEGIC DUE TO THEIR AMOUNTS,
RISK OR SPECIAL CONDITIONS.
4.2. THE ANNUAL REPORTS INTO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, FINANCIAL MATTERS
COUNCIL, AUDIT COMMISSION AND COMMISSION MUST BE
PUBLISHED ON THE COMPANY’S INTERNET SITE ALONG WITH
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 1

4.3. THE ANNUAL REPORTS INTO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, FINANCIAL MATTERS
COUNCIL, AUDIT COMMISSION AND COMMISSION MUST
INCLUDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE SUPERVISORY ACTIVITY AND
ANY CONSTRAINTS THAT WERE DISCOVERED.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 1

4.4. THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, THE AUDIT
COMMISSION AND THE AUDIT COUNCIL, DEPENDING ON THE
APPLICABLE METHOD, MUST REPRESENT THE COMPANY FOR
ALL EFFECTS AND PURPOSES IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH
THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR AND SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
PROPOSING THE RESPECTIVE REMUNERATION FOR THESE
SERVICES AND ENSURE THAT THERE ARE PROPER CONDITIONS
IN THE COMPANY FOR THESE SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED AND
SERVE AS THE FIRST INTERLOCUTOR BETWEEN THE COMPANY
AND THE FIRST ADDRESSEE OF THESE REPORTS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 5

4.5. THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL, THE AUDIT
COMMISSION AND THE AUDIT COUNCIL, DEPENDING ON THE
APPLICABLE METHOD, MUST ASSESS THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
EVERY YEAR AND PROPOSE THEIR REMOVAL TO THE GENERAL
MEETING WHENEVER THERE IS JUST CAUSE TO DO SO.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 5

4.6. THE INTERNAL AUDITING SERVICES AND COMPANY
COMPLIANCE SERVICES MUST REPORT FUNCTIONALLY TO THE
AUDIT COMMISSION AND THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY
COUNCIL, OR IN THE CASE OF COMPANIES THAT HAVE
ADOPTED THE LATIN MODEL, TO AN INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
OR AUDIT COMMISSION, REGARDLESS OF THE HIERARCHICAL
RELATIONSHIP THAT THESE SERVICES HAVE WITH THE
COMPANY’S EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 5
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II.5. SPECIALISED COMMISSIONS
5.1. UNLESS THE COMPANY IS TOO SMALL, THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AND THE GENERAL AND SUPERVISORY COUNCIL,
DEPENDING ON THE MODEL THAT IS ADOPTED, MUST
SET UP COMMISSIONS TO: I) ASSURE A COMPETENT AND
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’
PERFORMANCE AND ASSESS THEIR OWN OVERALL
PERFORMANCE AND THAT OF ANY OTHER COMMISSIONS; II)
ISSUE AN OPINION ON THE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM THAT WAS
ADOPTED, CHECKING ITS EFFECTIVENESS AND PROPOSING
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES TO THE PROPER BODIES; III)
IDENTIFY POTENTIAL CANDIDATES WITH THE NECESSARY
PROFILE TO ACT AS DIRECTORS, IN A TIMELY FASHION.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 4

5.2. THE MEMBERS OF THE REMUNERATION COMMISSION OR
EQUIVALENT MUST BE INDEPENDENT FROM THE BOARDS AND
INCLUDE AT LEAST ONE MEMBER WITH KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCE IN REMUNERATION POLICY MATTERS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 6

5.3. NO INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY MUST BE CONTRACTED
TO SUPPORT THE REMUNERATION COMMISSION WITH
THEIR TASKS THAT PROVIDES OR HAS PROVIDED SERVICES
TO ANY STRUCTURE THAT ANSWERS TO THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ITSELF OR WORKED
AS A COMPANY CONSULTANT IN THE LAST THREE YEARS.
THIS RECOMMENDATION ALSO APPLIES TO ANY PERSON
OR COMPANY THAT HAS A WORK CONTRACT OR SERVICE
PROVISION CONTRACT WITH THEM.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 6

5.4. ALL COMMISSIONS MUST DRAW UP MINUTES OF THEIR
MEETINGS.

YES

CHAPTER 2
POINT 4 E 6

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 7

III – INFORMATION AND AUDITING:
III.1. GENERAL INFORMATION DUTIES
1.1. COMPANIES MUST ENSURE THERE IS CONSTANT
CONTACT WITH THE MARKET, RESPECTING THE PRINCIPLE
OF AVOIDING DIFFERENCES IN ACCESS TO INFORMATION
BY INVESTORS. COMPANIES MUST, THEREFORE, HAVE AN
INVESTOR SUPPORT OFFICE.
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
1.2. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON THE INTERNET SITE
MUST BE PUBLISHED IN ENGLISH:
A) THE NAME OF THE COMPANY, THE KIND OF OPEN
COMPANY, HEADQUARTERS AND OTHER DETAILS GIVEN
IN ARTICLE 171 OF THE PORTUGUESE COMPANIES CODE:
B) ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION;
C) NAME OF COMMITTEE AND BOARD MEMBERS AND
MARKET RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE;
D) INVESTOR SUPPORT OFFICE, TASKS AND HOW TO
REACH IT;
E) FINANCIAL STATEMENTS;
F) HALF-YEARLY SCHEDULE OF COMPANY EVENTS;
G) PROPOSALS PRESENTED FOR DISCUSSION AND
VOTING AT GENERAL MEETINGS;
H) GENERAL MEETING NOTICE

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 7

1.3. COMPANIES MUST ENSURE AUDITORS ARE CHANGED
EVERY TWO OR THREE TERMS OF OFFICE, DEPENDING ON
WHETHER THESE LAST FOR FOUR OR THREE YEARS. KEEPING
THE AUDITORS LONGER THAN THIS MUST BE BASED ON
A SPECIFIC OPINION FROM THE SUPERVISORY BODY THAT
EXPRESSLY WEIGHS THE AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE AND THE
ADVANTAGES AND COSTS OF THEIR REPLACEMENT.

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 8

1.4. THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR MUST, AS PART OF THEIR
RESPONSIBILITIES, CHECK THE APPLICATION OF
REMUNERATION SYSTEMS AND POLICIES, THE EFFECTIVENESS
AND WORKINGS OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL MECHANISMS
AND REPORT ANY DEFICIENCIES TO THE COMPANY’S
SUPERVISORY BODY.

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 8

1.5. THE COMPANY SHOULD NOT HIRE ANY OTHER SERVICES
EXCEPT AUDITING SERVICES FROM THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
OR ANY PARTIES RELATED TO THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR. IF
THERE ARE ANY REASONS TO HIRE SUCH SERVICES - WHICH
MUST BE APPROVED BY THE AUDIT BODY AND EXPLAINED
IN THEIR ANNUAL REPORT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE THESE MUST NOT EXCEED 30% OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF
SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE COMPANY.

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 8

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 6

IV. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
IV.1. SHAREHOLDER RELATIONS
1.1. THE COMPANY’S DEALINGS WITH SHAREHOLDERS THAT
OWN A QUALIFIED HOLDING, OR WITH ENTITIES THAT HAVE
ANY RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM, PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 20
OF THE SECURITIES CODE, MUST BE CONDUCTED UNDER
NORMAL MARKET CONDITIONS.
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE

1.2. ANY SIGNIFICANT DEALINGS WITH SHAREHOLDERS THAT
OWN A QUALIFIED HOLDING, OR WITH ENTITIES THAT HAVE
ANY RELATIONSHIP WITH THEM, PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 20 OF
THE SECURITIES CODE, MUST BE SUBMITTED FOR AN OPINION
BY THE SUPERVISORY BODY. THIS BODY MUST ESTABLISH
THE PROCEDURES AND NECESSARY CRITERIA TO DEFINE THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE DEALINGS AND ANY OTHER TERMS.

YES

CHAPTER 3
POINT 6

(*) Recommendations I.2.1 and I.2.2 are not applicable due to the alterations that arose when Decree Law 49/2010, of 19 May came into force
that did away with the system of blocking shares for participation at general meetings from the Portuguese legal system.
(**) Recommendation II.2.3 does not apply to the company as the chairman of the board of directors does not play an executive role.
(***) Recommendations II.3.3 and II.4.1 do not apply to the company as the governance model it adopted (the so-called “Anglo-Saxon” model
of governance, is provided in article 278 point 1 paragraph b) of the CC.
(****) Recommendation II.1.5.3 does not apply to the company as, notwithstanding the ZON Multimédia officers - that are not members of the
board or oversight of ZON Multimédia – they receive variable remuneration, this is not set by the ZON Multimédia Wage Commission, but by
the wage commissions in the individual companies.
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2.1.3. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ALTERATION TO THE ARTICLES AT

was held that day to discuss the resignation before

THE GENERAL MEETING TO DO AWAY

the term of office by non-executive members of

WITH LIMITATIONS ON VOTING RIGHTS

the board, the board decided to co-opt Isabel

(VOTING CAP)

dos Santos, Miguel Filipe Veiga Martins, Catarina
Eufémia Amorim da Luz Tavira and André Palmeiro

Considering the changes to the articles decided

Ribeiro onto the board to complete the term of

at the general meeting on 30 January 2012

office for the three-year period between 2010 and

mentioned above, and the need therefore to bring

2012.

the Company Articles of Association into line, The
ZON Multimédia board of directors proposed to

Note that pursuant to and for the purposes of

the general meeting that was held on 27 April 2012

article 393 point 4 of the CC, this co-option was

to change article 9 points 2 and 3, to eliminate

ratified at the ZON Multimédia general meeting

article 9 point 1 and renumber the paragraphs in

held on 7 March 2013.

this point and likewise to alter article 11 points 2, 3
and 4 of the ZON Multimédia articles.

CHANGE OF HEADQUARTERS

The proposal was passed unanimously and

Given the fact that ZON Multimédia employees

consequently ZON Multimédia began to fully

worked in a wide range of places and the negative

comply with recommendations 1.3.3 and 1.6.1.

impact this had, after weighing up several
alternatives and assessing the impact these day

RESIGNATION OF NON-EXECUTIVE

on the workers daily lives and their activities and

DIRECTORS

hoping to obtain gains in efficiency and improved
working conditions, easier follow-up and more

As the market was told, Luís Bordalo da Silva,

effective business plus annual savings of costs

Norberto Emílio Sequeira da Rosa and Jorge Telmo

associated with the use of out-dated premises, we

Maria Freire Cardoso resigned as non-executive

told the market on 26 October 2012 the board

committee members of ZON Multimédia.

had decided to change its headquarters to Rua
Actor António Silva, number 9 – Campo Grande,

REPLACEMENT OF BOARD MEMBERS

district of Lumiar, 1600-404 Lisbon, and updated

CO-OPTED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

article 2 point 1 of the articles. The change of the
ZON Multimédia headquarters was also properly

As published in the market communiqué dated 27

registered as required by law.

November 2012, following the board meeting that
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF MERGER
As we told the market on 14 December 2012, ZON
Multimédia was sent a communiqué by Sonaecom
SGPS, S.A. (“Sonaecom”), Kento Holding Limited
and Jadeium BV (which in the meanwhile changed
its name to Unitel International Holdings, BV)
(“Kento/Jadeium”), publicly announcing they had
reached an agreement to ask the boards of ZON
Multimédia and Optimus SGPS, S.A. (“Optimus”)
to arrange a merger between the two companies by
incorporating Optimus into ZON Multimédia.

In order to proceed with the merger, ZON
Multimédia told the market on 21 January 2013
that the boards of the participating companies
(ZON Multimédia and Optimus), appreciating the
convenience and opportunity of the operation in
light of the interests of both companies, approved
the Merger Project by incorporating Optimus into
ZON Multimédia.

Following the approval, the ZON Multimédia board
of directors decided to call a general meeting of
shareholders on 7 March 2013 to decide on the
approval of the Merger Project as required by law.
The shareholders of ZON Multimédia decided to
approve the merger at the extraordinary general
meeting.
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2.2. GENERAL MEETING
2.2.1. COMPOSITION AND WORKINGS
OF THE GENERAL MEETING
The members of the presiding board of the general

least 2% of the share capital or in special cases

meeting are:

when convened by the audit commission.

• Júlio de Castro Caldas (Chairman)

Pursuant to the provisions in article 21-B of the SC,
the notice of general meetings must be published

• Maria

Fernanda

Carqueija

Alves

de

Ribeirinho Beato (Secretary)

at least 21 days beforehand on the Justice Ministry
website

(http://publicacoes.mj.pt).

The

notice

must also be published on the company’s website,
The members of the presiding board of the

the CMVM information system (www.cmvm.pt) and

general meeting have a three-year term of office.

the Euronext Lisbon website.

The current term of office began on 19 April
2010 and ended on 31 December 2012, but the

The chairperson of the presiding board of the

board members of the general meeting will stay

general meeting must have all the resources

in place until the next board election. The current

needed to perform their job, particularly the

members of the presiding board of the general

assistance of the company’s general secretary.

meeting were elected for the first time on 24 April
2007 for a three-year term of office between
2007 and 2009.

In 2012, the chairman of the presiding board of
the general meeting was paid €5,000, for the two
meetings.

The general meeting of shareholders with voting
rights is held at least once a year pursuant to article
376 of the Companies Code (CC). Pursuant to
articles 23 of the SC and 375 of the CC, a general
meeting is convened whenever so requested by
the chairman of the presiding board of the general
meeting, by the board of directors or the audit
commission or by shareholders that represent at
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2.2.2. PARTICIPATING IN THE GENERAL MEETING
AND EXERCISING VOTING RIGHTS
In accordance with the company’s articles of

The financial intermediary referred to in the

association, only shareholders with voting rights

previous paragraph will send the chairperson of

can be present at the general meeting and every

the presiding board by the end of the day on the

400 shares corresponds to one vote. Shareholders

registration date, information about the number of

with fewer shares can legally join together to make

shared registered in the name of their client as at

up the required number or a higher number and

that date. This information may be sent by email.

be represented by one of their own.
Shareholders with voting rights may participate
Shareholders that own shares at 0 hours on the

directly in the general meeting or be represented,

5th dealing day before the general meeting that

pursuant to the provisions in article 23 of the SC

grant them at least one vote in accordance with the

and article 380(2) of the CC, by sending a signed

law and company contract can attend the general

letter to the chairperson of the presiding board of

meeting and discuss and vote on proposals.

the general meeting.

The rights to participate, discuss and vote at the

Following the general meeting decision of 30

general meeting are not prejudiced by transmission

January 2012 and the subsequent removal of

of the shares after the registration date nor do they

the former article 12 point 6 from the articles of

depend on any blockage between that date and

association of ZON Multimédia, the limitation

the date of the general meeting.

to voting rights according to which through a
representative in their own name or representing

All shareholders who want to attend the general
meeting should give written notice, through their
financial broker where they opened their individual

another shareholder with more than 10% of the
total votes corresponding to the share capital no
longer apply.

registration account, until the end of the day before
the registration date. This can be done by email

The company’s articles of association state that

and sending the declaration is enough to comply

votes by mail or email may cover all matters

with the formalities provided in article 23-C point

listed in the agenda pursuant to the terms and

3 of the Stock Exchange Code, meaning no further

conditions therein.

notification need be sent to the chairman of the
presiding table of the general meeting.
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PROXY VOTING

Shareholders can get proxy vote bulletins from
the company headquarters, from the company

ZON Multimédia does not impose any restrictions
whatsoever on proxy voting which, according to

website or may be hand-delivered, sent by post
or by email.

the articles of association and current practice in
ZON Multimédia, must be made pursuant to the

The company articles of association do not

following procedure:

demand a minimum period between receiving the
proxy vote and the date of the general meeting.

a) Shareholders with voting rights may, in
accordance with article 22 of the SC , use
a proxy vote, by signing a declaration where
they clearly state how they wish to vote on
each of the items on the general meeting

The company has, however, tended to set a threeday period in the general meeting notice (in
accordance with article 12 point 9 paragraph c)
of the articles of association), before the general
meeting for reception of proxy votes.

agenda.

ELECTRONIC VOTING
b) The proxy vote must be accompanied by
a legible photocopy of the shareholder’s

Shareholders with voting rights may opt to exercise

identification document. If the shareholder

their voting rights via email, but email votes may be

is a company, the proxy vote must be signed

subject to security and reliability conditions set by

by the company’s legal representative and

the chairman of the presiding board of the general

the signature must be recognised by a

meeting.

notary for this purpose.

c) The proxy votes and other documents
referred to above must be sent in a sealed
envelope addressed to the chairperson of
the presiding board of the general meeting
via registered mail;

Actually, shareholders with voting rights, according
to practice in the company, may also vote through
the company website in accordance with the
requirements established therein, so long as at the
date and time set on the general meeting notice,
they send the chairman of the presiding board

d) The chairperson of the presiding board must
ensure the authenticity and confidentiality
of the proxy votes until the time of voting.

of the general meeting a communiqué drawn up
in accordance with the model available on the
website along with a recognised signature (or, in
the case of private individuals, a simple signature
and a photocopy of their ID document) giving a
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postal address where the password issued by the
company is to be sent to.

These shareholders may exercise their voting rights
in the period set in the general meeting notice.

COMMON PROVISIONS - VOTING
BALLOT

Votes cast by mail or email will be considered in the
ballots by adding them to those cast in person in
the general meeting.

Pursuant to the provisions of article 12, point 10
above of the articles of association, any votes cast
by mail or email will be annulled if the shareholder
or their representative is present in the general
meeting when voting takes place.

In accordance with article 384 point 9 of the CC
and the previous article 12 point 11 of the articles
of association, votes cast by mail or email will be
considered as being against any proposals that are
presented after they have been cast.
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2.2.3. QUORUM AND DECISIONS (INCLUDING
CHANGES TO THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION)
The general meeting may take decisions, when
first convened, by a majority of the votes cast,
regardless of the number of shareholders that are
present or represented.

However, legally, to decide on any alterations
to the articles of association, merger, spin-off,
transformation or dissolution of the company, or
any other issues foreseen in the law, a qualified
majority of two-thirds of the votes cast in the
first meeting is required. In the first general
meeting that discusses these issues, there must
be shareholders present or represented that hold
at least one third of the share capital, but at a
second general meeting they can take a decision
regardless of the number of shareholders that are
present or represented., At the second general
meeting decisions on these issues can be taken
by two-thirds of the votes cast unless there are
shareholders present or represented that hold at
least half the share capital, in which case these
decisions can be taken by a simple majority of the
votes cast.

Under these terms, the articles of association of
ZON Multimédia do not set any quora for adopting
resolutions that are higher than those set by law.
Actually, no statutory rules are foreseen regarding
any shareholders’ meeting quorum for adopting
resolutions or systems with special rights regarding
assets.
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2.2.4. INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE
ABOUT THE GENERAL MEETING
Proposals to be submitted by the board of directors
to the general meeting and all records that must
accompany them along with other background
information as foreseen in articles 289 of the CC
and 21-C of the SC must be made available to
shareholders at the company headquarters and on
the company website within the legal time limit.

In order to make access to these documents easier,
especially for foreign shareholders, they may, upon
request, be sent by mail, fax or email.

The company must publish on its website and
through

the

Investor

Relations

Department

extracts from the minutes of the general meetings
within five days of the meeting being held with
information about the decisions that were taken,
the capital represented and the results of the
ballots.

ZON Multimédia must also publish on its website
the minutes of the general meetings once they
have been concluded and properly signed.

This information must remain available on the
ZON Multimédia website for at least three years.
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2.2.5. INTERVENING AT THE GENERAL
MEETING AS REGARDS:
REMUNERATION POLICY AND

The executive committee member assessment

ASSESSMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE

process and the overall assessment of the board

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND OTHER

of directors’ performance is conducted by the

COMPANY OFFICERS

Appointments and Assessments Commission, set
up by the board of directors, which later coordinates

The general meeting is responsible for electing
a remuneration commission to define the policy

with the remuneration commission elected by the
company’s shareholders.

and set the fixed and variable remuneration of
committee members, under article 13 point 4

In regards to the remuneration and assessment of

paragraph e) of the company’s articles.

other ZON Multimédia directors, covered by article
248-B point 3 of the SC, taking into account that

The remuneration commission currently has three
members: Fernando José Guimarães Freire de
Sousa, Luís Manuel Roque de Pinho Patrício and
Agostinho do Nascimento Pereira Miranda, who
were elected at the general meeting on 19 April
2010.

are directors in ZON Multimédia group subsidiaries,
the corresponding remuneration is established by
the remuneration commissions in the respective
subsidiaries (rather than the ZON Multimédia
board of directors), so there is no need to submit
a declaration from the board of directors about the
remuneration policy of the other directors. There
directors do not receive any remuneration paid by

The members of the remuneration commission are

ZON Multimédia.

invited to attend the company’s general meeting.
One of the three members of the remuneration
commission was at the general meeting on 27
April 2012.

PROPOSAL REGARDING
THE ATTRIBUTION OF SHARES
AND/OR OPTIONS TO MEMBERS

The company’s shareholders were asked to assess
a declaration from the remuneration commission
on the remuneration of the ZON Multimédia

OF THE COMPANY COMMITTEES,
OVERSIGHT COMMISSION AND
OTHER DIRECTORS

direction and oversight bodies in compliance
with article 2 of law 28/2009, of 19 June at that

The first share or option plan was submitted and

general meeting.

approved at the general meeting on 19 April 2010,
while a second plan was approved at another
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general meeting on 19 April 2010, with details
about all the points required for their discussion,
including the respective regulations.

The proposed decision regarding the current plan
and its regulations were available for the required
period of time on the company website on a page
dedicated to the general meeting. There was also a
specific email address for questions related to the
general meeting. Additionally, the members of the
board of directors and the remuneration commission
were available during the general meeting to offer
any clarifications the shareholders asked for.

The ZON Multimédia share or option attribution
regulations were approved at the general meeting
on 19 April 2010, and can be read on the company
website.

The terms and condition of the ZON Multimédia
group share or option attribution plan are given in
more detail in Chapter 3 point 5 below.

APPROVAL OF THE MAIN FEATURES
OF THE RETIREMENT BENEFIT
SYSTEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, OVERSIGHT
COMMISSION AND OTHER DIRECTORS

There are no retirement benefit systems for
members of the board of directors, oversight
commission and other directors covered by article
248-B point 3 of the SEC.
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2.2.6. MEASURES REGARDING COMPANY CONTROL
ZON Multimédia has not adopted any defensive

of ZON TV Cabo Portugal. This contract is still

measures

in force.

that

would

automatically

degrade

company assets if there was a change in control
or a change in the composition of the board of
directors.

The company, alone or together with other group
companies, has signed financing contracts with
financing bodies which anticipate the possibility of

ZON TV Cabo Portugal (100% owned by Grupo

terminating if there are any significant alterations

ZON Multimédia) signed a contract with Vodafone

in the company shareholder structure and/or

Portugal in 2008 regarding the ZON Mobile

respective voting rights.

service, which foresees the possibility of Vodafone
terminating the agreement if (i) a Vodafone
competitor, individually or in conjunction, directly
or indirectly holds more than 10% of the share
capital of ZON TV Cabo Portugal or ZON Group
and/or a shareholding that individually or in
conjunction gives that entity the right to appoint

There are no other significant agreements signed
by ZON Multimédia or its affiliates that include
change of control provisions (including following
a public takeover) i.e. that come into force, are
altered of cease in the case of a change of control
as well as the respective effects.

a members of the management body, or the
general and supervisory council of ZON TV, Cabo
Portugal or (ii) if ZON TV Cabo Portugal or a ZON
Group company, individually or in conjunction,
directly or indirectly holds more than 10% of the
share capital or voters or a Vodafone or Vodafone
Group competitor and/or a shareholding that
individually or in conjunction grants the right
to appoint a member of the management body

There are no agreements between the company
and board members or other ZON Multimédia
company officers, covered by article 248-B point
3 of the SC that foreseen compensation in the
case of resignation, dismissal with fair cause or
termination of the labour relation following a
change to the control of the company.

or the general and supervision council of this
entity or, (iii) the sale by its shareholders of a

Note, notwithstanding, that pursuant to article

shareholding in ZON TV Cabo Portugal equal

7 point 3 and article 2 paragraph n) of the ZON

or greater than 50% to an entity that is not a

Multimédia Action Plan regulations, approved in

competitor of Vodafone and/or a shareholding

the general meeting on 19 April 2010, in case of

that grants this entity the right to appoint half or

merger, spin-off or alteration to the direct or indirect

more of the members of the management body

shareholder control of ZON Multimédia following
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a successful takeover bid for ZON Multimédia or
any alteration to the direct or indirect shareholder
control of any of the group companies, there will
be an automatic investiture of all shares and/or
options that have been attributed with reference
to the moment of receiving notification from the
board of directors to this effect, unless if the board
of directors decides otherwise, notwithstanding
compliance with individual agreements that govern
these matters.

If the company cannot comply with the obligations
arising from the exceptional anticipation of the
investiture of the shares and options and the right
to exercise these options, these will be complied
with as soon as possible or legally allowed.

Information about the payments due in case
of early termination of directors’ contracts is
described in Chapter 2 point 8 below.
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2.2.7. MEASURES THAT MAY INTERFERE
WITH THE SUCCESS OF TAKEOVER BIDS
Although ZON Multimédia continues to believe

boosting the power of the smaller ones. Additionally,

its articles of association do not contain any

it also works as an important mechanism to ensure

defensive

shareholder stability avoiding merely speculative

provisions

that

may

automatically

degrade its assets in case of a change of control

stock market movements.

or the composition of the management body, it
has described and noted the measure that until

Further note that, following the transposition of

now, according to the CMVM, could influence the

shareholder rights by Decree Law 49/2010 of 19

success of takeover bids.

May, shareholders who own shares representing
at least 2% of the capital could, in legal terms, if

For instance:

they so wanted, propose the removal or alteration
of the statutory provision in question to the general

Limits on each shareholder’s voting rights (that

meeting.

was eliminated by general meeting decision on 30
January 2012)

Therefore, ZON Multimédia considered that this
issue was subject to shareholder scrutiny, and

According to the previous wording of article 12

the shareholders should have the possibility of

point 6 of the articles of association, ordinary

proposing and voting decisions in line with their

share votes cast by a shareholder personally or by

shareholding.

a representative in their own name or representing
another shareholder that exceeded 10% of all the

It should be noted that this is what actually happened

votes corresponding to the share capital would

on 23 December 2011, when shareholders asked

not be counted. The ZON Multimédia articles of

to convene a general meeting of ZON Multimédia,

association did not contain any rule for the periodic

which was then held on 30 January 2012 with the

maintenance or elimination of this provision to be

sole purpose of deciding on whether to eliminate

decided by the general meeting.

the voting limitations.

Even if it was considered that this provision

With the approval of the proposed resolution, the

constituted an impediment to takeover bids, ZON

company also adopted CMVM recommendation

Multimédia is of the opinion that these comply

I.6.1 and Recommendation I.3.3. on corporate

fully with the interests of the company and its

governance, as published in January 2010.

shareholders. In fact, this statutory provision
democracy,

Thus, ZON Multimédia believes that after this

reducing the power of larger shareholders and

statutory change, there is no reason to disagree

expanded

minority

shareholder
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with its long-standing understanding, according
to which there are no defensive clauses are
automatically cause an erosion in the company’s
assets in case of change of control or change the
composition of the board.
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2.3. BOARD AND SUPERVISORY BODIES
2.3.1. GENERAL TOPICS
ZON Multimédia has adopted the “Anglo-Saxon”

situation of the company is appropriate for the risks

model of government i.e. a model where the

that affect the activities it carries out. This control

administration and supervision of the company

system, including the respective risks dictionary,

are the liability of the board of directors and an

was

audit commission (composed exclusively of non-

using the powers delegated by the board, upon

executive directors) and a certified accountant

the advice of the audit commission. The audit

respectively, as provided in CC article 278 point 1

commission reviews and assesses the results of

paragraph b).

its implementation. The ZON Multimédia internal

approved

by

the

executive

committee

control and risk management system and the main
The ZON Multimédia board of directors in turn

risks, including economic, financial and legal risks,

delegated

to which the company is exposed in the course of

the

current

management

of

the

company to an executive committee.

their activity, are described in point 10 below.

In compliance with the applicable legal or

Management monitors the group’s projected

regulatory requirements and particularly being able

liquidity reserve, including the amounts of unused

to take advantage of reflections, recommendations

credit lines, the amounts of cash and cash

and suggestions focused on and emanating from

equivalents, based on estimated cash flows, and

a structure specifically aimed to discuss on them

takes into account compliance with any covenants

- only with auxiliary functions and decisions can

on loans payable, namely: “cross default” “pari

only be taken by the administrative bodies - the

passu”, “negative pledge”; debt ratio; EBITDA/net

ZON Multimédia board of directors created, in

interest; “ownership-clause” and clauses relating

addition to the executive committee, a corporate

to the maintenance of the group’s activity and

governance committee and an appointments and

compliance with their obligations (operational,

assessment commission, whose composition and

legal and tax).

duties are detailed below (Chapter 2 point 4).
The annual reports on the work of the audit
The ZON bodies and the corporate governance

commission include a description of the oversight

committee and the appointments and assessment

and refer to the existence or absence of constraints.

commission have operating regulations, which can

These reports are disclosed on the company’s

be found on the company website.

website together with the financial statements.

The ZON Multimédia internal control and risk
management system is designed to ensure the
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ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT
GOVERNANCE MODEL
The ZON Multimédia board of directors believes
that this model is fully and effectively implemented
and is an integral part of the company culture
without any constraints on its operation.

Furthermore, the current governance model has
proven to be balanced and capable of adopting
best international practices in matters of corporate
governance.

Finally, it also believes that this structure of
governance has allowed the company to operate
smoothly, enabling proper, transparent dialogue
between the various bodies and, between the
company, its shareholders and other stakeholders.
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2.3.2. ORGANISATIONAL DIAGRAMS
SHOWING THE DIVISION OF LIABILITIES
As mentioned above, the company has adopted

The ZON board of directors is responsible for

the Anglo-Saxon model, where it is supervised

managing company business, as defined in the

by an audit commission composed of three non-

articles of association and their regulations. The

executive members of the board of directors and a

company’s current management is ensured by an

certified accountant.

executive committee.
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ZON Multimédia is structured along business
lines with three major centres: i) Pay TV Business,
Broadband Internet, Land-line and Mobile Service;
ii) Audio-visual Business; and iii) Film Exhibition
Business. The business units are overseen by
the executive committee with support from 10
corporate

units.

ZON

Multimédia

subsidiary

reporting is functional and not hierarchical, which
ensures effective articulation.
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The ZON Multimédia executive committee is

shareholders

directly involved in the day-to-day management

including the provision of ZON Multimédia

of the various business units, and the executive

financial and business information;

and

market

regulators),

committee and/or the board of directors of the
leading companies in different business units are

• Financial and Administrative: prepares

chaired by the ZON Multimédia CEO. The aim is

the accounting and financial information

to have a simple structure that allows for flexible

needed to ensure compliance with the ZON

decision making and quick execution of the

Multimédia reporting obligations, ensures

strategy.

uniformity of accounting principles used
by the group, ensures ZON Multimédia tax

The business units are, as already mentioned,

compliance and monitors tax operations;

aimed at coordinating the various businesses and
report to the executive committee. These units

• Human Resources: advises the executive

and their respective powers are described in more

committee in defining the human resources

detail below:

objectives and policies, develops tools
for human resource management and

• General Secretary: ensures backup support

coordinates, articulates and harmonises

for the general meetings, board meetings

human resource management practices in

and

ZON Multimédia enterprises;

the

specialised

commissions

set

up by the board, the supervisory body
and the executive committee of ZON

• Corporate Finance, Planning and Control:

Group companies; advises the company’s

develops, implements and manages the

committees in general and other ZION

ZON Multimédia planning and control,

Group companies on matters related with

operational

Company Law, Securities Law and Corporate

ensures the study of potential non-organic

Governance, ensuring compliance with all

growth opportunities;

and

financial

system

and

laws, regulations and recommendations;
guarantees the formality and compliance of

• Legal Services: ensure the uniformity of

all business acts for their certification; Makes

legal aid and legal procedures in ZON

sure corporate documents are updated and

Multimédia companies;

published; ensures senior management has
all the administrative support it requires;

• Communication and Multimedia Content:
advises

the

executive

committee

in

• Investor relations: ensure good relationships

setting the various forms of corporate

with the financial community (investors,

communication strategy and policies and
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identifies and manages content that can

recommendations to senior management

feed new delivery platforms that will be

regarding the internal control system and

adopted by ZON Multimédia; contributes

efficient management of business risks;

towards the development and consolidation
of a strong, healthy and cohesive corporate

In point 3 below about the executive committee,

culture

there is a description of committee members’

projecting

an

external

image

that reflects the company’s values and

responsibilities

aspirations;

• Business
executive

Development:

the

making

and

decisions

with

performance

and

committee

implementing
a

supports

in

strategic

high-impact

on

organisation of the group as well as
directing, supporting and promoting the
profitability of ZON Multimédia;

• Operators, regulation and competition:
monitors and advises ZON Multimédia and
its companies on issues of competition
policy

and

regulatory

issues,

liaises

and coordinates with the different ZON
Multimédia

departments

regarding

compliance with competition rules and
regulators’

decisions

and

helps

with

requests from competition authorities and
regulators, monitoring ZON Multimédia
relations with other operators on the
electronic communications’ market and
industry associations;

• Internal auditing: examines and assesses
ZON Multimédia group company activities
so as to ensure that business processes
are being properly managed and presents
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2.3.3. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
ADMINISTRATIVE BODY AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PROCESS OF ELECTING

Following the 19 April 2010 decision, the board of

BOARD MEMBERS

directors began a new three-year term between
2010/2012 and, in line with best corporate

In accordance with the provisions of article 15 of the

governance practices and compliance with the

articles of association, the ZON Multimédia board

CMVM recommendations on the matter, set up

of directors is composed of up to 19 members,

an appointment and assessment commission that

who are elected by the shareholders at a general

is responsible for assisting the board in selecting

meeting by a majority of votes cast.

directors to co-opt and issuing, upon request,
a reasoned opinion, identifying people with the

According

to

corporate

law,

shareholders

representing at least 10% and not more than 20%

best profile to fill any vacancies on the board of
directors.

of the capital, who lost the election to appoint the
board of directors may appoint a member of the

The appointments and assessment commission

board

is comprised of non-executive directors and the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Rodrigo Jorge de

The directors have a three-year term of office and

Araujo Costa. However, the participation of the CEO

the election year is considered as a full calendar

in the appointments and assessment meetings will

year and there are no restrictions on the re-election

depend on request by the chairman and shall be

of directors.

advisory, without any voting rights, except in the
meetings that are being considered to fill vacancies

Under the law and articles of association, if any

on the executive committee, a matter in which the

director can no longer attend, they will be replaced

CEO shall be entitled to vote.

by someone else appointed at a board meeting.
When the director who is definitively missing is

This way, the executive members of the board of

the chairman of the board of directors, they shall

directors cannot interfere in the selection of non-

be replaced by election at a general meeting. In

executive members.

accordance with article 16 point 3 of the articles,
“a director is considered to be definitively absent

The responsibilities and composition of this

when they miss two consecutive meetings or five

commission are detailed in point 4 below.

meetings in all without justification accepted by the
board in the one term of office.”
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COMPOSITION AND
CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
In order to let the company pursue its interests
to the best of its ability, the board consists of a
number of non-executive members to ensure
effective supervision, monitoring and evaluation
of the activity of the executive members of ZON
Multimédia. Among the non-executive directors,
there are an adequate number of independent
directors, taking into account the size of the
company and its shareholder structure. In line
with CMVM recommendation II.1.2.2, more than a
quarter of the ZON Multimédia board directors are
independent directors (as shown below).

Accordingly, on 31 December 2012, the ZON board
of directors of was composed of 17 members as
shown below:
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COMPOSITION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS (TABLE 1)
FIRST APPOINTMENT
AND
TERM OF OFFICE

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

INDEPENDENT
NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

NO. OF SHARES
EACH OWNED ON
31.12.2012

DANIEL PROENÇA
CARVALHO

CHAIRMAN

-

X

-

20/06/2007
31/12/2012

RODRIGO COSTA

MEMBER

CHAIRMAN

-

597.720

21/09/2007
31/12/2012

JOSÉ PEDRO PEREIRA
DA COSTA

MEMBER

MEMBER

-

97.620

21/09/2007
31/12/2012

LUÍS LOPES

MEMBER

MEMBER

-

100.577

21/09/2007
31/12/2012

DUARTE CALHEIROS

MEMBER

MEMBER

-

48.175

14/05/2003
31/12/2012

FERNANDO FORTUNY
MARTORELL

MEMBER

-

-

-

07/11/2008
31/12/2012

ANTÓNIO DOMINGUES

MEMBER

-

-

-

01/09/2004
31/12/2012

LÁSZLÓ CEBRIAN

MEMBER

-

X

-

21/09/2007
31/12/2012

VÍTOR GONÇALVES

MEMBER

-

X

-

20/06/2007
31/12/2012

PAULO MOTA PINTO

MEMBER

-

X

-

21/04/2008
31/12/2012

NUNO SILVÉRIO
MARQUES

MEMBER

-

X

-

20/06/2007
31/12/2012

JOAQUIM OLIVEIRA

MEMBER

-

-

-

31/01/2008
31/12/2012

MÁRIO SILVA

MEMBER

-

-

-

19/04/2010
31/12/2012

ISABEL DOS SANTOS

MEMBER

-

-

-

27/11/2012
31/12/2012

CATARINA DA LUZ
TAVIRA

MEMBER

-

-

-

27/11/2012
31/12/2012

ANDRÉ PALMEIRO
RIBEIRO

MEMBER

-

-

-

27/11/2012
31/12/2012

MIGUEL VEIGA
MARTINS

MEMBER

-

-

-

27/11/2012
31/12/2012
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The independence of the directors in the above

non-executive, independent directors is in any of

table was assessed under the provisions of CMVM

the conditions set forth therein, except as regards

regulation No. 1/2010 on corporate governance

paragraph b).

and

CMVM

recommendation

II.1.2.3,

which

refer to the requirements of independence and

Among the other non-executive company directors,

incompatibilities applicable to members of the

none is in any of the situations listed in CC article

supervisory board, pursuant to article 414 point 1

414-A point 1 except as regards paragraphs b) and

thereof, except for paragraph b), and article 414,

h).

point 5 thereof, from the CC.
In accordance with the provisions of the company
Pursuant to CC article 414 point 5, members are

audit commission regulations, all members of the

considered independent if they are not associated

audit commission are subject to the legal and

with any specific interest group in the company or

regulatory requirements in force at any moment, in

are in any circumstance likely to impartially assess

terms of incompatibilities and independence.

or decide on any points in particular due to: i)
holding or acting on behalf of anyone owning more

They must, therefore, in order to measure their

than 2% of the company’s capital, ii) having been

independence, (i) assess their independence at

re-elected for more than two terms, continuously

all times, (ii) report any situation likely to affect

or otherwise.

their independence to the audit commission and
(iii) complete, when they are appointed and on 31

Under the ZON Multimédia board of directors’

January each year, the approved questionnaire

rules, the board’s assessment of the independence

about incompatibilities and independence.

of its members who are not members of the audit
commission is based on individual questionnaires

All

submitted by them to the chairman of the board,

commission are independent under the criteria set

on its election and by 31 January each year. The

out in CC article 414 point 5 as mentioned above.

rules also state that the directors must inform

Furthermore, no member of the audit commission

the chairman of the board whenever there is any

is in any incompatibility situation referred to in CC

situation that might change the situation reported

article 414 point 1 (except paragraph b), which is

previously.

naturally inapplicable to members of the audit

the

members

of

the

company’s

audit

commission).
The questionnaire also asks if there is any
inconsistency in relation to any of the company

In addition to the above, ZON Multimédia has not

directors pursuant to CC article 414-A point 1

internally approved any other rules governing the

and it was found that none of ZON Multimédia’s

independence criteria applicable to the board of
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directors or the audit commission as administrative

Freire Cardoso and Norberto Emílio Sequeira da

and supervisory bodies and cannot foresee any

Rosa, told the chairman they would be resigning in

other situations that could generate incompatibility

2012, stepping down before the ends of their terms

among the members, in particular as regards the

of office. Consequently, and again as said earlier, a

maximum number of accumulated positions.

market communiqué dated 27 November 2012,
was released following s board meeting to co-opt

The board consists of professionals with extensive

as non-executive members, Isabel dos Santos,

management

the

Miguel Filipe Veiga Martins, Catarina Eufémia

telecommunications and finance sectors. Annex I

Amorim da Luz Tavira and André Palmeiro Ribeiro,

describes the jobs performed by board members

to complete the terms of office for the three-year

in other companies, listing those undertaken in

period 2010/2012.

experience,

particularly

in

the other group companies, their professional
qualifications and professional activities performed

Below is information about the directors who

by those members over the past 5 years.

stepped down in 2012 as mentioned in the
previous paragraph.

Lastly, as stated above, the non-executive board
members Luis Bordalo da Silva, Jorge Telmo Maria

COMPOSITION AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS (TABLE 2)
THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

INDEPENDENT
NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

NO. OF SHARES EACH
OWNED ON 31.12.2012

FIRST APPOINTMENT
AND
TERM OF OFFICE

LUÍS BORDALO DA
SILVA

MEMBER

-

-

-

17/06/2003
31/07/2012

JORGE TELMO
CARDOSO

MEMBER

-

-

-

31/01/2008
31/08/2012

NORBERTO EMÍLIO
ROSA

MEMBER

-

-

-

31/01/2008
31/07/2012
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ TASKS

The participants may give a summary of their

AND OPERATING METHODS

interventions in the minutes.

HOW IT FUNCTIONS

Pursuant to article 18 point 5 of the articles of
association, board meetings may be conducted by

Under Article 18 of the company’s articles of

electronic means, and the company shall ensure

association and article 3 of the board of directors’

the authenticity of the statements and security of

regulations, the board shall meet at least once

all communications, recording the content and all

every two months and extraordinarily whenever

those involved.

convened by the chairman, by two directors or by
the audit commission.

There were 16 board meetings recorded in the
minutes in 2012.

The meetings are convened in writing with at
least 5 working days’ notice. The agenda with the

The rules regarding the board of directors can be

main points and documents to help reaching any

seen on the company website.

decisions shall be available to directors on the
second working day before the meeting.

RESPONSIBILITIES

The chairman may call a board meeting the without

Under the law and articles of association, and

the above-mentioned notice in an emergency.

notwithstanding the possibility of delegating the
day-to-day management of the company to an

The board cannot function without the presence of

executive committee, the board of directors is

a majority of its members in office, although the

generally responsible for managing the affairs of

chairman of the board of directors can, in cases

the company, including:

of recognised urgency, waive the presence of a
majority if this is ensured through voting by mail or

• The purchase, sale, lease or encumbrance

by proxy, but no director can represent more than

of

one other director.

premises, shares and vehicles.

Board decisions are taken by majority vote and, the
chairman has the casting vote.

movable

and

immovable

assets,

• The signing of financing and loan contracts
including medium and long term, internal
or external ones;

Decisions and explanations of votes are recorded
in the minutes, which must be signed by all

• Representing the company actively or

members of the board who attend the meeting.

passively in or outside court and may give
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up, compromise and acknowledge any legal

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

proceedings and arbitration agreements;
The ZON Multimédia board of directors has created
• Granting powers of attorney to those it
deems appropriate, including sub-powers;

an executive committee, to which it has delegated
daily management, while retaining supervision and
control functions within the limits established by

• Approving business plans and investment

law to ensure the best performance of its duties.

and operating budgets;

COMPOSITION
• Co-opting replacements for permanently
absent directors;

The executive committee is composed of the
following directors:

• Draw up and submit board member and
senior officer stock options for approval by

Chairman:

Rodrigo Jorge de Araújo Costa

the general meeting;

Members:

José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa
Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes

• Performing other duties as assigned by law,

Duarte Maria de Almeida e
Vasconcelos Calheiros

the articles of association or the general
meeting

RODRIGO COSTA
According to the articles of association, the board
may to decide to increase the capital, by one
or more times, up to €20 million by new cash
injections, with the prior agreement of the audit
commission.

Pursuant to article 7 point 2 of the articles of
association, the board of directors must also
decide whether to issue bearer or ordinary bonds
or other securities and warrants on securities. This

President of the ZON Multimédia Executive
Committee since September 2007 and President
of the boards of directors of various ZON Group
companies.

He began his career as a programmer and
systems analyst in 1979. He accepted an invitation
from Microsoft in 1990 and was responsible for
launching the company in Portugal

responsibility of the board of directors is shared
with the general meeting.

After 11 years as general director, he took over as
general director of Microsoft Brazil in August 2001.
In 2002, he became Corporate Vice-President of
Microsoft’s OEM area based in Seattle.
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After 15 years in Microsoft, Rodrigo Costa returned

1997 and January 2000 responsible for the

to Portugal where, in late 2005 he joined the board

corporate finance area.

of Portugal Telecom, SGPS. S.A, as an executive
member. His main responsibilities were: Executive

He began his career with McKinsey & Company

Vice-President of PT Group, PCE of the land-line

in 1990, where he was project leader responsible

business, cross-sector leadership of the human

for various strategic consulting projects for

resource, innovation and IT areas.

companies in Portugal and Spain in the banking
and telecommunications industries.

In the past be worked with various organisations
where he held different posts: Luso-American

José Pedro Pereira da Costa graduated in Business

Chamber

Administration from the Portuguese Catholic

of

Trade,

Portuguese

Software

Association, technological Plan Advisory Board,

University and took his MBA at INSEAD in1992.

General Council of Coimbra University.

LUÍS LOPES
In 2006 he was decorated Great Officer of the
Order of Infante D. Henriques by the president of

Executive director of the ZON Multimédia and

Portugal.

board director at various ZON Group companies
since September 2007.

JOSÉ PEDRO PEREIRA DA COSTA
He was executive director at PT Comunicações
Executive director- CFO of the ZON Multimédia

and PT.com, responsible for the home business

Executive Committee since September 2007 and

and for launching the television project. He was

President of the boards of directors of various ZON

also non-executive director at Páginas Amarelas

Group companies.

(Yellow Pages).

He worked in Portugal Telecom group as a board

He was Associate Principal at McKinsey & Company

member and CFO in PT Comunicações, PT.COM

(Lisbon and Warsaw) from 1998 to 2004 and

and PT Prime between June 2000 and September

worked on a range of projects in different European

2007, and between 2000 and 2002 be worked in

countries in the retail banking, energy, pulp and

Brazil as Executive Vice-President of Telesp Celular

paper industry and consumer goods sectors. He

Participações.

was also co-leader of the Retail Bank in Europe
practice.

He was on the executive committee of Banco
Santander de Negócios Portugal between January
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He worked in Procter & Gamble (Lisbon and

Between 1976 and 1989 he was director/board

London) as Senior Analyst responsible for the

director responsible for the financial area at

Haircare sectors in Europe and Product Supply

Indústria de Fundição de Aços Especiais in Rio de

Finance for the Haircare sector globally between

Janeiro – Brazil.

1995 and 1998.
Duarte

Calheiros

graduated

in

Business

He was a researcher at INETI (national engineering,

Administration from the Universidade do Rio de

technology and innovation institute) between 1994

Janeiro, with equivalence from Lisbon’s Catholic

and 1995 and assistant in the Physics department

University.

at the Lisbon Instituto Superior Técnico.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE´S
Luis Lopes graduated in technological and physical

RESPONSIBILITIES

engineering from the Lisbon Instituto Superior
Técnico.

The board has delegated day-to-day management
of the company to the executive committee giving

DUARTE CALHEIROS

it, notwithstanding to the right to take back any of
the delegated responsibilities, all powers necessary

Executive director of the ZON Multimédia and

for this purpose, including:

board director at various ZON Group companies
since 2003 (under another company name at that
time).

• Setting up companies and to subscribe,
purchase, encumber or dispose of shares,
whose value does not exceed €5 million

He was president of the executive committee of

and do not constitute a strategic asset for

Lusomundo Audiovisuais S.A. and Lusomundo

the activity of the group;

Cinemas S.A. between 2003 and 2006.
• Purchasing, selling and encumbering rights,
He was a board director at PT Compras, a PT

movable and immovable property, including

Group company, from 2005 to 2006.

any kind of securities, financial instruments,
shares and bonds, notwithstanding the

Earlier, between 1989 and 1998, he was a board

limits specified in paragraph a) above in

director at Sociedade Hispânica de Automóveis

respect of shares;

S.A., the SEAT importer for Portugal and between
1998 and 2003, he was a board director at HERTZ

• Opening and operating bank accounts;

HR Aluguer de Automóveis S.A.
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• Negotiating and entering into contracts

three times the company’s net financial

intended to pursue the purpose of the

debt over EBITDA;

company;
• Deciding
• Appointing trustees, with or without power

on

providing

technical

and

financial support to subsidiaries;

of attorney to perform certain acts, or
categories of acts and define the extent of
their powers;

• Designating the company representatives
in general meetings of its subsidiaries and
indicating the persons to be appointed to

• Setting up or terminating consortia or

the respective governing bodies;

any lasting association or cooperation
agreements

with

other

companies,

particularly

individuals
joint

or

• Proposing strategic guidelines for the group,

ventures,

key policies for the companies involved

consortia and partnerships;

and control the implementation of these
guidelines and policies in the companies to

• Representing the company in and out of

the group’s board;

court as plaintiff or defendant, including the
filing and defence of any legal or arbitration
proceedings,

as

well

as

confession,

• Deciding

on

opening

or

closing

establishments or important parts thereof;

withdrawal or transaction in any cases and
assumption of arbitration agreements;

• Setting standards of organisation and
operation

• Issuing binding instructions to companies
that are totally controlled by the group;

for

subsidiaries,
employees

the

company

including
and

their

those

and

its

regarding

contracts,

the

definition of categories and pay conditions
• Exercising disciplinary power and deciding
on

any

penalties

for

the

and other employee benefits;

company’s

employees;

• Controlling group companies in terms of
finance and accounting.

• Deciding, in accordance with law and the
articles of association, on the issuance

The powers delegated to the executive committee

of bonds and commercial paper and the

may be sub-delegated, in whole or in part to any

taking out of borrowings on the domestic

of the members or company employees. The

and foreign financial market, one or more

executive committee or any two of its members

times, up to an amount corresponding to

can issue powers of attorney as deemed convenient
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and in the case of a legal mandate, the signature

• Change of company headquarters;

of one of its members is all that is required.
• Approval

of

merger,

division

or

The delegation of powers mentioned in the point

transformation of the company or that

above cannot include the matters given below,

involve group companies, unless, in these

including, among others, matters which, under

cases, they are just internal restructuring

Article 407 of the CC, cannot be delegated to the

operations that are part of the general

executive committee:

objectives and principles that have been
adopted;

• Definition of overall objectives and founding
principles

of

the

company’s

policies,

and the options that are considered

• Adoption of resolutions on the increase of
the company’s capital;

strategic because of their size, risk or
special characteristics, notably regarding

• Appointment of company directors;

any technology to be adopted and the
development of networks and services;

• Appointment of the company secretary and
an alternate.

• Expansion or significant reduction in the
activity or the internal organisation of the
company or the group;

Accordingly

and

in

line

with

the

CMVM

recommendation II.2.2, the ZON Multimédia
• Approval of company activities, budgets
and annual investment plans;

board of directors has full powers to define: i)
the company strategy and general policies; ii)
the group’s business structure; and iii) strategic

• Convening general meetings;

decisions due to their amount, risk or special
characteristics.

• Approval of annual reports and accounts to
be submitted for approval by the general
meeting, as well as half-yearly and quarterly
reports and accounts and results to be
announced to the market;

• Provision of personal or real guarantees by
the company;
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The

executive

defines,

on

supervise and coordinate the different group

chairperson,

the

areas. Executive committee members are currently

assignment of specific responsibilities or portfolios

responsible for the following areas regarding

to each of its members so the committee can

business lines and corporate governance:

recommendation

committee
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from

its
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OPERATIONS

According to the internal rules of the company
(namely, in accordance with the board of directors’

The executive committee sets the dates and

and the audit commission regulations and the

frequency of its ordinary meetings and meets

delegation of powers to the executive committee)

extraordinarily

its

and common practice, the executive directors

chairperson, any two of its members or by the

have provided adequate and timely information as

audit commission.

requested by the other members of the governing

whenever

convened

by

bodies of ZON Multimédia
The executive committee cannot function without
the presence of a majority of its members, but the

RESPONSIBILITIES OF

chairperson may, in cases of recognised urgency,

THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD

waive the need for the majority, if this is ensured

OF DIRECTORS AND THE

through postal or proxy voting, by video-conference

CHAIRPERSON OF THE EXECUTIVE

or a conference call.

COMMITTEE

Postal and proxy voting is allowed but no member

The responsibilities of running the board of

of the executive committee can represent more

directors and assuming the executive management

than one other member.

of the group are separate as at 31 December
2012. Under the internal rules on the matter,

Decisions are taken by majority vote and the

particularly the board rules and the executive

chairperson has a casting vote.

committee standards, the CEO is the leader of the
ZON Multimédia management team, and as such

The executive committee held 29 meetings in

responsible for its operational management.

2012, which were recorded in the minutes.
The CEO shall:
The decisions taken at executive committee
meetings and explanations of the votes are

• Coordinate the activities of the executive

recorded in minutes drawn up by the company

committee and propose the allocation of

secretary. The participants can dictate a summary

responsibilities by its members for executive

of their interventions for the minutes.

committee approval;

Any delegation of powers to the executive
committee, including rules on the functioning of

• Convene and chair executive committee
meetings;

the committee, is available for inspection on the
company’s website.
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• Ensure the correct implementation of
the

board

and

executive

committee

POLICY OF ROTATING BOARD
OF DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

resolutions;
The distribution of executive committee member
• Ensure compliance with the limits of any
delegation

of

powers,

the

company’s

responsibilities is currently defined as detailed in
the table above.

strategy and loyalty towards the chairperson
and other members of the board and other

The current executive committee was appointed

company committees;

for the first time on 21 September 2007, and
reappointed on 19 April 2010. Most of its members,

• Ensure that the board is informed of all

except for Mr Duarte Calheiros, were also elected

relevant actions and decisions taken by

for the first time on 21 September 2007, by being

the executive committee and that all

co-opted. Mr Duarte Calheiros was first elected,

clarifications requested by the board

also by being co-opted on 14 May 2003.

of directors are provided timely and
properly.

The executive committee member responsible
for finances, Jose Pedro Pereira da Costa, was

Similarly, the chairperson of the board is assigned

first elected on 21 September 2007, to complete

important duties under the law, the articles of

the term of office in progress in the 2007/2009

association and its rules, namely:

triennium. Jose Pedro Pereira da Costa was reelected on 19 April 2010 for a new term, for the

• Represent the board of directors in and out
of court;

three years 2010/2012, keeping his post in charge
of the financial area, and this is his second term of
office in ZON Multimédia.

• Coordinate board activities and ensure for
distribution of materials to the directors

With regards to CMVM recommendation II.2.5

when necessary;

of the Code of Corporate Governance, 2010, and
the company’s clarification of its policy to rotate

• Convene and chair board meetings;

board responsibilities, including those of the
financial officer, ZON Multimédia, encourages

• Ensure the correct implementation of the
board resolutions.

where necessary or appropriate in light of
developments in the activity and strategy of
the company, a reflection on the distribution of
responsibilities within the executive committee.
Moreover, some changes have occurred in the
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distribution of responsibilities, particularly in

level of technical or specific knowledge,

terms of areas of technology and information

such as highly technological or financial

systems, since the current executive committee

matters, it is not considered appropriate

was appointed.

to adopt the principles of rotation, whilst
safeguarding the properly justified interest

Bearing this recommendation in mind and despite

of the company;

the existing practice in ZON in this regard, the
board looked into adopting a rotation policy and

4. The distribution of the responsibilities

decided to establish a policy that essentially allows

mentioned in point 3 above will be guided

it: (i) to maintain flexibility of this committee in

primarily by maximising the benefits of

the appointment of its executive committee and

experience and knowledge, stability in the

internal committee members and the co-opting

company’s management and retention of

of directors, and (ii) to avoid instability, waste

key assets;

of knowledge and the loss of key assets which
could arise from a strict rotation policy. Thus,

5. The board will also reflect on the rotation

the board of directors approved the following

of its internal committees members, where

principles concerning the allocation and rotation of

necessary or appropriate for the efficient

responsibilities:

performance of this body and the nonexecutive directors’ tasks;

1. In

distributing

responsibilities

to

the

company’s directors, the board will consider,

6. The

rotation

of

company

directors’

among other things that it may consider

responsibilities mentioned in points 2 and

relevant (i) their profile, their expertise and

5 above is not mandatory nor is it subject

professional experience and (ii) the diversity

to fixed time limits. It is up to the board to

of knowledge and experience within the

judge whether it is relevant and appropriate

board of directors;

in order to contribute to the repute of the
management and further the interests of

2. The board will also reflect, where necessary

the company and its shareholders.

or appropriate in view of developments in
the company’s business and strategy, on

INFORMATION TO MEMBERS

the rotation of responsibilities within the

OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

executive committee;

AND AUDIT COMMISSION
executive

Under the terms defined in the company’s board

responsibilities characterized by a high

of directors’ regulations and the audit commission

3. However,

with

respect

to
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regulations, the directors will obtain information

where all non-executive directors (including the

about the company activity in the exercise of

chairman of the board of directors) are given clear

their duties and functions and will have to request

information about the decisions and measures

information necessary or convenient for the

adopted by the executive committee under the

performance of their jobs and for the company’s

scope of their powers.

best interest.
Under the audit commission regulations, the CEO
Bearing in mind the internal company rules

is required to send the audit commission a copy

(particularly the board of directors’ and audit

of all executive committee notices and minutes of

commission’s

executive

their meetings, whenever requested to do so and

committee powers of attorney) and the way these

on a monthly basis. It is an established internal

are put into practice, ZON Multimédia has the

procedure to send these documents to the

mechanisms needed to avoid any information gap

members of the audit commission as well every

between the executive members and the members

month.

regulations

and

the

of other company bodies.
This ensures: i) proper oversight and supervision of
The board directors who, jointly or independently

the actions of the executive committee; and ii) that

want access to information included in the

each member of the board of directors and the

scope of the powers delegated to the executive

audit commission have access to precise, relevant

committee, may ask for the information directly

and up-to-date information.

from the chairman of the executive committee or
the chairman of the board of directors.

ACTIVITY OF THE NON-EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS

Furthermore, under the internal regulations on the
workings of the executive committee, its chairman

The non-executive company directors have been

is responsible for “ensuring the board of directors is

regularly performing the tasks that they are legally

informed of all the executive committee’s relevant

responsible for and which generally consist of

actions and decisions” and thus ensure that all

supervising, monitoring and evaluating the activity

requests for clarifications are answered properly

of the executive members. The non-executive

and timely.

directors have not encountered any constraints in
performing these duties.

It should be noted that the executive committee
presents the current state of business, monthly

Pursuant to applicable laws and regulations,

indicators and other relevant information on the

particularly article 407 point 8 of the SC, ZON

company activity at all board of director meetings

Multimédia non-executive directors have complied
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with their duties to supervise the actions of the

executive directors. In other words, in order to avoid

executive committee members. According to

unnecessary duplication of information the annual

that provision, non-executive directors shall carry

report refers to this Chapter of the report, which

out the “general surveillance (...) of the executive

describes the activity of non-executive directors

committee,” and are responsible “for any losses

(and any constraints they encountered).

caused by acts or omissions, when, aware of such
acts or omissions or the intention the practice
them, do not call on the council to take appropriate
action.”

As the chairman of the ZON Multimédia board
of directors does not have any executive duties in
the company, and is an independent member of
the board, the duties of non-executive directors
are particularly easy, since the chairman can
coordinate the activities of non-executive directors
as a link, strengthening and facilitating dialogue
with the executive committee.

It should be noted the effort that has been made
to update the non-executive directors in the
different areas, and their assiduous presence and
active participation in the meetings of that body,
which definitely contributes to the performance of
their duties.

The ZON Multimédia non-executive directors
have also made an important contribution to the
company through their efforts on internal board
committees of the (see Chapter 2, point 4).

Finally, since this report is an annex to the
company’s annual report, we resorted to the
cross-references regarding the description of
the activity (and any constraints) found by non-
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2.3.4. SPECIFIC COMMISSIONS SET UP BY THE COMPANY
In compliance with legal or regulatory provisions, and

• Vítor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves

in order to reflect upon, recommend and suggest
ideas, the ZON Multimédia board of directors has

• László Istvan Hubay Cebrian

appointed a corporate governance committee and
an appointments and assessment committee, as

In accordance with the best applicable practice,

detailed below. These two committees are purely

the members of this committee are wholly

for advisory purposes and the decisions are always

independent, both pursuant to article 414 point 5

taken by the board.

of the CC and under the provisions of article 414-A
of the CC on incompatibilities, that are applicable

The committees have operating regulations that

due to the provisions of CMVM regulation 1/2010

can be seen on the company’s website.

and CMVM recommendation II.1.2.3.

As regards CMVM recommendation II.5.1, of the

The

Corporate Governance Code concerning the

Committee is:

mission

of

the

Corporate

Governance

election of governing bodies for the mandate
2010/2012,

ZON

Multimédia

examined

its

• To assist and support the board in

corporate governance model to assess the impact

overseeing of company activity in the area

of any new recommendations and made any

of corporate governance, rules of conduct

necessary alterations. Following this discussion, the

and social responsibility;

ZON Multimédia board of directors approved a new
appointments and assessments committee on 19

• To

study,

propose

and

recommend

April 2010, replacing the existing assessment

the board adopts policies, rules and

commission while

the

procedures necessary for compliance with

structure of the corporate governance commission

its internal rules, laws, regulations and

in from previous term of office.

statutory provisions, as well as national and

1

maintaining

most

of

international recommendations, standards

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

and best practices on matters referred to

COMMITTEE

above;

The corporate governance committee is composed
of the following members:

• To perform any other tasks or responsibilities
that the board of directors may delegate to
the corporate governance committee.

• Daniel Proença de Carvalho (Chairman)
The regulations of this commission were approved by the board of directors on 19 April 2010, then altered by a further board decision on 22
February 2011

1
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The corporate governance committee can only

depend on a request from the chairman and

work if the majority of its members are present or

shall be advisory in nature, without any voting

duly represented.

rights, except in meetings discussing executive
committee vacancies, a matter on which the

The

corporate

governance

committee

takes

decisions by majority vote. Where the corporate

chairman of the executive committee shall be
entitled to vote.

governance committee is composed of an even
number of members, its chairperson has the

The participation of the chairman of the executive

casting vote.

committee is to follow up matters related to
filling executive committee vacancies. In all other

The corporate governance committee held 1

matters, in particular board member assessment

meeting in 2012 to assess any incompatibilities

and filling non-executive vacancies, the chairman

and the independence of board members and to

of the executive committee is not called and can

approve the 2011 corporate governance report.

only be present at the request of the commission
chairman to provide any clarification as requested

The meetings of the corporate governance

and will never have any voting rights in these

committee are recorded in the minutes.

matters.

APPOINTMENT AND ASSESSMENT

Two of the members of this committee must be

COMMISSION

independent directors, according to the criteria
defined in article 414 point 5 or article 414-A of

The corporate governance committee is composed

the CC on incompatibilities, applicable provisions

of the following members:

under

CMVM

regulation

1/2010

or

CMVM

recommendation II.1.2.3.
• Daniel Proença de Carvalho (Chairman)
The appointments and assessment committee
• Vítor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves

shall:

• António Domingues
• Assist the board in selecting directors to
• Fernando Fortuny Martorell

serve on the company’s board of directors,
pursuant to CC article 393 point 3

• Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva

The committee may also include the CEO, Rodrigo
Jorge de Araujo Costa, whose attendance will

paragraph b);

• Prepare,

whenever

requested,

a

well-

founded opinion, should any vacancy arise
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in the governing bodies or the executive

The

committee, identifying people who, in their

Assessments

view, are better suited to fill this vacancy,

by majority vote of the members present or

given the skills, knowledge and experience

represented, and the chairman has a casting vote

required to perform the tasks;

in case of a tie.

decisions

of

the

Commission

Appointments
shall

be

and
taken

• Conduct the annual assessment of executive

The appointments and assessments committee

committee members and later coordinate

held two meetings in 2012. These meetings

with the compensation committee on the

assessed issues related to company performance,

next point;

human resource systems linked to the objectives
and control, the legal and regulatory framework

• Propose, as part of the annual evaluation of

and CMVM recommendations on remuneration

executive committee members, the criteria

to help the remuneration committee evaluate

used for setting the variable remuneration,

executive committee posts and define criteria for

including

setting objectives.

the

performance,

objectives

of

to

compensation

the

individual

committee;

The appointments and assessment committee
meetings were recorded in the minutes.

• Assess the overall performance of the
board of directors and any specialised
committees under the board of directors;

• Advise
general

the

executive

remuneration

committee
policy

and

on
the

variable compensation programs based
on allocation of ZON Multimédia shares or
share options, whenever requested by the
board of directors or the compensation
committee.

The appointments and assessments committee
deems itself to be validly constituted and able to
take decisions so long as a majority of its members
are present or represented.
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2.3.5. CORPORATE SUPERVISION – AUDIT
COMMISSION AND CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
The company is supervised by an audit commission

CC article 423-H states that the rules applicable

and a chartered accountant (“ROC”).

to the replacement of audit commission members
are the same as for board members.

The

ZON

Multimédia

audit

commission

is

composed of:

• Vítor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves
(Chairman)

RESPONSIBILITIES
Pursuant to the articles of association and audit
commission

regulations,

this

commission

is

responsible for and must comply with the duties
• Paulo Cardoso Correia Mota Pinto

stated in CC article 423- F and 423-G, including
the following tasks:

• Nuno João Francisco Soares de Oliveira
Silvério Marques

REGARDING FINANCIAL INFORMATION:
All audit commission members are independent in
accordance with CC article 414 point 5 and have
the necessary skills to fulfil their duties.

• Issue an opinion on the annual report and
accounts and the proposals submitted by
the company’s board of directors;

Annex I describes the tasks of audit commission
members in other companies, particularly in the
other group companies, as well as their professional

• Review, monitor and advise on the following
matters:

qualifications and any professional activities they
have performed in the last five years.

a) The

company’s

annual,

quarterly

and half-yearly financial information,
According to the company’s articles of association
and applicable law, members of the audit
commission are appointed at the same time as

including

the

development,

scope,

process,

dissemination

and

accuracy of the accounting documents;

other members of the board and the proposed
lists for the latter body shall name those members
who are intended to join the audit commission and
its chairman.

b) Relevant issues related to accounting
issues, audit and reporting of financial
information, including the following:
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i) Adequacy of the policies, practices,

• Assess

the

content

of

the

annual

accounting procedures and valuation

certification of accounts prepared by the

criteria adopted by the company;

chartered accountant and discuss any
reservations;

ii) Regularity and quality of accounting
information

and

supporting

documentation of the company in

• Represent

the

company

towards

the

external auditors;

light of accounting standards and
principles;

• Propose

the

board

hires,

renews

or

dismisses the respective contract and
iii) Any relevant changes to policies,
practices,

procedures

or

remuneration of the company’s external

criteria

auditors at the general meeting, whenever

referred to in b) i) above or any changes

there is just cause, and give an opinion

to accounting standards;

on the possible renewal of the contract or
replacement of the company’s external

iv) The situation of any property or
securities owned by the company;

auditor, as appropriate, at the end of three
consecutive contracts, focusing specifically
on the benefits and costs of their rotation

v) The impact of unusual transactions

and their independence;

and respective accounting methods
and other transactions of the changes

• Ensure that within the company and

described in b) iii) above, on accounting

the companies within or dominated by

documents.

ZON Multimédia group, the company’s
chartered accountant and external auditors

THE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

are provided with adequate conditions to

TOWARDS THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR

conduct their services;

SHALL:
• Review the scope, planning and resources
• Propose the appointment of the company’s

to be used in providing the respective

chartered accountant and replacement,

services with the chartered accountant and

monitor and assess their independence,

the external auditors;

the scope of their services and the statutory
audit of company accounts and statements
to the general meeting;

• Assess the content of the audit reports and
the company’s external auditors annually.
The auditors shall report and be subject
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to audit commission supervision, in terms

• Discuss and revise, as necessary or

of their qualifications, independence and

appropriate, with the executive committee

performance;

and the external auditors any matters
relating to compliance with legal or

• Get

an

annual

basis

report

on

the

regulatory obligations which may have

substantive issues arising in the context of

a material impact on the company’s

services provided directly from the external

financial

auditors, as well as any relationship between

accounting policies and other companies

the company and its external auditors,

that consolidate their accounts with ZON

including the amounts paid for audit

Multimédia;

information,

auditing

or

services and additional services;
• Discuss and review the adequacy, reliability
• Discuss separately with the external auditors

and effectiveness of the company’s internal

aspects and problems related to the

control procedures and evaluate matters

company’s audit process of accountability

relating

documents, including the responses from

financial reporting, risk detection and

the executive committee, and

protection of the company’s assets with

to

accounting

and

auditing,

the executive committee and the external
• Approve the hiring of the auditor or the

auditors annually;

chartered accountant for the provision
of services other than audit services in
advance.

• Evaluate

internal

control

and

risk

management and propose any adjustments
as required by the company;

INTERNAL CONTROL, RISK
MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL

• Review the scope and planning of activities

AUDITING SHALL:

and financial, human, technological and
organisational resource requirements for

• Monitor the effectiveness of the company’s
internal

control

mechanisms,

risk

adequate and effective internal audits with
the executive committee annually;

management and internal audit whenever
required and propose to the board of

• Discuss the internal control reports with

directors and/or the executive committee, to

the heads of internal auditing and external

the extent of its delegation of powers, the

auditors and review the of internal audit

adjustments to those mechanisms as may

reports, which, notwithstanding the relevant

be appropriate to the needs of the company;

technical

hierarchical

dependence,
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subject to the functional coordination of the

regulations and statutory provisions and

audit commission;

with the instructions, recommendations
and guidelines issued by the competent

• Issue an opinion on the appointment,
replacement or dismissal of internal audit

authorities with the board and/or executive
committee;

unit officers beforehand, and
• Implement an irregularity reporting policy,
• Oversee the tasks and the implementation

including any confidential and anonymous

of the measures, recommendations and

procedures needed to receive, record

plans proposed in the context of the

and process complaints received by the

internal control and risk management

company, particularly those aspects related

systems and the internal audit tasks within

to accounting, internal control procedures

the company.

for accounting matters and audit issues
relating to the company;

COMPLIANCE AND
IRREGULARITIES SHALL:

• Ensure, within their legal and statutory
powers,

• Oversee

legal

reporting

of

the

the

compliance with the rules applicable to the

company and receive communications

company (compliance), notwithstanding

regarding any illegalities or irregularities

their need to report to the executive

from shareholders, company employees or

committee.

provisions

with

functional

and

statutory

compliance

the

applicable

to

company

services

which

ensure

others;

OTHER LIABILITIES AND TASKS:
• Issue a prior opinion on any significantly
relevant business to be concluded between

• Approve

and

disseminate

an

annual

qualified shareholders or entities with whom

report on its supervisory activity, including

they are in any of the situations listed in SC

a description of the activities performed

article 20 in force at the time and ZON

in the previous year, and mentioning, in

Multimédia or companies dominated by the

particular, any constraints that the audit

group;

commission encountered in carrying out
its powers and performing their duties

• Discuss and review any relevant matters
related

with

the

conformity

of

the

on the company’s website along with the
accounting documents;

company’s business activity, with the laws,
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• Approve a report on the following aspects

MODE OF OPERATION

every year advising the board of the
contents;

Notwithstanding any compliance with legal and
statutory requirements, the audit commission, on

i) Performance

evaluation

of

the

audit

its own initiative and as part of its responsibilities

commission in accordance with its powers,

and legal and statutory duties and whenever

duties, responsibilities and functions;

deemed necessary to fulfil their responsibilities
and respective duties under the regulation shall:

ii) Action plan for the current year to carry
out its responsibilities and fulfil its duties,

i. Meet at least once a month;

responsibilities and functions;
ii. Meet at least once every quarter, with
• Review

and

respective

members of the executive committee, the

appropriate,

head of internal auditing, the chartered

propose any changes deemed necessary or

accountant and the company’s external

convenient to the board every year.

auditors and, whenever it deems appropriate,

regulations

reassess
and,

the

where

at least once per year, separately or jointly
• Establish procedures and criteria required

with members of the executive committee,

to define the level of significant relevance of

the administration and supervision bodies,

business inked between owners of qualifying

responsible

holding or entities with whom they are in any

chartered accountant and the company’s

of the situations listed in SC article 20 and

external auditors;

for

internal

auditing,

the

ZON Multimédia or companies dominated
by the group.

iii. Attend

executive

committee

meetings

that appraise the financial statements, and
In

carrying

out

its

powers,

functions

and

in any case, the CEO is required to send

responsibilities and to comply with their duties,

to the chairman of the audit commission

the activity of the audit commission, as applicable

copies of the minutes of the meetings of

and within legal limits, includes the companies

that committee, when requested for this

dominated by the group and ZON Multimédia and

purpose;

other direct or indirect subsidiaries.
iv. Be entitled to summon the persons referred
to in ii above and any directors or employees
of the company and/or companies in
dominated by the group:
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i) participate, wholly or in part in any audit

Meetings shall be convened by the chairman or

commission meetings or to meet

at the request of any of its other members. The

individually with any of its Members, and

notice of each meeting shall be sent to the audit
commission members, with at least 3 working

ii) conduct any investigations and provide

days’ notice before the date of each meeting and

any information the audit commission

include the agenda and, where applicable, any

deems necessary, including operations,

supporting documentation.

activities or business of the company
and/or companies in dominated by the

The decisions of the audit commission are taken

group with ZON Multimédia;

by majority of votes cast as long as most of the
members in office are present, and its chairman

v. Be entitled to request the ZON Multimédia

has a casting vote.

executive committee and/or board of
directors to take any the steps necessary

The audit commission held 20 meetings in 2012.

to

Minutes were taken of the meetings.

obtain

the

information

about

the

course of operations, business activities
or subsidiaries, directly or indirectly, by

Pursuant to the ZON Multimédia regulations and

ZON Multimédia. The committee or board

applicable law, the company’s accounts must be

should ensure the necessary collaboration

examined by a chartered accountant or a firm of

and coordination with the boards of those

accountants, appointed by the general meeting as

companies;

proposed by the audit commission.

vi. Be entitled to hire the services of experts

The audit provided for in CC article 446, is

to assist one or more of its members in

ensured by Oliveira, Kings & Associates, SROC,

conducting their tasks, and the hiring and

Lda, represented by Jose Vieira dos Reis and

remuneration of these experts must take

Fernando Marques Oliveira as statutory effective

into account the importance of the subjects

and alternate auditors respectively, for the current

committed to them and the economic

term of office.

situation of company; and
vii. Be

generally

entitled

to

obtain

all

information and financial, technical, human

The audit commission regulations are available for
inspection at the company’s website.

and material resources necessary, including
a support secretariat, from the company’s
board of directors.
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2.3.6. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The remuneration committee is elected by

The members of the remuneration commission as

the shareholders at their annual meeting and

at 31 December 2012 were:

its purpose, in accordance with the articles of
association article 13 point 4 paragraph e), is to

• Fernando José Guimarães Freire de Sousa;

set the remuneration of the members of the ZON
Multimédia governing bodies and it is exclusively

• Luís Manuel Roque de Pinho Patrício;

composed of members who are independent of
the board of directors, according to the criteria

• Agostinho do Nascimento Pereira de
Miranda.

set out in Chapter II, paragraph 14 in the annex to
CMVM regulation 1/2010.
The
The remuneration committee has three members
with great experience, especially in business, who
have the knowledge necessary to deal with and
decide on all matters within the jurisdiction of the
remuneration commission, including remuneration
policy.

proposal

and

choice

of

remuneration

commission members are carefully considered
in order to guarantee impartiality and the best
interests of the company, which is why none of
the members have any family connection with any
member of the board by marriage, blood or affinity
to the third degree, making sure, by this means, the
strict observance of the criteria for independence.

In order to perform their task, the remuneration
committee constantly monitors and assesses, with
the support of the appointments and assessment
committee, the directors’ performance, verifying
the extent to which their objectives were achieved,
and meets whenever necessary. It should be noted
that the appointments and assessment committee
merely assists and does not have any power of
decision, within the remit of the remuneration
committee.

The company provides remuneration commission
members permanent access at company expense
to external consultants who specialise in various
areas where the commission needs it. The
remuneration commission did not contract any
services to support the fulfilment of its mission in
2012.

RESPONSIBILITIES
This commission was created, under the articles
of association, to set the remuneration of ZON
Multimédia company officers. It is also responsible
for monitoring and evaluating, with the support of
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the appointments and assessments committee,
the performance of the members according to the
defined objectives.

The remuneration commission met 3 times in 2012
and decided on issues of executive committee
assessment, goal setting and compensation.

Minutes were taken of the meetings.
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2.3.7. INTERNAL REGULATIONS AND CODE OF CONDUCT
ETHICS CODE

before the shareholders, as investors,
stakeholders and the market, fostering the

The ZON Multimédia board of directors has

value, credibility and good governance of

adopted a code of ethics, which applies to all

the group;

employees of all group companies, to ensure a
common set of ethical standards. Its updating and

• Encourages the dissemination of complete,

implementation is permanently monitored by the

true, current, transparent, objective and

company’s corporate governance commission.

licit market information, particularly by
establishing mechanisms to ensure the

The code of ethics formalizes and explains

disclosure of financial information that

standards of behaviour in line with the principles

accurately reflects its financial position,

and values

results and business, as well as adopting of

of

ZON

Multimédia

and

is

a

commitment towards collective responsibility of

market abuse prevention measures;

ZON Multimédia and an individual responsibility
of each employee, consolidating the foundations

• Rejects and penalizes the use of illegal

that support the growing relations of trust between

methods

in

achieving

its

business

workers, other employees shareholders, customers

objectives, which should always be pursued

and suppliers and service providers, as well as with

in an atmosphere of healthy competition,

regulatory authorities and the public in general.

using a policy of excellence for its products
and services;

ZON Multimédia, in meeting its ethical values:
• Strives to provide its customers with
• Establishes rules and procedures it considers

products and services of the highest quality

most appropriate at any moment to ensure

that best suit their needs and preferences

strict adherence to the legal and regulatory

and focuses on continuous innovation;

rules applicable to group companies and its
activity, and the foundations of his conduct
set out in its code of ethics;

• Contributes

to

the

motivation

and

remuneration of its employees, promoting
equality of opportunity, human dignity and

• Welcomes the mechanisms designed to
ensure that all shareholders are treated

individual responsibility in its relations with
employees;

equally and assumes a transparent conduct
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• Collaborates with supervisory authorities,

related to ZON Multimédia. These rules aim

answering any requests they may make;

to strengthen specific duties of confidentiality,
competence and professionalism by the financial

• Encourages respect for competition and

officers, as well as transparency and compliance

labour rules while safeguarding property

with laws applicable to the group and the

rights (in particular, intellectual property)

responsibility for disseminating information.

and group resources;
The code of ethics establishes principles of
• Creates appropriate mechanisms to ensure
their

suppliers

and

service

honesty and accountability, transparency and

providers

equal treatment of shareholders and regulatory

respect the group’s principles and values,

aspects such as competition, intellectual property

as enshrined in the code of ethics and to

and property protection in general, prevention of

comply with their legal and contractual

conflicts of interest and impartiality, internal control

obligations, in line with the principle of good

system and illegitimate advantages as well as social

faith;

accountability and sustainable development.

• Imposes internally a principle of impartiality
in

decision

making,

mechanisms

for

The ZON Multimédia code of ethics can be seen
on the company’s website.

preventing and resolving conflicts of interest
and a duty to cooperate and encourage

OTHER CODES OF CONDUCT

effective internal control system;

AND INTERNAL REGULATIONS

• Has adopted a company policy that

ZON Multimédia has adopted internal rules and

enshrines and promotes the idea of

other regulations for itself and group companies,

contributing to socio-economic welfare,

as applicable. These codes of conduct and internal

social

regulations are as follows:

responsibility

and

sustainable

development.

RULES ON TRANSACTIONS
The ZON Multimédia code of ethics also includes

BY GROUP DIRECTORS

specific rules for financial officers, reinforcing
the importance of specific ethical standards

A regulation on transactions by group directors,

applicable to all group employees who are directly

which

or indirectly involved in the preparation, analysis

prevention of market abuse and establishes the

and dissemination of financial statements, press

concepts regarding “inside information”, “market

releases or any other management information

manipulation” and “relevant transactions” among

regulates

matters

relating
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other associated companies was approved in 2007

defines the terms of the audit commission’s

and revised in June 2010.

intervention in this process.

This regulation was issued in line with the SC

The contents of the internal regulation are

standards and applicable CMVM regulations,

described in Chapter 3, Section 6 below.

namely, with the following objectives: (i) to establish
rules and procedures relating to disclosure

REGULATION ON THE PROVISION OF

requirements regarding shares and voting rights

SERVICES BY EXTERNAL AUDITORS

held and any relevant transactions carried out
by company officers in shares issued by ZON

The audit commission approved a regulation in

Multimédia and related financial instruments, and

2008 laying down the rules that apply to non-audit

(ii) to consolidate good practice already in place

services (“Non-Audit”) or audit services (“Audit

at the company to improve prevention of market

Related”) provided by the external auditor and/

abuse.

or related companies to ZON Multimédia and/or
its affiliated companies included in the respective

REGULATION ON TRANSACTIONS

perimeter of consolidation.

WITH QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDERS
According to the regulation, the provision of
In

order

to

accommodate

the

CMVM

non-audit services or not related to audits by the

recommendations relating to transactions with

company’s external auditor, requires prior approval

qualified shareholders, and as a result of internal

and

reflection on the matter, the audit commission and

and should be considered as an exception or

the board approved a regulation on transactions

complementarity, respectively.

authorisation

of

the

audit

commission

with qualified shareholders on 29 July 2010, which
establishes the general principle that transactions

REGULATION ON PROCEDURES

concluded between the company or any subsidiary

TO ADOPT REGARDING

and any qualified shareholder or entity with which

IRREGULARITY COMMUNICATION

it is in one of the situations referred to in SC article

(“WHISTLEBLOWING”)

20 (related entity) should be carried out under
The contents of the rules on reporting irregularities,

normal market conditions.

approved by ZON Multimédia on 20 December
This regulation also establishes internal procedures

2007, is described in point 11 below, and are

for

available for inspection on the company’s website.

monitoring

transactions

with

qualified

shareholders that are considered to be appropriate
for the transparency of decision making and
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2.3.8. REMUNERATION POLICY OF BOARD
AND OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
A Remuneration Committee declaration on

The good practice of remuneration systems

the remuneration policy for ZON Multimédia

regarding quoted companies, advises models

board and oversight committee members was

that include different components: a fixed

submitted to the company’s shareholders at the

component that works as a “base” pay and a

ZON Multimédia general meeting on 27 April

variable part that may be an annual bonus and/

2012, in compliance with the provision in article

or the implementation of share plans.

2 of law 28/2009, of 19 June, a general outline
The

of which is given below.

components

of

the

ZON

Multimédia

compensation scheme for board members
As regards the remuneration policy of the

is in line with what is practised by other

other

comparable

ZON

Multimédia

directors,

with

the

companies

according

to

the

meaning given in article 248-B point 3 of the

benchmarking regarding the market value of

Securities Code (SC), taking into account they

these components. The peer groups taken for

work on the boards of ZON Multimédia group

comparison considered independent studies,

subsidiaries, their pay is established by the

that encouraged an assessment of: i) benchmark

respective Remuneration Committees (and not

PSI 20 and PSI 10; ii) benchmark Telecom – Tier

by the board of ZON Multimédia), so there is no

1 and Tier 2; iii) benchmark – Virgin, Telenet and

need to submit a declaration from the board of

Liberty Global.

directors about the remuneration policy of the
other directors to the ZON Multimédia general

The

variable

remuneration

associated

with

meeting, which is why it is considered that

reaching management objectives involves two

Recommendation II.1.5.3 does not apply to ZON

components: an annual bonus and a share plan.

Multimédia.
The annual bonus, ensuring alignment with the

REMUNERATION POLICY

results, also tries to guarantee maximising the

OF EXECUTIVE AND

company’s long-term performance.

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
The Share Plans and Options approved at the
Reward systems are a strategic part in the ability

general meeting, aim to guarantee the alignment

of an organisation to attract, keep and motivate

of individual interests with the business interests

the best professionals in the market.

and the interests of the ZON Multimédia
shareholders, rewarding met objectives, which
suppose the creation of sustainable wealth.
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The non-executive members of the board, as

and Amortization”), Operating Cash Flow, Net

they are not responsible in putting the defined

profit and RGUs (“Revenue Generating Unit”).

strategies into operation, have a compensation
system that does not include any variable

On the other hand, the aim of the Share Plan,

remuneration components, just a fixed amount.

apart from complying with the objectives already
mentioned for the annual bonus, also ensures

ALIGNMENT OF THE INTEREST OF

alignment with the creation of shareholder value

THE BOARD DIRECTORS WITH THE

and strengthens loyalty mechanisms. There are

INTEREST OF THE COMPANY

two Plans in operation, one called “Executivo
Sénior” and the other “Standard”.

The compensation system also has to ensure
the interests of the executive board members is

Although the assessments regarding compliance

in line with the business objectives. The success

with the objectives is the responsibility of the

of this strategy lies in ensuring the alignment

remuneration committee, they are supported

is conducted through clear objectives that are

by an opinion issued by the Appointments and

coherent with the strategy, strict metrics to

Assessments Commission.

assess individual performance along with correct
incentives that simultaneously encourage ethical

The variable remuneration, using the components

principles.

referred to above, tries to consolidate a correct
policy to set objectives with systems that

The creation of value needs not just excellent

properly reward the ability to get results and

professionals but also a framework of incentives

obtain ambitious performance, that discourage

that reflect the size and complexity of the

short-term policies and foster the development

challenges.

of sustainable medium- and long-term policies.
The Share Plan approved at the general meeting

The

Remuneration

Committee

and

the

on 19 April 2012, imposed a deferral period

Appointments and Assessments Commission

of three years for the Executivo Sénior plan, in

define the main variables subject to assessment

compliance with the legal requirements in force

and the respective objective amounts every year.

regarding variable remuneration deferral and 5
years for the Standard plan.

The variable remuneration was calculated using
the performance of ZON Multimédia as measured

It should also be noted that despite the

by the previously defined business indicators.

current Share Plan being deferred in time,

2012

the

considered

the

Revenues,

EBITDA

(“Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation

Remuneration

Committee

limited

the

transformation of rights to shares, attributed
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under the Executivo Sénior Share Plan, at the

office and is subject to positive performance of

end of the three-year period, depending on the

the company in the future as mentioned above.

profit of the company which requires compliance
with the following, additional condition:

These plans are described in greater detail in
Chapter 3 point 5 below.

The consolidated net situation in years n+1 or n+2
or n+3, depending on the year under assessment,

The objectives that are assessed generally

excluding any extraordinary movements occurred

correspond to profitability rations and growth that

after the end of year n, and without an amount

ensure the development of the company and,

corresponding to a pay-out of 40% on the net

consequently, indirectly the national economy

profit in the consolidated accounts of each year

and all its stakeholders.

in the deferral period (regardless of the actual
pay out) must be higher than that found at the

In the case of future attribution of options, there

end of business year n. Extraordinary movements

is a three-year deferral after the date of the

are considered, in the period between year n and

respective attribution.

n+3, namely capital increases, purchase or sale
of own shares, extraordinary dividends, annual

DEFERRAL OF VARIABLE

pay-out different from 40% of the consolidate

REMUNERATION

profit of the respective business year or other
movements that affect the net situation but do

Half of the variable compensation that was

not arise from the company’s operating profit.

attributed, i.e. the bonuses and shares attributed

The net situation of year n+1, n+2 and n+3 must

under the respective plans, was deferred for

be calculated using the accounting rules used in

three years and its payment will depend on the

business year n, to ensure comparability.

future positive performance. The definition of
this condition on future access to the variable

The distribution of shares, under the approved

remuneration was explained in the previous

plans, is totally dependent on group and

point.

individual performance, primarily aims to ensure
the maximum creation of value over the medium-

CEILINGS ON VARIABLE

and long-term, thus encouraging policies that

REMUNERATION

are sustainable in the long term.
The

amount

of

the

variable

components

Note that the variable compensation attributed

(including the Share Plans), when the attribution

through the Share Plans, apart from being

is decided by the Remuneration Committee

deferred will mostly be received after the term of

is limited to a ceiling of 1.5 times the fixed
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remuneration, in compliance with good corporate

after terminating their term of office, they shall

governance practice regarding these matters.

be paid compensation equivalent to two years
average annual fixed remuneration and bonus

GUARANTEE OF MINIMUM VARIABLE

(excluding share attribution plans) under the

REMUNERATION

terms of the individual agreements. On the
other hand, they cannot work in any competing

There

are

minimums

no

contracts

for

the

with

variable

guaranteed

company in Portugal for two years.

remuneration,

decoupled from company’s performance, nor

These board directors have no employment

are there any contracts to mitigate the inherent

relationship with ZON Multimédia.

risk of the variable remuneration.

REMUNERATION POLICY OF
UNFAIR DISMISSAL OF THE BOARD

MEMBERS OF OVERSIGHT BODIES

OF DIRECTORS
The members of the Audit Commission, like
Unfair dismissal of ZON Multimédia executive

other non-executive board directors, only receive

directors gives them the right to receive an

fixed remuneration.

amount equivalent to the fixed remuneration plus
the annual variable remuneration (excluding the

The certified accountant is paid in accordance

attribution of new share rights) that they would

with the legally established contract terms.

have had the right to until the end of their term
of office as compensation. The annual variable

Given the above, ZON Multimédia believes

remuneration to be received until the end of

its remuneration model is properly designed,

the term of office will be calculated using the

as: i) it defines a potential, total maximum

average annual variable remuneration (excluding

remuneration;

the shares component) paid in the last two years.

through a fixed remuneration that is relatively

ii)

it

rewards

performance,

small in comparison with the total potential

PAYMENTS CONNECTED WITH THE

remuneration, as a mechanism to defend the

TERMINATION OF BOARD DIRECTOR

interest of the stakeholders; iii) it discourages

CONTRACTS

adopting excessive risk, as 50% of the variable
remuneration component – Annual Bonus and

In order to bring the company into line

Share Plan – are deferred over three years; iv) it

with

regarding

actively guarantees adopting sustainable policies

Corporate Governance, if a ZON Multimédia

over time, namely by previously defining business

executive board director is not reappointed

objectives and because of the real payment of the

good

international

practice
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deferred variable remuneration components are
subject to compliance with objective conditions,
associated with the economic soundness of the
company; v) It allows talent to be obtained and
retained; and vi) it is in line with comparable
benchmarking.
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2.3.9. BOARD DIRECTORS’ REMUNERATION
FIXED AND VARIABLE REMUNERATION

The fixed and variable remuneration of executive

OF EXECUTIVE AND NON-EXECUTIVE

and non-executive board directors in 2012 were as

BOARD DIRECTORS

shown below:

FIXED

VARIABLE

TOTAL

REMUN.
PAID IN
2012

REMUN.
TO BE
PAID IN
2013

250,000

-

250,000

214,286

35,714

RODRIGO JORGE DE ARAÚJO COSTA

695,002

270,000

965,002

595,716

369,286

JOSÉ PEDRO FARIA PEREIRA DA COSTA

405,006

225,000

630,006

347,148

282,858

LUÍS MIGUEL GONÇALVES LOPES

405,006

225,000

630,006

347,148

282,858

DUARTE MARIA DE ALMEIDA E VASCONCELOS
CALHEIROS

350,000

90,000

440,000

300,000

140,000

1,855,014

810,000

2,665,014

1,590,012

1,075,002

COMMENTS

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DANIEL PROENÇA DE CARVALHO
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBERS/AUDIT COMMITTEE
VITOR FERNANDO DA CONCEICAO GONCALVES

120,000

-

120,000

102,857

17,143

NUNO JOAO FRANCISCO SOARES OLIVEIRA
SILVERIO MARQUES

110,000

-

110,000

94,286

15,714

PAULO CARDOSO CORREIA DA MOTA PINTO

110,000

-

110,000

94,286

15,714

340,000

-

340,000

291,429

48,571

FERNANDO FORTUNY MARTORELL

21,409

-

21,409

18,350

3,058

ANTÓNIO DOMINGUES

21,409

-

21,409

18,350

3,058

JOAQUIM FRANCISCO ALVES FERREIRA DE
OLIVEIRA

21,409

-

21,409

18,350

3,058

LASZLO HUBAY CEBRIAN

42,818

-

42,818

36,701

6,117

MÁRIO FILIPE MOREIRA LEITE DA SILVA

21,409

-

21,409

18,350

3,058

ISABEL DOS SANTOS

-

-

-

-

-

MIGUEL FILIPE VEIGA MARTINS

-

-

-

-

-

NON-EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

CATARINA EUFEMIA DA LUZ TAVIRA

-

-

-

-

-

ANDRE PALMEIRO RIBEIRO

-

-

-

-

-

11,471

-

11,471

11,471

-

RESIGNATION
31/08/2012

18,565

-

18,565

18,565

-

RESIGNATION
31/07/2012

-

-

-

-

-

RESIGNATION
31/07/2012
WITHOUT
REMUNERATION

158,490

-

158,490

140,139

18,350

JORGE TELMO MARIA FREIRE CARDOSO
LUIS JOÃO BORDALLO DA SILVA

NORBERTO EMILIO SEQUEIRA DA ROSA
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The remuneration payable in 2013, regarding the

ATTRIBUTION OF SHARES OR SHARE

variable, month of holidays and holiday subsidy.

OPTIONS OR OTHER INCENTIVE
SYSTEM USING SHARES – BONUSES,

The variable remuneration refers to executive

BENEFITS IN KIND AND PROFIT

board director performance in the business years

SHARING

ended on 31 December 2012.
The general meeting approved a Share or
ZON Multimédia executive board directors who also

Option Plan, that authorised ZON Multimédia to

work in other ZON Multimédia group companies

implement two Plans, one called Executivo Sénior

do not receive any additional remuneration or

and another called Standard. The executive board

other amounts of any kind.

members are on both plans.

Following the implementation of the above plan,
rights to shares under the Executivo Sénior plan
and the Standard plan were attributed to members
of the Executive Commission in 2012.

ATTRIBUTION OF SHARES

NUMBER OF SHARES
NUMBER OF SHARES
ALLOCATED IN 2012 UNDER
ALLOCATED IN 2012 UNDER
THE STANDARD PLAN.
THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE
(THESE SHARES WILL BE
PLAN. (THESE SHARES
VESTED BETWEEN 2013 AND
WILL BE VESTED IN 2015,
2017 SUBJECT TO A RATE
SUBJECT TO THE FUTURE
OF 20% PER YEAR, AND
POSITIVE PERFORMANCE
TO THE FUTURE POSITIVE
OF THE COMPANY)
PERFORMANCE OF THE
COMPANY)
RODRIGO JORGE DE ARAUJO COSTA

75,000

9,115

JOSE PEDRO FARIA PEREIRA DA COSTA

40,000

5,311

LUIS MIGUEL GONCALVES LOPES

40,000

5,311

DUARTE MARIA DE ALMEIDA E
VASCONCELOS CALHEIROS

17,500

4,590

172,500

24,327

These plans are described in greater detail in
Chapter 3 point 5 below.
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COMPENSATION PAID OR DUE FOR
JOB TERMINATION
No compensation was paid or due to former board
directors for terminating their jobs.

ESTIMATE OF OTHER
BENEFITS IN KIND
Apart from those described above, no significant
benefits in kind were attributed.

There are no extra pension or early retirement
schemes for the board directors.
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2.3.10. RISK CONTROL SYSTEM
MAIN RISK FACTORS

market share, loss of customers, increasing
difficulty

in

obtaining

and

retaining

ZON Multimédia’s business is affected by several

customers. This management of this risk is

risk factors, which are grouped into risk categories,

a constant concern of the ZON Multimédia

namely:

executive

Governance,

strategy

and

planning,

committee.

Competition

risk

operations and infrastructure, compliance and

management has become a strategy of

reporting. The risk factors are reviewed and

investing in the continuous improvement

prioritized twice a year, updating them and

of quality of service before the competition

subjecting them to a voting process to classify

(Cable TV and Digital Television), launching

them according to their likelihood and impacts

channels (investing in exclusive channels

in terms of processes, people and technology.

and HD), and innovative services (time-

ZON Multimédia has been implementing control

warp), diversification of supply and the

activities that to mitigate risks to a level set by

quality and diversity of the content.

management (level of acceptance of risk) to
• Technological developments: the need for

manage its risks.

investments in increasingly competitive
The main risk factors identified in the last

business services (Multimedia, Internet and

assessment were:

land-line and mobile voice) subjected to
accelerated and sometimes unpredictable

• Regulation: to monitor regulatory changes,

changes in technology.

given the threats and opportunities posed to
the competitive position of ZON Multimédia

ZON Multimédia sees innovation management as

in its business areas. The regulation risk

critical, despite the fact that you cannot accurately

management is the liability of the central

predict the effect of technological change on

legal department, with support from the

one’s business or your ability to offer competitive

operators,

competition

products and services. ZON Multimédia activity and

department, which should be aware of any

earnings may be impacted if: the group (i) does

new regulations issued by national and

not effectively compete in new businesses and

international entities that apply to business

markets, (ii) cannot attract and retain employees

sectors where ZON Multimédia is present.

with the necessary skills to develop new business,

regulation

and

and (iii) does not increase the use of new services
• Competition: potential reduction in the

by customers, if it decreases or if its evolution is

prices of products and services, reduction of

in a different direction from the technologies and
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businesses that ZON Multimédia is investing in.

of fiscal and parafiscal regulations. This

The management of risk regarding technological

risk management is the responsibility of

change is the responsibility of the technology

the central financial and administrative

management and information systems units.

department, which tracks all tax legislation
and seeks to take advantage of tax

• Loss of customers: the inability to retain

planning opportunities. This department

customers, either through inappropriate

can request tax advice whenever issues

business practices or difficulty in monitoring

under consideration may be more critical

its effectiveness. This management of

and, therefore, need interpretation by an

this risk is a constant concern of the ZON

independent entity.

Multimédia executive committee. Managing
the risk of losing customers has gone

• Revenue: Implementation and enforcement

through a strategy of diversifying products

of revenue controls, regarding invoicing

and services and constantly monitoring of

quality. These controls are applied in the

their preferences.

billing area, where ZON Multimédia wants
to present a better quality to reach a level of

• Retaining talent: the ability to ensure

excellence.

people have the skills and knowledge
required to develop the business, are

The revenue assurance & fraud area applies

properly motivated, and positioned in

procedures

the right places. Managing this risk is the

(underbilling) and cost control that allow us to

responsibility of the central human resource

present a coherent chain of revenue between

department which, given the aggressive

the moment it enters our systems to invoicing

competition, has developed strategies for

and collection. ZON Multimédia applies fraud

retaining resident skills and focuses on

control procedures to prevent abnormal fraudulent

opportunities for strengthening them. The

situations or piracy with a direct impact on revenue.

for

monitoring

revenue

loss

main components of these strategies have
been the focus on training, outlining plans

• Collection:

Reduced

income

from

for professional development, attracting

customers by ineffective or inadequate

highly qualified skills and implementation

charging rules and/or amendments to

of progressive reward systems increasingly

legislation

focusing on merit and results.

essential services and that have an impact

governing

the

provision

of

on the recovery of debts from customers.
• Tax: The changes in tax laws and possible

These risks are managed by setting a

interpretations of applying different forms

monthly action plan for collecting bills where
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the results are monitored, validated and

necessary steps to correct any aspects that

assessed. Where appropriate the rule and

are reported.

the action timings are adjusted to ensure

INTERNAL PROCEDURES TO

the collection of end customer debts.

CONTROL RISK
RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Bearing in mind the regulatory requirements ZON
Risk management is ensured by various ZON

Multimédia is subject to, it has implemented

Multimédia business units based on identifying

an internal control and risk management post,

and prioritizing critical risks and developing risk

approved by the executive committee, upon advice

management strategies to implement any control

from the audit commission, which is intended

procedures considered appropriate to reduce risk

primarily to ensure compliance with the objectives,

to an acceptable level.

policies and procedures to ensure the reliability
of financial reporting, to minimize any fraud and

The risk management strategies that have been

identify the main risks related to company activity

adopted seek to ensure that:

and events that could generate risks and ensure
that critical risks are controlled and reduced to an

• The control systems and procedures and

acceptable level.

the policies in place allow us to meet the
expectations of management, shareholders

This task is being performed in the main ZON

and the general public;

Multimédia subsidiaries. The programme provides
for the introduction of internal control procedures

• The control systems and procedures and
policies are established pursuant to all

and their revision, verification and continuous
improvement.

applicable laws and regulations;
In 2012, actions were implemented to correct
• The financial and operational information

some of the control procedures that were

is complete, reliable, safe and reported

considered ineffective following assessments

regularly and on time;

by internal and external auditing and we also
reviewed the control procedures associated with

• The ZON Multimédia resources are used
efficiently and rationally;

risk areas that were not yet covered by the ZON
Group internal control manual and extended
the cover of the Manual in phases to other ZON

• The

shareholder

operational

value

is

management

maximised;
takes

companies in the future.

the
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The evaluation methodology that was adopted took

• Actions to assess the risks identified in the

into account the references provided by the bodies

“Risk Dictionary” in terms of i) the likelihood

responsible for encouraging the existence of

of occurrence and ii) potential impacts in

internal control mechanisms in the capital markets,

terms of people, processes and technology,

in particular by the CMVM, SEC and PCAOB that

identifying priority areas for auditing the

were based on an assessment of the internal control

internal control manual and risk mitigation

system in the light of the framework of COSO

actions;

II - Enterprise Risk Management, regarding the
Entity Level Controls and Process Level Controls,

• The monitoring risk control procedure

in accordance with the COBIT framework for

assessment, using them as warnings to:

Information Systems and Information Technology.

i) permanently update residual risk, ii)
generate and maintain updated risk matrices

As regards the implementation of an internal

and, consequently, iii) adjust priorities and

control system and as a result of using the

actions to develop, maintain, among others,

references mentioned above, a set of systems

an alignment of risk actually incurred with

were developed that helped maintain an excellent

the company’s strategic option in assuming

internal control and risk management environment

risk, and monitoring the implementation

in ZON Multimédia, including:

of risk management measures that were
adopted and how effective they are;

• The monitoring and periodic review of the
risk management process to ensure that the

• Maintaining

the

association

between

planning remains relevant in terms of costs

the risks and the items in the financial

and treatment options of the risks and that

statements in order to assess their impact

any changes that occur, are included in the

as a result of fluctuations in the levels of risk

factors that affect the likelihood and impact

and the production of various assessment

of the risks ensuring their level of risk is

reports;

acceptable as defined by management;
• Periodic assessment of the internal control
• Maintaining the ZON Multimédia “Risk

and risk management system, including a

Dictionary”, adjusting it to the reality of the

review of the internal control manual used

ZON Multimédia group every moment and

in the main ZON Multimédia businesses

the political and economic environment

and ensuring it is continuously updated;

of global recession and financial market
instability;

• Maintaining
the
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technology internal control manual and the

• Entity Level Controls are defined in business

controls stated in the information security

terms by ZON Multimédia and apply

certificate (ISO 27001);

uniformly to all group companies including
ZON Multimédia and are intended to

• Publication of ZON Multimédia group
internal control manual on the corporate

establish guidelines for the internal control
of ZON Multimédia subsidiaries;

intranet to ensure most employees are aware
of it, allowing for internal communication

• Process Level Controls and IS/IT controls

and information about the internal control

are defined corporately and are applied

and risk management system;

to ZON Multimédia subsidiaries, tailored
to

their

specific

nature,

organisation

• Defining, monitoring and reporting the

and accountability processes. Given this

assessment of control procedures, required

distribution, the controls related to the

remediation plans to correct any identified

collection of information needed to prepare

deficiencies and any impacts of the

the financial statements are located in

corporate risk management model to the

the companies while the controls related

ZON Multimédia audit commission.

to processing, recording and archiving
accounting information is in the central

These actions assured that as at 31 December

financial and administrative department.

2012, a 98% implementation of the ZON Group
internal control manual, which was the percentage

ZON Multimédia, after completing the revalidation

of the controls considered as effective in

of the model, began a systematic process to

comparison with all the controls defined in the

validate the controls that had been implemented

internal

controls”

and maintained by the ZON Multimédia corporate

was considered as meaning the results of the

units and business units in 2011, ensuring the

assessment actions undertaken by internal and

commitment of key reporting financial stakeholders

external auditors.

and the permanent monitoring of the effectiveness

control

manual.

“Effective

of the design and adequacy of those controls.

CONTROL BY ZON MULTIMÉDIA,
BUSINESS UNITS AND

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

INSTRUMENTAL COMPANIES

MANAGEMENT

ZON Multimédia’s internal control is structured

ZON Multimédia believes business continuity

according to the following functional responsibilities:

management is an essential tool to ensure
that their goals can be achieved even when the
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organisation is exposed to a transient event that
may disrupt its operations.

The business continuity management implemented
by ZON recognises the strategic importance of
the various stakeholders in the business and has
developed a resistant structure that can respond to
emergencies using a methodology based on risk
assessment.

The definition and maintenance of the business
continuity plan framework is the responsibility
of the corporate safety committee, which must
ensure the process, responsibilities, resources and
methodology to develop, implement and test the
business continuity plans.

This

ZON

Multimédia

committee

is

also

responsible for overseeing the updating of the
business continuity plans for the different areas,
for scheduling these tests and monitoring the
implementation of improvements and changes to
the various plans.
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2.3.11. IRREGULARITY COMMUNICATION POLICY
ZON has a policy for reporting irregularities

Outubro, 1064-001 Lisbon, which was opened

within the company, and has had regulations on

for this sole purpose, or by email to comunicar.

procedures to adopt regarding the communication

irregularidades@zon.pt also created exclusively for

of irregularities (“Whistleblowing”), since 2007.

reporting irregularities.

Under these regulations, “irregularities” are all

Irregularity reports are received and processed

wilful or negligent acts or omissions that occur

by the audit commission, which is assisted

as part of the group’s activity, that are against

throughout the various stages of this process by

laws or ZON Multimédia regulations, statutory

the secretary general and the internal audit unit.

provisions, rules or ethical principles attributable

The audit commission is empowered to take the

to ZON Multimédia group board members or

necessary decisions and send a copy of these to

other officers, directors, staff and other workers

the ZON Multimédia CEO and CFO, as well as other

and employees (regardless of their rank or their

domestic or foreign entities, whose involvement is

contractual relationship). These irregularities may

required or justified.

include, among others, breach of rules and ethical
principles in ZON Multimédia’s Code of Ethics,

In any case, the identity of the authors of the

in particular breaches related to the integrity of

irregularities reports is kept confidential (when

financial reporting and accounting practices, the

known), unless they unequivocally wish to declare

rules of conflict of interest, the internal control

otherwise. Under no circumstances will any

system or competition policies.

retribution or retaliation be tolerated against those
who send the communications.

After being implemented, these regulations were
sent to all employees by email and they were

The audit commission, within its remit, carries out

published on ZON Multimédia’s intranet. These

an annual review of the adequacy of the procedure

regulations are also sent to all group employees by

established by the regulation.

email once a year.

Any irregularity can be transmitted through
the procedures and mechanisms given in the
regulations. The communication of any signs
of irregularities should be made in writing
stamped “confidential” and addressed to the
audit commission at PO Box 14026 EC, 5 de
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2.4. INFORMATION
2.4.1. CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND MAIN SHAREHOLDERS
The

share

capital

of

ZON

Multimédia

is

€3,090,968.28 which is fully subscribed and
paid up. The share capital is represented by
309,096,828 ordinary shares.

All ZON Multimédia shares can be traded on
Eurolist by Euronext Lisbon.

With reference to communications made to the
company until 31 December 2012, by issuers and
their directors under CC article 447, SC article
16 or article 11 of CMVM regulation 5/2008,
the structure of qualified shareholdings in ZON
Multimédia, calculated pursuant to SC article 20
point 1, as at that date, is shown below:
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MAIN SHAREHOLDERS OF ZON MULTIMÉDIA
COMUNICATIONS MADE TO THE COMPANY UNTIL 31 DE DECEMBER 2012
SHAREHOLDERS
UNITEL INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS, B.V.
KENTO HOLDING LIMITED

(1)

(1)

BANCO BPI, SA
ESPÍRITO SANTO IRMÃOS, SGPS, SA (2)
JOAQUIM ALVES FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA
FUNDAÇÃO JOSÉ BERARDO

(3)

(4)

BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA
ONGOING STRATEGY INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA
ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA

(5)

(6)

GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

58,147,094

18.81%

30,909,683

10.00%

23,428,598

7.58%

15,455,000

5.00%

14,955,684

4.84%

13,408,982

4.34%

10,661,737

3.45%

10,162,250

3.29%

9,075,782

2.94%

6,641,930

2.15%

6,379,164

2.06%

ZADIG GESTION (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.

6,300,000

2.038%

SGC, SGPS, SA

(7)

NORGES BANK

6,182,000

2.00%

ESAF - ESPÍRITO SANTO FUNDOS DE INVESTIMENTO
MOBILIÁRIO, SA

6,088,616

1.97%

BES VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, S.A.

5,721,695

1.85%

3,985,488

1.29%

227,503,703

73.60%

(8)

METALGEST - SOCIEDADE DE GESTÃO, SGPS, SA
TOTAL IDENTIFIED

(4)

(1) The qualified shareholding is attributed to Isabel dos Santos, as the sole shareholder of KENTO and the controlling
shareholder of Unitel International Holdings, B.V. under article 20 point 1 paragraph b) and article 21 of the Portuguese Stock
Exchange Code.
(2) The voting rights of Espírito Santo Irmãos, SGPS, S.A. are attributed to Espírito Santo Industrial, S.A., Espírito Santo
Resources Limited and Espírito Santo Internacional, S.A., companies that control, in that order, Espírito Santo Irmãos.
(3) The voting rights of 4.84% of the share capital are attributed to Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, as he
controls GRIPCOM, SGPS, S.A., and Controlinveste International S.a.r.l., which respectively own 2.26% and 2.58% of the
share capital of ZON Multimédia.								
(4) The position of Fundação José Berardo is reciprocally attributed to Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, SA.		
(5) The voting rights of Ongoing Strategy Investments, SGPS S.A. are attributed to RS Holding, SGPS, S.A. as its majority
shareholder and Isabel Maria Alves Rocha dos Santos, as majority shareholder of RS Holding, SGPS, S.A.			
(6) The qualified shareholding of Estêvão Neves - SGPS, SA is attributed to its majority shareholder José Estêvão Fernandes
Neves.								
(7) Visabeira Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS, SA, owns 0.99% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON Multimédia,
and 1.16% are owned directly by Grupo Visabeira, SGPS, SA. Visabeira Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS, SA, is 100% owned
by Visabeira Estudos e Investimentos, SA, which is 100% owned by Visabeira Serviços, SGPS, SA, which, in turn, is owned
by Grupo Visabeira, SGPS, SA. Fernando Campos Nunes owns 74.0104% of the latter.					
(8) The holding of SGC, SGPS, SA is attributed to its majority shareholder João Pereira Coutinho.				
				
Note: The qualified shareholdings by Unitel International Holdings, B.V. and Banco Espírito Santo, S.A. were updated on 31
December 2012, based on the information given in the Report and Accounts.						
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The following table shows the holdings of Banco
Português de Investimento, S.A. (“BPI”) calculated
pursuant to Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF BANCO PORTUGUÊS DE INVESTIMENTO, SA

SHAREHOLDERS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

23,287,499

7.53%

BPI BI

83,800

0.03%

BPI VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS DE VIDA, SA

57,299

0.02%

23,428,598

7.58%

FUNDO DE PENSÕES DO BANCO BPI

TOTAL

The following table shows the holdings of Banco
Espírito Santo, S.A. (“BES”) calculated pursuant to
Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA

SHAREHOLDERS
BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA
ELEMENTOS DOS ÓRGÃOS SOCIAIS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

3,001,220

0.97%

1,517

0.00%

SOCIEDADES EM RELAÇÃO DE DOMÍNIO OU DE
GRUPO COM O BES

7,659,000

2.48%

TOTAL

10,661,737

3.45%
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The following table shows the holdings of Joaquim
Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, calculated pursuant to
Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF JOAQUIM ALVES FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA

SHAREHOLDERS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

GRIPCOM, SGPS, SA

6,989,704

2.26%

CONTROLINVESTE INTERNATIONAL, S,À,R,L

7,965,980

2.58%

14,955,684

4.84%

TOTAL

The following table shows the holdings of Ongoing
Strategy Investments, SGPS, S.A., calculated
pursuant to Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF ONGOING, STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA

SHAREHOLDERS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

INSIGHT STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA

5,688,106

1.84%

ONGOING STRATEGY INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA

4,419,513

1.43%

50,000

0.02%

4,631

0.00%

10,162,250

3.29%

INVESTOFFICE - INVESTIMENTOS E CONSULTORIA
FINANCEIRA, SA
NUNO VASCONCELLOS
TOTAL
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The following table shows the holdings of Estêvão
Neves - SGPS, S.A., calculated pursuant to
Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA

SHAREHOLDERS
ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA
ENOTEL - SGPS, SA
JOSÉ ESTÊVÃO FERNANDES NEVES
TOTAL

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

6,991,113

2.26%

1,785,580

0.58%

299,089

0.10%

9,075,782

2.94%

The following table shows the holdings of Grupo
Visabeira, SGPS, S.A., calculated pursuant to
Securities Code (SC) article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA

SHAREHOLDERS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA

3,574,575

1.16%

VISABEIRA INVESTIMENTOS FINANCEIROS, SGPS, SA

3,067,355

0.99%

TOTAL

6,641,930

2.15%
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With reference to communications made to the
company until 31 December 2012, by issuers and
their directors under CC article 447, SC article
16 or article 11 of CMVM regulation 5/2008,
the structure of qualified shareholdings in ZON
Multimédia, calculated pursuant to SC article 20
point 1, as at that date, is shown below:
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MAIN SHAREHOLDERS OF ZON MULTIMÉDIA
COMMUNICATIONS MADE TO THE COMPANY UNTIL 31 DECEMBER 2012
SHAREHOLDERS
UNITEL INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS, B.V.
KENTO HOLDING LIMITED

(1)

(1)

BANCO BPI, SA
ESPÍRITO SANTO IRMÃOS, SGPS, SA

(2)

JOAQUIM ALVES FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA
FUNDAÇÃO JOSÉ BERARDO

(3)

(4)

BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA
ONGOING STRATEGY INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA
ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA

(5)

(6)

BLACKROCK, INC.

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

58,147,094

18.81%

30,909,683

10.00%

23,428,598

7.58%

15,455,000

5.00%

14,955,684

4.84%

13,408,982

4.34%

10,661,737

3.45%

10,162,250

3.29%

9,075,782

2.94%

6,861,380

2.22%

6,641,930

2.15%

6,379,164

2.06%

ZADIG GESTION (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.

6,300,000

2.038%

SGC, SGPS, SA

GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA

(7)

NORGES BANK

6,182,000

2.00%

ESAF - ESPÍRITO SANTO FUNDOS DE INVESTIMENTO
MOBILIÁRIO, SA

6,088,616

1.97%

BES VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, S.A.

5,721,695

1.85%

3,985,488

1.29%

234,365,083

75.82%

(8)

METALGEST - SOCIEDADE DE GESTÃO, SGPS, SA
TOTAL IDENTIFIED

(4)

(1) The qualified shareholding is attributed to Isabel dos Santos, as the sole shareholder of KENTO and the controlling
shareholder of Unitel International Holdings, B.V. under article 20 point 1 paragraph b) and article 21 of the Portuguese
Stock Exchange Code. Following the agreement reached between Sonaecom, Kento Holding Limited and Jadeium BV,
now called Unitel Internacional Holdings, BV (Grupo KJ) and the subsequent unanimous approval by the boards of directors
of ZON MULTIMÉDIA - Serviços de Telecomunicações e Multimédia, SGPS, S.A. and OPTIMUS, SGPS, S.A., of the Merger
Project, both made public through communiqués on 14 December 2012 and 21 January 2013 respectively, the holding by
Grupo KJ, which corresponds to 28.81% of ZON’s share capital, changes as of that date to be attributable to Sonaecom,
under and for the purposes of article 20,point 1 paragraph h) of the Stock Exchange Code. The holding that is attributable
to Sonaecom is also attributable under article 20, point 1 paragraph b) of the Stock Exchange Code to all the dominating
entities, particularly SONTEL, BV, Sonae Investments, BV, SONAE, SGPS, S.A., EFANOR INVESTIMENTOS, SGPS, S.A. and
Mr. Belmiro Mendes de Azevedo.
(2) The voting rights of Espírito Santo Irmãos, SGPS, S.A. are attributed to Espírito Santo Industrial, S.A., Espírito Santo
Resources Limited and Espírito Santo Internacional, S.A., companies that control, in that order, Espírito Santo Irmãos.
(3) The voting rights of 4.84% of the share capital are attributed to Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, as he
controls GRIPCOM, SGPS, S.A., and Controlinveste International S.a.r.l., which respectively own 2.26% and 2.58% of the
share capital of ZON Multimédia.								
(4) The position of Fundação José Berardo is reciprocally attributed to Metalgest - Sociedade de Gestão, SGPS, SA.		
(5) The voting rights of Ongoing Strategy Investments, SGPS S.A. are attributed to RS Holding, SGPS, S.A. as its majority
shareholder and Isabel Maria Alves Rocha dos Santos, as majority shareholder of RS Holding, SGPS, S.A.			
(6) The qualified shareholding of Estêvão Neves - SGPS, SA is attributed to its majority shareholder José Estêvão Fernandes
Neves.								
(7) Visabeira Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS, SA, owns 0.99% of the share capital and voting rights of ZON Multimédia,
and 1.16% are owned directly by Grupo Visabeira, SGPS, SA. Visabeira Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS, SA, is 100% owned
by Visabeira Estudos e Investimentos, SA, which is 100% owned by Visabeira Serviços, SGPS, SA, which, in turn, is owned
by Grupo Visabeira, SGPS, SA. Fernando Campos Nunes owns 74.0104% of the latter.					
(8) The holding of SGC, SGPS, SA is attributed to its majority shareholder João Pereira Coutinho.		
Note: The qualified shareholdings by Unitel International Holdings, B.V. and Banco Espírito Santo, S.A. were updated on 31
December 2012, based on the information given in the Report and Accounts.
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The following table shows the holdings of Blackrock,
Inc., calculated pursuant to Securities Code (SC)
article 20 point 1.

HOLDINGS OF BLACKROCK, INC.

SHAREHOLDERS

NUMBER OF SHARES

% VOTING RIGHTS

BLACKROCK (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.

1,284,999

0.42%

BLACKROCK ADVISORS, LLC

4,605,300

1.49%

795

0.00%

BLACKROCK FUND ADVISORS

9,600

0.00%

BLACKROCK FUND MANAGERS LTD

BLACKROCK ASSET MANAGEMENT AUSTRALIA
LIMITED

48,174

0.02%

BLACKROCK INSTITUTIONAL TRUST COMPANY,
N.A.

620,533

0.20%

BLACKROCK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

155,629

0.05%

BLACKROCK INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
(AUSTRALIA) LIMITED

56,700

0.02%

BLACKROCK INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, LLC

75,400

0.02%

BLACKROCK JAPAN CO LTD

4,250

0.00%

6,861,380

2.22%

TOTAL

There is a detailed records of the communications
regarding

qualified

holdings

on

the

ZON

Multimédia, institutional website, on www.zon.pt/ir.
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2.4.2. LIMITS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF SHARES,
SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENTS AND SHARE OWNERSHIP
There are no limits or restrictions on transferring
shares

that

represent

the

capital

of

ZON

Multimédia, and the company is not aware of the
existence of any shareholder agreements.

In accordance with the provisions of article 11,
point 1 paragraph a) of the articles of association,
shareholders are obliged to inform the board of
directors of the full content of any agreements they
sign regarding the company.

Also, according to the articles, shareholders who
directly or indirectly exercise any activity that
compete with the activities undertaken by ZON
Multimédia controlled companies may not hold of
shares representing more than ten percent of the
company’s capital without the prior authorisation
of the general meeting.

No special rules apply to amending the ZON
Multimédia

articles

of

association

and

any

alterations are governed by the law in force at the
time.

Equally, there are no shareholders with special
rights or rules for the workers to participate in the
company’s capital.
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2.4.3. SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE
The share price of ZON Multimédia closed 2012

A total of 108,224, 569 ZON shares were traded in

at € 2.97, representing an appreciation of 27.9% in

2012, which corresponds to an average of 422,752

comparison with the end of 2011.

shares per session – accounting for 0.14% of the
issued shares.

The share price of ZON during the year and the
volume of shares traded each day, are shown in

The main Portuguese stock index saw a slight

the following chart, which are also highlights major

2.93% rise in 2012, while the Spanish IBEX#%

events of the year, such as the presentation of

fell 4.66% compared to the end of 2011. Other

results and dividend payments:

international indexes performed well in 2012,

ZON MULTIMÉDIA STOCK EXCHANGE PERFORMANCE / PSI20

The closing price of ZON shares reached a

with the FTSE100 (UK), CAC40 (France) and Dax

maximum value of € 3.30 and a minimum price of

(Germany) going up 5.84%, 15.23%, and 29.06%,

€ 1.977.

respectively. The Dow Jones EuroStoxx 50 went up
13.79% in 2012.
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2.4.4. DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION
DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION POLICY

The gross dividends per share for the past three
years are shown below:

ZON

Multimédia

has

adopted

a

dividend

distribution policy that considers the net profit for

• 2011 – 0.16 Euros

the year, the cash flow that was generated, inorganic
growth opportunities and investors’ expectations,

• 2010 – 0.16 Euros

taking into consideration the opportunity cost of
capital and the anticipated need for funds.

• 2009 – 0.16 Euros

The dividend policy is explained in the articles of
association in terms of the minimum percentage
and is publically announced beforehand by the
company’s board of directors.

Actually, under the articles of association, at least
40% of the annual net profit must be distributed to
the shareholders as dividends, though the general
meeting may decide to reduce the dividend or even
not to distribute a dividend following a qualified
vote with at least two-thirds of the votes cast.

The ZON Multimédia board of directors decided
on 21 January 2013 to propose the distribution of
an ordinary dividend for 2012 worth €0.12 a share
at the next general meeting.

DIVIDENDS DISTRIBUTED OVER THE
PAST THREE YEARS
As stated above, the ZON Multimédia board
of directors will propose the distribution of an
ordinary dividend for 2012 worth €0.12 a share at
the annual general meeting.
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2.4.5. SHARE PLANS OR OPTIONS
The objectives of the share plan or options in

The ZON Multimédia share or option plan

force in ZON Multimédia group, submitted and

regulations were approved at the general meeting

approved at the general meeting on 19 April 2010,

on 19 April 2010, and can be seen on the company

mentioning all the details needed to assess it

website.

(including the respective regulations) are:
ZON Multimédia defined three kinds of plans
• To ensure the loyalty of staff in the different
group companies;

described in more detail below, through which a
maximum number of shares can be attributed.
The board of directors approves this number each

• To stimulate their creative and productive
capacity and foster business profits;

year which depends exclusively on complying with
objectives established for ZON Multimédia and
individual performance assessments.

• To create favourable recruitment conditions
for senior staff members and high strategic

This compensation philosophy, integrating the

value workers;

share programmes referred to below, apart
from helping align the staff with the creation of

• To align the interest of the staff with the

shareholder value, is also an important loyalty

business objectives and the interests of

mechanism and encourages savings, apart from

ZON Multimédia shareholders, rewarding

bolstering the ZON Group performance culture,

the

as the attribution depends on complying with the

performance

depending

on

the

creation of value for the ZON Multimédia

respective objectives.

shareholders, reflected in the value of its
shares on the stock exchange.

The three main objectives are to make ZON
Multimédia a benchmark in terms of international

This plan, which applies to most of the staff

remuneration practice, adopting the best models

(including executive directors and other company

of market-leader companies: alignment with

managers), in the sense given in article 248-B

sustainable winning strategies, staff motivation and

point 3 of the Securities Code (SC) is one of the

sharing created value.

pillars that makes ZON Multimédia a benchmark
company in personal and professional development

“STANDARD” SHARE PLAN

matters and stimulates the development and
mobilisation of staff around a common project.

A share plan for staff members regardless of their
jobs that are selected by the executive committee
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(or by the remuneration commission on proposal

The employees, in compliance with specific internal

from the chairman of the board of directors if the

requirements, can invest up to 10% of their wages

beneficiary is a member of the ZON Multimédia

and up to €7,500 a year in the shares savings plan

executive committee).

and the shares can be bought at a 10% discount.

The forfeiture period for the shares in this plan lasts

CONDITIONS

five years, the first forfeiture occurs 12 months after
the respective attribution at a rate of 20% a year.

The board of directors approves the number of
shares and/or options that can be attributed in

“EXECUTIVOS SENIORES” SHARE

each plan provided in the respective regulations

PLAN

on a case by case basis, depending on the annual
performance assessment of ZON Multimédia.

A share and/or options plan for senior executives
that are selected by the executive committee (or

The

by the remuneration commission on proposal

beneficiaries of each plan and decide on a case by

from the chairman of the board of directors if the

case basis on attributing the shares to the eligible

beneficiary is a member of the ZON Multimédia

members of staff. The remuneration committee

executive committee).

has this responsibility for executive commission

executive

commission

shall

select

the

members.
In this plan the share forfeiture period is three
years from the date they are attributed, i.e. they are

The attribution of shares to the respective

actually handed over and made available only three

beneficiaries depends entirely on performance

years after they are attributed.

criteria, both of the group and the individual.

O forfeiture of the shares attributed to ZON

DECIDING ON THE NUMBER OF SHARES

directors under this plan, apart from being deferred

TO ATTRIBUTE TO THE BENEFICIARIES

for three years is also dependent on the future
performance of the company under the terms

The number of shares to be attributed is

referred to in Chapter 2 point 8.

established using the amounts that are set with
reference to the percentages of the remuneration

SHARE SAVINGS PLAN

earned by the beneficiaries, taking into account the
assessment of the ZON annual objectives and an

The shares savings plan is aimed at all group staff

assessment of the individual performance.

regardless of their jobs and they can join without
any previous assessment.
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SHARE DEALING RESTRICTIONS

following compositions: (i) 50% shares and 50%
options (ii) 75% shares and 25% options and (iii)

The rights to the shares that are attributed can

100% shares. The options can be exercised after

only be sold after the forfeiture period, the length

the period of forfeiture and for a period of three

of which varies according to the share plan, three

years.

years for the senior executives and five years for
the Standard plan (with annual forfeitures of 20%),

The economic value of the options corresponds to

according to the conditions explained above. In the

the market price of the option or if there is none,

case of directors who benefit from share plans, the

then on the Black-Scholes mathematical model.

sale of the shares depends on an extra condition
related with future company profits, also described

The option exercise price corresponds to the

above.

weighted average of the quotations of ZON
Multimédia shares at the close of trading in the

ABILITY OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

last 15 days before the respective attribution.

TO MODIFY THE PLANS
The board of directors has not yet decided on
The general meeting can modify the share plans

whether to attribute shares or options under the

notwithstanding having authorised the board of

senior executive plan.

directors to introduce the changes to the respective
regulations that are necessary or convenient to
be properly interpreted, integrated or applied so
long as those changes do not affect the basic
conditions. So far however, no changes have been
made.

ATTRIBUTION OF OPTIONS
The attribution of option, only possible under the
plan for senior executives, consists of the right to
buy a specific number of ZON Multimédia shares
at a previously fixed price, during or at the end of
a particular period of time. The beneficiaries of the
senior executive plan can select the composition
of the plan between shares and options to adapt it
to their risk profile. In this plan they can opt for the
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2.4.6. RELEVANT DEALINGS WITH MEMBERS OF THE
COMPANY COMMITTEES, QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDERS
OR WITH GROUP COMPANIES OR OTHERS UNDER THE
CONTROL OF THE COMPANY
ZON Multimédia did not conduct any economically

PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA FOR

significant business or operation with any of the

THE AUDIT COMMISSION TO MAKE A

parties involved with members of management or

DECISION REGARDING THE BUSINESS

supervisory bodies or companies that are related

TO

or controlled by the group, that were not carried

SHAREHOLDERS

CONDUCT

WITH

QUALIFIED

out under normal market conditions for similar
operations and that are not part of the on-going

In accordance with the CMVM 2010 Corporate

activity of the company.

Governance Code, ZON Multimédia approved
a

regulation

on

transactions

with

qualified

ZON Multimédia did not conduct any business or

shareholders and/or entities with which they are

transaction with qualified shareholders or entities

one of the situations referred to in the SC article

with which they are related, pursuant to SC article

20 (related entities) in July 2010.

20, outside normal market conditions.
This regulation establishes the procedures to
The company had regular operations and contracts

control transactions with qualified shareholders

with various entities within the ZON Group. These

that are considered to be appropriate to the

operations were conducted under normal market

transparency of decision making and defines the

conditions for similar transactions as part of the

terms of the audit commission’s involvement in

on-going activity of the companies involved.

this process.

The company also regularly conducts financial

In accordance with this regulation, the executive

operations and contracts with several credit

committee shall inform the audit commission of

institutions that own qualified holdings in its capital,

all transactions in the previous quarter with each

which are, however, carried out under normal

qualified shareholder and/or related entity by the

market conditions for similar transactions, as part

end of the month following the end of each quarter.

of the on-going activity of the companies involved.
Transactions with qualified shareholders and/
or related entities requires the prior opinion of
the audit commission in the following cases:
(i) transactions where the value per transaction
exceeds a threshold given in the regulations as
shown in the table below, (ii) transactions with a
significant impact on the ZON Multimédia’s
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activity and/or that of its subsidiaries according to
their nature or strategic importance, regardless of
their value, (iii) exceptional transactions conducted
outside normal market conditions, regardless of
the respective value.

Types and amounts of transactions to be
considered for the purposes of point (i) above:

RELEVANT TRANSACTIONS WITH QUALIFIED SHAREHOLDERS

TYPE

VALUE

TRANSACTIONS – SALES, SERVICES, PURCHASES AND
SERVICES OBTAINED

OVER € 1,000,000

LOANS AND OTHER FINANCING RECEIVED AND GRANTED

OVER € 10,000,000

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS

OVER € 10,000,000

No prior opinion of the audit commission is

reasoned justification, so the latter can assess the

required for the transactions referred to in points

transaction and issue its opinion.

(i) and (ii) above regarding: (i) interest rate hedges
and/or foreign exchange hedges on the market

The assessment to authorise and issue a prior

or in auctions or (ii) financial investments on the

opinion on transactions with qualified shareholders

market or in auctions.

and/or related entities should take into account,
among other relevant aspects, the principle

Notwithstanding any other transactions subject to

of equal treatment of shareholders and other

board of directors’ approval, pursuant to the law

stakeholders, the interest of the company and the

and company articles of association, the board

impact, materiality, nature and justification for each

must authorise transactions between qualified

transaction.

shareholders and/or related entities if the audit
commission opinion referred to in above is not in

The following table shows the values of the

favour.

deals subject to the prior opinion by the audit
commission in 2012 between ZON Multimédia or

The executive committee shall provide the audit

a company in which it has holdings of over 50%

commission with all necessary information and a

and/or management control and any qualified
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shareholder in accordance with SC article 16 and/
or any entity that this is one of the situations
referred to in SC article 20.

DEALS SUBJECT TO THE PRIOR OPINION BY THE AUDIT COMMISSION

NUMBER

AVERAGE VALUE

MAXIMUM VALUE

4

130,000,000€

200,000,000€

				
Note that none of the deals subject to a prior
opinion by the Audit Commission was conducted
outside normal market conditions.
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2.4.7. INVESTOR RELATIONS
The company has had an Investor Relations

the financial community through specialised

Department since it was first set up, to ensure

conferences, holding roadshows in Portugal and

proper

investors

in major financial centres and frequently meets

and analysts, in compliance with the principle of

with investors who visit Portugal. The main investor

equal treatment, as well as the financial markets

relations events in 2012 were:

relations

with

shareholders,

in general and the regulated market in particular
where the shares representing the capital of ZON
Multimédia are admitted for trading and the
regulator, the CMVM.

The investor relations director publishes an annual
report and accounts and annual, semi-annual and
quarterly information in accordance with the rules
of corporate law and the laws of Portuguese capital
markets. The company immediately and publicly
publishes any inside information in relation to
their activity or the securities it has issued and the
shareholders may access it through the website
(www.zon.pt/ir/). All information is available on the
company website in Portuguese and English.

The investor relations director also ensures
constant, updated information to the financial
community about ZON Multimédia through regular
press releases, presentations and communiqués
on the quarterly and annual results, as well as any
relevant facts that occur.
It also gives all kinds of clarification to the financial
community in general - shareholders, investors
(private and institutional) and analysts that help
the shareholders in exercising their rights. The
investor relations director sets up regular meetings
between the executive management team and
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MAIN INVESTOR RELATIONS EVENTS
DATE

FORMAT

LOCATION

17 JANUARY/12

ESPÍRITO SANTO IBERIAN CONFERENCE

LONDON

18 JANUARY/12

ROADSHOW

LONDON

05 MARCH/12

ROADSHOW

LISBON

13 TO 14 MARCH/12

ROADSHOW

NY

20 TO 21 MARCH/12

CITIGROUP TELECOM CONFERENCE

LONDON

28 MARCH/12

CSFB CABLE CONFERENCE

LONDON

2 APRIL/12

REVERSE ROADSHOW

ZON HEADQUARTERS

3 APRIL/12

1X1

ZON HEADQUARTERS

23 APRIL/12

1X1

SINTRA

10 AND 11 MAY/12

ROADSHOW

LISBON

22 AND 23 MAY/12

ROADSHOW

FRANKFURT

15 JUNE/12

GOLDMAN SACHS EUROPEAN CABLE
CONFERENCE

LONDON

18, 19 AND 20 JUNE/12

ROADSHOW

LONDON

22 JUNE/12

XIX SANTANDER ANNUAL TELECOMS
CONFERENCE

MARBELLA - MALAGA

26, 27 AND 28 JUNE/12

ROADSHOW

BOSTON

04 SEPTEMBER/12
05 SEPTEMBER/12

BARCLAYS SELECT EUROPEAN MEDIA &
TELECOM FORUM
DEUTSCHE BANK ACCESS EUROPEAN TMT
CONFERENCE

LONDON
LONDON

12 SEPTEMBER/12

BBVA IBERIAN CONFERENCE

LONDON

17 SEPTEMBER/12

CSFB TELECOM CONFERENCE

LONDON

21 SEPTEMBER/12

IX BPI'S IBERIAN CONFERENCE

PORTO

04 OCTOBER/12

BES 4TH ANNUAL CABLE & PAY TV
CONFERENCE

LONDON

15 OCTOBER/12

CAIXA BI / NYSE PORTUGUESE DAY

NY

16 OCTOBER/12

ROADSHOW

NY

29 AND 30 OCTOBER/12

INVESTOR MEETINGS

ZON HEADQUARTERS

14 TO 15 NOVEMBER/12

12TH ANNUAL MORGAN STANLEY TMT
CONFERENCE

BARCELONA

30 NOVEMBER/12

ROADSHOW

ZON HEADQUARTERS

03 DECEMBER/12

ROADSHOW

MADRID

04 DECEMBER/12

10TH ANNUAL BERENBERG EUROPEAN
CONFERENCE

BAGSHOT, SURREY,
LONDON
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relations

representative is Maria João Carrapato.

Anyone who is interested may ask the Investor
Relations Department for further details through
the following contacts:

		

Rua Ator António Silva, No 9

		

1600 - 404 Lisboa - Portugal

		

Tel. / Fax: +(351) 21 7824725 /
+(351) 21 7824735

		Email: ir@zon.pt

The Investor Relations Department functions and
contacts can be found on the company website.
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2.4.8. EXTERNAL AUDITORS
The annual external auditors’ fees in 2012 were
€495,819, broken down as follows:

EXTERNAL AUDITORS FEE’S
31 DECEMBER 2012
VALUE

%

STATUTORY AUDIT AND AUDITING SERVICES

437,794

88%

OTHER RELIABILITY GUARANTEE SERVICES

58,025

12%

0

0%

495,819

100%

TAX CONSULTING AND OTHER SERVICES OTHER THAN STATUTORY
AND OTHER AUDITING
TOTAL

ZON

Multimédia’s

external

auditors

are

independent and internationally renowned, and

• To represent the company for all purposes
towards the external auditors;

their actions are closely monitored and supervised
by

the

company’s

audit

commission.

ZON

• To propose to the board the hiring, renewing

Multimédia does not give the external auditors any

of the respective contract and remuneration

protection against damages.

of the company’s external auditors and
propose to the general meeting the

The external auditor verifies the implementation

respective dismissal, where there is just

of remuneration policies and systems as well as

cause, and to advise on the possible

the efficiency and effectiveness of internal control

renewal of the contract or replacement

mechanisms within their competencies, reporting

of the company’s external auditor, as

any deficiencies or improvement opportunities

appropriate, when they have been hired by

they may find to the audit commission.

three consecutive terms of the governing
bodies, paying special attention to the

In order to safeguard the independence of external

benefits and costs of changing them as well

auditors, the company’s audit commission shall

as their independence;

have the following powers and duties regarding the
external audit:

• To ensure that within the company and the
companies it or ZON Multimédia controls,
the company’s external auditors are given
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adequate

conditions

to

provide

their

services;

provided by the external auditor to ZON Multimédia
and its subsidiaries included in the consolidation.
This regulation applies to services provided by the

• To review the scope, planning and resources

external auditor and related companies.

to be used in providing their services, with
the external auditors;

Under that regulation, the hiring of non-audit
or audit related services should be viewed as

• To assess the content of the audit reports
and annually assess the company’s external

exceptional

or

complementary,

respectively,

pursuant to the rules laid down therein.

auditors, who shall report to and be subject
to audit commission supervision, regarding

The assessment of whether the services are

their

admissible depends on the audit commission,

qualifications,

independence

and

performance;

which will follow the following principles: (i) an
auditor cannot audit their own work, (ii) an auditor

• To get an annual report on the main issues

cannot perform a task or job that is the responsibility

arising from the services provided directly

of management, (iii) an auditor cannot act directly

from the external auditors, as well as any

or indirectly on behalf of their client.

relationship between the company and its
external auditors, including the amounts

Moreover, pursuant to that regulation, the annual

paid for auditing and additional services;

fees of non-audit or audit related services cannot
generally exceed 30% of the total audit services

• To discuss any aspects and problems

fees.

related with the auditing of the company’s
accounting documents separately with the

The provision of services by the external auditor

external auditors, including the executive

requires

committee’s response, and

authorisation.

audit

commission

approval

and

• To give prior approval of hiring the external

The audit commission performs an overall annual

auditors to provide any services other than

assessment of the external auditor’s performance

audit services.

and independence. The audit commission also
reflects on the adequacy of the external auditor

The audit commission also adopted a regulation for

to carry out their job, whenever necessary or

the provision of services by external auditors, which

appropriate in light of developments in the

defines the rules applicable to non-audit (“Non-

company’s activity or the market in general. As

Audit”) or audit related services (“Audit Related”)

such, ZON Multimédia changed its accounting
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firm in 2008 so the company’s current external
auditor has performed their duties for four years
and has not reached the limit of three board terms
of office as set out in CMVM recommendation III
1.3.
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2.5. ANNEX
2.5.1. TASKS PERFORMED BY MEMBERS OF THE
COMPANY’S ADMINISTRATIVE BODIES IN OTHER COMPANIES
DANIEL PROENÇA DE CARVALHO

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Cabo Raso –

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

Empreendimentos Turísticos, S.A.
• Chairman

COMPANIES:

of

the

presiding

board

of

the shareholder’s meeting of SOGEB –
Sociedade de Gestão de Bens, S.A.

Not applicable

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

meeting

of

Sociedade

Agrícola Belo de Mértola, S.A.
• Member of the Banco Espírito Santo, S.A.

shareholder’s

remuneration commission
• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of BESI - Banco

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Caixa Geral de

the

presiding

board

of

the shareholder’s meeting of Socitel –

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Portugália –

de Ovinos Algarve e Alentejo, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the

Sociedade

meeting
Gestora

of
de

Sogesfin

–

Participações

Sociais, S.A.
of

the

presiding

board

of

the shareholder’s meeting of da 3 Z –
Administração de Imóveis, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the

Administração de Patrimónios, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Mague – SGPS,

shareholder’s

meeting

of

Sétimos

-

Participações, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the

S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the

Sociedade

Sociedade

• Chairman of the presiding board of the

• Chairman

Sociedade Industrial de Trefilaria, S.A.

shareholder’s

of

Agrícola dos Namorados, S.A.

shareholder’s

Depósitos, S.A.
of

meeting

shareholder’s meeting of Coaltejo – Criador

Espírito Santo de Investimento, S.A.

• Chairman

• Chairman of the presiding board of the

meeting
Gestora

of
de

Almonda

–

Participações

Sociais, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the

shareholder’s

meeting

of

Confiança

Participações, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s

meeting

of

Sociedade

Agrícola da Serra Branca, S.A.

shareholder’s meeting of Renova – Fábrica
de Papel do Almonda, S.A.
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• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s

meeting

of

Participações, SGPS, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s

meeting

of

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
meeting

of

Companhia

Agrícola das Polvorosas, S.A.

meeting

of

Companhia

Agrícola de Corona, S.A.

shareholder’s meeting of Herdade do
Monte da Pedra, S.A.

shareholder’s meeting of TRABELIBEX Investimentos Imobiliários, S.A.

TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A.

TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

of

ÉCAMPO

Produção de Conteúdos, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A..

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
-

Cinegética e Turismo, .S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of FREIXAGRO Empresa Agrícola do Freixo, S.A.
• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of INTEROCEÂNICO
- CAPITA, SGPS, S.A.

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

Conteúdos, Actividade de Televisão e de

• Chairman of the presiding board of the

meeting

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

• Chairman of the presiding board of the

shareholder’s

Televisão por Cabo, SGPS, S.A.

– TV Cabo Portugal, S.A.

• Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s

COMPANIES:

Companhia

Agrícola da Apariça, S.A.

shareholder’s

RODRIGO JORGE DE ARAÚJO COSTA

Confiança

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Lusomundo Audiovisuais, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Cinemas, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of
mSTAR, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Lusomundo TV, S.A.
• Vice-Chairman of the board of directors
of Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos e
Participações, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

Director of Omnivalor, Lda.
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JOSÉ PEDRO FARIA PEREIRA

• Director of mSTAR, S.A.

DA COSTA

• Director of ZON Finance BV
• Manager of Lusomundo España, SL

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

COMPANIES:

• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

Not applicable

II – Serviços de Televisão, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of

LUÍS MIGUEL GONÇALVES LOPES

Upstar Comunicações, S.A
• Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

III – Comunicações Eletrónicas, S.A.
• Vice-Chairman of ZON – TV Cabo Portugal,

COMPANIES:

S.A.
• Director of ZON Conteúdos, Actividade de
Televisão e de Produção de Conteúdos,

• Director of ZON Televisão por Cabo, SGPS,
S.A
• Vice-chairman of ZON – TV Cabo Portugal,

S.A.
• Director of ZON Televisão por Cabo, SGPS,

S.A.
• Director of ZON Lusomundo TV, S.A.

S.A
• Director of ZON Lusomundo TV, S.A.

• Director of ZON TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A.

• Director of ZON Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A.

• Director of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A.

• Director of ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais,

• Director of ZON Conteúdos, Actividade de
Televisão e de Produção de Conteúdos,

S.A.

S.A.

• Director of ZON Cinemas, SGPS, S.A.
• Director of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A.

• Director of ZON Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A.

• Director of Lusomundo, Sociedade de

• Director of ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais,
S.A.

Investimentos Imobiliários, S.A.
• Director of Lusomundo Imobiliária 2, S.A.

• Director of ZON Cinemas, SGPS, S.A.

• Director of Sport TV, S.A.

• Director of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A.

• Director of Teliz Holding, B.V.

• Director of ZON III – Comunicações
Eletrónicas, S.A.

• Director of Dreamia Holdings, B.V.
• Director of Dreamia – Serviços de Televisão,

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

S.A.
• Director

of

Finstar

–

Sociedade

Investimentos e Participações, S.A.

de
Not applicable
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DUARTE MARIA DE ALMEIDA

• Manager of Lusomundo Moçambique, S.A.

E VASCONCELOS CALHEIROS

• Manager of Lusomundo España, SL
• Manager of Empracine, Lda.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

• Director of ZON Televisão por Cabo, SGPS,

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

Not applicable

S.A
• Director of ZON TV Cabo Portugal, S.A.
• Director of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A.

FERNANDO FORTUNY MARTORELL

• Director of ZON TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A.
• Director of ZON Conteúdos, Actividade de
Televisão e de Produção de Conteúdos,

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

S.A.
• Director of ZON Lusomundo TV, S.A.

Not applicable

• Director of ZON Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A.
• Director of ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais,

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

S.A.
• Director of ZON Cinemas, SGPS, S.A.
• Director of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Lusomundo Sociedade de Investimentos
Imobiliários, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Lusomundo Imobiliária 2, S.A.

• Director of Espírito Santo Ventures –
Sociedade Capital de Risco, S.A.
• CEO of Espírito Santo Resources Limited
• Vice-chairman of Rio Forte Investments,
S.A
• Vice-chairman of Euroamerican Finance,
S.A.

• Director of Teliz Holding, B.V.

• Director of Herdade da Comporta –

• Director of ZON Finance B.V.

Actividades Agro Silvícolas e Turísticas, S.A.

• Director of Dreamia Holdings, B.V.
• Director of ZON II – Serviços de Televisão,
S.A.
• Director of ZON III – Comunicações
Eletrónicas, S.A.
• Manager of Distodo, Distribuição e Logística,
Lda.

• Non-executive director of Espírito Santo
Property (Brasil) S.A.
• Director of IMOSPEL –Soc. Operações
Imobiliárias, S.A.
• Director of GO WELL – Promoção de
Eventos Catering e Consultoria, S.A.
• Director of Santogal, SGPS, S.A.
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• Director of Rioforte (Portugal), S.A.

LÁSZLÓ ISTVAN HUBAY CEBRIAN

• Director of Espírito Santo Health Care
Investments.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

ANTÓNIO DOMINGUES

Not applicable

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

COMPANIES:
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Not applicable

Fundação Cascais
• Chairman of the Luso-Hungarian chamber

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

of commerce
• Managing Director of Celebre Memórias,

• Member of the board of directors of Banco
BPI, S.A.
• Vice-chairman of board of directors of

Lda.
• Consultant to Nutri Ventures Corporation,
NVC S.A.

Banco BPI, S.A.
• Vice-chairman of the board of directors of
Banco Português de Investimento, S.A.
• Vice-chairman of the board of directors of

VÍTOR FERNANDO DA CONCEIÇÃO
GONÇALVES

Banco de Fomento Angola, S.A.
• Vice-chairman of the board of directors of
BCI - Banco Comercial e de Investimentos,

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

S.A.
• Member of the board of directors of BPI

Not applicable

Madeira, SGPS, Unipessoal, S.A.
• Member of the board of directors of

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

Companhia de Seguros Allianz Portugal,
S.A.

• Member of the general and supervisory
council of EDP – Energias de Portugal S.A.
• Chairman of the commission for financial
matters at EDP – Energias de Portugal, S.A.
• Chairman of the

audit commission of

Fundação EDP
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• Member of the economic and social council

JOAQUIM

• Assistant dean of Universidade Técnica de

FRANCISCO

FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA

ALVES

Lisboa
POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

PAULO CARDOSO CORREIA DA MOTA
PINTO

Not applicable

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

COMPANIES:
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Not applicable

Controlinveste, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

Olivedesportos, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of PPTV

• Portuguese member of parliament
• Professor at Universidade de Coimbra
• Managing director of Paulo Mota Pinto, Lda

– Publicidade de Portugal e Televisão, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of Sport
TV Portugal, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Sportinveste Multimédia, SGPS, S.A.

NUNO JOÃO FRANCISCO SOARES DE
OLIVEIRA SILVÉRIO MARQUES

• Chairman of the board of directors of
Olivedesportos – Publicidade, Televisão e
Media, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

• Chairman of the board of directors of
Controlinveste Media, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of

Not applicable

Controlinveste Conteudos, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of Global

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

Noticias Publicações, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of Rádio

• Vice-chairman of the board of directors of

Noticias – Produções e Publicidade, S.A.

CIDOT – Estúdio de Comunicação, S.A.

• Chairman of the board of directors of

• Managing director of Nimble Portal Serviços e Consultoria de Gestão, Lda.

Naveprinter – Indústria Gráfica do Norte,
S.A.
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• Chairman of the board of directors of

• Member of the board of directors of

Açormedia – Comunicação Multimedia e

Ciminvest – Sociedade de Investimentos e

Edição de Publicações, S.A.

Participações, S.A.

• Chairman of the board of directors of
Gripcom, SGPS, S.A.
• Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva

• Member of the board of directors of
Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos e
Participações, S.A.
• Professor at Porto Business School

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

ISABEL DOS SANTOS
Not applicable
POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

• Chairman of the board of directors of
Santoro, Financial Holding, SGPS, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of

COMPANIES:

• Chairwoman of the board of directors of
Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos e
Participações, S.A.

Santoro Finance S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of

Positions held in other companies:

Fidequity – Serviços de Gestão, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of
Grisogono, S.A.
• Director of Kento Holding Limited
• Member of the board of directors of Banco
BPI, S.A.
• Member of the board of directors of BFA –
Banco de Fomento Angola, S.A.
• Member of the board of directors of
Socip – Sociedade de Investimentos e

• Chairwoman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Nova Cimangola,
S.A.
• Director of Unitel, S.A.
• Director of BFA – Banco de Fomento
Angola, S.A.
• Director of Banco BIC, S.A.
• Director of Banco BIC Português, S.A.
• Chairwoman of Angola Red Cross

Participações, S.A.
• Director of Esperaza Holding, B.V.
• Member of the board of directors of Nova
Cimangola, S.A.
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CATARINA TAVIRA

ANDRÉ PALMEIRO RIBEIRO

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

companies:

COMPANIES:

Not applicable

Not applicable

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:
POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:
•

Marketing and Product Director of ZAP –

Distribuidora de TV por Satélite

• Director of Galp Energia SGPS, S.A.
• Director of Galp Exploração e Produção
Petrolífera

MIGUEL VEIGA MARTINS

• Director of Petróleos de Portugal Petrogal,
S.A.,

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

• Director of GDP-Gás de Portugal, SGPS,
S.A.
• Director of Galp Gás Natural Distribuição

Not applicable

• Director of Galp Power, SGPS, S.A.
• Director of Galp Energia, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

• Director of Galp Energia España
• Director of Galp Exploração e Produção

• Executive Director of Unitel, S.A.

(East Timor)
• Director of Galp Bioenergy, B. V.
• Director of Galp Brazil Services, B. V.
• Director of Galp Energia Netherlands, B. V.
• Director of Galp Energia Rovuma, B. V.
• Director of Petrogal Brasil, S.A.
• Chairman of the board of directors of Sacor
Marítima, S.A.
• Director of Next Priority, SGPS, S.A.
• Director of Galp Energia Overseas, B. V.
• Managing

Director

of

Strongeagle
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Information on board members who terminated

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

their terms of office in 2012, as mentioned in

COMPANIES:

Chapter 2 point 3 of this report.
Not applicable

LUÍS JOÃO BORDALO DA SILVA
Notified the Chairman of the board of directors he
was stepping down as of 31 July 2012.

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

• Chairman of the board of directors of
CGD Investimentos Corretora de Valores e
Câmbio, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP
COMPANIES:

• Member of the board of directors and
Chairman of the executive committee of
Caixa – Banco de Investimento, S.A.

Not applicable

• Vice-chairman of the board of directors of
Banco Caixa Geral Brasil, S.A.

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

• Director of Cinveste, SGPS, S.A.

NORBERTO EMÍLIO SEQUEIRA

• Director of M&C Colecção de Arte, S.A

DA ROSA

• Director of Guemonte - Sociedade Civil
Imobiliária e de Investimentos, S.A.
• Director of Ecomar, S.A. - Angola

Notified the Chairman of the board of directors he
was stepping down as of 31 July 2012.

• Director of Ecomar, SGPS S.A.
• Manager of Cinveste Investimentos, Lda.

POSITIONS HELD IN ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP

• Manager of Cinveste Finance, SGPS, Lda.

COMPANIES:

• Manager of Cinveste Finance, Gestão de
Valores Mobiliários, Lda.

Not applicable

POSITIONS HELD IN OTHER COMPANIES:

JORGE TELMO MARIA FREIRE
CARDOSO

• Chairman of the board of directors of Caixa
– Participações, SGPS, S.A

Notified the Chairman of the board of directors he
was stepping down as of 31 August 2012.

• Chairman of the board of directors of
Caixatec – Tecnologias de Comunicações,
S.A
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• Chairman of the board of directors of
SOGRUPO – Sistemas de INFORMATION,
ACE
• Chairman of the board of directors of Caixa
Seguros e Saúde – Participações, SGPS,
S.A
• Board director of Caixa Geral de Depósitos,
S.A
• Member of the governing body of Caixa
Geral de Aposentações
• Board director of SIBS – Sociedade
Interbancária de Serviços, S.A
• Board director of SIBS Forward Payment
Solutions, S.A
• Member of the

audit commission of

Fundação Económicas
• Member of CISP – Comissão Interbancária
para o Sistema de Pagamentos.
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2.5.2. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Telecom, SGPS, S.A. (with overall command
of innovation, information systems and human

RODRIGO JORGE ARAÚJO COSTA. Portuguese,

resources; Chairman of PT Comunicações ;

53. Appointed for the first time by being co-opted

Chairman of the board of directors of PT Inovação

in 2007. His term of office ended on 31 December

and PT Sistemas de INFORMATION from 2006

2012 but remains at his post until being replaced.

to 2007.

Chairman of the board of directors of ZON
Televisão por Cabo, SGPS, S.A., since September

JOSÉ PEDRO FARIA PEREIRA DA COSTA.

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of

Portuguese, 45. Appointed for the first time by

ZON – TV Cabo Portugal, S.A., since September

being co-opted in 2007. His term of office ended

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of

on 31 December 2012 but remains at his post until

ZON TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A., since November

being replaced. Chairman of the board of directors

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of

of ZON III – Comunicações Eletrónicas, S.A.,

ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A., since November

since 2011; Chairman of the board of directors

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of

of ZON II – Serviços de Televisão, S.A., since

ZON Conteúdos, Actividade de Televisão e de

2010; Member of the board of directors of ZON

Produção de Conteúdos, S.A., since September

Finance BV, since 2011; Member of the board of

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

directors of mSTAR, S.A., since 2010; Member

Lusomundo Audiovisuais, S.A., since September

of the board of directors of ZON Lusomundo TV,

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

S.A:, since 2010; Member of the board of directors

Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A., since September

of ZON Televisão por Cabo, SGPS, S.A., since

2007; Chairman of the board of directors of ZON

September 2007; Vice-Chairman of the board of

Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A., since 2009; Chairman

directors of ZON TV Cabo Portugal, S.A., since

of the board of directors of ZON Cinemas, SGPS,

March 2008; Member of the board of directors

S.A., since 2009; Vice-Chairman of the board of

of ZON Conteúdos, Actividade de Televisão e de

directors of Finstar – Sociedade de Investimentos

Produção de Conteúdos, S.A., since September

e Participações, S.A., since 2009; Chairman of the

2007; Member of the board of directors of ZON

board of directors of ZON Lusomundo TV, S.A.

Lusomundo Audiovisuais, S.A., since September

since 2010, Chairman of the board of directors of

2007; Member of the board of directors of ZON

mSTAR, S.A. from 2010 to 2011; Member of the

Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A., since 2007; Member

high council for foreign investment since 2004;

of the board of directors of Lusomundo, Sociedade

Member of the technology plan advisory board

de Investimentos Imobiliários, S.A., since 2007;

since 2005; Executive vice-chairman of Portugal

Member of the board of directors of Lusomundo
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Imobiliária 2, S.A., since 2007; Member of the

board of directors of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas,

board of directors of Sport TV Portugal, S.A., since

S.A., since 2007; Member of the board of

October 2007; Member of the board of directors

directors of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A., since

of ZON Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A, since 2009;

2009; Member of the board of directors of ZON

Member of the board of directors of ZON Cinemas,

Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A, since 2009; Member of

SGPS, S.A, since 2009; Member of the board of

the board of directors of ZON Cinemas, SGPS,

directors of Teliz Holding, B.V., since 2009; Member

S.A, since 2009; Member of the board of directors

of the board of directors of Dreamia Holdings, B.V.,

of ZON III – Comunicações Eletrónicas, S.A.,

since 2009; Member of the board of directors of

since 2011; Member of the executive committee

Dreamia – Serviços de Televisão, S.A, since 2009;

of PT Comunicações, S.A., from 2006 to 2007;

Member of the board of directors of Finstar –

Member of the executive committee of PT.Com

Sociedade de Investimentos e Participações, S.A,

– Comunicações Interactivas, S.A., from 2006 to

since 2009; Chairman of the board of directors of

2007; Member of the board of directors of Páginas

Upstar Comunicações, S.A, since 2009; Worked

Amarelas, S.A., from 2006 to 2007; Director of

in Portugal Telecom group at board level and

PT Comunicações, S.A., Associate Principal at

was CFO of PT Comunicações, PT.COM and PT

McKinsey&Com and manager at Procter & Gamble

Prime. He was also a non-executive director of

Europe (Londres).

PT ACS, Previsão, PT Prestações, PT Sistemas
de INFORMATION, PT PRO, Páginas Amarelas,

DUARTE MARIA DE ALMEIDA E VASCONCELOS

Tradecom and Banco Best, and Manager at DCSI.

CALHEIROS. Portuguese, 64. Appointed for the
first time in 2003. His term of office ended on

LUÍS MIGUEL GONÇALVES LOPES. Portuguese,

31 December 2012 but remains at his post until

40. Appointed for the first time by being co-

being replaced. Chairman of the board of directors

opted in 2007. His term of office ended on 31

of Lusomundo Imobiliária 2, S.A., since 2004;

December 2012 but remains at his post until being

Chairman of the board of directors of Lusomundo

replaced. Member of the board of directors of ZON

Sociedade de Investimentos Imobiliários, S.A.,

Televisão por Cabo, SGPS, S.A., since September

since 2004; Member of the board of directors of

de 2007; Vice-chairman of ZON – TV Cabo

ZON Lusomundo TV, S.A., since 2010; Member of

Portugal, S.A., since 2008; Member of the board

the board of directors of ZON Finance, B.V., since

of directors of ZON TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A., since

2012; Member of the board of directors of ZON

2007; Member of the board of directors of ZON

Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A., since 2004; Member

Conteúdos, Actividade de Televisão e de Produção

of the board of directors of ZON Lusomundo

de Conteúdos, S.A., since 2007; Member of

Audiovisuais, S.A., since 2004; Member of the

the board of directors of ZON Lusomundo

board of directors of ZON Conteúdos, S.A., since

Audiovisuais, S.A., since 2007; Member of the

2004; Member of the board of directors of ZON
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TV Cabo Portugal, S.A., since 2004; Member of

MULTIMÉDIA - Serviços de Telecomunicações e

the board of directors of ZON Televisão por Cabo,

Multimédia, SGPS, S.A., since 2010; Chairman

SGPS, S.A., since 2004; Member of the board of

of the general meeting of Instituto Português

directors of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A., since

de Corporate Governance, since 2010: Member

2007; Member of the board of directors of ZON

of the advisory board to Fundação Galp Energia,

TV Cabo Açoreana, S.A., since 2008; Member of

since 2009, Chairman of the council of curators

the board of directors of ZON Audiovisuais, SGPS,

of Fundação D. Anna de Sommer Champalimaud

S.A, since 2009; Member of the board of directors

e Dr Carlos Montez Champalimaud, since 2005;

of ZON Cinemas, SGPS, S.A, since 2009; Member

Chairman of the general meeting of Liga de

of the board of directors of Teliz Holding, B.V., since

Amigos da Casa-Museu João Soares, since

2009; Member of the board of directors of Dreamia

1998; Chairman of the council of curators of

Holdings, B.V., since 2009; Member of the board

Fundação Batalha de Aljubarrota, since 2011;

of directors of ZON II – Serviços de Televisão, S.A.,

Member of the advisory council of Fundação

since 2010; Member of the board of directors of

Renascer, since 2005; Professor at Instituto

ZON III – Comunicações Eletrónicas, S.A., since

Jurídico da Comunicação (Coimbra university

2011; Manager of Lusomundo Moçambique, Lda.,

law school), since 2005; member of the advisory

since 2004; Manager of Lusomundo España, SL,

board of Fórum para a Competitividade since

since 2004; Manager of Distodo, Distribuição

2008; Member of the remunerations committee

e Logística, Lda., since 2004; Manager of

at Banco Espírito Santo since 2008; Member

Empracine, Empresa Promotora de Actividades

of the council of patrons of Fundação Arpad-

Cinematográficas, Lda., since 2004; Member of

Szenes – Vieira da Silva since 2009; Member of

the audit commission of Fundação Cultursintra

the advisory board of Fundação António da Mota,

since 2006. Chairman of the board of directors

since 2011; Chairman of the presiding board of

of ZON Serviços de Gestão Partilhados, S.A., from

the shareholder’s meeting of GALP ENERGIA,

2008 to 2009; Member of the General Council of

SGPS, S.A. since 2008; Chairman of the presiding

the Portuguese Institute for Corporate Governance.

board of the shareholder’s meeting of SOCITEL
– Sociedade Industrial de Trefilaria, S.A., since

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

2005; Chairman of the presiding board of the
shareholder’s meeting of Confiança Participações,

DANIEL PROENÇA DE CARVALHO. Portuguese,

SGPS, S.A., since 2004; Chairman of the

71. Appointed for the first time in 2007. His term

presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting of

of office ended on 31 December 2012 but remains

PORTUGÁLIA – Administração de Patrimónios,

at his post until being replaced. Chairman of the

S.A., since 1980; Chairman of the presiding board

general meeting of AEM - Empresas Emitentes de

of the shareholder’s meeting of MAGUE - SGPS,

Valores Cotados em Mercado, representing ZON

S.A., since 1998; Chairman of the presiding board
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of the shareholder’s meeting of ALMONDA –

June 2008; Chairman of the presiding board of

Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A.,

the shareholder’s meeting of Companhia Agrícola

since 1996; Chairman of the presiding board of the

de Corona, S.A., since June 2008; Chairman of

shareholder’s meeting of RENOVA – Fábrica de

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

Papel do Almonda, S.A., since 1997; Chairman of

of Herdade do Monte da Pedra, S.A., since

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting of

June 2008; Chairman of the presiding board

CABO RASO – Empreendimentos Turísticos, S.A.,

of the shareholder’s meeting of TARBELIBEX

since 1998; Chairman of the presiding board of

- Investimentos Imobiliários, S.A., since June

the shareholder’s meeting of Sociedade Agrícola

2008; Chairman of the presiding board of the

Belo de Mértola, S.A., since 1978; Chairman of

shareholder’s meeting of ÉCAMPO - Cinegética

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

e Turismo, S.A. since 2010; Chairman of the

of Sociedade Agrícola SERRA BRANCA, S.A.,

presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

since 1975; Chairman of the presiding board of

of FREIXAGRO - empresa Agrícola do Freixo,

the shareholder’s meeting of Sociedade Agrícola

S.A., Chairman of the presiding board of the

dos NAMORADOS, S.A., since 1978; Chairman of

shareholder’s meeting of BESI - Banco Espírito

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

Santo de Investimento, S.A.; Chairman of the

of COALTEJO – Criador de Ovinos Algarve e

presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting of

Alentejo, S.A., since 2005; Chairman of the

INTEROCEÂNICO - CAPITAL, SGPS, S.A., since

presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting of

2011; Vice-chairman of the presiding board of

SOGESFIN – Sociedade Gestora de Participações

the shareholder’s meeting of Caixa Geral de

Sociais, S.A., since 1998; Chairman of the presiding

Depósitos, S.A., from 2007 to 2011; Chairman of

board of the shareholder’s meeting of SOGEB –

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

Sociedade de Gestão de Bens, S.A. since 26 May

of Euroatlântica – Investimentos e Comércio, S.A.,

2000; Chairman of the presiding board of the

from 1998 to 2010; Chairman of the presiding

shareholder’s meeting of 3 Z – Administração

board of the shareholder’s meeting of CELULOSE

de Imóveis, S.A., since 2001; Chairman of the

DO CAIMA – SGPS, S.A., since 2002; Chairman of

presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting of

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

SÉTIMOS–PARTICIPAÇÕES, SGPS, S.A., since

of EDIFER – INVESTIMENTOS, Sociedade Gestora

2005; Chairman of the presiding board of the

de Participações Sociais, S.A., from 2003 to

shareholder’s meeting of GOTAN SGPS, S.A.,

2012; Chairman of the presiding board of the

since 2004; Chairman of the presiding board of

shareholder’s meeting of EDIFER – Sociedade

the shareholder’s meeting of Companhia Agrícola

Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A., from 2003

da Apariça, S.A., since June 2008; Chairman of

to 2012; Chairman of the presiding board of the

the presiding board of the shareholder’s meeting

shareholder’s meeting of ESTORIL SOL, SGPS,

of Companhia Agrícola das Polvorosas, S.A., since

S.A., from 2007 to 2012; Chairman of the board
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of directors of Fundação Arpad Szénes-Vieira da

ANTÓNIO

Silva, from 1993 to 2007; Chairman of the strategic

Appointed for the first time in 2004. His term of

council of Hospital Amadora-Sintra Sociedade

office ended on 31 December 2012 but remains

Gestora, S.A., from 2007 to 2008, Chairman of the

at his post until being replaced. Member of the

advisory board of Explorer Investments - Sociedade

board of directors of Banco BPI, S.A., since 1995;

de Capital de Risco, S.A., until 2010; Member of

Vice-chairman of the board of directors of Banco

the board of directors of SINDCOM - Sociedade

BPI since 2004; Vice-chairman of the board of

de Investimento na Indústria e Comércio, SGPS,

directors of Banco Português de Investimento, S.A.,

S.A., from 2005 to 2010; Member of ther board of

since 2007; Vice-chairman of the board of directors

curators of Fundação Batalha de Aljubarrota from

of BCI - Banco Comercial e de Investimentos, S.A.,

2002 to 2011.

since 2003; Vice-chairman of the board of directors

DOMINGUES.

Portuguese,

56.

of Banco de Fomento Angola, S.A., since 2002;
FERNANDO FORTUNY MARTORELL. Portuguese,

Member of the board of directors of BPI Madeira,

67. Appointed by being co-opted in 2008. His

SGPS, Unipessoal, S.A., since 2001; Member of the

term of office ended on 31 December 2012 but

board of directors of Allianz Portugal, S.A., since

remains at his post until being replaced. Director

2004; Member of the board of directors of SIBS

of Rioforte (Portugal), S.A. since 2010 Director

– Sociedade Interbancária de Serviços, S.A., from

of GO WELL – Promoção de Eventos Catering e

2000 to 2009.

Consultoria, S.A, since 2004; Director of Espírito
Santo Ventures – Sociedade Capital de Risco, S.A.

LÁSZLÓ ISTVAN HUBAY CEBRIAN. Portuguese,

since 2005; CEO of Espírito Santo Resources,

66. Appointed for the first time by being co-

Limited, since 2006; Director of Opway, SGPS,

opted in 2007. His term of office ended on 31

S.A., since 2006; Director of IMOSPEL – Soc.

December 2012 but remains at his post until being

Operações Imobiliárias, S.A, since 2007; Director of

replaced. Managing Director of Celebre Memórias,

Herdade da Comporta, since 2008; Vice-chairman

Lda., since 2012; Consultant at Nutri Ventures

of Rio Forte Investments, S.A, since 2009; Vice.-

Corporation, NVC, S.A, since 2011; Chairman of

chairman of Euroamerican Finance, S.A.; Director

the board of directors of Fundação Cascais since

of Santogal, SGPS, S.A; Non-executive director

2009; Chairman of the Luso-Hungarian chamber

of Espírito Santo Property (Brasil), S.A.; Director

of commerce since 2007; Consultant at The Disney

of Espírito Santo Resources (Portugal), S.A.,

Company from 2005 to 2007 and Consultant to

from 2006 to 2007; Director of Espírito Santo

Stage Entertainment from 2005 to 2007. Earlier

Resources, S.A., from 2008 to 2009; Director

he was also Chairman of The Walt Disney Company

of Espírito Santo Health Care Investments, since

Iberia, Chairman of The Walt Disney Company

2012.

Spain and the Walt Disney Company Portugal; The
Disney Country Managing Director.
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VÍTOR

FERNANDO

DA

CONCEIÇÃO

NUNO JOÃO FRANCISCO SOARES DE OLIVEIRA

GONÇALVES. Portuguese. 57 Appointed for the

SILVÉRIO MARQUES. Portuguese, 56. Appointed

first time in 2007. His term of office ended on 31

for the first time in 2007. His term of office ended

December 2012 but remains at his post until being

on 31 December 2012 but remains at his post

replaced. Senior lecturer in management at ISEG

until being replaced. Vice-chairman of the board

since 1994; Assistant dean at Universidade Técnica

of directors of CIDOT – Estúdio de Comunicação,

de Lisboa since 2007; member of the Conselho

S.A. since 2004; Managing director of Nimble

Económico e Social since 2007; Member of the

Portal - Serviços e Consultoria de Gestão, Lda.

“Panel of Experts on World Competitiveness“

since 2012; Non-executive director and member

of the IMD World Competitiveness Centre since

of the

2005; Member of the general and supervisory

S.A. from 2011 to 2012; Member of the

council and chairman of the financial matters

commission of Banco Privado Atlântico – Europa,

commission at EDP- Energias de Portugal S A.

S.A. from 2009 to 2011; Chairman of the board

since 2006; Chairman of the audit commission of

of directors of AGILLE – Serviços e Consultoria

Fundação EDP since 2007; Chairman of Gaptec /

de Gestão, S.A. from 2009 to 2010; Director da

UTL since 2007; Chairman of the advisory board of

AGILLE – Serviços e Consultoria de Gestão, S.A.,

ISEG (2003-2006); Chairman of IDEFE- Instituto

from 2006 to 2009.

audit commission of TIM W.E. ,SGPS,
audit

para o Desenvolvimento e Estudos Económicos
Financeiros e Empresariais from 2003 to 2007.

JOAQUIM FRANCISCO ALVES FERREIRA DE

Guest lecturer at various Portuguese and foreign

OLIVEIRA. Portuguese, 65. Appointed for the first

universities. Author of dozens of articles in

time in 2001, ended a term of office in May 2005

Portuguese and foreign scientific magazines.

and was then reappointed in January 2008. His
term of office ended on 31 December 2012 but

PAULO CARDOSO CORREIA MOTA PINTO.

remains at his post until being replaced. Since

Portuguese, 46. Appointed for the first time in

1984, when he founded Olivedesportos he has

2008. His term of office ended on 31 December

been chairman of the board of several companies

2012 but remains at his post until being replaced.

in the business group called Controlinvest;

Master’s and PhD in law (Ciências Jurídico-

Chairman of the board of directors of Sport TV

Civilísticas); Lecturer at Coimbra university since

S.A.; He has also been chairman of the boards

1991; Legal advisor since 2007 and constitutional

of directors Sportinveste Multimédia SGPS and

court judge until 2007; Portuguese MP since

Sportinveste Multimédia – a joint venture set up

October 2009.

to explore multimedia content connected with
sports events, since they were founded in 2001.
In 2005 he purchased what was then called
Grupo Lusomundo Media (now Controlinveste
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Media), and chairs the various companies within

Sociedade de Investimentos e Participações, S.A.;

the group.

Chairwoman of the board of directors of Nova
Cimangola, S.A.; Director of Unitel, S.A.; Director

MÁRIO FILIPE MOREIRA LEITE DA SILVA.

of BFA – Banco de Fomento Angola, S.A.; Director

Portuguese, 40. Appointed for the first time in

of Banco BIC; Director of Banco BIC Português,

2010. His term of office ended on 31 December

S.A.; Chairwoman Red Cross Angola.

2012 but remains at his post until being replaced.
Chairman of the board of directors of Fidequity –

CATARINA TAVIRA, Angolan, 39. Co-opted at the

Serviços de Gestão, S.A. since 2006. Chairman

ZON Multimédia board meeting on 27 November

of the board of directors of Santoro, Financial

2012, as a non-executive member, to complete

Holding, SGPS, S.A.; Chairman of the board of

the term of office for the 2010/2012 trenium. Her

directors of Santoro Finance S.A.; Chairman of

term of office ended on 31 December 2012 but

the board of directors of Fidequity – Serviços de

remains at her post until being replaced. Head of

Gestão, S.A.; Chairman of the board of directors of

the product and service department of UNITEL,

Grisogono, S.A.; Director at Kento Holding Limited;

S.A., from 2005 to 2009; Marketing and Product

Member of the board of directors of Banco BPI,

Director at ZAP – Distribuidora de TV por Satélite,

S.A.; Member of the board of directors of BFA

since 2010.

– Banco de Fomento Angola, S.A.; Member of
the board of directors of Socip – Sociedade de

MIGUEL FILIPE VEIGA MARTINS, Portuguese, 46.

Investimentos e Participações, S.A.; Director at

Co-opted at the ZON Multimédia board meeting on

Esperaza Holding, B.V.; Member of the board of

27 November 2012, as a non-executive member,

directors of Nova Cimangola, S.A.; Member of the

to complete the term of office for the 2010/2012

board of directors of Ciminvest – Sociedade de

trenium. His term of office ended on 31 December

Investimentos e Participações, S.A.; Member of

2012 but remains at his post until being replaced.

the board of directors of Finstar – Sociedade de

Board director and CEO of Unitel, S.A., since 2010;

Investimentos e Participações, S.A.; Professor at

executive director Vodafone Internet Service Group

Porto Business School.

in the UK from 2008 to 2010; Executive director
Portugal, from 2004 to 2008.

ISABEL DOS SANTOS, Angolan, 39 . Co-opted
at the ZON Multimédia board meeting on 27

ANDRÉ PALMEIRO RIBEIRO, Portuguese, 38. Co-

November 2012, as a non-executive member, to

opted at the ZON Multimédia board meeting on

complete the term of office for the 2010/2012

27 November 2012, as a non-executive member,

trenium. Her term of office ended on 31 December

to complete the term of office for the 2010/2012

2012 but remains at her post until being replaced.

trenium. His term of office ended on 31 December

Chairwoman of the board of directors of Finstar –

2012 but remains at his post until being replaced.
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Board director at Galp Energia SGPS, S.A; Board

of Guemonte – Sociedade Civil Imobiliária e de

director at Galp Exploração e Produção Petrolífera;

Investimento, S.A. since 2006; Member of the

Board director at Petrogal; Board director at GDP-

board of directors of Ecomar S.A. Angola, since

Gás de Portugal, SGPS, S.A.; Board director at Galp

2007; Member of the board of directors of Ecomar,

Gás Natural Distribuição; Board director at Galp

SGPS, S.A., since 2010.

Power, SGPS, S.A.; Board director at Galp Energia,
S. A.; Board director at Galp Energia España; Board

JORGE TELMO MARIA FREIRE CARDOSO.

director at Galp Exploração e Produção (East

Portuguese, 41. Elected in 2008 for a first term of

Timor); Board director at Galp Bioenergy, B. V.;

office as ZON board director, Notified the Chairman

Board director at Galp Brazil Services, B. V.; Board

of the board of directors he was stepping down

director at Galp Energia Netherlands, B. V.; Board

as of 31 August 2012. Executive director of Caixa-

director at Galp Energia Rovuma, B. V.; Board

Banco de Investimento, S.A. since 2008 and

director at Petrogal Brasil S.A.; Chairman of the

chairman of the executive committee since 2011;

board of directors at Sacor Marítima, S.A.; Board

Vice-chairman of the board of directors of Banco

director at Next Priority, SGPS, S.A.; Board director

Caixa Geral - Brasil, S.A. since 2012; Chairman

at Galp Energia Overseas, B. V.; managing director

of the board of directors of CGD Investimentos

at Strongeagle Unipessoal, Lda.

Corretora de Valores e Câmbio, S.A., since
2012; Vice-chairman of the board of directors
of Banco Nacional de Investimento, S.A., from

INFORMATION ON BOARD MEMBERS

May to December 2012; Member of the board of

WHO TERMINATED THEIR TERMS OF

directors of Empark Portugal – Empreendimentos

OFFICE IN 2012, AS MENTIONED IN

e Exploração de Parqueamentos, S.A, from 2010

CHAPTER 2 POINT 3 OF THIS REPORT.

to 2012; Member of the board of directors of
Dornier, S.A., from 2010 to 2012. Member of the

LUÍS JOÃO BORDALO DA SILVA, Portuguese, 54.

board of directors of Fomentinvest, SGPS, S.A.,

Appointed for the first time in 2003. Notified the

from 2007 to 2008. Coordinator director of the

Chairman of the board of directors he was stepping

Corporate Finance department of Caixa – Banco

down as of 31 July 2012. Member of the board

de Investimento, S.A., from 2000 to 2008. Taught

of directors of Cinveste, SGPS, S.A., since 2006;

as guest assistant professor at FEUNL.

Manager of Cinveste Investimentos, Lda., since
2008; Manager of Cinveste Finance, SGPS, Lda.,

NORBERTO

since 2007; Manager of Cinveste Finance, Gestão

Portuguese, 58. Elected for the first time to the ZON

de Valores Mobiliários, Lda., since 2007; Member

Multimédia board of directors in 2008. Notified the

of the board of directors of M&C Colecção de Arte,

Chairman of the board of directors he was stepping

S.A., since 2007; Member of the board of directors

down as of 31 July 2012. Chairman of the board

EMÍLIO
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of directors of Caixa – Participações, SGPS, S.A.,
since 2008; Chairman of the board of directors
of Caixatec – Tecnologias de Comunicação, S.A.,
since 2008; Chairman of the board of directors
of Sogrupo – Sistemas de INFORMATION, ACE,
since 2008; Vice-chairman of Banco Efisa, since
2009; Vice – chairman of the board of directors
of BPN – Banco Português de Negócios, S.A.,
from 2008 to 2012; Board director at Caixa Geral
de Depósitos, S.A., since 2008; Board director at
SIBS – Sociedade Interbancária de Serviços, S.A.,
since 2004; Member of the board of directors of
Caixa Geral de Aposentações, since 2008.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS TABLES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (TABLE 1)
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 31 DECEMBER 2012
(Amounts stated in thousands of euros)
NOTES

4th QUARTER 11

12M 11

(UNAUDIT) (a)

4th QUARTER 12

12M 12

(UNAUDIT) (a)

REVENUES:
SERVICES RENDERED
SALES
OTHER OPERATING REVENUES
7

205,834

821,499

203,560

818,713

8,845

29,080

8,722

33,373

927

4,250

2,416

6,514

215,606

854,828

214,698

858,600

COSTS, LOSSES AND GAINS:
WAGES AND SALARIES

8

14,895

59,291

15,496

59,783

DIRECT COSTS

9

60,767

243,904

63,380

243,401

COSTS OF PRODUCTS SOLD

10

16,066

3,281

7,352

3,327

9,365

24,616

7,097

24,176

11

16,372

66,024

15,597

60,430

SUPPLIES AND EXTERNAL SERVICES

11

33,235

130,410

31,346

126,351

OTHER OPERATIONAL COSTS

12

217

778

383

1,127

1,475

5,762

704

5,426

2,382

5,465

2,703

8,941

53,320

217,598

54,505

214,580

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING
SUPPORT SERVICES

TAXES
PROVISIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS
DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION AND IMPAIRMENT
LOSSES

13
31 e 32

REESTRUCTURING COSTS
LOSSES/(GAINS) ON SALE OF ASSETS, NET
OTHER LOSSES/(GAINS), NET

12

INCOME BEFORE FINANCIAL RESULTS AND TAXES
FINANCIAL COSTS

14

NET FOREIGN EXCHANGE LOSSES/(GAINS), NET

177

1,395

333

1,310

(433)

(828)

111

(517)

229

392

(1)

211

195,281

762,158

194,982

761,287

20,326

92,671

19,716

97,313

6,635

25,289

7,323

27,427

(43)

(241)

12

(289)

NET LOSSES/(GAINS) ON FINANCIAL ASSETS, NET

15

(49)

(49)

10

638

EQUITY IN EARNINGS OF AFFILIATED COMPANIES,
NET

16

3,160

10,321

19

217

NET OTHER FINANCIAL EXPENSES/(INCOME)

14

2,084

7,715

4,179

14,455

11,787

43,035

11,543

42,448

8,538

49,636

8,173

54,865

2,658

14,787

1,775

17,978

5,880

34,849

6,397

36,888

INCOME BEFORE TAXES
17

INCOME TAXES
NET CONSOLIDATED INCOME
ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS

18

ZON MULTIMÉDIA GROUP SHAREHOLDERS

211

650

9

869

5,670

34,199

6,388

36,018

EARNINGS PER SHARE
BASIC - EUROS

19

0.02

0.11

0.02

0.12

DILUTED - EUROS

19

0.02

0.11

0.02

0.12

(a) As standard practice, only the annual and half-year accounts are audited; the quarterly results are not audited separately.

The Notes to the Financial Statements form an integral part of the consolidated statement of comprehensive
income for the year ended on 31 December 2012.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (TABLE 2)
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 31 DECEMBER 2012
(Amounts stated in thousands of euros)
NOTES
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

12M 11

12M 12

34,849

36,888

FAIR VALUE OF INTEREST RATE SWAP

40

(412)

(3,474)

DEFERRED INCOME TAX - INTEREST RATE SWAP

40

115

920

FAIR VALUE OF EXCHANGE RATE FORWARD

40

811

(577)

DEFERRED INCOME TAX -EXCHANGE RATE FORWARD

40

(238)

167

(458)

(271)

2

-

(180)

(3,234)

34,669

33,654

34,019

32,785

650

869

34,669

33,654

CURRENCY TRANSLATION DIFFERENCES
OTHER MOVEMENTS
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR
ATTRIBUTABLE TO:

SHARE OWNERS OF THE COMPANY
NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS

The Notes to the Financial Statements form an integral part of the consolidated statement of comprehensive
income for the year ended on 31 December 2012.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 31 DECEMBER 2012
(Amounts stated in thousands of euros)
NOTES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

22

407,362

308,251

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - TRADE

23

124,757

130,522

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER

24

113,060

41,901

INVENTORIES

25

46,741

44,317

TAXES RECEIVABLE

26

5,081

4,669

NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD-FOR-SALE
PREPAID EXPENSES

27

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

40

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

876

678

10,530

11,930

532

-

708,939

542,269
25,455

NON-CURRENT ASSETS:
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER

24

21,317

INVESTMENTS IN PARTICIPATED COMPANIES

28

470

222

INVESTMENTS HELD-TO-MATUTRITY

29

20,489

22,187

AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

30

21,823

20,629

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

31

314,666

319,155

TANGIBLE ASSETS

32

647,126

632,047

884

842

17

49,895

48,146

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

1,076,671

1,068,685

TOTAL ASSETS

1,785,611

1,610,953

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
DEFERRED INCOME TAX ASSETS

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES:
BORROWINGS

33

499,961

363,254

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE-TRADE

34

153,108

157,052

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE-OTHER

35

54,005

57,076

ACCRUED EXPENSES

36

56,477

51,628

DEFERRED INCOME

37

3,775

9,514

TAXES PAYABLE

26

17,156

12,800

PROVISIONS FOR OTHER LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

38

4,234

420

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

40

350

45

789,066

651,788
721,219

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES:
BORROWINGS

33

729,424

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE-OTHER

35

786

90

DEFERED INCOME

37

1,882

1,385

PROVISIONS FOR OTHER LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

38

23,006

8,411

DEFERRED INCOME TAX LIABILITIES

17

4,207

2,776

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

40

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES

2,227

6,051

761,531

739,931

1,550,597

1,391,719
3,091

SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY
SHARE CAPITAL

39.1

3,091

TREASURY SHARES

39.2

(554)

(914)

LEGAL RESERVE

39.3

3,556

3,556

OTHER RESERVES

39.3

162,919

164,381

RETAINED EARNINGS
EQUITY BEFORE NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS

39,723

225,030

209,838

9,984

9,396

TOTAL EQUITY

235,014

219,234

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDER'S EQUITY

1,785,611

1,610,953

NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS

18

56,019

The Notes to the Financial Statements form an integral part of the consolidated statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2012.		
Accountant
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY
2011
DIVIDENDS ATTRIBUTED
TO NON-CONTROLLED
INTERESTS
DIVIDENDS PAID
UNDISTRIBUTED PROFIT
AQUISITION OF
TREASURY SHARES
DISTRIBUITION OF
TREASURY SHARES
SHARE PLAN
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE PERIOD
CONSOLIDATION
DIFFERENCES
BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER
2011
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY
2012
DIVIDEND ATTRIBUTED
TO NON-CONTROLLED
INTERESTS
DIVIDENDS PAID
UNDISTRIBUTED PROFIT
AQUISITION OF TREASURY
SHARES
DISTRIBUITION OF
TREASURY SHARES
SHARE PLAN
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE PERIOD
CONSOLIDATION
DIFFERENCES
BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER
2012

TOTAL

NON-CONTROLLED
INTERESTS

ACCUMULATED
EARNINGS

OTHER RESERVES

LEGAL RESERVE

TREASURY SHARES

CAPITAL ISSUED
PREMIUM

SHARE CAPITAL

NOTES

FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 31 DECEMBER 2012
(Amounts stated in thousands of euros)

3,091

(17)

-

3,556

155,146

78,517

9,891

250,183

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

(542)

(542)

20

-

-

-

-

(14,275)

(35,178)

-

(49,454)

39.3

-

-

-

-

19,976

(19,976)

-

-

39.3

-

(1,192)

(4)

-

-

-

-

(1,196)

39.3

-

657

2

-

(659)

-

-

-

39.3

-

-

-

-

3,126

(1,372)

-

1,753

-

-

-

-

(180)

34,199

650

34,669

-

-

-

-

(214)

(171)

(15)

(400)

3,091

(552)

(2)

3,556

162,919

56,019

9,984

235,014

3,091

(552)

(3)

3,556

162,919

56,019

9,984

235,014

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,457)

(1,457)

20

-

-

-

-

(14,730)

(34,708)

-

(49,438)

39.3

-

-

-

-

18,016

(18,016)

-

-

39.3

-

(902)

(4)

-

-

-

-

(906)

39.3

-

544

3

-

(547)

-

-

-

39.3

-

-

-

-

1,642

410

-

2,052

-

-

-

-

(3,234)

36,018

869

33,654

-

-

-

-

314

-

-

314

3,091

(910)

(4)

3,556

164,381

39,723

9,396

219,234

The Notes to the Financial Statements form an integral part of the consolidated statement of changes in
shareholders’ equity for the year ended on 31 December 2012.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEARS ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 31 DECEMBER 2012
(Amounts stated in thousands of euros)
NOTES

12M 11

12M 12

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
COLLECTIONS FROM CLIENTS

1,070,766

1,053,226

PAYMENTS TO SUPPLIERS

(610,209)

(608,329)

PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEES

(63,311)

(60,439)

PAYMENTS RELATING TO INCOME TAXES

(16,517)

(16,953)

OTHER CASH RECEIPTS / PAYMENTS RELATED WITH OPERATING ACTIVITIES

(69,114)

(95,701)

311,614

271,805

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES (1)
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
CASH RECEIPTS RESULTING FROM
FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
LOANS GRANTED

42.1

INTEREST AND RELATED INCOME
DIVIDENDS
OTHER INVESTMENTS

6,667

-

897

765

4,951

15,715

21,434

15,589

625

-

17

-

34,590

32,069

PAYMENTS RESULTING FROM
FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS
TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
LOANS GRANTED
OTHER INVESTMENTS

(81)

(6)

(169,350)

(95,615)

(3,506)

(3,646)

42.2

(37,731)

(6,313)

29

(20,175)

-

(230,843)

(105,580)

(196,252)

(73,511)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES (2)
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
CASH RECEIPTS RESULTING FROM
LOANS OBTAINED

1,810,859

2,436,822

1,810,859

2,436,822

(1,616,125)

(2,581,895)

PAYMENTS RESULTING FROM
LOANS OBTAINED
LEASE RENTALS (PRINCIPAL)

(66,107)

(33,681)

INTEREST AND RELATED EXPENSES

(49,521)

(69,270)

DIVIDENDS

42.3

(49,996)

(50,895)

ACQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES

39.2

(1,196)

(906)

OTHER FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES (3)
CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (4)=(1)+(2)+(3)
EFFECT OF EXCHANGE DIFFERENCES
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD
CHANGES IN THE CONSOLIDATED SCOPE
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

22

-

(20)

(1,782,946)

(2,736,667)

27,913

(299,845)

143,275

(101,550)

(558)

59

264,646

407,362

-

2,380

407,362

308,251

The Notes to the Financial Statements form an integral part of the consolidated statement of cash flows for the
year ended on 31 December 2012.		
Accountant
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1. INTRODUCTORY NOTE
ZON Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações

Investimentos e Participações S.A. (“Finstar”)

e Multimédia, SGPS, S.A. (“ZON Multimédia” or

and Mstar, SA (“Mstar”) provide television signal

“the Company”), with the company headquarters

by satellite in both Angola and Mozambique

based at Rua Actor António Silva, nº9, Campo

respectively. The activities of these companies

Grande, was set up by Portugal Telecom, SGPS,

include:

S.A. (“Portugal Telecom”) on 15.07.99 with the aim

distribution; b) the operation of electronic

of using it to implement its multimedia business

communications services, including data and

strategy.

multimedia communication services in general;

a)

cable

and

satellite

television

c) IP voice services (“VOIP” – Voice over IP);
During the 2007 financial year, Portugal Telecom

d) mobile virtual network operator (MVNO);

proceeded with the spin-off of ZON Multimédia

and e) the provision of consultancy and similar

through the attribution of its shares in this

services directly or indirectly related to the above

company to its shareholders, which then became

mentioned activities and services. The business

fully independent from Portugal Telecom.

of ZON TV Cabo, ZON TV Cabo Açoreana and
ZON TV Cabo Madeirense is regulated by Law

The multimedia business operated by ZON

5/2004 (Electronic Communications Law), which

Multimédia

establishes the legal regime governing electronic

and

the

associated

companies

comprising its portfolio of companies (“ZON

communications networks and services.

Group” or “Group”) includes cable and satellite
television services, voice and internet access

ZON Conteúdos – Atividade de Televisão e de

services, video production and sale, Pay TV channel

Produção de Conteúdos, S.A. (“ZON Conteúdos”),

advertising, cinema exhibition and distribution, and

ZON Lusomundo TV, Lda. (“ZON Lusomundo TV”),

the production of channels for Pay TV.

Sport TV Portugal, S.A. (“Sport TV”) and Dreamia –
Serviços de Televisão, S.A. (“Dreamia SA”) operate

ZON Multimédia shares are listed on the Euronext

in the television and content production business,

Lisbon market.

and currently produce movie, series, sport and
children’s channels which are distributed by ZON

The cable and satellite service in Portugal is

TV Cabo and its subsidiaries, as well as by other

provided by ZON TV Cabo Portugal, S.A. (“ZON

operators. ZON Conteúdos also manages the

TV Cabo”), and its affiliates, ZON TV Cabo

advertising space on Pay TV channels and in the

Açoreana, S.A. (“ZON TV Cabo Açoreana”),

cinemas of ZON Lusomundo Cinemas, S.A. (“ZON

ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, S.A. (“ZON TV

LM Cinemas”).

Cabo Madeirense”). Finstar - Sociedade de
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ZON Lusomundo Audiovisuais, S.A. (“ZON LM
Audiovisuais”) and ZON LM Cinemas and their
subsidiaries operate in the audiovisual sector,
which includes video production and sale, cinema
distribution and exhibition, and the acquisition/
negotiation of Pay TV and VOD (video-on-demand)
rights.

The notes in these Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements follow the order in which
the items are shown in the consolidated financial
statements.

The consolidated financial statements for the
financial year ended on 31 December 2012 were
approved by the Board of Directors and their issue
authorised on 26 March 2013.

However, they are still subject to approval by the
General Meeting of Shareholders in accordance
with company law in Portugal. The Board of
Directors believes that the financial statements give
a true and fair view of the Company’s operations,
financial performance and cash flows.
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2. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies adopted in

estimates, assumptions and critical judgements

the preparation of the financial statements are

with impact on the value of assets and liabilities

described below. These policies were consistently

and the recognition of income and costs in each

applied to all the financial years presented, unless

reporting period. Although these estimates were

otherwise indicated.

based on the best information available at the
date of preparation of the consolidated financial

2.1. PRINCIPLES OF PRESENTATION

statements, current and future results may differ
from these estimates. The areas involving a higher

The

consolidated

financial

statements

are

presented in euros as this is the main currency of

element of judgment and estimates are described
in Note 3.

the Group’s operations. The financial statements
of subsidiaries located abroad were converted into

In the preparation and presentation of the

euros in accordance with the accounting policies

consolidated financial statements, the ZON Group

described in Note 2. 21.

declares that it complies explicitly and without
reservation with IAS/IFRS reporting standards and

The consolidated financial statements of ZON

related SIC/IFRIC interpretations as approved by

Multimédia were prepared in accordance with

the European Union.

the International Financial Reporting Standards
(“IFRS”) issued by the International Accounting

CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Standards Board (“IASB”), as adopted in the

AND DISCLOSURES

European Union, in force as at 1 January 2012.
The impacts of the adoption of the standards
The

consolidated

financial

statements

were

prepared on a going concern basis from the

and interpretations that became effective as of 1
January 2012 are as follows:

ledgers and accounting records of the companies
included in the consolidation (Annex I.a) and

• IFRS 7 (amendment), ‘Financial instruments:

Annex 1.c)), using the historical cost convention,

Disclosures – transfer of financial assets’

adjusted where applicable for the valuation of

(effective for annual periods beginning on or

financial assets and liabilities (including derivatives)

after 1 July 2011). This amendment to IFRS

at their fair value through profit or loss (FVPL).

7 refers to the disclosure requirements to be
made for financial assets transferred to third

In preparing the consolidated financial statements

parties but not derecognised in the balance

in

sheet because the entity retains associated

accordance

with

IFRS,

the

Board

used
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liabilities or continued involvement. This

in accordance with the fair value model.

amendment has no impact on the ZON

This amendment incorporates into IAS 12

Group’s financial statements.

the principles included in SIC 21, which is
repealed. This amendment has no impact

The following new standards and amendments to

on the ZON Group’s financial statements.

existing standards as well as new interpretations
of existing ones have been published and are

• IFRS 19 (2011 revision), ‘Employee benefits’

mandatory only for accounting periods beginning

(effective for annual periods beginning

on or after 1 July 2012 or later periods, which the

on or after 1 January 2013). This revision

Group has decided not to early adopt:

introduces

significant

changes

in

the

recognition and measurement of defined
• IAS

1

(amendment),

of

benefit costs and termination benefits,

financial statements’ (effective for annual

together with the disclosures to be made for

periods beginning on or after 1 July 2012).

all employee benefits. Actuarial gains and

This amendment requires entities to present

losses are to be recognised immediately

separately the items accounted for as

and only in “Other comprehensive income”

Other comprehensive income, depending

(the corridor method is not allowed). The

on

reclassified

financial cost of funded plans is calculated

subsequently to profit or loss (recyclable)

on the basis of the unfunded net liability.

from those that cannot be reclassified

Termination benefits only qualify as such if

subsequently

(non-

there is no future service obligation on the

recyclable), together with their tax impact,

part of the employee. The ZON Group is

if the items are presented before tax. The

improving the impact of this alteration and

ZON Group is assessing the impact of this

will start apply this standard as soon as it is

operation and will start apply this standard

approved.

whether

they

to

can

profit

‘Presentation

be

or

loss

as soon as it is approved.
• IFRS 1 (amendment), ‘First time adoption of
• IAS

12

(amendment),

‘Income

taxes’

IFRS’ (effective in the EU for annual periods

(effective in the EU for annual periods

beginning on or after 1 January 2013). This

beginning on or after 1 January 2013).

amendment includes a specific exemption

This amendment requires an entity to

for

measure deferred tax assets depending

previously operated in economies classified

on whether the entity expects to recover

as hyperinflationary. The exemption allows

the net asset value by using it or selling it,

an entity to elect to measure certain assets

except for investment properties measured

and liabilities at fair value using the fair
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value as “deemed cost” in the opening

the parent company and subsidiaries as

statement of financial position for IFRS.

a single entity remains unchanged. The

Another change relates to the replacement

ZON Group is improving the impact of this

of references to specific dates by “date

alteration and will start apply this standard

of transition to IFRS” in the exceptions

as soon as it is approved.

to retrospective application of IFRS. This
amendment has no impact on the ZON

• IFRS 11 (new), ‘Joint Agreements’ (effective

Group’s financial statements as the IFRS

in the EU for annual periods beginning on

are already applied.

or after 1 January 2014). IFRS 11 focuses on
the rights and obligations associated with

• IFRS 1 (amendment), ‘First time adoption

the joint arrangements, rather than its legal

of IFRS’ - Government Loans (effective

form. Joint arrangements may be either

for annual periods beginning on or after

joint operations (rights over assets and

1 January 2013). This amendment is

obligations) or joint ventures (rights to the

still subject to endorsement by the EU.

net assets of the arrangement as measured

This change aims to clarify how bodies

by the equity method). Proportionate

adopting the IFRS standards for the first

consolidation should be allowed when

time should account for a government loan

assessing jointly controlled Entities. The

with a lower interest rate than the market

ZON Group is improving the impact of this

rate It also introduces an exemption to

alteration and will start apply this standard

apply retrospectively, similar to that applied

as soon as it is approved.

to bodies already reporting to the IFRS in
2009. This amendment has no impact on

• IFRS 12 (new) – ‘Disclosure of interests in

the ZON Group’s financial statements as

other entities’ (effective in the EU for annual

the IFRS are already applied.

periods beginning on or after 1 January
2014). This reporting standard establishes

• IFRS 10 (new), ‘Consolidated financial

disclosure requirements for all types of

statements’ (effective in the EU for annual

interests in other entities, including joint

periods beginning on or after 1 January

ventures, associates and special purpose

2014). IFRS 10 replaces all the guidance

entities, in order to assess the nature,

on control and consolidation included in

risk and financial impacts associated with

IAS 27 and SIC 12, amending the definition

the entity’s interest. The ZON Group is

of control and the criteria for determining

improving the impact of this alteration and

control. The

will start apply this standard as soon as it is

basic

principle

that

the

consolidated financial statements present
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• Amendment to IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS

• IFRS 13 (new), ‘Fair value: measurement and

12 - ‘Transitional Regime’ (to apply to

disclosure ‘ (effective for periods beginning

financial years starting on or after 1 January

on or after 1 January 2013). IFRS 13 aims

2013). This amendment is still subject to

to increase consistency by establishing a

endorsement by the EU. This amendment

definition of fair value and forming the only

clarifies the fact that, when the application

basis for requirements for measuring and

of IFRS 10 requires a different accounting

disclosing the fair value to apply to all the

treatment than that applied previously,

IFRSs. The ZON Group is assessing the

in accordance with IAS 27/SIC 12, the

impact of this amendment and will start

comparisons have to be restated but only

applying this standard as soon as it takes

for the earlier comparative period and the

effect.

selected differences for the start date of
the comparative period are recognised in

• IAS 27 (2011 revision), ‘Separate financial

the equity capital. Specific disclosures are

statements’ (effective in the EU for annual

required for IFRS 12. The ZON Group is

periods beginning on or after 1 January

improving the impact of this alteration and

2014). IAS 27 was revised after the issue of

will start apply this standard as soon as it is

IFRS 10 and contains the accounting and

approved.

disclosure requirements for investments in
subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates

• Amendment to IFRS 10, IFRS 12 and

where an entity prepares separate financial

IFRS 27 - ‘Bodies Managing Financial

statements. The ZON Group is improving

Contributions’ (to apply to financial years

the impact of this alteration and will start

starting on or after 1 January 2014). This

apply this standard as soon as it is approved.

amendment is still subject to endorsement
by the EU. This amendment includes

• IFRS 28 (2011 revision), ‘Investments in

the definition of an Entity managing

associates and joint ventures’ (effective in

financial contributions and introduces the

the EU for annual periods beginning on or

regime of exception to the obligation for

after 1 January 2014). IAS 28 was revised

Entities managing financial partnerships

after the issue of IFRS 11 and prescribes

that qualify to provide funding, once all

the accounting treatment of investments in

investments are measured against fair

associates and joint ventures, establishing

value. Specific disclosures are required for

the requirements for applying the equity

IFRS 12. This standard does not apply to

method. The ZON Group is improving the

the ZON Group.

impact of this alteration and will start apply
this standard as soon as it is approved.
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• IFRS

7

(amendment),

‘Disclosures

–

measurement: amortised cost and fair value.

offsetting financial assets and financial

All equity instruments are measured at fair

liabilities’ (effective for annual periods

value. A financial instrument is measured

beginning on or after 1 January 2013). This

at amortised cost only if the company is

amendment is part of the IASB’s ‘assets and

holding it to collect contractual cash flows

liabilities offsetting’ project and introduces

and the cash flows represent principal and

new disclosure requirements on offsetting

interest. Otherwise, financial instruments

unrecognised rights (assets and liabilities),

are measured at fair value through profit

offset assets and liabilities and the effect of

and loss. The ZON Group is improving the

these offsets on exposure to credit risk. The

impact of this alteration and will start apply

ZON Group is improving the impact of this

this standard as soon as it is approved.

alteration and will start apply this standard
as soon as it is approved.

• IFRIC 20 (new), ‘Discovery costs in the
production phase of an open cast mine’

• IFRS 32 (amendment), ‘Disclosures –

(effective for annual periods beginning on or

offsetting financial assets and financial

after 1 January 2013). This guidance relates

liabilities’ (effective for annual periods

to the recognition of the costs of stripping

beginning on or after 1 January 2014). This

the overburden in the initial phase of an

amendment is part of the IASB’s ‘assets

open cast mine as an asset, having regard

and liabilities offsetting’ project and clarifies

to the fact that stripping the overburden

the meaning of ‘currently has a legally

produces

enforceable right of set-off’ and clarifies that

immediate extraction of mineral resources

some gross settlement systems (clearing

and opening up additional quantities of

houses) may be considered equivalent

mineral resources for extraction in the

to net settlement. The ZON Group is

future. This standard does not apply to the

improving the impact of this alteration and

ZON Group.

two

potential

benefits:

the

will start apply this standard as soon as it is
approved.

• IFRS 9 (new), ‘Financial instruments –

2.2. BASIS OF CONSOLIDATION
CONTROLLED COMPANIES

classification and measurement’ (effective
for annual periods beginning on or after 1

Controlled companies were consolidated by the full

January 2015). This standard is still subject

consolidation method. Control is deemed to exist

to endorsement by the EU. The initial

where the Company directly or indirectly holds a

phase of IFRS 9 forecasts two types of

majority of the voting rights at a General Meeting
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of Shareholders or has the power to determine the

On the acquisition of additional equity shares in

financial and operating policies. In situations where

companies already controlled by the Group, the

the Company has, in substance, control of other

difference between the share of capital acquired

entities created for a specific purpose, although it

and

does not directly hold equity in them, such entities

recognised directly in equity.

the

corresponding

acquisition

value

is

are consolidated by the full consolidation method.
The entities in these situations are listed in Annex I.a).

Where an increase in position in the capital of
an associated company results in the acquisition

The interest of third parties in the equity and net

of control, with the latter being included in the

profit of such companies is presented separately

consolidated financial statements by the full

in

financial

consolidation method, the share of the fair values

position and in the consolidated statement of

assigned to the assets and liabilities, corresponding

comprehensive income, respectively, under the

to the percentages previously held, is stated in in

item “Non-controlled Interests” (Note 18).

the income statement.

The identifiable acquired assets and the liabilities

The directly attributable transaction costs are

and contingent liabilities assumed in a business

recognised immediately in profit or loss.

the

consolidated

statement

of

combination are measured initially at fair value at
the acquisition date, irrespective of the existence of

The results of companies acquired or sold during

non-controlled interests. The excess of acquisition

the year are included in the income statements as

cost over the fair value of the Group’s share of

from the date of acquisition or until the date of

identifiable acquired assets and liabilities is stated

their disposal, respectively.

in Goodwill. Where the acquisition cost is less
than the fair value of the identified net assets, the

Intercompany transactions, balances, unrealised

difference is recorded as a gain in the statement of

gains on transactions and dividends distributed

comprehensive income in the period in which the

between

acquisition occurs.

Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the

Group

companies

are

eliminated.

transaction shows evidence of impairment of the
The interests of minority shareholders are initially

transferred asset.

recognised as their proportion of the fair value of
the identifiable assets and liabilities. ZON Group

Where necessary, adjustments are made to the

adopts the policy of treating transactions with

financial statements of controlled companies in

minority interests as transactions external to the

order to align their accounting policies with those

Group.

of the Group.
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JOINTLY CONTROLLED COMPANIES

acquisition cost of a financial investment over the
fair value of the identifiable net assets is recorded

Shareholdings in jointly controlled companies are

as goodwill and is added to the value of the

consolidated using the proportional consolidation

financial investment and its recovery is reviewed

method from the date on which joint control is

annually or whenever there are indications of

acquired. Under this method, the assets, liabilities,

possible loss of value. Where the acquisition

income and costs of these companies are included

cost is less than the fair value of the identified

in the consolidated financial statements, line by

net assets, the difference is recorded as a gain in

line, in proportion to the control attributable to the

the statement of comprehensive income in the

Group. The classification of financial investments in

period in which the acquisition occurs.

jointly controlled companies is determined on the
basis of the existence of shareholder agreements

Financial

investments

in

the

majority

of

that demonstrate and govern the joint control.

associated companies (Annex I.b)) are stated

Transactions, balances and dividends distributed

by the equity method. Under this method,

between companies are eliminated in proportion

financial investments are adjusted periodically

to the control attributable to the Group.

by an amount corresponding to the share in the
net profits of associated companies, as a contra

The assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of

entry in “Losses/(gains) in associated companies”

a jointly controlled company are stated at their

in the statement of comprehensive income.

fair value at the acquisition date. Any excess of

Direct changes in the post-acquisition equity of

acquisition cost over the fair value of identifiable

associated companies are recognised as the value

net assets is recorded as goodwill. Where the

of the shareholding as a contra entry in reserves,

acquisition cost is less than the fair value of the

in equity. Additionally, financial investments may

identified net assets, the difference is recorded

also be adjusted for recognition of impairment

as a gain in the statement of comprehensive

losses.

income in the period in which the acquisition
occurs.

Losses in associated companies which exceed
the investment made in them are not recognised,

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

except where the Group has entered into
undertakings with that associated company.

An associated company is a company in which
the Group exercises significant influence through

Dividends received from these companies are

participation in decisions about its financial

recorded as a reduction in the value of the financial

and operating policies, but in which does not

investments.

have control or joint control. Any excess of the
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CONVERSION TO EUROS OF FINANCIAL

2.4. CLASSIFICATION OF THE

STATEMENTS EXPRESSED IN FOREIGN

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

CURRENCIES
Realisable assets and liabilities due in less than one
See accounting policy 2.21.

year from the date of the statement of financial
position are classified as current in assets and

BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS

liabilities, respectively.

BETWEEN GROUP COMPANIES
2.5. TANGIBLE ASSETS
Balances and transactions and unrealised gains
between Group companies, and between them

Tangible assets are stated at acquisition cost, less

and the parent company, are eliminated in the

accumulated depreciation and impairment losses

consolidation. The part of unrealised gains arising

and subsidies, where applicable. Acquisition cost

from transactions with associated companies

includes, in addition to the purchase price of the

or jointly controlled companies attributable to

asset: (i) costs directly attributable to the purchase;

the Group are eliminated in the consolidation.

and (ii) the estimated costs of decommissioning

Unrealised losses are similarly eliminated except

and removal of the assets and restoration of the

where they show evidence of impairment of the

site, which in ZON applies to the cinema operation

transferred asset.

business (Notes 2.14 and 38).

2.3. SEGMENT REPORTING

Estimated losses resulting from the replacement
of equipment before the end of its useful life due

As stipulated in IFRS 8, the Group presents

to technological obsolescence are recognised by

operating segments based on internally produced

a deduction from the corresponding asset as a

management information.

contra entry in profit and loss. The costs of current
maintenance and repairs are recognised as a cost

Operating segments are reported consistently

when they are incurred. Significant costs incurred

with the internal management information model

on renovations or improvements to the asset are

provided to the chief operating decision maker of

capitalised and depreciated over the corresponding

the ZON Group, who is responsible for allocating

estimated payback period when it is probable that

resources to the segment and for assessing its

there will be future economic benefits associated

performance, and for taking strategic decisions.

with the asset and when these can be measured
reliably.
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NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD

current assets held for sale. Gains and losses on

FOR SALE

disposals of tangible assets, corresponding to the
difference between the sale price and the net book

Non-current assets (or discontinued operations),

value, are recognised in results in “Losses/gains on

are classified as held for sale if their value is

disposals of assets”.

realisable through a sale transaction rather than
through their continued use. This situation is

DEPRECIATION

deemed to arise only where: (i) the sale is highly
probable and the asset is available for immediate

Tangible assets are depreciated from the time they

sale in its present condition; (ii) the Group has

are completed or ready to be used. These assets,

given an undertaking to sell; and (iii) it is expected

less their residual value, are depreciated by the

that the sale will be realised within 12 months. In

straight-line method, in twelfths, from the month

this case, non-current assets are valued at the

in which they become available for use, according

lesser of their book value or their fair value less the

to the useful life of the assets defined as their

sale costs.

estimated utility.

From the time that certain tangible assets become

The depreciation rates used correspond to the

deemed as “held for sale”, the depreciation of

following estimated useful lives:

such assets ceases and they are classified as non-

DEPRECIATION RATES
ESTIMATED USEFUL LIVES
2011
(YEARS)
BUILDINGS AND OTHER CONSTRUCTIONS

2012
(YEARS)

3 - 50

3 - 50

7 - 30

7 - 30

3-6

3-8

3 - 10

3 - 10

3-8

3-8

3-4

3-4

3 - 10

3 - 10

4-8

4-8

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:
NETWORK INSTALLATIONS AND EQUIPMENT
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
OTHER TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
OTHER TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE EQUIPMENT
OTHER TANGIBLE ASSETS
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2.6. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

statement of comprehensive income for the
year in “Impairment losses” and is not liable to

Intangible assets are stated at acquisition cost, less

subsequent reversal.

accumulated amortisation and impairment losses
and subsidies, where applicable. Intangible assets

For the purposes of impairment tests, goodwill is

are recognised only where they generate future

attributed to the cash-generating units to which it

economic benefits for the Group and where they

is related (Note 31), which may correspond to the

can be measured reliably.

business segments in which the ZON Multimédia
operates, or a lower level.

Intangible assets consist mainly of goodwill,
satellite and distribution network capacity utilisation

INTERNALLY GENERATED INTANGIBLE

rights, customer portfolio, software licenses, sports

ASSETS

content utilisation rights and other contractual
rights.

Internally generated intangible assets, including
expenditure on research, are expensed when they

GOODWILL

are incurred. Research and development costs
are only recognised as assets where the technical

Goodwill represents the excess of acquisition

capability to complete the intangible asset is

cost over the net fair value of the assets, liabilities

demonstrated and where it is available for use or

and contingent liabilities of a subsidiary, jointly

sale.

controlled company or associated company at the
acquisition date, in accordance with IFRS 3.

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
AND OTHER RIGHTS

Goodwill is recorded as an asset and included
in “Intangible Assets” (Note 31) in the case

Assets classified under this item relate to the rights

of a controlled company or jointly controlled

and licenses acquired under contract by the ZON

company, and in “Investments in associated

Group to third parties and used in realising the

companies” (Note 28) in the case of an

Group’s activities, and include:

associated company. Goodwill is not amortised
and is subject to impairment tests at least once

• Satellite capacity utilisation rights;

a year, on a specified date, and whenever there
are changes in the test’s underlying assumptions

• Distribution network utilisation rights;

at the date of the statement of financial position
which may result in a possible loss of value. Any

• Software licenses;

impairment loss is recorded immediately in the
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• Customer portfolios;

AMORTISATION

• Costs of broadcasting rights for sporting

These assets are amortised by the straight-line

events;

method, in twelfths, from the beginning of the
month in which they become available for use.

• Other contractual rights.

The amortisation rates used correspond to the
following estimated useful lives:

AMORTISATION RATES
ESTIMATED USEFUL LIVES
2011
(YEARS)

2012
(YEARS)

Period of the contract

Period of the contract

SOFTWARE LICENSES

3 to 8

3 to 8

CLIENTS PORTFOLIO

6

6

1 to 8

1 to 8

RIGHTS OF USING CAPACITIES

OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2.7. IMPAIRMENT OF NON-CURRENT

to which the asset belongs. Each of the Group’s

ASSETS, EXCLUDING GOODWILL

businesses is a cash-generating unit, except
for the assets allocated to the cinema exhibition
an

business which are grouped into regional cash-

impairment assessment of non-current assets.

generating units. The recoverable amount is

This impairment assessment is also carried out

calculated as the higher of the net sale price and

whenever events or changes in circumstances

the current use value. The net sale price is the

indicate that the amount at which the asset

amount that would be obtained from the sale of

is recorded may not be recoverable. Where

the asset in a transaction between independent

such indications exist, the Group calculates the

and knowledgeable entities, less the costs directly

recoverable value of the asset in order to determine

attributable to the sale. The current use value is the

the existence and extent of the impairment loss.

current value of the estimated future cash flows

Group

companies

periodically

carry

out

resulting from continued use of the asset or of the
The recoverable value is estimated for each asset

cash-generating unit. Where the amount at which

individually or, if that is not possible, assets are

the asset is recorded exceeds its recoverable value,

grouped at the lowest levels for which there are

it is recognised as an impairment loss.

identifiable cash flows to the cash-generating unit
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The reversal of impairment losses recognised

The ZON Group classifies its financial assets into

in previous years is recorded when there are

the following categories: financial investments at

indications that these losses no longer exist or

fair value through profit or loss, financial assets

have decreased.

available for sale, investments held to maturity
and borrowings and receivables. The classification

The reversal of impairment losses is recognised in

depends on management’s intention at the time

the statement of comprehensive income in the year

of their acquisition.

in which it occurs. However, an impairment loss can
only be reversed up to the amount that would be

FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE

recognised (net of amortisation or depreciation) if no

THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS

impairment loss had been recorded in previous years.
This category includes non-derivative financial

2.8. FINANCIAL ASSETS

assets acquired with the intention of selling them
in the short term. This category also includes

Financial assets are recognised in the statement of

derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting

financial position of the ZON Group on the trade or

purposes. Gains and losses resulting from changes

contract date, which is the date on which the Group

in the fair value of assets measured at fair value

undertakes to purchase or sell the asset. Initially,

through profit or loss are recognised in results in

financial assets are recognised at their fair value

the year in which they occur under “Losses/gains

plus directly attributable transaction costs, except

on financial assets”, including the income from

for assets at fair value through profit or loss where

interest and dividends.

transaction costs are recognised immediately in
profit or loss. These assets are derecognised when:

FINANCIAL ASSETS AVAILABLE

(i) the Group’s contractual rights to receive their

FOR SALE

cash flows expire; (ii) the Group has substantially
transferred all the risks and benefits associated

Financial assets available for sale are non-

with their ownership; or (iii) although it retains part

derivative financial assets which: (i) the Group

but not substantially all of the risks and benefits

intends to sell or whose sale is very probable; (ii)

associated with their ownership, the Group has

are designated as available for sale at the time of

transferred control of the assets.

their initial recognition; or (iii) do not fit into the
other categories of financial assets above. They are

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and shown

recognised as non-current assets except where

as a net value when, and only when, the ZON Group

there is an intention to sell them within 12 months

has the right to offset the recognised amounts and

following the date of the statement of financial

intends to settle for the net value.

position.
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Shareholdings other than shares in ZON Group

in less than 12 months from the date of the

companies,

or

statement of financial position. This item includes

associated companies are classified as financial

investments with defined maturities which the

investments available for sale and are recognised

Group has the intention and ability to keep until

in the statement of financial position as non-

that date. Investments held to maturity are valued

current assets.

at amortised cost, less any impairment losses.

Investments are initially recognised at their

BORROWINGS AND RECEIVABLES

acquisition

jointly

cost.

controlled

After

companies

initial

recognition,

investments available for sale are revalued at their

The assets classified in this category are non-

fair value by reference to their market value at the

derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable

date of the statement of financial position, without

payments not listed on an active market.

any deduction for transaction costs that may occur
until their sale. In situations where investments are

Accounts receivable are initially recognised at fair

equity instruments not listed on regulated markets

value and subsequently valued at amortised cost,

and for which it is not possible to reliably estimate

less adjustments for impairment, where applicable.

their fair value, they are maintained at acquisition

Impairment losses on customers and accounts

cost less any impairment losses.

receivable are recorded where there is objective
evidence that they are not recoverable under the

The potential resulting capital gains and losses are

initial terms of the transaction. The identified

recognised directly in reserves until the financial

impairment losses are recorded in the statement

investment is sold, received or otherwise disposed

of comprehensive income under “Provisions

of, at which time the accumulated gain or loss

and adjustments”, and subsequently reversed by

previously recognised in equity is included in

results, when the impairment indicators reduce or

the statement of comprehensive income for the

cease to exist.

year. Dividends on equity instruments classified
as available for sale are recognised in results

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

for the year under “Losses/(gains) on financial
assets”, where the right to receive the payment is

The amounts included in “Cash and cash

established.

equivalents” correspond to the amounts of
cash, bank deposits, term deposits and other

INVESTMENTS HELD TO MATURITY

investments with maturities of less than three
months which may be immediately realisable and

Investments held to maturity are classified as non-

with a negligible risk of change of value.

current investments except where they mature
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For the purposes of the statement of cash flows,

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

“Cash and cash equivalents” also includes bank
overdrafts included in the statement of financial

See accounting policy 2.11.

position under “Borrowings” (where applicable).

2.10. IMPAIRMENT OF FINANCIAL
2.9. FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

ASSETS

AND EQUITY INSTRUMENTS
At the date of each statement of financial position,
Financial liabilities and equity instruments are

the Group examines whether there is objective

classified according to their contractual substance

evidence that a financial asset or group of financial

irrespective of their legal form. Equity instruments

assets is impaired.

are contracts that show a residual interest in the
Group’s assets after deducting the liabilities. The

FINANCIAL ASSETS AVAILABLE

equity instruments issued by Group companies are

FOR SALE

recorded at the amount received, net of the costs
incurred in their issue.

In the case of financial assets classified as available
for sale, a significant or prolonged decline in

BANK LOANS

the fair value of the instrument below its cost is
considered as an indicator that the instrument

Loans are stated as liabilities at their nominal

is impaired. If any similar evidence exists for

value, net of the issuance costs of the loans.

financial assets classified as available for sale, the

Financial charges, calculated in accordance with

accumulated loss – measured as the difference

the effective rate of interest, including premiums

between the acquisition cost and the current fair

payable, are recognised in accordance with the

value, less any impairment of the financial asset

accruals principle.

that has already been recognised in results –
is removed from equity and recognised in the

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

income statement. Impairment losses on equity
instruments recognised in results are not reversed

Accounts payable are recognised initially at their

through the income statement.

fair value and subsequently at amortised cost in
accordance with the effective interest rate method.

CUSTOMERS, OTHER DEBTORS

Accounts payable are recognised as current

AND OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS

liabilities unless they are expected to be settled
within 12 months from the date of the statement

Adjustments are made for impairment losses

of financial position.

where there are objective indications that ZON
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Multimédia will not receive all the amounts to

2.11. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL

which it is entitled under the original terms of the

INSTRUMENTS

contracts. Various indicators are used to identify
impairment situations, such as:

The ZON Group has a policy of contracting
derivative financial instruments with the objective

a) default analysis;

of hedging the financial risks to which it is exposed,
resulting from variations in exchange rates and

b) default for more than 6 months;

interest rates. The Group does not contract
derivative financial instruments for speculative

c) financial difficulties of the debtor;

purposes, and the use of this type of financial
instruments complies with the internal policies

d) probability of insolvency of the debtor.

determined by the Board.

The adjustment for impairment losses is calculated

In relation to financial derivative instruments which,

as the difference between the recoverable value of

although contracted in order to provide hedging in

the financial asset and its value in the statement

line with the Group’s risk management policies, do

of financial position and is stated as a contra entry

not meet all the requirements of IAS 39 – Financial

in profit and loss for the year. The value of these

Instruments: Recognition and Measurement’ in

assets in the statement of financial position is

terms of their classification as hedge accounting

reduced to the recoverable amount by means of an

or which have not been specifically assigned to

adjustments account. Where an amount receivable

a hedge relationship, the related changes in fair

from customers and other debtors is considered

value are stated in the income statement for the

irrecoverable, it is written off using the adjustments

period in which they occur.

account for impairment losses. The subsequent
recovery of amounts that have been written off is

Derivative financial instruments are recognised

recognised in profit and loss.

on the respective trade date at their fair value.
Subsequently, the fair value of the derivative

Where there are receivables from customers or

financial instruments is revalued on a regular

other debtors that are overdue, and these are

basis, and the gains or losses resulting from this

subject to renegotiation of their terms, these

revaluation are recorded directly in profit and

are no longer regarded as overdue and become

loss for the period, except in the case of hedge

treated as new loans.

derivatives. Recognition of the changes in fair value
of hedge derivatives depends on the nature of the
risk hedged and the type of hedge used.
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HEDGE ACCOUNTING

EXCHANGE RATE AND INTEREST
RATE RISKS

The possibility of designating a derivative financial
instrument as a hedging instrument meets the

Where expectations of changes in exchange

requirements of IAS 39 - Financial instruments:

rates and interest rates so warrant, the ZON

recognition and measurement.

Group aims to anticipate any adverse impact
through the use of derivatives. Operations that

Derivative financial instruments used for hedging

qualify as cashflow hedging instruments are

purposes can be classified as hedges for

stated in the statement of financial position at

accounting purposes where they cumulatively

their fair value and, where they are considered to

meet the following conditions:

be effective hedges, the changes in the fair value
of the instruments are initially stated as a contra

a) At the start date of the transaction, the
hedge relationship is identified and formally

entry in equity and subsequently reclassified as
financial costs.

documented, including the identification of
the hedged item, the hedging instrument

Where hedge transactions are ineffective, they are

and the evaluation of effectiveness of the

stated directly in profit and loss. Accordingly, in net

hedge;

terms the cash flows associated with the hedged
operations are accrued at the rate applying to the

b) There is the expectation that the hedge

contracted hedge operation.

relationship is highly effective at the start
date of the transaction and throughout the

When a hedge instrument expires or is sold, or

life of the operation;

when the hedge ceases to fulfil the criteria required
for hedge accounting, the accumulated variations

c) The effectiveness of the hedge can be

in the fair value of the derivative in reserves are

reliably measured at the start date of the

shown in profit and loss when the operation

transaction and throughout the life of the

hedged also affects profit and loss.

operation;

2.12. INVENTORIES
d) For cash flow hedge operations, it must be
highly probable that they will occur.

Inventories,

which

mainly

include

customer

terminal equipment, DVDs and rights, are valued at
the lower of their cost or net realisable value.
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The acquisition cost includes the invoice price,

Investment subsidies are recognised in the

freight and insurance costs, using the weighted

statement of financial position as deferred income.

average cost as the method of costing goods sold.
Where the subsidy is regarded as deferred income,
Inventories

are

adjusted

for

technological

obsolescence, as well as for the difference

it is recognised as income on a systematic and
rational basis over the useful life of the asset.

between the purchase cost and the net realisable
value, whichever is the lower, and this reduction

2.14. PROVISIONS AND CONTINGENT

is

LIABILITIES

recognised

directly

in

the

statement

of

comprehensive income for the year.
Provisions are recognised where: (i) there is
The net realisable value corresponds to the normal

a present obligation arising from past events

sale price less restocking costs and selling costs.

and it is likely that in settling that obligation the
expenditure of internal resources will be necessary;

The differences between the cost and the

and (ii) the amount or value of such obligation

corresponding net realisable value of inventories,

can be reasonably estimated. Where one of the

where this is less than the cost, are recorded as

above conditions is not met, the Group discloses

operating costs in “Cost of goods sold”.

the events as a contingent liability unless the
likelihood of an outflow of funds resulting from this

Inventories in transit, since they are not available

contingency is remote, in which case they are not

for consumption or sale, are separated out from

disclosed.

other inventories and are valued at their specific
acquisition cost.

Provisions for legal procedures taking place against
the Group are made in accordance with the risk

2.13. SUBSIDIES

assessments carried out by the Group and by their
legal advisers, based on success rates.

Subsidies are recognised at their fair value where
there is a reasonable assurance that they will be

Provisions for restructuring are only recognised

received and Group companies will meet the

where the Group has a detailed, formal plan

requirements for their award.

identifying the main features of the restructuring
programme and after these facts have been

Operating subsidies, mainly for employee training,

reported to the entities involved.

are recognised in the statement of comprehensive
income by deduction from the corresponding

Provisions for decommissioning costs, removal of

costs incurred.

assets and restoration of the site are recognised
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when the assets are installed, in line with the

incident to ownership of the corresponding assets

best estimates available at that date (Note 38).

concerned have been transferred; or (ii) operating

The amount of the provisioned liability reflects

leases, if substantially all risks and rewards incident

the effects of the passage of time and the

to ownership of those assets have not been

corresponding financial indexing is recognised in

transferred.

results as a financial cost.
The classification of leases as finance or operating
Obligations that result from onerous contracts are

leases is made on the basis of substance rather

registered and measured as provisions. There is an

than contractual form.

onerous contract when the Company is an integral
part of the provisions of an agreement contract,

The assets acquired under finance leases and

which entail costs that cannot be avoided and

the corresponding liabilities are recorded using

which exceed the economic benefits derived from

the financial method, and the assets, related

the agreement.

accumulated depreciation and pending debts
are recorded in accordance with the contractual

Provisions for potential future operating losses are

finance plan. In addition, the interest included in

not covered.

the rentals and the depreciation of the tangible
and intangible fixed assets are recognised in the

Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the

statement of comprehensive income for the period

financial statements, and are disclosed whenever

to which they relate.

there is a good chance to shed resources including
economic benefits. Contingent assets are not

In the case of operating leases, the rentals due

recognised in the financial statements, being

are recognised as costs in the statement of

disclosed when there is a likelihood of a future

comprehensive income over the period of the

influx of financial resources.

leasing contract.

Provisions are reviewed and brought up to date

2.16. INCOME TAXES

at the date of the statement of financial position
to reflect the best estimate at that time of the

ZON Multimédia is covered by the special tax

obligation concerned.

regime for groups of companies, which covers
all the companies in which it directly or indirectly

2.15. LEASES

owns at least 90% of the share capital and which
simultaneously are resident in Portugal and subject

Leasing contracts are classified as: (i) finance

to Corporate Income Tax (IRC).

leases, if substantially all the risks and benefits
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The remaining subsidiaries not covered by the

directly under those items and does not affect the

special tax regime for groups of companies are

results for the period.

taxed individually on the basis of their respective
taxable incomes and the applicable tax rates.

2.17. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS

Income tax is stated in accordance with the IAS 12

The benefits granted to employees under share

criteria. In calculating the cost relating to income

purchase or share option incentive plans are

tax for the period, in addition to current tax,

recorded in accordance with the requirements of

allowance is also made for the effect of deferred tax

IFRS 2 – Share-based payments.

calculated in accordance with the liability method,
taking into account the temporary differences

In accordance with IFRS 2, the benefits granted

resulting from the difference between the tax

to be paid on the basis of own shares (equity

basis of assets and liabilities and their values as

instruments), are recognised at fair value at the

stated in the consolidated financial statements,

date of allocation.

and the tax losses carried forward at the date of
the statement of financial position. The deferred

Since it is not possible to estimate reliably the fair

income tax assets and liabilities were calculated

value of the services received from employees, their

on the basis of the tax legislation currently in

value is measured by reference to the fair value of

force or of legislation already published for future

equity instruments in accordance with their share

application.

price at the grant date.

As stipulated in the above standard, deferred

The fair value determined at the date of allocation

income tax assets are recognised only where there

of the benefit is recognised as a linear cost over the

is reasonable assurance that these may be used

period in which it is acquired by the beneficiaries

to reduce future taxable profit, or where there

as a result of their services, with the corresponding

are deferred income tax liabilities whose reversal

increase in equity.

is expected to occur in the same period in which
the deferred income tax assets are reversed. At

In turn, benefits granted on the basis of shares but

the end of each period an assessment is made of

paid in cash give rise to the recognition of a liability

deferred income tax assets, and these are adjusted

valued at fair value at the date of the statement of

in line with the likelihood of their future use.

financial position.

The amount of tax to be included either in current
tax or in deferred tax resulting from transactions or
events recognised in equity accounts is recorded
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2.18. REVENUE

provided. Amounts that have not been invoiced for
are included based on estimates. The differences

The main types of revenue of the subsidiaries of

between the estimated amounts and the actual

ZON Multimédia are:

amounts, which are normally small, are recorded in
the next financial year.

i) Revenues of Telecommunications Services:
Profits made from selling equipment are included
Cable Television, fixed broadband and fixed voice:

when the buyer takes on the risks and advantages

The revenues from services provided using the

of taking possession of goods and the value of the

fibre optic cable network result from: (a) basic

benefits are reasonably quantified.

channel subscription packages that can be sold in
a bundle with fixed broadband/fixed voice services;

Revenue from penalties, due to the inherent

(b) premium channel subscription packages

uncertainties, only counts from when it is received,

and S-VOD; (c) terminal equipment rental; (d)

and the amount is disclosed as a contingent asset

consumption of content (VOD); (e) traffic and

(Note 44.6).

voice termination; (f) service activation; (g) sale of
equipment; and (h) other additional services (ex:

ii) Advertising Revenue: Advertising revenues

firewall, antivirus).

mainly derive from the attraction of advertising for
Pay TV channels to which ZON has publicity rights

Satellite Television: Revenues from the satellite

and in cinemas. These revenues are recognised

television service mainly result from: (a) basic

from when they are received, taken off any

and premium channel subscription packages; (b)

discounts given.

equipment rental; (c) consumption of content (VOD);
(d) service activation; and (e) sale of equipment.

iii) Film Showings and Distribution: Distribution
revenue pertains to the distribution of films to

Mobile broadband and voice services: Revenues

film exhibitors not distributed by ZON, that are

from mobile broadband Internet access services

included in the film showings, whilst income from

and mobile voice services provided in accordance

film showings mostly derive from cinema ticket

with MVNO result mainly from monthly subscriptions

sales and the product sales in the bars; the film

and/or usage of the Internet and mobile voice

showings revenue includes the revenue from ticket

service, as well as the traffic associated with the

sales and bar sales respectively.

type chosen by the client.
iv) Revenue from Producing and Distributing
Revenue from telecommunications services is

Channel

counted from the time at which those services are

and distribution essentially includes the sale of
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DVDs, the sale of content and the distribution of

on that date. The exchange rate differences in

television channels subscriptions to third parties

this update are recognised in the statement of

and count from the time at which they are sold,

comprehensive income for the year in which

shown and made available for distribution to

they were calculated. Exchange rate variations

telecommunications operators, respectively.

generated on monetary items which constitute
enlargement of the investment denominated in

2.19. COSTS OF AUDIOVISUAL

the functional currency of the Group or of the

CONTENT DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS

subsidiary in question are recognised in equity.
Exchange rate differences on non-monetary items

The costs associated with the audiovisual content

are classified in “Other reserves” in equity.

distribution rights acquired by ZON LM Audiovisuais
for commercialisation in the various windows of

The

exhibition are recognised as costs in accordance

denominated in foreign currencies are converted

with their respective exhibitions and temporal effect.

at the following exchange rates:

financial

statements

of

subsidiaries

Advances for audiovisual content distribution rights
are stated under “Advances to suppliers” and are
subject to regular impairment reviews.

• The exchange rate obtaining on the date of
the statement of financial position for the
conversion of assets and liabilities;

2.20. ACCRUALS
• The average exchange rate in the period for
The revenues and costs of the Group’s various

the conversion of items in the statement of

companies are recognised in accordance with the

comprehensive income;

accruals principle, under which they are recognised
as they are generated or incurred, irrespective of
when they are received or paid.

• The average exchange rate in the period,
for the conversion of cash flows (in cases
where the exchange rate approximates to

2.21. ASSETS, LIABILITIES

the real rate, and for the remaining cash

AND TRANSACTIONS IN FOREIGN

flows the rate of exchange at the date of

CURRENCIES

the operations is used);

Transactions in foreign currencies are converted
into the functional currency at the exchange rate

• The

historical

exchange

rate for

the

conversion of equity accounts.

on the date of the transaction. On each accounting
date, outstanding balances (monetary items) are

Exchange differences arising from the conversion

updated by applying the exchange rate prevailing

into euros of the financial statements of subsidiaries
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denominated in foreign currencies are included in
equity under “Other reserves”.

At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012,
assets and liabilities expressed in foreign currencies
were converted into euros using the following
exchange rates of such currencies against the
euro, as published by the Bank of Portugal:

EXCHANGE RATES
FINAL RATE
31-12-2011

31-12-2012

US DOLLAR

1.2939

1.3194

SWISS FRANC

1.2156

1.2072

BRITISH POUND

0.8353

0.8161

MOZAMBIQUE METICAL

34.96

39.2400

REAL

2.4159

2.7036

CANADIAN DOLLAR

1.3215

1.3137

12M 11

12M 12

40.2783

36.4892

-

1.2841

In the financial years 2011 and 2012, the income
statements of subsidiaries expressed in foreign
currencies were converted to euros at the average
exchange rates of the currencies of their countries
of origin against the euro, which are as follows:

EXCHANGE RATES
AVERAGE RATE

MOZAMBIQUE METICAL
US DOLLAR
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2.22. FINANCIAL CHARGES

classifies assets with maturities of less than three

ON BORROWINGS

months and for which the risk of change in value
is negligible under “Cash and cash equivalents”.

Financial charges related to borrowings are

The Group classifies assets with maturities of

recognised as costs in accordance with the

less than three months and for which the risk of

accruals principle, except in the case of loans

change in value is negligible under “Cash and cash

incurred (whether these are generic or specific) for

equivalents”.

the acquisition, construction or production of an
asset that takes a substantial period of time (over

The statement of cash flows is divided into

one year) to be ready for use, which are capitalised

operating, investment and financing activities.

in the acquisition cost of that asset.
Operating activities include cash received from

2.23. INVESTMENT PROPERTY

customers and payments to suppliers, staff and
others related to operating activities.

Investment property mainly includes buildings held to
generate rents rather than for use in the production

The cash flows included in investment activities

or supply of goods or services, or for administrative

include acquisitions and disposals of investments

purposes, or for sale in the ordinary course of

in subsidiaries and cash received and payments

business. These are measured initially at cost.

arising from the purchase and sale of tangible and
intangible assets, amongst others.

Subsequently, the Group uses the cost model for
the valuation of investment property since use of

Financing activities include cash received and

the fair value model would not result in material

payments relating to borrowings, the payment of

differences.

interest rates, finance leases, the purchase and
sale of own shares and the payment of dividends.

An investment property is eliminated from the
statement of financial position on disposal or when

2.25. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

the investment property is taken permanently out
of use and no financial benefit is expected from

Events occurring after the date of the statement

its disposal.

of financial position which provide additional
information about conditions that existed at that

2.24. STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

date are taken into account in the preparation of
financial statements for the period.

The statement of cash flows is prepared in
accordance with the direct method. The Group
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Events occurring after the date of the statement
of financial position which provide information on
conditions that occur after that date are disclosed
in the notes to the financial statements, where they
are materially relevant (Note 46).
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3. JUDGEMENTS AND ESTIMATES
3.1. RELEVANT ACCOUNTING

assets involve a high degree of judgment by the

ESTIMATES

Board.

The

preparation

of

consolidated

financial

IMPAIRMENT OF GOODWILL

statements requires the Group’s management to
make judgments and estimates that affect the

Goodwill is subjected to impairment tests annually

statement of financial position and the reported

or whenever there are indications of a possible loss

results. These estimates are based on the best

of value, in accordance with the criteria described

information and knowledge about past and/or

in Note 31. The recoverable values of the cash-

present events, and on the operations that the

generating units to which goodwill is allocated

Company considers may it may implement in

are determined on the basis of the calculation of

the future. However, at the date of completion of

current use values. These calculations require the

such operations, their results may differ from these

use of estimates by management.

estimates.

INTANGIBLE AND TANGIBLE ASSETS
The estimates and assumptions that imply a
greater risk of giving rise to a material adjustment

The life of an asset is the period during which the

in assets and liabilities are described below:

Company expects that an asset will be available for
use and this should be reviewed at least at the end

IMPAIRMENT OF NON-CURRENT

of each financial year.

ASSETS, EXCLUDING GOODWILL
The determination of the useful lives of assets,
The determination of a possible impairment loss

the

can be triggered by the occurrence of various

applied and the estimated losses resulting from

events, such as the availability of future financing,

the replacement of equipment before the end of

the cost of capital or other market, economic and

its useful life due to technological obsolescence is

legal changes or changes with an adverse effect on

crucial in determining the amount of amortisation/

the technological environment, many of which are

depreciation to be recognised in the consolidated

beyond the ZON Group’s control.

statement of comprehensive income for each year.

The identification and assessment of impairment

These

indicators, the estimation of future cash flows

management’s best estimates for the assets and

and the calculation of the recoverable value of

businesses concerned, and taking account of the
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practices adopted by companies in the sectors in

DEFERRED INCOME TAX ASSETS

which the Group operates.
Deferred income tax assets are recognised only

PROVISIONS

where there is strong assurance that there will
be future taxable income available to use the

The

ZON

Group

periodically

reviews

any

temporary differences or where there are deferred

obligations arising from past events which should

tax liabilities whose reversal is expected in the

be recognised or disclosed. The subjectivity

same period in which the deferred tax assets are

involved in determining the probability and amount

reversed. The assessment of deferred income tax

of internal resources required to meet obligations

assets is undertaken by management at the end of

may give rise to significant adjustments, either

each period taking account of the expected future

due to changes in the assumptions made, or due

performance of the Company.

to the future recognition of provisions previously
disclosed as contingent liabilities.

IMPAIRMENT OF ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

COSTS OF AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT
DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS

The credit risk on the balances of accounts
receivable is assessed at each reporting date,

The costs associated with audiovisual content

taking account of the customer’s history and

distribution rights acquired for sale in the various

their risk profile. Accounts receivable are adjusted

windows of exhibition are recorded in costs as their

for the assessment made by management and

exhibition/use occurs, weighted by the maximum

the estimated collection risks at the date of the

period of continuous operation of the respective

statement of financial position, which may differ

contracts.

from the effective risk incurred.

The determination of the costs to be recorded

FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL

in each period corresponds to management’s

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

best estimate as to the generation of the revenue
underlying each exhibition. Additionally, these

When the fair value of an asset or liabilities is

assets are subject to impairment tests whenever

calculated, on an active market, the respective

there are indications of changes in the pattern of

market price is used. Where there is no active

revenue generated per exhibition.

market, which is the case with some of the Group’s
financial assets and liabilities, valuation techniques
generally accepted in the market, based on market
assumptions, are used.
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The ZON Group uses evaluation techniques for
unlisted financial instruments such as derivatives,
financial instruments at fair value through profit
and loss, and assets available for sale. The
valuation models that are used most frequently are
discounted cash flow models and options models,
incorporating, for example, interest rate and market
volatility curves.

For certain types of more complex derivatives,
more

advanced valuation

models

are

used

containing assumptions and data that are not
directly observable in the market, for which the
Group uses internal estimates and assumptions.

3.2. ERRORS, ESTIMATES AND
CHANGES TO ACCOUNTING POLICIES
During the financial years ended on 31 December
2011 and 31 December 2012, no material errors
relating to previous years were recognised. There
were no changes in accounting policies during the
year ended on 31 December 2012.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT POLICIES
4.1. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

receivable derive from a large number of clients
from a wide range of businesses.

The activities of the ZON Group are exposed to a
variety of financial risk factors: credit risk, liquidity

The impairment adjustments to accounts receivable

risk and market risk.

are calculated on the basis of: i) the customer’s
risk profile, depending on whether the customer is

The ZON Group’s Board of Directors is responsible

a residential or business customer; ii) the average

for defining the principles of risk management and

collection period, which differs from business to

policies covering specific areas such as: exchange

business; and iii) the customer’s financial status. In

rate risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, the use of

view of the dispersed nature of customers it is not

derivatives and other non-derivative financial

necessary to consider an additional adjustment for

instruments, and the investment of excess liquidity.

credit risk other than the impairment that is already
recorded in accounts receivable – customers and

A) CREDIT RISK

accounts receivable - others.

Credit risk is mainly related to the risk of a

The table below shows the Group’s maximum

counterparty

contractual

exposure to credit risk at 31 December 2011 and

obligations, resulting in a financial loss to the ZON

2012, without taking into account any collateral

Group. The Group is exposed to credit risk in its

held or other credit enhancements. For assets in

operating and treasury activities.

the statement of financial position, the defined

defaulting

on

its

exposure is based on their book value as stated in
The credit risk associated with operations is mainly

the statement of financial position.

related to amounts due from customers for services
provided to them (Notes 23 and 24). This risk is
monitored on a regular business basis, and the aim
of management is to: i) limit the credit granted to
customers, using the average payment time by
each customer; ii) monitor the trend in the level of
credit granted; and iii) analyse the impairment of
receivables on a regular basis.

The Group does not face any serious credit risk
with any particular client, insofar as the accounts
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EXPOSURE TO CREDIT RISK

31-12-2011
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS i)

31-12-2012

405,671

306,466

20,489

22,187

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - CURRENT ii)

115,679

120,598

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE OTHER - CURRENT (SEE NOTE 24)

46,083

26,468

587,922

475,719

INVESTEMENTS HELD-TO-MATUTRITY (NOTE 29)

TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS

i) The Group’s credit risk ratings at 31 December

22, with the exception of the value of cash), the

2011 and 31 December 2012 for these types of

counter parties for which are financial institutions,

assets (cash and cash equivalents as per Note

are as follows:

CREDIT RISK RATINGS

AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB

TOTAL

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS

OTHER FINANCIAL
ASSETS HELD FOR
NEGOTIATION

CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
WITH FINANCIAL
INSTITUITIONS

TOTAL

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS

2012

OTHER FINANCIAL
ASSETS HELD FOR
NEGOTIATION

CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
WITH FINANCIAL
INSTITUITIONS

2011

138

-

-

138

272

-

-

272

2,228

-

-

2,228

3,526

-

-

3,526

32

-

-

32

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,466

-

-

19,466

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

912

-

-

912

39,262

-

-

39,262

12

-

-

12

49

-

-

49

-

-

-

-

344,205

-

-

344,205

35,482

-

-

35,482

BB-

-

-

-

-

205,780

-

-

205,780

B+

-

-

-

-

48,159

-

-

48,159

291

-

-

291

12,324

-

-

12,324

405,671

-

-

405,671

306,466

-

-

306,466

WITHOUT
RATING
TOTAL
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The information on ratings was taken from Reuters,

At 31 December 2011 and 2012, the balances

based on the ratings awarded by the three major

receivable from customers (as per Note 23, with

rating agencies (Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s e

the exception of amounts still to be invoiced) were

Fitch).

distributed as follows, by type of business:

ii) Accounts receivable – customers

BALANCES RECEIVABLE FROM CUSTOMERS
BY TYPE OF BUSINESS
2011
PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
CUSTOMERS

217,609

IMPAIRMENT

(120,137)
97,472

2012

AUDIOVISUALS
22,133

TOTAL

PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE

AUDIOVISUALS

TOTAL

239,742

232,238

20,605

(3,926) (124,063)

(129,871)

(2,374) (132,245)

18,207

102,367

18,231

115,679

252,843
120,598

It can be seen from the above analysis that the
Pay TV, broadband and voice segment represents
approximately 85% of total net accounts receivable
from customers.

In terms of individual businesses, there is a
company with a higher level of credit risk, TVCabo
in the Pay TV, Broadband and Voice segment
(representing approximately 77% of the segment
total) and ZON LM Audiovisuais in the Audiovisual
segment (representing 72% of the segment total),
as shown in the table below. The whole of the credit
risk analysis shown below is based solely on these
two companies.
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CREDIT RISK BY TYPE OF BUSINESS

2011

2012

PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE
CUSTOMERS

190,769

202,222

IMPAIRMENT

(115,113)

(123,681)

75,656

78,540

CUSTOMERS

26,840

30,016

IMPAIRMENT

(5,024)

(6,189)

21,816

23,827

CUSTOMERS

217,609

232,238

IMPAIRMENT

(120,137)

(129,871)

97,472

102,367

CUSTOMERS

16,621

15,384

IMPAIRMENT

(3,154)

(2,223)

13,467

13,161

CUSTOMERS

5,512

5,221

IMPAIRMENT

(772)

(151)

4,740

5,070

CUSTOMERS

22,133

20,605

IMPAIRMENT

(3,926)

(2,374)

18,207

18,231

TV CABO

OTHER

TOTAL
AUDIOVISUALS

LUSOMUNDO AUDIOVISUAIS

OTHER

TOTAL

A significant portion of the accounts receivable

In Lusomundo Audiovisuais, accounts receivable

from customers of ZON TVCabo relates mainly

from customers relate to the business of film

to subscribers of Pay TV, Broadband and Voice

distribution to cinema operators and sale of DVDs

services, totalling 164.265 million euros (2011:

to supermarkets.

148.923 million euros). Of the total owing by
subscribers, only 38.808 million euros (2011:

At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012,

34.000 million euros) relates to active customers,

balances receivable from customers had the

while the remaining amount outstanding is adjusted

following age structure:

for impairment. Active subscribers have an average
payment time excluding impaired balances of 20
days (2011: 16 days).
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BALANCES RECEIVABLE FROM CUSTOMERS - AGE STRUCTURE

TOTAL

>120 DAYS

90-120 DAYS

60-90 DAYS

NOT DUE

0-30 DAYS

30-60 DAYS

2011

TVCABO
SUBSCRIBERS
ACTIVE CUSTOMERS

12,159 15,668

4,353

2,757

2,939

111,047

148,923

12,159 15,383

3,475

1,398

1,039

547

34,000

DISCONNECTED
CUSTOMERS

-

286

878

1,359

1,900

110,500

114,923

17,509

5,759

1,388

920

353

15,917

41,846

-

(286)

(878)

(1,359)

(1,900) (110,690)

(115,113)

29,667

21,141

4,863

2,319

1,392

16,274

75,656

CUSTOMERS

6,190

2,168

737

477

529

6,520

16,621

IMPAIRMENT

-

-

-

-

-

(3,154)

(3,154)

6,190

2,168

737

477

529

3,366

13,467

35,858 23,310

5,600

2,795

1,921

19,640

89,123

OTHER CUSTOMERS
IMPAIRMENT
LUSOMUNDO AUDIOVISUALS

TOTAL ANALYZED

4,934

2,068

2,584

127,215

164,265

13,774

13,497

4,398

1,574

1,919

3,646

38,808

-

193

536

494

665

123,569

125,457

16,674

3,626

895

307

156

16,299

37,957

-

(193)

(536)

(494)

(665) (121,794) (123,681)

30,448

17,123

5,293

1,881

2,075

21,721

78,540

CUSTOMERS

4,257

3,199

1,735

823

862

4,507

15,384

IMPAIRMENT

-

-

-

-

-

(2,223)

(2,223)

4,257

3,199

1,735

823

862

2,285

13,161

34,705 20,322

7,028

2,704

2,937

24,005

91,702

0-30 DAYS

NOT DUE

TOTAL

13,690

>120 DAYS

90-120 DAYS

13,774

30-60 DAYS

60-90 DAYS

2012

TVCABO
SUBSCRIBERS
ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
DISCONNECTED
CUSTOMERS
OTHER CUSTOMERS
IMPAIRMENT
LUSOMUNDO AUDIOVISUALS

TOTAL ANALYZED
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The analysis of the quality of the credit balances
receivable from customers not yet due and not
impaired is shown below:

BALANCES RECEIVABLE FROM CUSTOMERS - QUALITY OF THE CREDIT

2011

2012

TVCABO AUDIO TOTAL TVCABO AUDIO TOTAL
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM NEW
CUSTOMERS (LESS THAN 6 MONTHS)
WITHOUT DEFAULT HISTORY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM NEW
CUSTOMERS (LESS THAN 6 MONTHS)
WITH DEFAULT HISTORY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM
CUSTOMERS WITHOUT DEFAULT
HISTORY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM NEW
CUSTOMERS WITH DEFAULT HISTORY
CUSTOMERS NOT YET DUE AND NOT
IMPAIRED

2,074

-

2,074

2,504

-

2,504

196

-

196

161

-

161

6,190 30,744

24,211

24,554
2,844
29,667

-

2,844

3,572

6,190 35,857

30,448

3,941 28,152
316

3,888

4,257 34,705

For the Pay TV segment, broadband and voice,

The analysis of the age structure of financial assets

those considered as clients with a history of non-

overdue and without impairment, including the

payment were those who were disconnected for

associated collateral, is shown below:

failure to pay.

FINANCIAL ASSETS OVERDUE AND WITHOUT IMPAIRMENT - AGE STRUCTURE
INCLUDING THE ASSOCIATED COLLATERAL
PERIOD

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

1 TO 120 DAYS

33,625

32,991

MORE THAN 120 DAYS

19,640

24,005

53,265

56,995

-

-

COLLATERAL FAIR VALUE
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Renegotiated assets which would otherwise be

b.4) A Next Generation Network Project Finance

overdue or impaired totalled 8.204 million euros

Contract totalling 100.000 million euros with the

at 31 December 2012 (31 December 2011: 7.309

European Investment Bank.

million euros). Renegotiation includes the extension
of payment agreements, deferred payments

b.5) Bank financing contracts with SportTV, Upstar

or other restructuring programmes. Following

and Finstar, to the sum of 49.152 million euros.

renegotiation, a customer previously considered in
default is considered standard and resumes being

b.6) The sum of 9.771 million euros relating

managed in the same way as other customers.

to the request by Sport TV, as a supplier of the

Renegotiation practices and policies are based on

Group, for advance payment of invoices under the

indicators and criteria set and reviewed regularly by

suppliers’ confirmed payments contract with ZON

the Board.

Multimédia.

B) LIQUIDITY RISK

Management regularly monitors the forecasts
of the Group’s liquidity reserves, including the

Prudent management of liquidity risk requires the

amounts of unused credit lines and the amounts

maintenance of an adequate level of cash and

of cash and cash equivalents, on the basis of

cash equivalents to meet the liabilities associated

estimated cash flows and compliance with any

with the negotiation of credit facilities with financial

covenants usually associated with borrowings.

institutions. Under the model adopted, the ZON
Group has:

Of the loans obtained (excluding finance leases),
in addition to being subject to the Group

b.1) Seven commercial paper programmes with

complying with its operating, legal and fiscal

eight banks (Popular, BESI, RBS, Banco Santander,

obligations, 89.97% are subject to cross-default

Caixa BI, CGD) with a maximum amount of 655

clauses, 76.58% to pari passu clauses, 31.81%

million euros, of which around 425 million euros

to ownership clauses, and 61.48% to negative

is being used.

pledge clauses.

b.2) Private and direct cash bonds and to the value

In addition, approximately 47.30% of the total loans

of 157.500 million euros.

obtained require that the consolidated net financial
debt does not exceed 4 times consolidated

b.3) Public and subscription based cash bonds,

EBITDA, and approximately 9.32% of the total

known as “ZON Multimédia 2012-2015 Cash

loans obtained require that net interest does not

bonds”, to the sum of 200.000 million euros.

exceed 20% of consolidated EBITDA.
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The table below shows the ZON Group’s liabilities

undiscounted cash flows payable in the future,

by contractual residual maturity interval. The

including the interest remunerating these liabilities.

amounts shown in the table are the contractual

LIABILITIES
BY CONTRACTUAL RESIDUAL MATURITY INTERVAL
31 DECEMBER 2011
LESS THAN
1 YEAR

BETWEEN
1 AND 5
YEARS

OVER 5
YEARS

TOTAL

BORROWINGS:
FINANCIAL LEASES

37,555

93,972

7,591

139,119

NATIONAL BANK LOANS

41,305

18,453

-

59,758

BOND ISSUE

70,341

156,891

-

227,233

FOREIGN BANK LOAN

-

97,694

-

97,694

COMMERCIAL PAPER

350,760

354,821

-

705,581

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TRADE

153,030

-

-

153,030

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHER

54,005

786

-

54,791

350

2,227

-

2,577

24,695

80,491

79,210

184,396

DERIVATIVES OF FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
RESPONSABILITIES WITH OPERATING
LEASES

31 DECEMBER 2012
LESS THAN
1 YEAR

BETWEEN
1 AND 5
YEARS

OVER 5
YEARS

TOTAL

BORROWINGS:
FINANCIAL LEASES

28,423

50,354

63,363

142,141

NATIONAL BANK LOANS

53,655

-

-

53,655

BOND ISSUE

(1,607)

353,579

-

351,972

FOREIGN BANK LOAN

11,281

103,599

-

114,880

COMMERCIAL PAPER

271,502

149,537

-

421,039

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TRADE

156,470

-

-

156,470

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHER

57,076

90

-

57,166

45

6,051

-

6,095

27,512

79,294

63,832

170,638

DERIVATIVES OF FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
RESPONSABILITIES WITH OPERATING
LEASES
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C) MARKET RISK

The Group has investments in foreign companies
whose assets and liabilities are exposed to

EXCHANGE RATE RISK

exchange rate variations (the ZON Group has
two subsidiaries in Mozambique, Lusomundo

Exchange rate risk is mainly related to exposure

Moçambique and Mstar, whose functional currency

resulting from payments made to suppliers of

is the Metical, and one in Angola, whose functional

terminal equipment and producers of audiovisual

currency is the Dollar). The ZON Group has not

content for the Pay TV and audiovisual businesses

adopted any policy of hedging the risk of exchange

respectively.

between

rate variations for these companies on cash flows

the ZON Group and these suppliers are mainly

in foreign currencies, as they are insignificant in the

denominated in US dollars.

context of the Group.

Depending on the balance of accounts payable

The table below shows the Group’s exposure

resulting from transactions in a currency different

to exchange rate risk at 31 December 2011 and

from the Group’s operating currency, the ZON

31 December 2012, based on the amounts of

Group

financial

the Group’s financial assets and liabilities in the

instruments, namely short-term foreign currency

statement of financial position (amounts stated in

forwards, in order to hedge the risk associated with

local currency):

Business

contracts

or

transactions

may

contract

these balances (see Note 40).
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EXPOSURE TO EXCHANGE RATE RISK

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
US
DOLLAR

SUISSE
FRANC

BRITISH
POUND

MOZAMBIQUE
REAL
METICAL

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

8,533

-

-

16,195

-

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - TRADE

1,456

-

1

2,573

-

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER

-

-

-

10,152

-

TAX RECEIVABLE

-

-

-

7,434

-

9,988

-

1

36,354

-

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TRADE

(12,167)

(72)

(84)

(36,080)

(8)

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHER

(473)

(124)

-

(3,697)

-

-

-

-

(4,858)

-

(12,639)

(196)

(84)

(44,634)

(8)

(2,651)

(196)

(84)

(8,281)

(8)

TAX PAYABLE
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
US
DOLLAR

SUISSE
FRANC

BRITISH
POUND

MOZAMBIQUE
REAL
METICAL

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

30,510

-

-

11,729

-

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - TRADE

1,685

-

1

26,568

-

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER

839

-

27

1,969

-

TAX RECEIVABLE

-

-

-

-

-

33,033

-

28

40,266

-

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - TRADE

(26,191)

(18)

(27)

(37,307)

(8)

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHER

(118)

-

(1)

(17)

-

(457)

-

-

(1,487)

-

(26,765)

(18)

(28)

(38,811)

(8)

6,268

(18)

-

1,455

(8)

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

TAX PAYABLE
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET
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ZON Multimédia uses a sensitivity analysis technique

on results and equity of an immediate increase

which measures estimated changes in results and

or decrease of 0.25% (25 basis points) in market

equity of an immediate 10% strengthening or

interest rates, for the rates applying at the date of

weakening of the Euro against other currencies in

the statement of financial position for each class

the rates applying at 31 December 2012 for each

of financial instrument, with all other variables

class of financial instrument with all other variables

remaining constant. This analysis is for illustrative

remaining constant. This analysis is for illustrative

purposes only, since in practice market rates rarely

purposes only, since in practice exchange rates

change in isolation.

rarely change in isolation.
The sensitivity analysis is based on the following
The sensitivity analysis was performed using a

assumptions:

strengthening or weakening of the Euro by 10%
in all exchange rates. In such case, profits before

• Changes in market interest rates affect

tax would have increased by 434 thousand euros

interest receivable or payable on financial

(2011: 232 thousand euros) or decreased by 477

instruments with variable rates;

thousand euros (2011: 255 thousand euros),
respectively.

• Changes in market interest rates only affect
interest receivable or payable on financial

INTEREST RATE RISK

instruments with fixed interest rates where
they are recognised at fair value;

The risk of fluctuations in interest rates can result
in a cash flow risk or a fair value risk, depending on

• Changes in market interest rates affect the

whether variable or fixed interest rates have been

fair value of derivatives and other financial

negotiated.

assets and liabilities;

The borrowings by the ZON Group, with the

• Changes in the fair value of derivatives

exception of bonds, have variable interest rates,

and other financial assets and liabilities are

which exposes the Group to of interest rate cash

estimated by discounting future cash flows

flow risk. The ZON Group has adopted a policy of

from current net values using market rates

hedging risk through the use of interest rate swaps

at the end of the year.

to hedge future interest payments on Bond loans
and other borrowings (see Note 40).

Under these assumptions, an increase or decrease
of 0.25% in market interest rates for loans that

ZON Multimédia Group uses a sensitivity analysis

are not covered or loans with variable interest at

technique which measures the expected impacts

31 December 2012 would have resulted in an
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increase or decrease in annual profit before tax

companies. In the case of joint ventures, which

of approximately 1.6 million euros (2011: 2 million

contract loans in their own name, ZON Multimedia

euros).

participates in the contract process and is the
guarantor for repayment of the loan. This policy is

In the case of the interest rate swaps contracted,

designed to optimise the capital structure with a

the

view to greater tax efficiency and a reduction in the

sensitivity

analysis which

measures

the

estimated impact of an immediate increase or

average cost of capital.

decrease of 0.25% (25 basis points) in market
interest rates results in changes in the fair value of

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure,

the swaps of over 656 thousand euros (2011: over

the Group may adjust the amounts of dividends

1.457 million euros) and down 1.305 million euros

distributed to shareholders, issue new shares, sell

(2011: down 4.613 million euros) at 31 December

assets to reduce liabilities, or launch share buyback

2012, respectively.

plans.

4.2. CAPITAL RISK MANAGEMENT

As is the practice of other companies operating in
the market in which the Group operates, the Group

The objective of capital risk management is to

manages capital on the basis of the net financial

safeguard the continuity of the Group’s operations,

debt/EBITDA ratio. Net financial debt is calculated

with an adequate return to shareholders and

as the total of current and non-current borrowings,

generating benefits for all stakeholders.

excluding the finance lease related to contracts for
the acquisition of capacity and content utilisation

The ZON Group’s policy is to contract loans with

rights, less the amounts of cash, cash equivalents

financial institutions, mainly at the level of the

and intra-group loans. The internal ratio set as a

parent company, ZON Multimédia, which in turn

target is a level of debt between 2.5 and 3 times

makes loans to its subsidiaries and associated

EBITDA.

CAPITAL RISK

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

TOTAL GROSS DEBT

1,106,999

957,978

CASH AND INTRAGOUP LOANS

(469,473)

(353,007)

637,526

604,971

311,227

312,898

2.05

1.93

TOTAL NET DEBT
EBITDA
TOTAL NET DEBT/EBITDA
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4.3. ESTIMATED FAIR VALUE
The table below shows the financial assets and
liabilities of the Group valued at fair value at 31
December 2011 and 31 December 2012:

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN FAIR VALUE

TOTAL

AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

-

-

21,823

21,823

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - EXCHANGE RATE
FORWARD (NOTE 40)

-

532

-

532

-

532

-

-

-

-

-

2,577

-

2,577

- 2,577

-

2,577

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

2011

ASSETS

21,823 22,355

LIABILITIES
DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - EXCHANGE RATE
FORWARD (NOTE 40)
DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - INTEREST RATE SWAP
(NOTE 40)

TOTAL

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

2012

ASSETS
AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

-

- 20,629 20,629

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - EXCHANGE RATE
FORWARD (NOTE 40)

-

-

-

- 20,629 20,629

-

-

LIABILITIES
DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - EXCHANGE RATE
FORWARD (NOTE 40)
DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - INTEREST RATE SWAP
(NOTE 40)
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Assets available for sale were valued using the
discounted cash flow method (level 3).

The calculation of the fair value of interest rate
swap derivatives was based on an estimate of
discounted future cash flows, using the estimated
market interest rate curve (level 2).

The fair value of forward rate agreement derivatives is
calculated based on the spot exchange rate (level 2).
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5. CHANGES IN THE CONSOLIDATION PERIMETER
In the fourth quarter of 2011, ZON Finance B.V. (“ZON

Multimédia (see Annex I c)). The holdings in these

Finance”), 100% owned by the Group, was included

two companies were stated in 2011 by the equity

in the consolidation perimeter.

method (Note 16).

In 2012 two new companies were included in the

The impact on the statement of comprehensive

consolidation perimeter as of January 1, Finstar, which

income and on the statement of financial position at

is 30% owned by Teliz, and Upstar Comunicações

31 December 2012 is shown below:

S.A. (“Upstar”), which is 30% owned by ZON

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

FINSTAR

UPSTAR

ZON FINANCE BV

TOTAL

REVENUE

29,696

(4,956)

-

24,740

COSTS

17,683

6,449

21

24,153

12,014

(11,405)

(21)

587

367

(1,477)

(4)

(1,114)

(12,380)

12,885

-

504

-

3

(25)

(22)

-

(3)

-

(3)

-

-

(25)

(25)

OPERATING INCOME
FINANCIAL RESULTS
OTHER (INTERCOMPANY)
INCOME BEFORE TAXES
INCOME TAXES
NET INCOME

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FINSTAR
ASSET
LIABILITY

15,965

UPSTAR

ZON FINANCE BV

TOTAL

(4,169)

16

22,836

9,385

14

32,235

(6,871)

(13,554)

2

(20,423)
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6. SEGMENT REPORTING
The operating segments are as follows:

Cinematográficas,

Lda.

(“Empracine”)

and the joint venture in Dreamia BV and
• Pay TV, broadband and voice: relates

Dreamia SA.

mainly to the supply of TV, Internet and
voice (fixed and mobile) services and

The results by segment for the years ended on 31

includes the following companies: ZON

December 2011 and 2012 are shown below:

Multimédia, ZON Televisão por Cabo,
SGPS, S.A. (“ZON Televisão por Cabo”),
ZON TV Cabo, ZON TV Cabo Açoreana,
ZON

TV

Cabo

Madeirense,

ZON

Conteúdos, ZON Lusomundo TV, ZON
Finance B.V., Teliz Holding B.V., Mstar and
“joint venture” in the companies Sport TV,
Finstar e Upstar.

• Audiovisuals: relates to the supply of
video production services and video sales,
cinema distribution and cinema exhibition
services and the acquisition/negotiation of
Pay TV and VOD (video-on-demand) rights
and includes the following companies: ZON
Audiovisuais, SGPS, S.A., ZON Cinemas,
SGPS,

S.A.,

ZON

LM

ZON

LM

Cinemas,

Audiovisuais,
Lusomundo

Moçambique,

Lda.

(“Lusomundo

Moçambique”),

Lusomundo

España,

SL (“Lusomundo España”), Grafilme –
Sociedade Impressora de Legendas, Lda.
(“Grafilme”), Lusomundo Imobiliária 2, S.A.
(“Lusomundo Imobiliária 2“), Lusomundo
Sociedade de Investimentos Imobiliários,
SGPS, S.A. (“Lusomundo SII”), Empracine
– Empresa Promotora de Actividades

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / SEGMENT REPORTING
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RESULTS BY SEGMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011
PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
4th Q 11

AUDIOVISUALS

12M 11

4th Q 11

GROUP

12M 11

4th Q 11

12M 11

TOTAL SEGMENT REVENUE

193,191

774,652

31,469

120,604

224,659

895,255

INTER-SEGMENT REVENUE

(3,384)

(16,745)

(5,669)

(23,682)

(9,053)

(40,427)

189,806

757,907

25,800

96,922

215,606

854,828

15,516

78,115

4,809

14,555

20,326

92,671

8,257

31,131

419

1,632

8,676

32,763

(169)

(170)

120

120

(49)

(49)

3,122

10,205

38

116

3,160

10,321

INCOME BEFORE TAXES

4,306

36,949

4,232

12,686

8,538

49,636

INCOME TAX EXPENSE

1,254

11,098

1,404

3,689

2,658

14,787

3,052

25,852

2,828

8,997

5,880

34,849

51,891

211,998

1,429

5,599

53,320

217,598

2,334

5,489

48

(24)

2,382

5,465

(225)

79

197

880

(28)

958

SALES AND SERVICES RENDERED
OPERATIONAL INCOME
BY SEGMENT
NET INTEREST EXPENSE
AND OTHER
LOSS / (GAINS) IN FINANCIAL
ASSETS
SHARE OF LOSS/(PROFIT)
FROM ASSOCIATES

NET INCOME
OTHER COSTS:
DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION
AND IMPAIRMENT
PROVISIONS AND
ADJUSTMENTS
COSTS / (REVENUES)
NON-RECURRENT
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RESULTS BY SEGMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2012
PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
4th Q 12

AUDIOVISUALS

12M 12

GROUP

4th Q 12 12M 12 4th Q 12

12M 12

TOTAL SEGMENT REVENUE

195,696 785,977

28,986

111,192 224,681

INTER-SEGMENT REVENUE

(4,926) (19,387)

(5,057)

(19,181)

(9,983)

(38,568)

190,770 766,589

23,928

92,011 214,698

858,600

SALES AND SERVICES RENDERED
OPERATIONAL INCOME
BY SEGMENT
NET INTEREST EXPENSE
AND OTHER
LOSS / (GAINS) IN FINANCIAL
ASSETS
SHARE OF LOSS/(PROFIT)
FROM ASSOCIATES

897,168

17,574

89,045

2,142

8,269

19,716

97,313

10,648

39,772

865

1,820

11,514

41,593

-

1,200

10

(561)

10

638

7

-

12

217

19

217

INCOME BEFORE TAXES

6,919

48,073

1,254

6,792

8,173

54,865

INCOME TAX EXPENSE

1,041

16,082

734

1,895

1,775

17,978

5,878

31,991

520

4,897

6,397

36,888

53,226 209,370

1,279

5,210

54,505

214,580

NET INCOME
OTHER COSTS:
DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION
AND IMPAIRMENT
PROVISIONS AND
ADJUSTMENTS
COSTS / (REVENUES)
NON-RECURRENT

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / SEGMENT REPORTING
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10,441

(1,230)

(1,500)

2,703

8,941

455

903

(12)

101

444

1,005
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Inter-segment transactions are effected on market

Assets and liabilities by segment, and investments

terms and conditions in a comparable way to

in tangible fixed assets at 31 December 2011, are

transactions effected with third parties.

shown below:

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES BY SEGMENT
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
ASETS

LIABILITIES
INVESTMENT IN
TANGIBLE ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

NOT
ALLOCATED

GROUP

1,671,101

148,062

(128,057)

94,034

1,785,140

132

339

-

-

470

1,671,233

148,401

(128,057)

94,034

1,785,611

326,930

117,211

(128,057)

142,922

3,173

-

-

146,095

54,103

2

-

-

54,106

INVESTMENT
IN ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES
TOTAL ASSETS

AUDIOVISUALS ELIMINATIONS

1,234,513 1,550,597

Assets and liabilities not allocated to segments
are reconciled with total assets and liabilities, at 31
December 2011, as follows:

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES NOT ALLOCATED TO SEGMENTS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

NOT ALLOCATED:
DEFERRED TAX (NOTE 17)
INCOME TAX EXPENSE (NOTE 26)
BORROWINGS - CURRENT (NOTE 33)
BORROWINGS - NON CURRENT (NOTE 33)
AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS (NOTE 30)
NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD-FOR-SALE
INVESTMENTS HELD-TO-MATURITY (NOTE 29)
INVESTMENT PROPERTY

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / SEGMENT REPORTING

49,895

4,207

66

922

-

499,961

-

729,424

21,823

-

876

-

20,489

-

884

-

94,034

1,234,513
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Assets and liabilities by segment, and investments
in tangible fixed assets at 31 December 2012, are
shown below:

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES BY SEGMENT
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
ASSETS

AUDIOVISUALS ELIMINATIONS

NOT
ALLOCATED

GROUP

1,509,087

147,213

(138,121)

92,552

1,610,731

105

118

-

-

222

TOTAL ASSETS

1,509,192

147,330

(138,121)

92,552

1,610,953

LIABILITIES

320,865

121,972

(138,120)

1,087,003

1,391,720

116,901

2,917

-

-

119,817

77,686

-

-

-

77,687

INVESTMENT
IN ASSOCIATED
COMPANIES

INVESTMENT IN
TANGIBLE ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Assets and liabilities not allocated to segments
are reconciled with total assets and liabilities, at 31
December 2012, as follows:

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES NOT ALLOCATED TO SEGMENTS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

NOT ALLOCATED:
DEFERRED TAX (NOTE 17)

48,146

2,776

70

541

BORROWINGS - CURRENT (NOTE 33)

-

363,254

BORROWINGS - NON CURRENT (NOTE 33)

-

720,433

20,629

-

678

-

22,187

-

INCOME TAX EXPENSE (NOTE 26)

AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS (NOTE 30)
NON-CURRENT ASSETS HELD-FOR-SALE
INVESTMENTS HELD-TO-MATURITY (NOTE 29)
INVESTMENT PROPERTY

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / SEGMENT REPORTING
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7. OPERATING REVENUE
Consolidated operating revenue for the years ended
on 31 December 2011 and 2012 is distributed as
follows:

CONSOLIDATED OPERATING REVENUE
FOR THE YEARS ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011 AND 2012
4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

SERVICES RENDERED:
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE I)

187,156

748,532

185,974

749,151

CINEMA EXHIBITION II)

10,129

40,728

8,593

35,644

AUDIOVISUALS III)

8,549

32,239

8,993

33,918

205,834

821,499

203,560

818,713

2,123

6,591

2,918

12,906

SALES:
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE IV)
CINEMA EXHIBITION V)

3,098

11,887

2,612

10,511

AUDIOVISUALS VI)

3,625

10,602

3,192

9,955

8,845

29,080

8,722

33,373

528

2,784

1,878

4,532

37

190

10

25

361

1,276

529

1,957

927

4,250

2,416

6,514

215,606

854,828

214,698

858,600

OTHER OPERATING REVENUES:
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE
CINEMA EXHIBITION
AUDIOVISUALS

These operating revenues are shown net of inter-

and voice termination; (f) service activation; and (g)

company eliminations.

sale of equipment and (h) other additional services
(ex: firewall, antivirus).

i) This item mainly includes revenue relating to:
(a) basic channel subscription packages that can

ii) This item mainly includes box office revenue and

be sold in a bundle with fixed broadband/fixed

publicity at the cinemas of ZON LM Cinemas.

voice services; (b) premium channel subscription
packages and S-VOD; (c) terminal equipment

iii) This item mainly includes revenue relating to film

rental; (d) consumption of content (VOD); (e) traffic

distribution to other cinema exhibitors in Portugal

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / OPERATING REVENUE
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and the production and sale of audiovisual
content.

iv) This item mainly includes revenue relating to the
sale of terminal equipment, telephones and MVNO
equipment.

v) This item mainly includes sales of bar products
by ZON LM Cinemas.

vi) This item mainly includes DVD sales.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / OPERATING REVENUE
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8. WAGES AND SALARIES
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, this item was composed as follows:

WAGES AND SALARIES

4th Q 11
REMUNERATION
SOCIAL TAXES

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

12,299

49,237

12,751

49,404

2,089

8,563

2,157

8,603

SOCIAL BENEFITS

312

923

325

996

OTHER

194

568

264

780

14,895

59,291

15,496

59,783

In the financial years 2011 and 2012, the average
number of employees of the companies included in
the consolidation was 1,595 and 1,637, respectively.

On 14 March 2011 the Board of Directors approved
an incentive plan for all employees of the Group
(see Note 45).
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9. DIRECT COSTS
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and 2012,
this item was composed as follows:

DIRECT COSTS

4th Q 11
EXHIBITION COSTS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COSTS
SHARED ADVERTISING REVENUES
OTHERS

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / DIRECT COSTS

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

45,257

179,498

48,455

184,259

11,549

48,537

11,884

45,633

3,361

12,037

3,088

9,610

599

3,833

(47)

3,899

60,767

243,904

63,380

243,401
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10. COST OF PRODUCTS SOLD
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, this item was composed as follows:

COST OF PRODUCTS SOLD

4th Q 11
COSTS OF PRODUCTS SOLD
INVENTORIES IMPAIRMENT (NOTE 25)

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / COST OF PRODUCTS SOLD

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

2,588

7,064

3,252

15,910

694

288

74

156

3,281

7,352

3,327

16,066
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11. SUPPORT SERVICES AND SUPPLIES
AND EXTERNAL SERVICES
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, this item was composed as follows:

SUPPORT SERVICES AND SUPPLIES AND EXTERNAL SERVICES

4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

SUPPORT SERVICES:
CALL CENTERS AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT

6,703

27,530

5,840

23,976

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

4,845

18,978

4,641

17,372

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AND OTHER

4,824

19,516

5,116

19,082

16,372

66,024

15,597

60,430

SUPPLIES AND EXTERNAL SERVICES:
COMMISSIONS

8,933

30,115

6,273

25,780

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

6,239

26,583

6,444

27,306

RENTALS

5,567

22,568

5,015

21,910

4,181

17,608

4,395

16,425

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS

1,455

6,315

1,925

7,430

ELECTRICITY

1,855

6,885

1,981

7,655

INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL
OF TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

1,498

5,590

1,363

5,174

3,506

14,745

3,949

14,669

33,235

130,410

31,346

126,351

OTHER
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12. OTHER COSTS / (GAINS)
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, this item was composed as follows:

OTHER COSTS / (GAINS)

4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

OTHER OPERATIONAL LOSSES/(GAINS) - NET
GIFTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

96

382

147

426

OTHER (GAINS) AND LOSSES NET

121

396

237

700

217

778

383

1,127

229

392

(1)

211

229

392

(1)

211

OTHER NON OPERATIONAL LOSSES/(GAINS) - NET
OTHER (GAINS) AND LOSSES NET

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / OTHER COSTS / (GAINS)
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13. PROVISIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS
In the financial years ended on 31 December 2011
and 2012, this item was composed as follows:

PROVISIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

4th Q 11
PROVISIONS (NOTE 38)
PROVISION FOR IMPAIRMENT OF TRADE
RECEIVABLE (NOTE 23)
PROVISION FOR IMPAIRMENT OF OTHER
RECEIVABLE (NOTE 24)
DEBTS RECOVERY

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / PROVISIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

-

(5,975)

391

291

2,384

11,455

2,318

8,661

-

-

(3)

(3)

(3)

(14)

(2)

(8)

2,382

5,465

2,703

8,941
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14. FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER NET
FINANCIAL CHARGES
In the financial years ended on 31 December 2011
and 2012, finance costs and other costs were
composed as follows:

FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER NET FINANCIAL CHARGES

4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

INTEREST EXPENSE:
BORROWINGS
FINANCE LEASES
OTHER
INTEREST EARNED

10,729

38,660

9,323

40,086

1,786

5,753

1,415

5,082

87

374

55

248

12,602

44,787

10,794

45,416

(5,967)

(19,498)

(3,471)

(17,989)

6,635

25,289

7,323

27,427

2,804

10,356

3,512

12,867

134

729

1,005

3,906

2,938

11,085

4,517

16,773

(854)

(3,370)

(338)

(2,318)

2,084

7,715

4,179

14,455

OTHER FINANCIAL COSTS:
COMISSIONS AND GUARANTEES
OTHER
OTHER FINANCIAL INCOME:
PROMPT PAYMENT DISCOUNT

In 2012 there was an increase in net interest
charges as a result of the increased average
cost of financing, as well as the decrease in the
average cost of financial investments as well as the
decrease in interest rates.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / FINANCE COSTS AND OTHER NET FINANCIAL CHARGES
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15. LOSSES/(GAINS) IN FINANCIAL ASSETS
In the financial years ended on 31 December 2011
and 31 December 2012, this item was composed
as follows:

LOSSES/(GAINS) IN FINANCIAL ASSETS

4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

IMPAIRMENT LOSSES OF FICA FUND (NOTE 30)

-

-

-

1,200

DIVIDENDS

-

(1)

-

-

(49)

(49)

10

(562)

(49)

(49)

10

638

OTHER

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / LOSSES / (GAINS) IN FINANCIAL ASSETS
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16. LOSSES/(GAINS) IN ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
In the financial years ended on 31 December 2011
and 2012, this item was composed as follows:

LOSSES/(GAINS) IN ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

4th Q 11

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

EQUITY ACCOUNTING:
DISTODO

31

102

18

236

UPSTAR (NOTE 5)

(5)

(10)

-

-

FINSTAR (NOTE 5)

3,126

10,212

-

-

8

17

1

(19)

3,160

10,321

19

217

OTHER
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17. INCOME TAX EXPENSE
ZON Multimédia and its associated companies are

The companies covered by the RETGS in 2012 are:

subject to IRC - Corporate Income Tax - at the
rate of 25% (17.5% in the case of ZON TV Cabo

• ZON Multimédia

Açoreana), plus IRC surcharge at the maximum

• ZON Lusomundo TV

rate of 1.5% on taxable profit, giving an aggregate

• Empracine

rate of approximately 26.5%.

• Lusomundo SII
• ZON Cinemas SGPS

Following the introduction of the austerity measures

• ZON Audiovisuais SGPS

approved by Law 12-A/2010 of 30 September

• ZON TV Cabo

and subsequently in the 2012 State Budget,

• ZON Televisão por Cabo SGPS

approved by Law 64-B/2011 of 30 December,

• Lusomundo Imobiliária 2

this rate was raised to 3% on the amount of a

• ZON LM Audiovisuais

company’s taxable profit between 1.5 million euros

• ZON LM Cinemas

and 10 million euros, and to 5% on the amount

• ZON Conteúdos

of a company’s taxable profit exceeding 10 million
euros. In the calculation of taxable income, to

Under current legislation, tax declarations are

which the above tax rates apply, amounts which are

subject to review and correction by the tax

not fiscally allowable are added to and subtracted

authorities for a period of four years (five years

from the book results. These differences between

in the case of Social Security), except where tax

accounting income and taxable income may be of

losses have occurred (where the period is five or

a temporary or permanent nature.

six years) or tax benefits have been obtained or
inspections, appeals or disputes are in progress, in

ZON Multimédia is taxed in accordance with the

which case, depending on the circumstances, the

special taxation regime for groups of companies

periods are extended or suspended.

(RETGS), which covers the companies in which it
directly or indirectly holds at least 90% of their

The Board of Directors of ZON Multimédia, based

share capital and which fulfil the requirements of

on information from its tax advisers, believes that

Article 69 of the IRC Code.

these and any other revisions and corrections to
these tax declarations, as well as other contingencies
of a fiscal nature, will not have a significant effect
on the consolidated financial statements as at 31
December 2012, except for situations which were
the subject of provisions (Note 38).
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A) DEFERRED TAX

losses carried forward at the date of the statement
of financial position.

ZON Multimédia and its associated companies
have reported deferred tax relating to temporary

The movements in deferred tax assets and liabilities

differences between the taxable basis and the

for the financial years ended on 31 December 2011

book amounts of assets and liabilities, and tax

and 2012 were as follows:

MOVEMENTS IN DEFERRED TAX ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2011
INCOME
EQUITY
(NOTE B)
(NOTE 39)
DEFERRED
DEFERRED
TAXES OF
TAXES OF THE
THE PERIOD
PERIOD

31-12
2010

OTHER
MOVEMENTS

31-12
2011

DEFERRED INCOME TAX ASSETS:
PROVISIONS AND
IMPAIRMENTS:
DOUBTFUL ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
INVENTORIES
OTHER
INTRAGROUP GAINS

7,696

(208)

-

(392)

7,096

1,443

65

-

-

1,508

19,890

1,598

-

96 21,583
- 18,205

20,529

(2,324)

-

DERIVATIVES

660

-

23

-

683

TAX LOSSES CARRIED
FORWARD

818

-

-

-

818

51,038

(870)

23

5,259

(1,206)

-

-

4,052

DERIVATIVES

-

-

154

-

154

OTHER PROVISION AND
ADJUSTMENTS

-

-

-

-

-

5,259

(1,206)

154

-

4,207

45,779

337

(131)

DEFERRED INCOME TAX
LIABILITIES:
REAVALUATION OF FIXED
ASSETS

NET DEFERRED TAX

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / INCOME TAX EXPENSE
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MOVEMENTS IN DEFERRED TAX ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED ON 31 DECEMBER 2012

31-12
2011

INCOME (NOTE
B)
DEFERRED
TAXES OF THE
PERIOD

EQUITY
(NOTE 39)
DEFERRED
TAXES OF
THE PERIOD

31-12
2012

DEFERRED INCOME TAX ASSETS:
PROVISIONS AND
IMPAIRMENTS:
DOUBTFUL ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
INVENTORIES
OTHER

7,096

875

-

7,972

1,508

(18)

-

1,490

21,584

(1,039)

-

20,545

18,205

(2,324)

-

15,881

DERIVATIVES

683

-

933

1,616

TAX LOSSES CARRIED
FORWARD

818

(176)

-

642

49,895

(2,682)

933

48,146

4,052

(1,276)

-

2,776

154

-

(154)

-

4,207

(1,276)

(154)

2,776

45,689

(1,406)

1,087

45,370

INTRAGROUP GAINS

DEFERRED INCOME TAX LIABILITIES:
DEFERRED INCOME TAX LIABILITIES:
DERIVATIVES
NET DEFERRED TAX

At 31 December 2012, the deferred tax liability

Under the terms of current legislation in Portugal,

relating to the revaluation of tangible fixed assets

tax losses generated up to 2009, or in 2010 and

results from the difference in the acquisition at

2011, and from 2012 onwards may be carried

fair value of the assets (customer portfolio and

forward for a period of six years, four years and five

network) of TVTel and the companies of the Parfitel

years, respectively, after their occurrence and may

Group (Bragatel, Pluricanal Leiria and Pluricanal

be deducted from taxable profits generated during

Santarém).

that period, up to a limit of 75% of the taxable profit.

Deferred tax assets were recognised where it is

In the end of year accounts as of 31 December

probable that taxable profits will occur in future that

2012 the Group deferred the income tax on tax

may be used to absorb tax losses or deductible

losses recorded up to 31 December 2011, as it

tax differences. This assessment was based on the

felt it could not be applied before the deadline

business plans of the Group’s companies, which

imposed in the tax legislation, namely for the tax

are regularly revised and updated.

year of 2014.
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However, at 31 December 2012 the Group
recognised deferred tax amounting to 2.568
million euros from one of the companies not
included in the RETGS, which expires in 2017.

B) EFFECTIVE TAX RATE
RECONCILIATION
In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, the reconciliation between the nominal and
effective rates of tax was as follows:

RECONCILIATION BETWEEN THE NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE RATES OF TAX

12M 11
INCOME BEFORE TAXES
STATUTORY TAX RATE

12M 12

49,636

54,865

26.50%

26.50%

ESTIMATED TAX

13,153

14,539

PERMANENT DIFFERENCES i)

2,013

1,287

DIFFERENCES IN TAX RATE OF GROUP COMPANIES

(524)

(102)

UNDERESTIMATED/ (OVERESTIMATED) CORPORATE
TAX

274

1,052

FISCAL BENEFITS ii)

(2,030)

(1,427)

STATE SURCHARGE

887

1,410

AUTONOMOUS TAXATION

212

463

14,787

17,978

29.79%

32.77%

15,123

16,572

(337)

1,406

14,787

17,978

OTHER
INCOME TAX
EFFECTIVE INCOME TAX RATE FOR THE
PERIOD
INCOME TAX
DEFERRED TAX
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i) At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012 the
permanent differences were composed as follows:

PERMANENT DIFFERENCES

12M 11
PROVISIONS
DEPRECIATIONS AND AMORTIZATIONS
EQUITY METHOD (NOTE 9)
OTHER

12M 12

(5,519)

-

1,844

3,115

10,321

217

951

1,523

7,597

4,855

26.50%

26.50%

2,013

1,287

ii) The application by ZON TV Cabo of the SIFIDE
(Business Research and Development Incentives
System) tax benefit introduced by Law 40/2005
of 3 August and of the RFAI (Investment Tax
Incentive Regime) introduced by Law 10/2009 of
10 March. Under the terms of the IRC (Corporate
Income Tax) Code, the tax paid may not be less
than 90% of the amount which would result if the
Company did not benefit from tax benefits. This
amount therefore corresponds to that difference,
given that the amount is recorded in the controlling
company under the Special Taxation Regime for
Groups of Companies, and the tax benefits are
recorded in the controlled companies.
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18. NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS
The movements in non-controlled interests in the
financial years ending on 31 December 2011 and
2012 and the profits attributable to non-controlled
interests in the year are as follows:

NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS
IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING ON 31 DECEMBER 2011

31-12-2010

NET
INCOME

DIVIDENDS
(NOTE 20)

OTHER

31-12-2011

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE

5,978

697

(438)

(15)

6,222

ZON TV CABO AÇOREANA

2,667

179

(78)

-

2,768

GRAFILME

1,204

(226)

(26)

-

951

LUSOMUNDO SII

6

-

-

-

6

EMPRACINE

1

-

-

-

1

LUSOMUNDO IMOBILIÁRIA 2, SA

36

-

-

-

36

9,891

650

(542)

(15)

9,983

NON-CONTROLLED INTERESTS
IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING ON 31 DECEMBER 2012

31-12-2011

NET
INCOME

DIVIDENDS
(NOTE 20)

OTHER

31-12-2012

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE

6,222

573

(329)

-

6,466

ZON TV CABO AÇOREANA

2,768

118

-

-

2,886

951

177

(1,128)

-

-

LUSOMUNDO SII

6

-

-

-

6

EMPRACINE

1

-

-

-

1

36

1

-

-

37

9,983

869

(1,457)

-

9,396

GRAFILME

LUSOMUNDO IMOBILIÁRIA 2, SA
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19. NET EARNINGS PER SHARE
The net earnings per share for the years ended
on 31 December 2011 and 2012 were calculated
taking into account the following amounts:

NET EARNINGS PER SHARE

4th Q 11
NET INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE
TO EQUITY HOLDERS OF THE
PARENT
WEIGHTED AVERAGE NUMBER OF
ORDINARY SHARES IN ISSUE
BASIC EARNINGS PER
SHARE - EUROS
DILUTED EARNINGS PER
SHARE - EUROS

12M 11

4th Q 12

12M 12

5,670

34,199

6,388

36,018

308,906,528

309,040,649

308,774,645

308,824,977

0.02

0.11

0.02

0.12

0.02

0.11

0.02

0.12

In the above periods there were no diluting effects
on net earnings per share, so the diluted earnings
per share are equal to the basic earnings per share.
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20. DIVIDENDS
The General Meeting of Shareholders held on 27
April 2012 approved a proposal by the Board of
Directors for payment of an ordinary dividend per
share of 0.16 euros, totalling 49.455 million euros,
relating to the net profit for the year ended on 31
December 2011 of 34.726 million euros plus free
reserves totalling 14.730 million euros. The dividend
attributable to own shares, totalling 17 thousand
euros, was transferred to retained earnings.

DIVIDENDS

DIVIDENDS

49,455

DIVIDENDS OF TREASURY SHARES

(17)
49,438

In the first quarter of 2012 dividends totalling

Dividends totalling 542 thousand euros were

329 thousand euros were paid to the minority

also paid in the first half of 2011 to the minority

shareholders of TV Cabo Madeirense. In the

shareholders of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, ZON

second semester as Grafilme went into liquidation

TV Cabo Açoreana and Grafilme.

dividends were paid to minority shareholders to the
sum of 1.128 million euros.

The General Meeting of Shareholders held on 15
April 2011 approved a proposal by the Board of
Directors for payment of an ordinary dividend per
share of 0.16 euros, totalling 49.455 million euros,
relating to the net profit for the year ended on 31
December 2010 of 35.178 million euros plus free
reserves totalling 14.277 million euros.
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21. FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
CLASSIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE IAS 39
CATEGORIES - FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS:
RECOGNITION AND MEASUREMENT
The accounting policies set out in IAS 39 for
financial instruments were applied to the following
items:

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES CLASSIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE IAS 39 CATEGORIES

-

-

407,362

-

407,362

124,757

-

-

-

-

124,757

-

124,757

46,472

-

-

-

46,472 87,905

134,377

-

21,823

-

-

-

21,823

-

21,823

-

-

-

532

-

532

-

532

-

- 20,489

-

-

20,489

-

20,489

578,592 21,823 20,489

532

-

621,435 87,905

709,340

OTHER
FINANCIAL
LIABILITIES

DERIVATIVES

TOTAL

-

NON
FINANCIAL ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES

-

TOTAL
FINANCIAL ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES

AVAILABLE-TO-SALE
FINANCIAL
ASSETS

407,362

INVESTEMENTS
HELD-TO-MATURITY

LOANS AND
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

AT 31 DECEMBER 2011

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
(NOTE 22)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRADE (NOTE 23)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE OTHER (NOTE 24)
AVAILABLE-TO-SALE
FINANCIAL ASSETS
(NOTE 30)
DERIVATIVES FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
(NOTE 40)
INVESTMENTS
HELD-TO-MATURITY
(NOTE 29)
TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
LOANS (NOTE 33)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
(NOTE 34)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE OTHER (NOTE 35)
ACCRUED EXPENSES
(NOTE 36)
DERIVATIVES FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
(NOTE 40)
TOTAL FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

-

-

-

-

1,229,385 1,229,385

-

-

-

-

153,030

153,030

78

153,109

-

-

-

-

54,791

54,791

-

54,791

-

-

-

-

56,477

56,477

-

56,477

-

-

- 2,577

-

2,577

-

2,577

-

-

- 2,577 1,493,682 1,496,259
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FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES CLASSIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE IAS 39 CATEGORIES

-

-

308,251

-

308,251

130,522

-

-

-

-

130,522

-

130,522

26,956

-

-

-

26,956 40,401

67,356

-

20,629

-

-

-

20,629

-

20,629

-

-

22,187

-

-

22,187

-

22,187

465,728

20,629

22,187

-

-

508,544 40,401

548,945

-

-

-

-

1,084,473

1,084,473

-

1,084,473

-

-

-

-

156,470

156,470

582

157,052

-

-

-

-

57,076

57,076

-

57,076

-

-

-

-

51,628

51,628

-

51,628

-

-

- 6,095

-

6,095

-

6,095

-

-

- 6,095 1,349,646

1,355,742

582

1,356,324

OTHER
FINANCIAL
LIABILITIES

DERIVATIVES

TOTAL

-

NON
FINANCIAL ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES

-

TOTAL
FINANCIAL ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES

AVAILABLE-TO-SALE
FINANCIAL
ASSETS

308,251

INVESTEMENTS
HELD-TO-MATURITY

LOANS AND
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE

AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

ASSETS
CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
(NOTE 22)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
- TRADE (NOTE 23)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
- OTHER (NOTE 24)
AVAILABLE-TO-SALE
FINANCIAL ASSETS
(NOTE 30)
INVESTMENTS
HELD-TO-MATURITY
(NOTE 29)
TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
LOANS (NOTE 33)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
(NOTE 34)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE OTHER (NOTE 35)
ACCRUED EXPENSES
(NOTE 36)
DERIVATIVES FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS
(NOTE 40)
TOTAL FINANCIAL LIABILITIES
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22. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012, this
item was composed as follows:

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

31-12-2011
CASH
DEPOSITS
OTHER DEPOSITS I)

31-12-2012
1,691

1,784

77,301

13,685

328,370

292,781

407,362

308,251

i) At 31 December 2012, term deposits had shortterm maturities and bear interest at normal market
rates.
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23. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - CUSTOMERS
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE – CUSTOMERS

31-12-2011
TRADE RECEIVABLES

31-12-2012

107,751

108,690

126,690

136,052

UNBILLED REVENUES

8,723

9,098

RECEIVABLES FROM RELATED PARTIES (NOTE 43)

5,301

8,100

355

826

248,820

262,767

(124,063)

(132,245)

124,757

130,522

DOUBTFUL ACCOUNTS FOR TRADE RECEIVABLES

UNBILLED REVENUES FROM RELATED PARTIES (NOTE 43)
PROVISION FOR IMPAIRMENT OF TRADE RECEIVABLE

IMPAIRMENT OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

The summary of movements in impairment
adjustments is as follows:

IMPAIRMENT OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

12M 11
AS AT JANUARY 1
INCREASES (NOTE 13)
INCREASES “FIDELIZATION PERIOD” (SEE NOTE 44.6)
DECREASES (NOTE 13)
RECEIVABLES WRITTEN OFF
AS AT DECEMBER 31

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - CUSTOMERS

12M 12

111,959

124,063

12,890

8,798

1,215

-

(1,435)

(137)

(566)

(479)

124,063

132,245
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24. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - OTHER
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE – OTHER

31-12-2011
CURRENT

31-12-2012

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

NON
CURRENT

ADVANCES OF SUPPLIERS I)

66,588

21,317

14,945

25,428

RELATED PARTIES (NOTE 43) II)

43,495

-

23,895

-

UNBILLED REVENUES

389

-

487

-

2,935

-

2,672

28

113,407

21,317

41,998

25,455

(347)

-

(97)

-

113,060

21,317

41,901

25,455

OTHER
IMPAIRMENT OF OTHER RECEIVABLE

i) Advances to suppliers essentially adhere to the
minimum guaranteed by ZON LM Audiovisuais.

ii) The item Related Parties relates mainly to the
granting of loans to Upstar (see Note 43).

IMPAIRMENT OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE – OTHER

12M 11
AS AT JANUARY 1

12M 12
345

347

DECREASES (NOTE 13)

-

(3)

RECEIVABLES WRITTEN OFF

2

(246)

347

97

AS AT DECEMBER 31
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25. INVENTORIES
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

INVENTORIES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

INVENTORIES
PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE

44,185

42,628

8,133

7,398

52,318

50,026

PAY TV, BROADBAND AND VOICE

(3,747)

(3,954)

AUDIOVISUALS

(1,830)

(1,755)

(5,577)

(5,709)

46,741

44,317

AUDIOVISUALS
IMPAIRMENT OF INVENTORIES

At 31 December 2012, approximately 4.049

(5.782 million euros on 31 December 2012) and

million euros of the stated value of inventories of

782 thousand euros is held by third parties (610

the Pay TV, broadband and voice business is on

thousand on 31 December 2011).

a sale or return basis, mainly with direct agents,

IMPAIRMENT OF INVENTORIES

12M 11
AS AT JANUARY 1

12M 12

5,380

5,577

INCREASE - COST OF GOODS SOLD (NOTE 10)

738

333

DECREASE - COST OF GOODS SOLD (NOTE 10)

(450)

(177)

(90)

(74)

5,577

5,658

INCREASE - DIRECT COSTS
AS AT DECEMBER 31
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26. TAXES PAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, these items were
composed as follows:

TAXES PAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE

31-12-2011
RECEIVABLE
VALUE-ADDED TAX

31-12-2012

PAYABLE

RECEIVABLE

PAYABLE

4,818

13,996

4,171

10,119

66

922

70

541

SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS

-

985

-

1,003

PERSONNEL INCOME TAX
WITHOLDINGS

-

1,087

-

961

197

165

430

176

5,081

17,156

4,669

12,800

INCOME TAXES

OTHER

At 31 December 2011 and 2012 the amounts of
IRC (Corporate Income Tax) receivable and payable
were composed as follows:

IRC (CORPORATE INCOME TAX) RECEIVABLE AND PAYABLE

31-12-2011
RECEIVABLE TAXES
PAYABLE TAXES
CURRENT INCOME TAXES ESTIMATIVE i)
PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT
WITHHOLDING INCOME TAXES
INCOME TAX RECEIVABLE

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / TAXES PAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE

31-12-2012

66

70

(922)

(541)

(856)

(471)

(14,841)

(16,277)

10,709

10,826

3,211

4,910

66

70

(856)

(471)
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i) The amount relating to the estimated current tax
on income was recorded as a contra entry in the
following items:

ESTIMATED CURRENT TAX ON INCOME

31-12-2011
INCOME TAXES (NOTE 17)
OTHER

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / TAXES PAYABLE AND RECEIVABLE

31-12-2012

(15,123)

(16,572)

282

295

(14,841)

(16,277)
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27. PREPAYMENTS
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

PREPAYMENTS

31-12-2011
RENTALS

31-12-2012

2,345

2,429

PROGRAMMING COSTS

2,136

1,964

SPONSORSHIP i)

1,273

1,134

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

1,221

1,433

EXHIBITION RIGHTS OF AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT ii)

1,141

2,026

SOFTWARE LICENCES iii)

703

1,300

INSURANCE

355

378

1,357

1,266

10,530

11,930

OTHER

i) In July 2010, ZON TV Cabo signed a contract
with the Portuguese Professional Football League
as co-sponsor with Sociedade Central de Cervejas.
The value of the sponsorship for 2012/2013 is
recognised in costs on a linear basis by football
season.

ii) This amount refers to the advance invoicing
of contracts for film and series rights on Paid TV
channels and in cinemas which has not yet begun.

iii) This amount refers to the licenses being used by
TV, broad band and voice subscription equipment.
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28. INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

INVESTMENTS IN GROUP COMPANIES:
DISTODO

339

103

UPSTAR (NOTE 5)

27

-

CANAL 20 TV, S.A.

5

5

ZON II

50

50

ZON III

50

50

1

15

470

222

OTHER COMPANIES

Movements

in

“Investments

in

associated

companies” in 2011 and 2012 were as follows:

INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - MOVEMENTS

12M 11
AS AT JANUARY 1
EQUITY METHOD i)
CHANGES IN CONSOLIDATION SCOPE (NOTE 5)
DIVIDENDS RECEIVED
FORMATION
OTHER
AS AT DECEMBER 31

12M 12
1,138

470

(105)

(217)

-

(27)

(598)

-

60

-

(24)

(5)

470

222

i) Relates to the application of the equity method
of consolidation to the companies Distodo, Canal
20, and Big Picture 2 (see Note 16).
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The Group’s interest in the results and assets
and liabilities of the more significant associated
companies in the financial years 2011 and 2012 is
as follows:

INTEREST IN THE MORE SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
2011

ASSETS LIABILITIES REVENUE

NET
INCOME

%
OWNED

UPSTAR

91,058

90,969

32,457

33

FINSTAR

33,295

93,179

52,709

DISTODO

878

200

1,292

BIG PICTURE
2 FILMS

1,141

1,161

CANAL 20 TV

66

57

GAIN/(LOSS)
TO THE GROUP

30.00%

10

(34,040)

30.00%

(10,212)

(204)

50.00%

(102)

944

(70)

20.00%

(14)

10

(5)

50.00%

(3)
(10,321)

INTEREST IN THE MORE SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
2012

ASSETS

LIABILITIES REVENUE

NET
INCOME

%
OWNED

GAIN/(LOSS)
TO THE GROUP

DISTODO

476

271

818

(472)

50.00%

(236)

BIG PICTURE
2 FILMS

492

418

4,323

94

20.00%

19

CANAL 20 TV

66

57

-

-

50.00%

(217)
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29. INVESTMENTS HELD TO MATURITY
The balance shown in this rubric refers to
Obligations acquired by the Group in November
2011 maturing in September 2013.

INVESTMENTS HELD TO MATURITY

31-12-2011
TREASURY NOTES
INTERESTS

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / INVESTMENTS HELD TO MATURITY

31-12-2012

20,174

20,174

315

2,013

20,489

22,187
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30. FINANCIAL ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR SALE
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, the item “Financial
assets available for sale” was composed as follows:

FINANCIAL ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR SALE
31-12-2011
INVESTMENT FUND FOR CINEMA AND
AUDIOVISUALS
OTHER

31-12-2012

21,746

20,546

77

83

21,823

20,629

The balance stated in this item relates mainly to
the Cinema and Audiovisual Investment Fund
set up in 2007, in compliance with Article 67 of
Decree-Law 227/2006 of 15 November. The fund
was established to invest in cinematographic,
audiovisual and multiplatform works, with the aim of
increasing and improving the supply and potential
value of these productions. ZON Multimédia
subscribed for 30.12% of the units in this fund
jointly with other audiovisual companies. The item
“Accounts Payable - others” (see Note 35) includes
the value of the contribution obligation to the fund,
totalling 17.500 million euros, corresponding to the
current value of the instalments due.

Based on the last published accounts a devaluation
of equities was apparent amounting 1.200 million
euros, which led to an impairment loss being
added for this amount (Note 15).
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31. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
During the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
31 December 2012, the movements in acquisition
costs and accumulated amortisation in this item
were as follows:

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

OTHER

CHANGES
OF SCOPE

INCREASES

31-12-2010

FOREIGN
CURRENCY
TRANSLATION
ADJUSTMENTS

2011

31-12-2011

COST
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY
AND OTHER
RIGHTS

480,700

52,121

10

-

(147,798)

385,033

GOODWILL

175,497

-

-

-

-

175,497

7,264

1,906

-

-

5

9,175

6

79

-

-

(5)

79

663,467

54,106

10

-

(147,798)

569,785

322,490

72,390

7

-

(146,230)

248,657

4,244

2,218

-

-

-

6,462

326,734

74,608

7

-

(146,230)

255,119

336,733

(20,502)

4

-

(1,568)

314,666

OTHER
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS INPROGRESS
ACCUMULATED
AMORTIZATION
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY
AND OTHER
RIGHTS
OTHER
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS
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INTANGIBLE ASSETS

OTHER

CHANGES
OF SCOPE

INCREASES

31-12-2011

FOREIGN
CURRENCY
TRANSLATION
ADJUSTMENTS

2012

31-12-2012

COST
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY
AND OTHER
RIGHTS

385,033

75,357

(14)

10,011

(53,947)

416,439

GOODWILL

175,497

-

-

-

-

175,497

9,175

2,032

(25)

332

-

11,514

79

298

-

-

(33)

344

569,785

77,687

(40)

10,343

(53,980)

603,794

248,657

73,932

(8)

3,399

(49,829)

276,151

6,462

1,973

(4)

58

-

8,489

255,119

75,905

(13)

3,457

(49,829)

284,640

314,666

1,782

(27)

6,887

(4,152)

319,155

OTHER
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS INPROGRESS
ACCUMULATED
AMORTIZATION
INDUSTRIAL
PROPERTY
AND OTHER
RIGHTS
OTHER
INTANGIBLE
ASSETS

At 31 December 2012, the item “Industrial Property

some of the terms have been renewed, namely the

and other rights” mainly includes a net amount of

extension of the contract period (2016 to 2025)

85.672 million euros (2011: 74.995 million euros)

and a reduction in the number of transponders

relating to the contract for the exclusive acquisition

(from 8 to 5).

of satellite capacity between ZON TV Cabo and
Hispasat, which is recorded as a finance lease. The

Furthermore, as a result in the change in perimeters,

recorded net amount is due to the fact that in 2012

the net amount of this rubric was increased to

the contract had been subject to renegotiation and

4.271 million euros, for the contract for exclusive
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acquisition of satellite capacity by Upstar with

broadcasting rights for four football seasons, but

Eutelsat.

only the amount which relates to the 2012/2013
season is recorded in “Intangible Assets”, as the

The balance mainly relates to i) contracts for the

rights are being amortised over the period in which

purchase of exclusive distribution network capacity

the football season occurs.

utilisation rights; ii) the contract entered into with
PPTV for the acquisition of royalty and broadcasting

At 31 December 2011 and 2012, the Goodwill

rights for the professional football matches of the

relating to controlled companies was distributed as

LIGA ZON SAGRES and the Second League of

follows:

professional football. This contract relates to the

GOODWILL

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

TVTEL

78,335

78,335

ZON LM AUDIOVISUAIS

52,164

52,164

ZON LM CINEMAS

24,436

24,436

BRAGATEL

10,199

10,199

PLURICANAL SANTARÉM

5,065

5,065

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE

3,929

3,929

PLURICANAL LEIRIA

1,362

1,362

8

8

175,497

175,497

TELIZ
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IMPAIRMENT TESTS ON GOODWILL
Goodwill was allocated to the cash-generating
units of each reportable segment, as follows:

GOODWILL BY REPORTABLE SEGMENT

TVTEL

78,335

-

ZON LM AUDIOVISUAIS

-

ZON LM CINEMAS

GROUP

PAY TV ,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE

AUDIOVISUALS

31-12-2012

GROUP

PAY TV ,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE

AUDIOVISUALS

31-12-2011

78,335

78,335

-

78,335

52,164

52,164

-

52,164

52,164

- 24,436

24,436

-

24,436

24,436

BRAGATEL

10,199

-

10,199

10,199

-

10,199

PLURICANAL SANTARÉM

5,065

-

5,065

5,065

-

5,065

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE

3,929

-

3,929

3,929

-

3,929

PLURICANAL LEIRIA

1,362

-

1,362

1,362

-

1,362

8

-

8

8

-

8

98,897

76,601

175,497

98,897

76,601

175,497

TELIZ

In 2012 impairment tests were performed based
on assessments of the current use value and
in accordance with the discounted cash flow
method, which corroborate the recoverability of
the book value of the Goodwill. The amounts in
these assessments are based on the historical
performances

and

forecast

growth

of

the

businesses and their markets, incorporated in
medium to long term plans approved by the Board.
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These estimates are based on the following
assumptions:

GOODWILL IMPAIRMENT TESTS - ASSUMPTIONS

PAY TV,
BROADBAND
AND VOICE
DISCOUNT RATE

ZON LM
AUDIOVISUALS

ZON LM
CINEMAS

8.8%

8.8%

8.8%

8 YEARS

8 YEARS

3 YEARS

EBITDA* GROWTH

5.0%

1.4%

3.1%

PERPETUITY GROWTH RATE

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

ASSESSMENT PERIOD

* EBITDA = Operational result + Depreciation and amortization

The number of years specified in the impairment
tests depend on the degree of maturity of
the various businesses and markets, and were
determined on the basis of the most appropriate
criterion for the valuation of each cash-generating
unit. Where the forecast cash flow growth is higher
than the perpetuity growth rate after 2017, the
assessments are performed for periods longer than
5 years, which is normal market practice in valuing
telecommunications and Pay TV businesses.

Sensitivity analyses were performed on variations
in discount rates of approximately 10%, from which
no impairments resulted.

Sensitivity analyses were also performed for a
perpetuity growth rate of 0%, from which no
impairments also resulted.
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32. TANGIBLE ASSETS
During the years ended on 31 December 2011 and

costs and accumulated depreciation in this item

31 December 2012, the movements in acquisition

were as follows:

TANGIBLE ASSETS

31-12-2011

OTHER

IMPAIRMENT

INCREASES

31-12-2010

FOREIGN
CURRENCY
TRANSLATION
ADJUSTMENTS

2011

COST
LAND

2,187

-

-

-

(641)

1,546

54,056

507

-

94

(1,773)

52,884

BASIC EQUIPMENT

1,185,457

127,952

-

14

11,989

1,325,412

TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT

10,904

2,299

-

3

(936)

12,271

353

1

-

0

(4)

350

134,783

7,862

-

22

2,125

144,791

28,779

1,788

-

1

220

30,787

34,319

5,686

-

-

(22,015)

17,989

1,450,836

146,095

-

134

(11,035)

1,586,030

28,094

3,544

6

22

(1,299)

30,368

BASIC EQUIPMENT

653,588

117,797

(703)

4

(6,280)

764,406

TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT

5,735

1,841

-

1

(851)

6,726

TOOLS AND DIES

337

8

-

1

(1)

345

ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT
OTHER TANGIBLE
ASSETS

91,162

18,291

8

15

(754)

108,723

26,072

2,197

1

-

67

28,337

804,988

143,677

(687)

44

(9,118)

938,903

645,848

2,418

687

90

(1,917)

647,126

BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS AND DIES
ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT
OTHER TANGIBLE
ASSETS
TANGIBLE ASSETS
IN-PROGRESS
ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION
BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS
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TANGIBLE ASSETS

31-12-2012

OTHER

CHANGES OF
SCOPE

IMPAIRMENT

INCREASES

31-12-2011

FOREIGN
CURRENCY
TRANSLATION
ADJUSTMENTS

2012

COST
LAND

1,546

-

-

(5)

25

204

1,770

52,884

765

-

(94)

2,420

(437)

55,537

BASIC EQUIPMENT

1,325,412

96,275

-

(77) 3,005

(9,622)

1,414,993

TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT

12,271

2,269

-

(14)

416

(2,284)

12,658

350

-

-

-

1

(4)

347

144,791

3,205

-

(22)

294

(1,497)

146,771

30,787

1,472

-

(4)

209

78

32,542

17,989

15,829

-

(1)

47

(3,863)

30,002

1,586,030

119,817

-

(218)

ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION
BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

30,368

4,265

-

(14)

12

-

34,631

BASIC EQUIPMENT

764,406

111,868

2,409

(10)

296

(11,125)

867,844

TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT

6,726

1,727

-

(9)

192

(2,220)

6,416

TOOLS AND DIES

345

4

-

-

-

(3)

345

ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT
OTHER TANGIBLE
ASSETS

108,723

16,397

(15)

(12)

47

(2,291)

122,849

28,337

2,020

-

(4)

96

39

30,489

938,903

136,281

2,394

(48)

647,126 (16,465)

(2,394)

(179)

BUILDINGS AND OTHER
CONSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS AND DIES
ADMINISTRATIVE
EQUIPMENT
OTHER TANGIBLE
ASSETS
TANGIBLE ASSETS
IN-PROGRESS

6,417 (17,425) 1,694,621

644 (15,600) 1,062,574
5,773

(1,825)

632,047

Tangible assets also include basic equipment

euros). This equipment includes network terminal

relating to customer networks and Pay TV

equipment, which at the end of the year accounted

distribution networks installed on third party

for a net total of 200 million euros.

property or in the public domain, representing a
net value of 542 million euros (2011: 549 million
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The reduction in depreciation and impairment
losses for the year is the result of the impact of
reviewing the useful lives of tangible assets, which
increased to 9 million euros and was applied
prospectively.

The net value of the tangible assets under the
leasing system increased to 2.091 million euros.

IMPAIRMENT TESTS OF FIXED ASSETS
ASSIGNED TO CINEMA EXHIBITION
In the end of year accounts for year end 31
December 2012, the Company carried out an
impairment analysis (see requirements in Note 31)
for the fixed assets affected by cinema exhibition,
which, to this date, have a net value of 13.415
million euros. On the basis of the catchment area
of each cinema complex, cinemas were grouped
as cash-generating units on a regional basis for
impairment test purposes. The regional cashgenerating units are Lisbon, Porto, Coimbra, Aveiro
and Viseu. Cinemas scattered across other regions
of the country are considered as individual cashgenerating units. No impairment adjustments
resulted from this analysis.
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33. BORROWINGS AND LOANS
At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012, the
composition of borrowings was as follows:

BORROWINGS & LOANS

31-12-2011
NON
CURRENT

CURRENT
LOANS
INTERNAL LOANS
FOREIGN LOANS
COMMERCIAL PAPER
DEBENTURE LOAN
GROUP LOANS
LOANS - ACCRUALS ANDA
DEFERRELS
FINANCIAL LEASES
LONG TERM CONTRACTS
OTHER
FINANCIAL LEASES - ACCRUALS AND
DEFERRELS

33.1. INTERNAL LOANS

31-12-2012
NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

461,296

628,694

339,948

611,916

41,296

18,453

53,636

-

-

97,740

11,312

103,630

350,000

355,000

275,000

150,000

70,000

157,500

-

357,500

-

-

-

786

1,109

(833)

(5,117)

(4,414)

36,044

101,563

27,639

113,717

31,072

89,818

20,313

105,407

4,972

11,745

7,326

8,310

1,512

-

784

-

499,961

729,424

363,254

721,219

invoices under the suppliers’ confirmed payments
contract with ZON Multimédia.

These include the Group’s share of the loan
obtained by Sport TV in the amount of 38.000

The

net

amount

of

20

thousand

euros,

million euros, with quarterly repayments and

corresponding to interest and commissions, was

maturing in 2013, and Upstar’s secured current

added to this amount.

account totalling 5.865 million euros.

33.2. FOREIGN LOANS
These loans also include the amount of 9.771
million euros relating to the request by Sport TV,

In September 2009 ZON Multimédia and ZON TV

as a supplier of the Group, for advance payment of

Cabo signed a Next Generation Network Project
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Finance Contract with the European Investment

The amount of 3.961 million euros, corresponding

Bank totalling 100 million euros. This contract

to interest and commissions, was deducted from

matures in September 2015 and is intended for

this amount.

investments relating to the implementation of
the next generation network. An amount of 1.657

33.4. DEBENTURE LOANS

million euros was deducted from this finance,
corresponding to the benefit associated with the

The Company has bonds issued via three banks

fact that the loan is at a subsidised rate, constituting

totalling 157.000 million euros with an average

an investment subsidy, and is therefore stated as

maturity of 2014 years, half-yearly payment of

deferred income.

interest and repayment at par at the end of the
contracts.

Finstar received dividends totalling 16.561 million

In June 2012, ZON Multimédia launched a Public

euros. Also significant is the Mstar financing

Offer for Subscription of Bonds for the general

amounting to 38 thousand euros.

public, called “ZON Multimédia Bonds 20122015”, under which it issued 200 million euros with

An amount of 62 thousand euros, corresponding

a maturity of three years and half yearly payment

to interest and commissions, was deducted from

at a fixed rate.

this amount.
An amount of 5.528 million euros, corresponding

33.3. COMMERCIAL PAPER

to interest and commissions, was deducted from
this amount.

The Company has borrowings of 425 million euros
in the form of commercial paper contracted with four

33.5. FINANCE LEASES

banks, corresponding to five programmes bearing
interest at market rates. Two grouped programmes of

On 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012,

commercial paper with maturities over 1 year totalling

long-term contracts between ZON TV Cabo and

150 million euros are classed as non-current, since

Upstar for the acquisition of exclusive satellite

the Company has the ability to unilaterally renew

use, by ZON TV Cabo, by ZON TV Cabo for the

the current issues on or before the programmes’

purchase of rights to use the distribution network

maturity dates and because they are underwritten

and the acquisition of digital cinema equipment

by the organiser. The amount concerned, although

for ZON LM Cinemas

having current maturity, is therefore classified as
non-current for the purposes of presentation in
the statement of financial position. The remaining
programmes are classified as current.
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FINANCIAL LEASES - PAYMENTS:

31-12-2011
UNTIL 1 YEAR
BETWEEN 1 AND 5 YEARS
OVER 5 YEARS
FUTURE FINANCIAL COSTS
PRESENT VALUE OF FINANCE LEASE LIABILITIES

31-12-2012

43,925

33,959

103,562

67,200

8,860

76,754

156,347

177,913

(17,229)

(35,772)

139,119

142,141

THE PRESENT VALUE OF THE FINANCE LEASE LIABILITIES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

UNTIL 1 YEAR

37,555

28,423

BETWEEN 1 AND 5 YEARS

93,972

50,354

7,591

63,363

139,119

142,141

OVER 5 YEARS

All bank loans obtained (with the exception
of bonds) and finance leases contracted are
negotiated at variable short term interest rates and
their book value is therefore broadly similar to their
fair value.
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MATURITY OF LOANS
The maturities of the loans obtained are as follows:

MATURITY OF LOANS

31-12-2011
UNTIL 1
YEAR
INTERNAL LOANS
FOREIGN LOANS
COMMERCIAL PAPER
DEBENTURE LOAN
INTERNAL LOANS - RELATED
PARTIES
FINANCIAL LEASES

31-12-2012

BETWEEN
OVER 5
1 AND 5
YEARS
YEARS

BETWEEN
OVER 5
1 AND 5
YEARS
YEARS

UNTIL 1
YEAR

41,305

18,453

-

53,655

-

-

(135)

97,694

-

11,281

103,599

-

350,894

354,821

-

271,502

149,537

-

70,341

156,891

-

(1,607)

353,579

-

-

-

-

-

-

786

37,555

93,972

7,591

28,423

50,354

63,363

499,961

721,832

7,591

363,254

657,070

64,149
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34. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - SUPPLIERS
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, accounts payable
to suppliers and other entities had the following
composition:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - SUPPLIERS

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE TRADE

143,997

141,657

RELATED PARTIES (NOTE 43)

9,033

14,813

77

582

153,107

157,052

ADVANCES FROM CUSTOMERS
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35. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHERS
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, “Accounts payable – others” had the following composition:

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - OTHERS
31-12-2011
CURRENT
FIXED ASSETS SUPPLIERS

31-12-2012

NON
CURRENT

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

32,644

-

36,699

-

CINEMA AND AUDIOVISUALS
INVESTMENT FUND I)

17,479

-

17,500

-

RELATED PARTIES (NOTE 43)

-

786

-

-

3,882

-

2,877

90

54,005

786

57,076

90

OTHERS

i) This balance relates to the obligation to
realise the subscribed units in the Cinema and
Audiovisual Investment Fund, as mentioned in
Note 30. The recognised liability is measured at
the current value of the total obligation and the
corresponding financial cost is recognised. In
the year ended on 31 December 2012, the cost
totalled 21 thousand euros
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36. ACCRUED EXPENSES
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, these items were
composed as follows:

ACCRUED EXPENSES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

SUPPORT SERVICES AND COMISSIONS

16,276

10,957

VACATION PAY AND BONUSES

12,789

11,793

PROGRAMMING SERVICES i)

5,452

6,856

ADVERTISING

4,942

3,240

EXHIBITION RIGHTS ii)

2,614

3,617

OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES

8,305

8,195

OTHER ACCRUED EXPENSES

6,098

6,971

56,477

51,628

i) Relates to amounts to be invoiced by companies
responsible for support services and trading
partners.

ii) The balance at 31 December 2012 relates to the
estimated costs of royalties for cinema distribution.
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37. DEFERRED INCOME
At 31 December 2011 and 2012, this item was
composed as follows:

DEFERRED INCOME
31-12-2011
CURRENT
ADVANCE BILLING

31-12-2012

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

NON
CURRENT

2,861

-

8,664

-

OTHER DEFERRED INCOME

383

-

352

-

INVESTMENT SUBSIDY i)

531

1,881

498

1,385

3,775

1,881

9,514

1,385

i) Relates to the investment subsidy for the
implementation of the next generation network
(see Note 33.2).
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38. PROVISIONS
At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012, the
breakdown of provisions between current and noncurrent was as follows:

CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

CURRENT PROVISION
TAXES
LITIGATION
OTHER

563

-

2,258

20

1,413

400

4,234

420

-

563

NON-CURRENT PROVISION
TAXES
LITIGATION
OTHER

-

2,130

23,006

5,718

23,006

8,411

27,240

8,831

During the years ending on 31 December 2011 and
31 December 2012, movements in provisions were
as follows:

CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS - MOVEMENTS
2011
31-12-2010
TAXES

INCREASES

563

DECREASES
-

OTHER
-

31-12-2011
-

563

LEGAL ACTIONS

2,258

-

-

-

2,258

OTHER RISKS

20,176

10,410

(5,975)

(192)

24,419

22,997

10,410

(5,975)

(192)

27,240
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CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS - MOVEMENTS
2012
31-12-2011
TAXES

INCREASES

563

DECREASES
-

OTHER
-

31-12-2012
-

563

LEGAL ACTIONS

2,258

-

(108)

-

2,150

OTHER RISKS

24,419

553

(609)

(18,245)

6,118

27,240

553

(717)

(18,245)

8,831

Variation in the Other risks and duties is explained
by the inclusion of Finstar in 2012 in the scope of
consolidation (See Note 16).

The net movements for the years ended on 31
December 2011 and 31 December 2012, reflected
in the statement of comprehensive income under
“Provisions” are broken down as follows:

CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT PROVISIONS - NET MOVEMENTS

12M 11
OTHER LIABILITIES AND CHARGES
PROVISIONS (NOTE 13)
INTEREST PAID
INVESTMENTS IN PARTICIPATED COMPANIES (NOTE 16)
OTHER
PROVISION FOR OTHER LIABILITIES
AND CHARGES
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(5,975)

291

(5,975)

291

159

154

10,216

(4)

35

(605)

10,410

(456)
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The balance in the item “Other risks and
contingencies” at 31 December 2011 and 31
December 2012 is composed as follows:

OTHER RISKS AND CONTINGENCIES - BALANCE
31-12-2011
INVESTMENTS IN PARTICIPATED COMPANIES i)
ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATION
CONTIGENCIES - OTHER ii)
OTHER RISKS

31-12-2012

18,249

-

4,758

4,910

807

1,207

606

-

24,419

6,118

i) In 2011 the amount resulting from the application
of the equity method of FINSTAR and Big Picture
2 Films.

ii) The amount shown under “Miscellaneous
contingencies” relates to provisions for risks and
contingencies relating to miscellaneous events/
disputes, mainly of a fiscal nature with the exception
of income taxes.
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39. SHAREHOLDER’S EQUITY
39.1 SHARE CAPITAL

entry shares with a nominal value of 1 Euro cent
per share.

At 31 December 2011 and 2012 the share
capital of ZON Multimédia was 3,090,968 euros,

The principal shareholders at 31 December 2011

represented by 309 096 828 registered book-

and 31 December 2012 are:

PRINCIPAL SHAREHOLDERS

31-12-2011
NUMBER OF
SHARES
UNITEL INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS, B.V. I)

31-12-2012

% VOTING
RIGHTS

NUMBER OF
SHARES

% VOTING
RIGHTS

-

-

58,147,094

18.81%

KENTO HOLDING LIMITED I)

30,909,683

10.00%

30,909,683

10.00%

BANCO BPI, SA

23,344,798

7.55%

23,344,798

7.55%

ESPÍRITO SANTO IRMÃOS, SGPS, SA II)

15,455,000

5.00%

15,455,000

5.00%

JOAQUIM ALVES FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA
III)

14,955,684

4.84%

14,955,684

4.84%

FUNDAÇÃO JOSÉ BERARDO IV)

13,408,982

4.34%

13,408,982

4.34%

BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA

11,861,240

3.84%

10,661,737

3.45%

ONGOING STRATEGY INVESTMENTS, SGPS,
SA V)

10,162,250

3.29%

10,162,250

3.29%

ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA VI)

9,075,782

2.94%

9,075,782

2.94%

GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA VII)

6,641,930

2.15%

6,641,930

2.15%

NORGES BANK

6,379,164

2.06%

6,379,164

2.06%

-

-

6,300,000

2.04%

6,182,000

2.00%

6,182,000

2.00%

6,088,616

1.97%

6,088,616

1.97%

5,721,695

1.85%

5,721,695

1.85%

3,985,488

1.29%

3,985,488

1.29%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA (OWN SHARES)

265,612

0.09%

401,523

0.13%

CAIXA GERAL DE DEPÓSITOS, SA

33,621,426

10.88%

-

-

TELEFÓNICA, SA

16,879,406

5.46%

-

-

8,707,136

2.82%

-

-

223,645,892

72.35%

227,821,426

73.71%

ZADIG GESTION (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.
SGC, SGPS, SA VIII)
ESAF - ESPÍRITO SANTO FUNDOS DE
INVESTIMENTO MOBILIÁRIO, SA
BES VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, S.
A.
METALGEST - SOCIEDADE DE GESTÃO,
SGPS, SA IV)

CINVESTE, SGPS, SA
TOTAL
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i) Under the terms of Article 20, paragraph 1 b)

vii) Visabeira Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS,

and Article 21 of the Securities Code, the above

SA holds 0.99% of the share capital and voting

qualifying shareholding is attributable to Isabel dos

rights in ZON Multimédia, with 1.16% being directly

Santos, in her capacity as a shareholder of Kento

held by Grupo Visabeira, SGPS, SA. Visabeira

and controlling shareholder of Unitel International

Investimentos Financeiros, SGPS, SA is 100%

Holdings, B.V.

owned by Visabeira Estudos e Investimentos, SA,
which is 100% owned by Visabeira Serviços, SGPS,

ii) The voting rights corresponding to Espírito Santo

SA, which in turn is owned by Grupo Visabeira,

Irmãos, SGPS, SA are attributable to Espírito Santo

SGPS, SA. 74.0104% of the latter is held by

Industrial, SA, Espírito Santo Resources Limited,

Fernando Campos Nunes.

and Espírito Santo Internacional, SA, companies
that control Espírito Santo Irmãos in that order.

viii) The shareholding of SGC, SGPS, SA is
attributed to its majority shareholder, Dr. João

iii) The voting rights corresponding to 4.84% of the

Pereira Coutinho.

share capital are attributed to Joaquim Francisco
Alves Ferreira de Oliveira, as he controls GRIPCOM,

39.2. OWN SHARES

SGPS, SA, and Controlinveste International SARL,
which own, respectively, 2.26% and 2.58% of the

Company law regarding own shares requires the

share capital of ZON Multimédia.

establishment of a non-distributable reserve in
an amount equal to the purchase price of such

iv) The position of the Fundação José Berardo is

shares, which becomes frozen until the shares are

reciprocally attributed to Metalgest - Sociedade de

disposed of. In addition, the applicable accounting

Gestão, SGPS, S.A.

rules determine that gains or losses on the disposal
of own shares are stated in reserves.

v)

The

voting

rights

of

Ongoing

Strategy

Investments, SGPS, S.A. are attributable to RS

At 31 December 2012 there were 401,523

Holding, SGPS, S.A. as its majority shareholder

own shares, representing 0.1299% of the share

and to Isabel Maria Alves Rocha dos Santos as the

capital (31 December 2011: 265,612 own shares,

majority shareholder of RS Holding, SGPS, S.A.

representing 0.08593% of the share capital).

vi) The qualifying shareholding of the company

Movements in the years ended on 31 December

Estêvão Neves – SGPS, SA is attributable to its

2011 and 31 December 2012 were as follows:

majority shareholder, José Estêvão Fernandes
Neves.
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OWN SHARES

QUANTITY
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2011

VALUE

5,486

17

ACQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES

462,097

1,196

DISTRIBUTION OF TREASURY SHARES

(201,971)

(659)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011

265,612

554

BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2012

265,612

554

392,317

906

(256,406)

(547)

401,523

913

ACQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES
DISTRIBUTION OF TREASURY SHARES
BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

39.3. RESERVES
LEGAL RESERVE

Company law and ZON Multimédia’s Articles
of Association establish that at least 5% of the
Company’s annual net profit must be used to
build up the legal reserve until it corresponds to
20% of the share capital. This reserve cannot be
distributed except in the event of liquidation of
the company, but it may be used to absorb losses
after all other reserves have been exhausted, or for
incorporation in the share capital.

OTHER RESERVES

Movements in “Other reserves” in the years ended
on 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012 were
as follows:
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OTHER RESERVES
RESERVAS
LIVRES
BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2011
DISTRIBUITION OF TREASURY SHARES
AQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES
DIVIDENDS (NOTE 20)

OUTRAS
RESERVAS

TOTAL

144,408

10,738

155,146

659

(1,319)

(659)

(1,196)

1,196

-

(14,277)

-

(14,277)

UNDISTRIBUTED PROFIT

-

19,976

19,976

SHARE PLAN

-

3,126

3,126

INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES (NOTE 40)

-

(297)

(297)

EXCHANGE RATE DERIVATIVES (NOTE 40)

-

573

573

OTHER

-

(668)

(668)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2011

129,594

33,325

162,919

BALANCE AS AT 1 JANUARY 2012

129,594

33,325

162,919

547

(1,094)

(547)

(906)

906

-

(14,730)

-

(14,730)

UNDISTRIBUTED PROFIT

-

18,016

18,016

SHARE PLAN

-

1,642

1,642

INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES (NOTE 40)

-

(2,554)

(2,554)

EXCHANGE RATE DERIVATIVES (NOTE 40)

-

(409)

(409)

OTHER

-

45

45

114,503

49,877

164,381

DISTRIBUITION OF TREASURY SHARES
AQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES
DIVIDENDS (NOTE 20)

BALANCE AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
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40. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
40.1 EXCHANGE RATE DERIVATIVES

value of which corresponds to approximately 45
thousand euros (31 December 2011: a gain of 532

Exchange rate risk is mainly related to exposure

thousand euros) which is stated in liabilities as a

resulting

contra entry in shareholder’s equity.

from

payments

made

to

certain

producers of audiovisual content and equipment
for the Pay TV, broadband and voice businesses.

40.2 INTEREST RATE DERIVATIVES

Business transactions between the ZON Group
and these suppliers are mainly denominated in

At 31 December 2012, ZON had contracted three

US dollars.

interest rate swaps totalling 257.500 million euros
(31 December 2011: 434.250 million euros), with

Depending on the balance of accounts payable

maturities at two years from the reference date.

resulting

in

The fair value of the interest rate swaps, totalling

a currency other than the Group’s operating

-6.051 million euros (31 December 2011: -2.577

currency, the ZON Group may contract financial

million euros) is stated in liabilities, with a contra

instruments, namely short-term foreign currency

entry for this amount stated in shareholders’ equity.

from

transactions

denominated

forwards, in order to hedge the risk associated
with these balances. At the date of the statement
of financial position there were foreign currency
forwards open for 2.288 million dollars (31
December 2011: 10.724 million dollars), the fair

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
ASSET
NOTIONAL
INTEREST RATE SWAPS
EXCHANGE RATE FORWARD

LIABILITY

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

434,250

-

-

350

2,227

8,288

532

-

-

-

442,538

532

-

350

2,227
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DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
ASSET
NOTIONAL
INTEREST RATE SWAPS
EXCHANGE RATE FORWARD

LIABILITY

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

NON
CURRENT

CURRENT

257,500

-

-

-

6,051

1,734

-

-

45

-

259,234

-

-

45

6,051

Movements during the year ended on 31 December
2012 were as follows:

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - MOVEMENTS
31-12-2011
FAIR VALUE INTEREST RATE SWAPS

DEFERRED INCOME TAX LIABILITIES

EQUITY

31-12-2012

(2,577)

-

(3,474)

(6,051)

532

-

(577)

(45)

(2,045)

-

(4,050)

(6,095)

(154)

-

154

-

683

-

933

1,616

529

-

1,087

1,616

(1,516)

-

(2,963)

(4,479)

FAIR VALUE EXCHANGE RATE
FORWARD
CASHFLOW HEDGE DERIVATIVES

RESULT

DEFERRED INCOME TAX ASSETS

In the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012, the impact of derivatives on the statement
of comprehensive income in financing costs
was 1.683 million euros and 1.872 million euros
respectively.
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41. GUARANTEES AND FINANCIAL UNDERTAKINGS
41.1. GUARANTEES
At 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2012,
the Group had furnished sureties, guarantees
and comfort letters in favour of third parties
corresponding to the following situations:

GUARANTEES

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

BANK GUARANTEES GIVEN TO OTHER ENTITIES:
FINANCIAL INSTITUITIONS i)

100,492

100,164

TAX AUTHORITIES ii)

23,076

23,779

SUPPLIERS iii)

13,362

11,330

11,897

10,216

148,827

145,488

20,000

24,599

8,811

11,392

OTHER iv)
PROMISSORIES v)
CONFORT LETTERS vi)

i) This amount relates mainly to guarantees

and 3.975 million euros for two bank guarantees

furnished by ZON Multimédia in connection with

for companies providing the service of leasing out

the loan from the EIB (Note 33.2).

satellite use.

ii) Guarantees demanded by the Tax Authorities in

iv) This amount mainly relates to guarantees

connection with tax proceedings contested by the

provided in connection with Municipal Wayleave

Company and its subsidiaries (Note 44.3).

Tax proceedings.

iii) This amount mostly includes 3.920 million

v) In connection with the finance obtained by

euros from bank guarantees provided to cinema

Upstar from BES, totalling 20 million euros, ZON

owners, 2.101 million euros in bank guarantees

Multimédia signed a promissory note in the total

provided to the company Multi38 in accordance

amount of the loan. Furthermore, it includes two

with the contract agreeing to lease a new building

promissory notes signed by ZON Multimédia,
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responsible for up to 30% of Finstar’s financing

The following guarantees were furnished in

along with BFA and BESA, to the sum of 1.5 billion

connection with the finance obtained by Sport

AKZ and 5 million USD, respectively.

TV totalling 76 million euros: a security financial
collateral arrangement in respect of the shares

vi) In connection with the finance obtained by

and new shares held by ZON Multimédia and

Finstar from Banco Caixa Totta and Banco BIC,

Sportinveste, SGPS, S.A., a mortgage on the Sport

totalling 2.430 billion AKZ and 1.849 billion AKZ

TV building, a lien on rights arising from Sport TV

respectively, ZON Multimédia signed two comfort

contracts, 5 promissory notes and assignment of

letters accepting liability for up to 30% of the total

credits in guarantee.

amount of the loan. The comfort letter from the

41.2. OPERATING LEASES

Banco Caixa Totta also covers 30% of 7.5 million
USD of back to back letters of credit for importing

The rentals due on operating leases have the

goods.

following maturities:

OPERATING LEASES

31-12-2011
LESS
THAN
1 YEAR
STORES, MOVIE
THEATRE AND OTHER
BUILDINGS

BETWEEN
1 AND 5
YEARS

31-12-2012
MORE
THAN 5
YEARS

LESS
THAN 1
YEAR

BETWEEN
1 AND 5
YEARS

MORE
THAN 5
YEARS

24,465

80,279

79,210

27,388

79,176

63,832

143

146

-

72

82

-

88

66

-

51

35

-

24,695

80,491

79,210

27,512

79,294

63,832

EQUIPMENT
VEHICLES

41.3. OTHER UNDERTAKINGS

henceforth as the “LIGA ZON SAGRES” [ZON
SAGRES LEAGUE] (formerly the “LIGA SAGRES”)

In July 2010, ZON TV Cabo Portugal signed a

and the “Second League” (formerly the “LIGA

contract with the Portuguese Professional Football

VITALIS”).

League as co-sponsor with the brewing company
Sociedade Central de Cervejas, covering four

At 31 December 2012, Sport TV had secured

football seasons (2010/2011 to 2013/2014) of the

television broadcasting rights for various sporting

first and second division competitions, to be known

events in future seasons. These rights include
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matches of the major European Football Leagues,
the UEFA Champions League and Europa League,
and the Formula 1 World Championship. A contract
renewal was also agreed with PPTV - Publicidade
de Portugal e Televisão, S.A., for the television
broadcast of Portuguese League football games for
over 3 years, until the end of the 2015/2016 season.

On 21 November 2008, the Competition Authority
approved the acquisition by ZON TV Cabo of
exclusive control of TVTel, Bragatel, Pluricanal
Leiria and Pluricanal Santarém, subject to a series
of undertakings, of which the following are the
most significant:

• A commitment to vacate space in secondary
and tertiary network infrastructures by
removing or selling integrated cables in
network cells that are not included in the
previous commitment, or that have not
been disposed of under the terms of the
previous commitment;

• An undertaking to provide a wholesale
national coverage satellite television offer
by means of which any third party can offer
Pay TV services nationwide via satellite
platforms without the need for network
infrastructures.

The EIB loan totalling 100 million euros with a
maturity of 5 years is intended exclusively to
finance the next generation network investment
project. This amount may not in any circumstances
exceed 50% of the total cost of the project.
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42. NOTES TO THE STATEMENT
OF CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOWS
The Statement of Cash Flows was prepared in

42.1. CASH RECEIVED

accordance with the requirements of IAS 7. The

FROM LOANS GRANTED

most significant aspects are as follows:

CASH RECEIVED FROM LOANS GRANTED

12M 2011
LOANS TO UPSTAR

12M 2012
4,951

15,715

4,951

15,715

42.2. PAYMENTS RELATING

The item “Payments relating to loans given” is

TO LOANS GRANTED

composed as follows:

PAYMENTS RELATING TO LOANS GRANTED

12M 2011
LOANS TO UPSTAR

42.3. DIVIDENDS / DISTRIBUTION

12M 2012

37,731

6,313

37,731

6,313

The item “Dividends” is composed as follows:

OF EARNINGS
DIVIDENDS
12M 2011
ZON MULTIMÉDIA

12M 2012

49,454

49,438

438

329

ZON TV CABO AÇOREANA

78

-

GRAFILME

26

1,128

49,996

50,895

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE
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43. RELATED PARTIES
43.1. SUMMARY LIST
OF RELATED PARTIES
Detailed summary of Related Parties as at 31
December 2012:

RELATED PARTIES

CAIXA GERAL DE DEPÓSITOS, SA
KENTO HOLDING LIMITED
UNITEL INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS, B.V.
BANCO BPI, SA
TELEFÓNICA, SA
ESPÍRITO SANTO IRMÃOS, SGPS, SA
JOAQUIM ALVES FERREIRA DE OLIVEIRA
FUNDAÇÃO JOSÉ BERARDO
ONGOING STRATEGY INVESTMENTS, SGPS, SA
ESTÊVÃO NEVES - SGPS, SA
CINVESTE, SGPS, SA
GRUPO VISABEIRA, SGPS, SA
NORGES BANK
BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO, SA
SGC, SGPS, SA
ESAF - ESPÍRITO SANTO FUNDOS DE INVESTIMENTO MOBILIÁRIO, SA
BES VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, S. A.
METALGEST - SOCIEDADE DE GESTÃO, SGPS, SA
SPORT TV
DREAMIA HOLDING BV
DREAMIA - SERVIÇOS DE TELEVISÃO, SA
MSTAR, SA
UPSTAR COMUNICAÇÕES SA
FINSTAR - SOCIEDADE DE INVESTIMENTOS E PARTICIPAÇÕES, SA
ZON II - SERVIÇOS DE TELEVISÃO SA
ZON III - COMUNICAÇÕES ELECTRÓNICAS S.A.
BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS, SA
DISTODO, LDA
CANAL 20 TV
FUNDO INVESTIMENTO PARA CINEMA E AUDIOVISUAL
GESGRÁFICA - PROJECTOS GRÁFICOS, LDA
CAIXANET – TELECOMUNICAÇÕES E TELEMÁTICA, SA
APOR - AGÊNCIA PARA A MODERNIZAÇÃO DO PORTO
LUSITÂNIA VIDA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, SA
LUSITÂNIA - COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS, SA
TURISMO DA SAMBA (TUSAL), SARL
FILMES MUNDÁFRICA, SARL
COMPANHIA DE PESCA E COMÉRCIO DE ANGOLA (COSAL), SARL
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43.2. BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS
BETWEEN RELATED PARTIES
a) Transactions and balances between ZON
Multimédia and companies of the ZON Group were
eliminated in the consolidation process and are not
the subject of disclosure in this Note.

The balances at 31 December 2011 and 31
December 2012 and transactions in the years
ended on 31 December 2011 and 31 December
2012 between the ZON Multimédia Group and
its associated companies, joint ventures and other
related parties were as follows:

TRANSACTIONS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
SALES AND
SERVICES
RENDERED
CAIXA GERAL DE DEPÓSITOS

EXPENSES
AND SERVICES
OBTAINED

INTEREST
INCOME

INTEREST
EXPENSES

15

-

4

6,421

BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO

-

1,720

11,801

17,110

BANCO BPI

1

640

1,570

8,359

FUNDAÇÃO COLECÇÃO
BERARDO

-

64

-

-

SPORT TV

105

34,779

-

-

DREAMIA HOLDING BV

144

-

73

-

2,225

540

-

-

-

-

(1)

-

UPSTAR

8,549

132

1,270

-

FINSTAR

1,617

-

-

-

DISTODO

2

777

-

-

CANAL 20 TV, SA

-

1

-

-

BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS, SA

-

542

-

-

FUNDO INVESTIMENTO PARA
CINEMA E AUDIOVISUAL

-

-

-

189

12,659

39,195

14,715

32,079

DREAMIA SA
MSTAR SA
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BALANCES (TABLE 1)

ACCRUALS
AND DEFERRED
LIABILITIES

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
OTHER

-

-

1

-

-

-

451

-

-

-

-

-

3

176

7,477

-

18

2,445

DREAMIA HOLDING BV

292

808

-

-

-

-

DREAMIA SA

387

269

266

-

8

12

96

599

-

-

-

-

UPSTAR

1,403

41,643

1,091

-

-

315

CAIXA GERAL DE DEPÓSITOS
METALGEST
SPORT TV

MSTAR SA

ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
TRADE

ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
OTHER

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
TRADE

ACCRUALS
AND DEFERRED
ASSETS

AT 31 DECEMBER 2011

FINSTAR

3,023

-

33

-

-

-

DISTODO

1

-

20

-

-

-

BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS, SA

-

-

144

-

-

333

FUNDO INVESTIMENTO PARA
CINEMA E AUDIOVISUAL

-

-

-

17,479

-

-

CANAL 20 TV, SA

-

-

1

-

-

-

5,656

43,495

9,033

17,479

26

3,105

BALANCES (TABLE 2)
AT 31 DECEMBER 2011
LOAN
OBTAINED
CAIXA GERAL DE
DEPÓSITOS
BANCO ESPÍRITO
SANTO
BANCO BPI

OTHER
DERIVATIVES DERIVATIVE
FINANCIAL
ASSETS
LIABILITIES
APLICATIONS

FINANCIAL
LEASES

145,585

-

-

586

3

372,663

256,362

332

6

5,183

139,951

1,050

-

222

569

658,199

257,412

332

814

5,755
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TRANSACTIONS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
EXPENSES
AND
SERVICES
OBTAINED

SALES AND
SERVICES
RENDERED
CAIXA GERAL DE DEPÓSITOS

INTEREST
INCOME

INTEREST
EXPENSES

23

-

31

3,817

BANCO BPI

2

23

259

7,250

BANCO ESPÍRITO SANTO

-

34

8,825

17,143

SPORT TV

72

32,370

-

-

204

-

94

-

DREAMIA SA

2,190

740

-

-

UPSTAR

6,638

-

1,904

-

FINSTAR

478

-

-

-

DISTODO

2

697

-

-

FUNDO INVESTIMENTO PARA
CINEMA E AUDIOVISUAL

-

-

-

21

16

2,422

-

-

9,625

36,285

11,113

28,230

DREAMIA HOLDING BV

BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS

BALANCES (TABLE 1)

ACCRUALS
AND DEFERRED
LIABILITIES

ACCRUALS
AND DEFERRED
ASSETS

ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
OTHER

ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE
TRADE

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
TRADE

ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
OTHER

AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

SPORT TV

26

(149)

13,240

-

15

1,629

DREAMIA HOLDING BV

471

928

-

-

-

-

949

753

1,074

-

-

96

UPSTAR

2,879

21,809

448

-

-

1,268

DREAMIA SA
FINSTAR

4,520

-

-

-

-

-

DISTODO

1

-

-

-

-

-

FUNDO INVESTIMENTO
PARA CINEMA E
AUDIOVISUAL

-

-

-

17,500

-

-

78

553

-

-

-

-

BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS

MSTAR

2

-

7

-

-

164

CANAL 20 TV

-

-

1

-

-

-

8,926

23,895

14,812

17,500

15

3,156
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BALANCES (TABLE 2)
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
LOAN
OBTAINED
BANCO ESPÍRITO
SANTO
BANCO BPI

OTHER
FINANCIAL
APLICATIONS

DERIVATIVES DERIVATIVES
ASSETS
LIABILITIES

FINANCIAL
LEASES

267,830

203,387

-

-

3,185

95,482

-

-

994

78

363,312

203,387

-

994

3,263

The Company regularly performs transactions and

the Company. However, these are performed on

signs contracts with several parties within the ZON

normal market terms for similar transactions, as

Group. Such transactions were performed on normal

part of the current business of the contracting

market terms for similar transactions, as part of the

companies.

current business of the contracting companies.
b) The remuneration paid to the directors of
The Company also regularly performs transactions

ZON Multimédia, SGPS in the years ended on 31

and enters into financial contracts with various credit

December 2011 and 2012 was as follows:

institutions which hold qualifying shareholdings in

REMUNERATION PAID TO THE DIRECTORS OF ZON MULTIMÉDIA, SGPS

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
NON EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / RELATED PARTIES

SHARE-BASED
COMPENSATION
PLANS

BONUS

FIXED
REMUNERATION

12M 12
SHARE-BASED
COMPENSATION
PLANS

BONUS

FIXED
REMUNERATION

12M 11

1,855

810

479

1,855

810

618

808

-

-

748

-

-

2,663

810

479

2,604

810

618
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The remuneration paid to senior executives of the
Group in the years ended on 31 December 2011 and
2012 was as follows:

REMUNERATION PAID TO SENIOR EXECUTIVES OF THE GROUP

12M 2011

12M 2012

FIXED REMUNERATIONS

6,163

5,647

BONUS

1,512

1,461

963

1,195

8,639

8,303

SHARE-BASED COMPENSATION PLANS

The average number of senior executives of the

services, and 30% in Upstar whose business

Group was 38 (12M2011:39).

is electronic communications services and the
production, commercialisation, broadcasting and

The variable remuneration stated above corresponds

distribution of audiovisual content and consultancy.

to the value of accrued performance bonuses for
2012 which are payable in 2013.

As a result of the consolidation of those subsidiaries
by the proportional method, the following amounts

All remuneration and bonuses are short term. The

were included in the consolidated statements of

share incentive scheme includes a medium and

financial position at 31 December 2012, and in the

long term amount of 97,000 euros.

consolidated statement of comprehensive income
for the years ended on 31 December 2012.

43.3 JOINT VENTURES
The ZON Group has a 50% interest in the following
joint ventures: Sport TV, whose business is the
television broadcasting of the Sport TV channels
and ii) Dreamia (Dreamia BV and Dreamia SA)
whose business is the television broadcasting of the
MOV, Hollywood, Panda and Panda Biggs channels
It also has a 30% stake in Mstar and Finstar whose
business is the distribution of satellite TV and
the operation and supply of telecommunications
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JOINT-VENTURES
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
COMPANY (A)
CURRENT ASSETS

ELIMINATIONS (B)

CONTRIBUTION (C)

104,990

(51,180)

53,810

48,685

(1,605)

47,080

1,580

(1,580)

-

25

(25)

-

32,563

-

32,563

13,810

-

13,810

707

-

707

153,675

(52,785)

100,890

128,561

(50,328)

78,233

11,772

(2,457)

9,315

8,439

-

8,439

3,152

3,152

3,152

181

181

181

-

-

-

TOTAL LIABILITIES

140,333

(52,785)

87,548

TOTAL REVENUE

123,791

(53,903)

69,888

TOTAL EXPENSE

125,636

(53,903)

71,734

(1,846)

-

(1,846)

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE OTHER
INVESTMENTS IN GROUP
COMPANIES
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
TANGIBLE ASSETS
DEFERRED TAX ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
BORROWINGS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE-OTHER
ACCRUED EXPENSES
PROVISIONS FOR OTHER
LIABILITIES AND CHARGES

NET INCOME

a) Percentage interest in the individual accounts of
the companies at the date stated;

b) Inter-company eliminations;

c) Amounts included in the consolidated statements
of financial position at 31 December 2011 and
31 December 2012 and in the consolidated
statements of comprehensive income for the years
ended on 31 December 2011 and 2012 as a result of
consolidation by the proportional method.
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44. LEGAL ACTIONS AND CONTINGENT ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES
44.1. MUNICIPAL WAYLEAVE TAX

It must also be highlighted that under the scope

(TMDP) PROCEEDINGS

of an administrative complaint, a decision has
been made by some municipalities, which have

In February 2004, pursuant to Article 13 of the

either subscribed to the Group’s interpretation or

Authorisation Directive (Directive 2002/20/EC of

decided that they may only opt for one rate or the

7 June), Law 5/2004 of 10 February (Electronic

other, as it is not possible for the TMDP and public

Communications Law) established in its Article

road Occupancy Rates to overlap.

106 the Municipal Wayleave Tax (TMDP) as
consideration for the “rights and costs of the

Meanwhile, various judicial judgments have been

installation, passage and crossing, in a determined

issued on the substantive issue, including by the

area,

municipal

Supreme Administrative Court (two appeals are

domain” by the systems, equipment and other

pending to the Constitutional Court presented in

resources of companies offering public electronic

two proceedings by the C.M Lisboa) that uphold

communications networks and services.

the position and understanding of ZON TV Cabo,

of

the

public

and

private

with the result that there are good prospects that
The TMDP charge is levied on “each invoice

this dispute will be definitively resolved in favour

issued by the companies offering public electronic

of ZON TV Cabo by the majority of municipalities.

communications networks and services at a fixed
location to all end customers within the respective

With the entry into force of Decree-Law 123/2009,

municipality”, and is calculated as a maximum

this matter has been definitively resolved for the

percentage of 0.25% of the amount of each

future. This law clearly states (in line with ZON’s

invoice. Some municipalities, despite approving

interpretation of the previous legislation) that

the TMDP, have continued to collect Occupancy

the TMDP is payable for the use and usufruct

Taxes, while others have opted to maintain the

of property in the public or private municipal

latter taxes rather than approving the TMDP.

domain

which

involves

the

companies

construction

that

offer

or

installation,

by

public

In the light of legal advice on the matter, the

electronic

communications

Group is of the view that the TMDP is the only

services, of infrastructures for housing electronic

tax that should be collected as consideration for

communications in accordance with the terms of

the above mentioned rights, namely the right of

the Electronic Communications Law, and that no

installation, for which reason it has challenged the

other taxes, official fees or consideration are due.

networks

and

public highway Occupancy Taxes charged to it by
municipalities, since it deems such taxes illegal.
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44.2. LEGAL ACTIONS

Supplier in the amounts, respectively, of 1.087

WITH REGULATORS

million euros, 2.325 million euros, and 3.580 million
euros; 42 thousand euros, 79 thousand euros,

On 8 July 2009, ZON TV Cabo was notified by

and 123 thousand euros; 55 euros, 109 thousand

the Competition Authority (AdC) in connection

euros and 169 thousand euros, and seeking

with administrative offence proceedings relating

reimbursement of the amounts meanwhile paid in

to the ZON triple-play offer, requesting ZON

connection with the enforcement proceedings. This

TV Cabo to comment on the content of the

fee is a percentage decided annually by ANACOM

notification, which it did in good time. The case

(in 2009 it was 0.5826%) of operators’ electronic

is currently at the fact-finding stage in AdC and

communications revenues. The scheme is being

various information has been requested, to which

introduced gradually: 1/3 in the first year, 2/3 in

ZON has responded. If it is concluded that an

the second year and 100% in the third year. ZON

infringement has occurred, the AdC may levy a

TV Cabo, ZON TV Cabo Açoreana and ZON TV

fine not exceeding 10% of the company’s turnover

Cabo Madeirense claim, in addition to defects of

in last year of infringement.

unconstitutionality and illegality, that only revenues
from the electronic communications business per

ICP-ANACOM instituted regulatory infringement

se, subject to regulation by ANACOM, should be

proceedings against ZON TV Cabo, as it did

considered for the purposes of the application

against the majority of Portuguese electronic

of the percentage and the calculation of the fee

communications operators, for infringement of the

payable, and that revenues from television content

portability regulations. ZON TV Cabo brought an

should be excluded.

action for judicial review of a decision by Anacom
ordering it to pay a fine, and the court ruled that

On 18 December 2012 a ruling was passed on the

Anacom’s decision was null and void, there having

proceedings instigated by ZON TV Cabo Portugal

been no further developments to date. ZON TV

for 2009, for which the appeal was upheld, with no

Cabo contested another decision made by Anacom

prior hearing, condemning ICP-ANACOM to pay

to order payment of fines, which is currently being

the costs, with the decision still subject to appeal

reviewed.

by ICP-Anacom.

ZON TV Cabo Portugal, ZON TV Cabo Açoreana

ZON tendered in an auction for licences for a

and ZON TV Cabo Madeirense brought actions

nationwide freeview generalist programme service,

for judicial review of ICP-ANACOM’s decisions

to be broadcast via terrestrial television. The

in respect of the payment of the Annual Fee (for

Regulator of Social Communication decided on

2009, 2010 and 2011) for carrying on the business

23 March 2009 to disqualify ZON’s bid, along with

of Electronic Communications Services Networks

that of another bidder. ZON has applied for judicial
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review of the decision. The outcome of these
proceedings is awaited.

44.3. TAX AUTHORITIES
During the course of the 2005 to 2012 financial
years, certain companies of the ZON Group were
the subject of tax inspections for the 2002 and
2005 to 2010 financial years. Following these
inspections, ZON Multimédia, as the controlling
company of the Tax Group, was notified of the
corrections made to the Group’s tax losses by the
Tax Inspection Service. The Company considered
that the corrections were unfounded, and appealed
against the amounts mentioned. ZON Multimédia
brought an action for judicial review of those
corrections.

During the course of the 2012 to 2011 financial years,
ZON Multimédia, ZON TV Cabo, ZON Conteúdos
and ZON TV Cabo SGPS were the subject of tax
inspections for the 2004 to 2010 financial years.
Following these inspections, the companies were
notified to make payments corresponding to the
corrections made by the Tax Inspection Service
to those financial years. The Company considered
that the corrections were unfounded, and contested
the amounts mentioned. The Group provided the
bank guarantees demanded by the Tax Authorities
in connection with these proceedings, as stated in
Note 41.
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The following proceedings are in progress:

TAX PROCEEDINGS

YEAR

COMPANY

REVISED YEARS

VALUE

2007

ZON MULTIMÉDIA

2004

109

2007

ZON MULTIMÉDIA

2005

446

2010

ZON MULTIMÉDIA

2008

352

2011

ZON MULTIMÉDIA

2009

264

2012

ZON MULTIMÉDIA

2010

142

2007

ZON TV CABO

2004

2,024

2007

ZON TV CABO

2005

1,694

2008

ZON TV CABO

2006

2,048

2009

ZON TV CABO

2007

4,012

2010

ZON TV CABO

2008

1,735

2010

ZON TV CABO

2009

1,799

2012

ZON TV CABO

2010

24

2011

ZON CONTEÚDOS

2009

141

2012

ZON CONTEÚDOS

2010

267

2011

ZON TV CABO SGPS

2009

407

2011

ZON TV CABO SGPS

2010

1,022
16,487

44.4. ACTIONS BY PORTUGAL

of the MID service and supply of video and audio

TELECOM AGAINST ZON TV CABO

channels.

MADEIRENSE AND ZON TV CABO
AÇOREANA

In the case of ZON TV Cabo Madeirense, the
suit also involves the operating, maintenance and

PT brought two actions in Funchal Judicial Court

management costs of the Madeira/Porto Santo

and Ponta Delgada Judicial Court, one against

undersea cable and the use of two fibre optic

ZON TV Cabo Madeirense and the other against

circuits.

ZON TV Cabo Açoreana, claiming payment of
1.608 million euros and 925 thousand euros,

The two companies contested the action, in

respectively, plus accrued interest until the date of

particular the prices concerned, the services and

full settlement, for the alleged use of ducts, supply

PT’s legal capacity in respect of the ducts.
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In a decision of 19 July, the court found for ZON TV

2013 (DL 9/2013) just for liquidating and charging

Cabo Açoreana. PT has not appealed the decision.

publicity rates for showing films and charging
television distribution operators.

However, following that decision, in April 2012 PT
brought two new actions against ZON TV Cabo

ZON is currently analysing whether this is

Açoreana, one relating to the MID service and the

applicable and its potential impact on the financial

other to the supply of video and audio channels,

statements.

claiming payment of 222 thousand euros and 316
thousand euros respectively, plus interest. The time

44.6. CONTRACTUAL PENALTIES

limit for contesting the claim in both actions has
not yet expired.

The general conditions that affect the agreement
and termination of this contract between ZON

The action against ZON TV Cabo Madeirense is

and its clients, establish that if the products and

currently at the judgment stage.

services provided by the client can no longer be
used prior to the end of the binding period, the

PT tried to take legal action against ZON Açores

client is obliged to immediately pay damages to

for payment of 160 thousand euros and costs, by

ZON TV CABO. In the 2012 year, damages were

way of a contract allegedly agreed between the

charged to a total of 12.105 million euros, of

parties, in which ZON Açores have been granted

which only 336 thousand euros were received and

use of a property and a range of services included

recorded under ‘Other invoices’

in the use of that space. ZON Açores responded
and presented a counter-claim saying there was no
contract and that the property was used by ZON
Açores based on a swap agreement with PT and
deducted a claim amount of 177 thousand euros.

The proceedings are currently under trial.

44.5. CINEMA LAW
Law n.º 55/2012, which establishes the principles
of state action under the promotion, development
and protection of cinema and cinematographic
and audiovisual activities in Portugal, was published
on September 6, 2012. This Law was enacted in
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45. SHARE INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Share Incentive Schemes approved by the

The number of shares vested in 2012 under the

General Meetings of Shareholders on 27.04.08

Share Plans approved in 2008, 2009, 2010 and

and 19.04.10 with the aim of promoting employee

2011 was 256,406 shares.

loyalty, aligning their interests with the Company’s
objectives and creating more favourable conditions

As stated in Note 2.17, the fair value on the

for the recruitment of staff of high strategic value,

allocation date was determined based on the listed

have been implemented in accordance with the

price of the equity instruments at the grant date.

principles agreed at those meetings.
In addition, the Group recognised liabilities in
These incentives plans comprise a Standard

respect of the 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012

Plan and a Senior Executive Plan. The Standard

Plans, which extend until 2016, totalling 8.749

Plan is aimed at eligible members selected by

million euros – 1.951 million euros in 2008, 1.592

the responsible bodies, regardless of the roles

million euros in 2009, 1.401 million euros in 2010,

they perform. In this plan the vesting period for

1.753 million euros in 2011 and 2.052 million euros

the assigned shares is five years, starting twelve

in 2012.

months after the period to which the respective
assignment relates, at a rate of 20% a year. The

In addition, in the first half of 2012 ZON

Senior Executive Plan is aimed at eligible members

implemented

classed as Senior Executives, also selected by the

established in the By-Law approved by the General

responsible bodies. The Senior Executive Plan,

Meeting of Shareholders. This plan is open to all

implemented following approval by the General

employees who, if they meet internally decided

Meeting of Shareholders in April 2010, has a

criteria, may invest up to 10% of their annual salary

vesting period of 3 years following the attribution

in this plan, up to a maximum of 7,5 thousand

of the shares.

euros per annum, with the benefit of purchasing

the

Share

Savings

Plan,

also

shares at a 10% discount.
The maximum number of shares assigned each
year to these plans is approved by the Board of

Under the Share Savings Plan, which was launched

Directors and depends exclusively on fulfilment

in 2012, ZON employees bought 45,493 shares.

of the performance objectives established for
ZON and on the assessment of the individual’s
performance.
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46. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
An agreement was made in December to

authorisations, notifications and administrative

consolidate the position of the shareholders in

formalities that apply and that may be required,

Sport TV, Sportinveste Multimedia and PPTV

as well as issuing a statement on the obligation

Publicidade de Portugal e Televisão S.A. and their

to launch a bid to tender by the CMVM (The

respective operations, in one single body, which will

Portuguese Stock Market Regulator). This has not

be responsible for managing the sports rights for

had any impact on ZON Multimedia’s consolidated

TV and Multimedia (internet and mobile phones)

financial statements as of 31 December 2012.

for the Portuguese market.

As part of this operation, ZON will reduce its
shareholding in Sport TV to 25% receiving 46
million

euros

as

compensation.

Establishing

this new body depends on the approval of
the Competition Authority and on obtaining
independent financing from Sport TV. This has not
had any impact on ZON Multimedia’s consolidated
financial statements for 31 December 2012.

Following the proposals made by ZON Multimédia
and Optimus SGPS Board of Directors the merger
project incorporating Optimus into ZON was
approved on March 7 2013 and as a result all the
assets and liabilities of Optimus will be integrated
into ZON Multimédia. The merge is based on an
exchange ratio that attributes an appreciation of
ZON Multimédia which corresponds to 150% of
Optimus SGPS. As part of the merger, ZON should
increase its share capital and, as a result, issue and
provide Optimus shareholders with new shares
representing 40% of the share capital resulting
from that increase. However, the operation still
depends on there not being any opposition
from the Competition Authority and the other
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ANNEXES
A) COMPANIES INCLUDED IN THE CONSOLIDATION
BY THE FULL CONSOLIDATION METHOD
PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP
COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE

ACTIVITY

EFFECTIVE

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

31-12-2012

ZON MULTIMÉDIA - SERVIÇOS
DE TELECOMUNICAÇÕES E
MULTIMÉDIA, SGPS, S.A.

LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

ZON TV CABO PORTUGAL,
S.A.

LISBON

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION
BY CABLE AND SATELLITE
AND OPERATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

ZON TV CABO AÇOREANA,
S.A.

PONTA
DELGADA

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION
BY CABLE AND SATELLITE
AND OPERATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
IN THE AZORES AREA

83.82%

ZON TV CABO
(83,82%)

83.82%

ZON TV CABO MADEIRENSE,
S.A.

FUNCHAL

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION
BY CABLE AND SATELLITE
AND OPERATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
IN THE MADEIRA AREA

77.95%

ZON TV CABO
(77,95%)

77.95%

ZON TELEVISÃO POR CABO,
SGPS, S.A.

LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

100.00%

ZON TV CABO
(100%)

100.00%

ZON CONTEÚDOS ACTIVIDADE DE TELEVISÃO
E DE PRODUÇÃO DE
CONTEÚDOS, S.A.

LISBON

COMERCIALIZATION OF CABLE TV
CONTENTS

100.00%

ZON
TELEVISÃO
POR CABO
(100%)

100.00%

ZON LUSOMUNDO
AUDIOVISUAIS, S.A.

LISBON

IMPORT, DISTRIBUTION,
COMMERCIALIZATION AND
PRODUCTION OF AUDIOVISUAL
PRODUCTS

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

GRAFILME - SOCIEDADE
IMPRESSORA DE LEGENDAS,
LDA. (a)

LISBON

PROVIDING SERVICES ON
AUDIOVISUAL SUBTITLING

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

100.00%

100.00%

ZON LM
55.56% AUDIOVISUAIS
(55,56%)

-

ZON AUDIOVISUAIS, SGPS S.A. LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

ZON LM
100.00% AUDIOVISUAIS
(100%)

100.00%

ZON LUSOMUNDO TV, LDA.

LISBON

MOVIES DISTRIBUTION,
EDITING, DISTRIBUTION,
COMMERCIALIZATION AND
PRODUCTION OF AUDIOVISUAL
PRODUCTS

100.00%

ZON
AUDIOVISUAIS
SGPS S.A.
(100%)

100.00%

ZON LUSOMUNDO CINEMAS
, S.A.

LISBON

MOVIES EXHIBITION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF OTHER
PUBLIC EVENTS

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

100.00%

LUSOMUNDO MOÇAMBIQUE,
LDA.

MAPUTO

MOVIES EXHIBITION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF OTHER
PUBLIC EVENTS

ZON LM
100.00% CINEMAS
(100%)

100.00%

ZON CINEMAS, SGPS S.A.

LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

ZON LM
100.00% CINEMAS
(100%)

100.00%

LUSOMUNDO - SOCIEDADE
DE INVESTIMENTOS
IMOBILIÁRIOS SGPS, SA

LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE
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PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP
COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE

ACTIVITY

EFFECTIVE

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

31-12-2012

EMPRACINE - EMPRESA
PROMOTORA DE ATIVIDADES
CINEMATOGRÁFICAS, LDA.

LISBON

MOVIES EXHIBITION

99.87%

LUSOMUNDO
SII (100%)

99.87%

LUSOMUNDO IMOBILIÁRIA
2, S.A.

LISBON

MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE

99.68%

LUSOMUNDO
SII (99,8%)

99.68%

LUSOMUNDO ESPAÑA, SL

MADRID

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS
RELATING TO ACTIVITIES IN SPAIN
IN THE AUDIOVISUALS BUSINESS

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

100.00%

TELIZ HOLDING B.V.

AMSTELVEEN

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

100.00%

ZON FINANCE B.V.

AMSTERDAM

MANAGEMENT OF GROUP
FINANCING ACTIVITIES

100.00%

ZON
MULTIMÉDIA
(50%); ZON TV
CABO (50%)

100.00%

(a) Company wound up in 2012.
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b) ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP
COMPANY

DISTODO - DISTRIBUIÇÃO
E LOGÍSTICA, LDA.
("DISTODO")
CANAL 20 TV, S.A.

HEAD
OFFICE

ACTIVITY

EFFECTIVE

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

31-12-2012

LISBON

STOCKING, SALE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIOVISUAL
MATERIAL

ZON LM
50.00% AUDIOVISUAIS
(50%)

50.00%

MADRID

PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION
AND SALE OF CONTENS RIGHTS
FOR TELEVISION FILMS

ZON
50.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(50%)

50.00%

LISBON

CONCEPTION, PRODUCTION,
REALIZATION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF
AUDIOVISUAL CONTENTS
AND PROVISION OF PUBLICITY
SERVICES

ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

100.00%

BIG PICTURE 2 FILMS, S.A.

LISBON

IMPORT, DISTRIBUTION,
COMMERCIALIZATION AND
PRODUCTION OF AUDIOVISUAL
PRODUCTS

ZON III - COMUNICAÇÕES
ELECTRÓNICAS S.A. (b)

LISBON

NETWORK OPERATOR AND
PROVIDER OF ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

ZON II - SERVIÇOS DE
TELEVISÃO S.A. (a)

ZON
AUDIOVISUAIS
20.00%
SGPS S.A.
(20%)
ZON
100.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(100%)

20.00%

100.00%

(a) Company incorporated in 2010 and which is not material as at this date.
(b) Company incorporated in 2011 and which is not material as at this date.
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c) JOINTLY CONTROLLED COMPANIES

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP
COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE

ACTIVITY

EFFECTIVE

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

31-12-2012

LISBON

CONCEPTION, PRODUCTION,
REALIZATION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF
SPORTS PROGRAMS FOR
TELEBROADCASTING, PURCHASE
AND RESALE OF THE RIGHTS TO
BROADCAST SPORTS PROGRAMS
FOR TELEVISION AND PROVISION OF
PUBLICITY SERVICES

ZON
50.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(50%)

50.00%

DREAMIA - SERVIÇOS DE
TELEVISÃO, S.A.

LISBON

CONCEPTION, PRODUCTION,
REALIZATION AND
COMMERCIALIZATION OF
AUDIOVISUAL CONTENTS AND
PROVISION OF PUBLICITY SERVICES

DREAMIA
50.00% HOLDING BV
(100%)

50.00%

DREAMIA HOLDING B.V.

AMSTERDAM

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENTS

50.00%

MSTAR, SA

MAPUTO

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION
BY SATELLITE, OPERATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

ZON
30.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(30%)

30.00%

UPSTAR COMUNICAÇÕES
S.A.

VENDAS
NOVAS

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES PROVIDER, PRODUCTION,
COMMERCIALIZATION,
BROADCASTING AND DISTRIBUTION
OF AUDIOVISUAL CONTENTS

ZON
30.00% MULTIMÉDIA
(30%)

30.00%

FINSTAR - SOCIEDADE
DE INVESTIMENTOS E
PARTICIPAÇÕES, S.A.

LUANDA

DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION
BY SATELLITE, OPERATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

30.00%

SPORT TV PORTUGAL, S.A.

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS / ANNEXES
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d) COMPANIES RECORDED AT COST

PERCENTAGE OF OWNERSHIP
COMPANY

HEAD
OFFICE

ACTIVITY

TURISMO DA SAMBA
(TUSAL), SARL (a)

LUANDA

N.A.

FILMES MUNDÁFRICA,
SARL (a)

LUANDA

MOVIES EXHIBITION

COMPANHIA DE PESCA E
COMÉRCIO DE ANGOLA
(COSAL), SARL (a)

LUANDA

CAIXANET –
TELECOMUNICAÇÕES E
TELEMÁTICA, S.A.

EFFECTIVE

DIRECT

EFFECTIVE

31-12-2011

31-12-2012

31-12-2012

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
30.00%
(30%)

30.00%

23.91%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(23.91%)

23.91%

N.A.

15.76%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(15.76%)

15.76%

LISBON

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES

5.00%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(5%)

5.00%

APOR - AGÊNCIA PARA A
PORTO
MODERNIZAÇÃO DO PORTO

DEVELOPMENT OF MODERNIZING
PROJECTS IN OPORTO

3.98%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(3.98%)

3.98%

LUSITÂNIA VIDA COMPANHIA DE SEGUROS,
S.A ("LUSITÂNIA VIDA")

LISBON

INSURANCE SERVICES

0.03%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(0.03%)

0.03%

LUSITÂNIA - COMPANHIA
DE SEGUROS, S.A
("LUSITÂNIA SEGUROS")

LISBON

INSURANCE SERVICES

0.04%

ZON MULTIMÉDIA
(0.04%)

0.04%

(a) The financial investments in these companies are fully provisioned.
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REPORT AND AUDIT COMMITTEE OPINION
Shareholders,

accuracy of the consolidated financial statements,
accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted

According to the articles of association, the

by the Company in order to ensure that they led to

supervision of the Company is committed to

a correct appraisal of its consolidated assets and

an Audit Committee, composed of three non-

consolidated profits.

executive members of the Board of Directors,
appointed by the General Meeting. A Statutory

As part of our duties, we participated in all the

Auditor will also be responsible for examining the

meetings of the Board of Directors and met

Company’s accounts.

with the Statutory Auditor and External Auditors
in order to monitor their audits and learn their

In these circumstances, as set forth in sub-

conclusions. We supervised the works performed

paragraph g) of Article 423-F of the Companies

by the Statutory Auditor and External Auditors

Code, we hereby submit our report on our

and their independence. We also met with the

supervision activity and our Opinion on the

heads of the Internal Audit Department and Legal

Consolidated Annual Report and Accounts of ZON

Department, the Executive Committee and the

MULTIMÉDIA – Serviços de Telecomunicações e

Director responsible for the financial area whenever

Multimédia, SGPS, S.A. for the financial year ended

we deemed fit and appropriate. We received full

on 31 December 2012.

cooperation from all.

The Audit Committee’s activity fits into the

The Audit Committee monitored the whistleblowing

Procedures Internal Regulations, approved by the

system. This system is available to all shareholders,

Board of Directors.

employees and to the general public. All reports
received were duly analyzed.

Throughout the year, the Audit Committee
has regularly accompanied the activities of the
Company and of its main subsidiaries, monitoring

OPINION:

the compliance with the law and with the articles
of

association,

supervising

the

Company’s

The Audit Committee was informed about the

risk

conclusions of the work of the examination of the

management systems, internal control and internal

Company´s accounts and external auditing on the

auditing and the preparation and disclosure of

Consolidated Financial Statements for the financial

consolidated financial information as well as

year of 2012, which include the consolidated

verifying the regularity of its accounting records, the

balance sheet, consolidated profit and loss

management,

the

effectiveness

of

its
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The Audit Committee

equity, consolidated cash flow statement and its
respective Annex, which express no reservations,
and scrutinized the Audit Report draft from the
Statutory Auditor.

__________________________________________________
Vítor Fernando da Conceição Gonçalves

Within our powers, we verified that the Consolidated
Annual

Report

and

Consolidated

Financial

Statements for the financial year ended on 31

__________________________________________________

December 2012 faithfully state the businesses

Nuno João Francisco Soares de Oliveira
Silvério Marques

evolution, and the performance and position of
the Group. It also complies with the applicable
legal requirements and accounting standards as
well as with the articles of association. We have
verified that the Company’s Corporate Governance

__________________________________________________
Paulo Cardoso Correia da Mota Pinto

Report, which will be announced at the same time
as the Management Report and the Consolidated
Financial Statements, includes the elements
referred to in Article 245-A of the Portuguese
Securities Code.

As so, taking into account the opinion and the
information received from the Board of Directors,
the Company’s departments, the Statutory Auditor
and the External Auditor, we are of the opinion that:

i)The

Consolidated

Annual

Report

may

be

approved; and

ii) The Consolidated Financial Statements may be
approved.

Lisbon, 21 March 2013
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STATEMENT UNDER THE TERMS OF ARTICLE
245, PARAGRAPH 1, C) OF THE PORTUGUESE
SECURITIES CODE
In accordance with Article 245, paragraph 1, c)
of the Securities Code, the Board of Directors of
ZON Multimédia – Serviços de Telecomunicações
e Multimédia, SGPS, SA, whose name and roles
are listed below, declare that, to their knowledge:

a) The management report, the annual accounts,
the legal certification of accounts and other
accounting

documents,

required

by

law

or

regulation, relative to the year ended 31 December
2012, were elaborated in compliance with the
applicable accounting standards, accurately and
truthfully portraying the assets and liabilities,
the company’s financial situation and results, as
well as those of the companies included in its
consolidation perimeter;

b) The management report faithfully portrays the
evolution of the company’s business, performance
and position, as well as those of the companies
included in its consolidation perimeter and, when
applicable, contains a description of the main risks
and uncertainties that they face.

Lisbon, 25 March 2013
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Fernando Fortuny Martorell
(Member of the Board of Directors)

Daniel Proença de Carvalho
(Chairman of the Board of Directors)

António Domingues
(Member of the Board of Directors)

Rodrigo Jorge de Araújo Costa
(Chief Executive Officer)

László Istvan Hubay Cebrian
(Member of the Board of Directors)

José Pedro Faria Pereira da Costa
(Executive Member of the Board of Directors)

Joaquim Francisco Alves Ferreira de Oliveira
(Member of the Board of Directors)

Luís Miguel Gonçalves Lopes
(Executive Member of the Board of Directors)

Mário Filipe Moreira Leite da Silva
(Member of the Board of Directors)

Duarte Maria de Almeida e Vasconcelos Calheiros

Isabel dos Santos
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